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Chapter 1
Introduction: Assembling the South–South through Extraction
Brazil has a great interest [in Africa]. Brazil has the largest Atlantic coast in the
world and in the South Atlantic the confrontation is directly with Africa:

“confrontation” in a geographical sense. Economically, the opportunities are

enormous. The experiences are similar…. I think this is good for Brazil and I think

this is good for Africa too. The style is different. (Celso Amorim, interview BR-12,

April 2019)

I spoke to Brazil’s former Foreign Minister Celso Amorim at his seafront apartment in Rio

de Janeiro’s chic Copacabana neighborhood. Overseeing the South Atlantic, the source of

Brazil’s direct “confrontation” with Africa, the apartment’s spacious living room was filled

with African paintings and handicrafts, most of which acquired during his 66 visits across

the continent as Brazil’s top diplomat between 2003 and 2010. In our conversation, while
talking about this period, Amorim would regularly glimpse over the blue oceanic horizon

– as if nostalgically remembering when it used to reflect a renewed sense of possibility
and optimism across its two margins. In 2019, with nearly five months into President Jair

Bolsonaro’s government, Amorim conveyed an impression that Brazil – the “country of

the future” as a long-told, self-depreciating irony among Brazilians goes – had now lost
its chance to dream with the future and had to content itself by dreaming with the past.
In this not so distant past, Amorim made the case for developing relations across the

Atlantic as helping to achieve “more equitable global politics” through new patterns of
political, economic, and development cooperation, implicitly suggesting the central role

Brazil had in the process. Discounting a degree of self-praise and a bitter resentment
against the country’s current political leadership, Amorim’s foreign policy tenure under

the presidencies of Lula da Silva (2003-2010) is for many analysts the apex of the “Brazil

rising” story – underpinned by a renewed drive and expansion in South–South relations

and a marked rapprochement with the African continent in particular (Burges, 2017;
Seibert & Visentini, 2019a; Alencastro & Seabra, 2020).

1
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When I asked about the role of South–South relations in building new markets and

opportunities for Brazilian businesses in Africa, Amorim observed, somehow

sarcastically, that he ought to be careful in his response. The Lava Jato (Car Wash)
scandals,1 in his opinion, had criminalized legitimate state-business relations: “to talk

about this nowadays in Brazil can take one to jail”, he remarked (Celso Amorim, interview

BR-12, April 2019). Cutting to the heart of my question, Amorim mentioned that Brazil’s

diplomatic support to its national enterprises was nothing more than an instance of

commercial diplomacy. Suggesting a “government leads, business follows” logic, he

reminded that similar forms of political backing have long underpinned European and
American investments across Africa. Yet, unlike the West, it was claimed that Brazil was

in a unique position due to the many South–South affinities it shares with the continent.

Resorting to an oft-deployed pitch when talking about Brazil–Africa relations, Amorim
underlined how the Kenyan Professor Calestous Juma used to say that “for every African

problem, there is a Brazilian solution”. Amorim subsequently explained that this “favors

the [Brazilian] presence, technical cooperation, and also companies, naturally [in Africa]”.
Meanwhile, on the other side of the South Atlantic, the notable Burkinabé historian

Joseph Ki-Zerbo (2003) remarked in his book A quand l'Afrique that the continent was
destined to remain under the shadow of a colonial pact. Accordingly, Africa was

perpetually condemned to supply raw materials to the North, trapped within an
exploitative global capitalist system and unable to construct its own endogenous paths to

development. Yet events at the turn of the 21st century seemed to suggest that Ki-Zerbo’s

predictions were not entirely accurate. As The Economist (2011) famously coined: Africa,

the hopeful continent, was rising. Raw materials were now its major driving force, with
higher revenues from natural resources nurturing growth, infrastructure development, a

widening middle class, and a thriving consumers market. In what became known as the
2000s commodities boom or super-cycle, which lasted roughly through the early 2010s,

the period had seen peaking mineral, fuel, and food prices (Erten & Ocampo, 2013). The
boom was prompted by growing consumption rates, industrialization, and infrastructure

expansion, particularly across the emerging markets (see John, 2018), and by the rise of
China most notably (Alden et al., 2008; Brautigam, 2009). These dynamics boosted the
1 As described

in greater detail at a later stage (see Chapter 2), the so-called Lava Jato (Car Wash) operation
is an ongoing criminal investigation in Brazil covering, among other things, money laundering and
embezzlement allegations. While controversial due to a varied set of reasons, it has implicated prominent
political and business figures across the country.
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economic value and geopolitical importance of developing countries’ primary

commodities, leading to a renewed search for extractive and agricultural frontiers,
especially on the African continent – a process that commentators have widely termed

the “new scramble for Africa” (see Southall & Melber, 2009; Moyo et al., 2012; Ayers,
2013; Carmody, 2017). Alongside traditional Western corporate presences that have long
held a stake on the continent’s extractable resources (Frynas, 1998; Klare & Volman,

2006), this led to the arrival (or in some cases the return) of a number of emerging
market, Southern-based firms in the pursuit of economic opportunities and natural

resource concessions. The tables and fortunes had apparently turned for Africa. The

continent was seeing a radical diversification away from primarily Western-centric
formulations to a plural arrangement of external relations. These developments nurtured
hopes of a world in transformation: one that offered empowering alternatives through

South–South ties, economic options away from overreliance on the West, and promises
of more horizontal partnerships. While on a visit to Nigeria, Brazilian President Lula

would declare: “The 19th century was Europe’s, the 20th century of the United States, and

the 21st century must be ours” (Scolese & Nossa, 2006, p. 130). The aspirations for a

strengthened Global South set forth in 1955 at the Bandung Conference, held at the brink
of decolonization across Africa and Asia, seemed to be finally within reach (see Pham &
Shilliam, 2016).

1.1 Rationale of Thesis and Original Contributions
This thesis speaks to these trends and trajectories in contemporary international
relations – stressing their outcomes, symbolisms, heterogeneity, and contradictions. It

does so by casting light on the range of South–South transnational ties prompted by the

emergence of Latin America’s so-called Pink Tide,2 on the one hand, and Africa’s Rising

momentum, on the other. This is addressed, more specifically, within a context of natural
resource extraction. At its core, this thesis critically reflects on the engagement of a Latin
American multinational corporation at an extractive empirical setting in Sub-Saharan

Africa, namely the advent of Brazil’s mining multinational Vale S.A. (henceforth Vale) in

Mozambique to explore coal. In other words, it is concerned with how this South–South
2 The “Pink Tide” is a catchword to designate Latin America’s commodity-nurtured economic expansion
throughout the 2000s and early 2010s, when most of the region was under the rule of left-wing
governments (see Bull, 2013).
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encounter has emerged and unfolded through extraction. In so doing, the aim of this
thesis is to enhance understandings of the ways in which exchanges and experiences

circulate and function in and across different parts of the Global South, looking at the

enrollment of humans, ideas, and objects therewith. I propose to interpret this South–
South axis not only in terms of the loci (places) that it represents and inter-connects but

also as an ethos (a mode of engagement) that reveals specific patterns of establishing,

maintaining, and signifying relations. As such, the “South–South”,3 as I opt to call this

transnational web, denotes both a geographical terrain, where multiple and fluid

transnational processes are positioned, and a workable relational arrangement that can
be patterned – ideationally and performatively – in particular ways. Under these
circumstances, Vale’s engagement in Mozambique offers a case study and heuristic to

rethink the forging and signification of South–South relations in light of capitalism’s

expansion to extractive frontiers. In this regard, this thesis asks: How is the South–South
assembled through Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique?

On this account, this thesis builds on current research traditions that point at the

composed, relational, and contingent nature of global processes, namely an assemblage
perspective (Ong & Collier, 2005; Sassen, 2006; Murray Li, 2007; Abrahamsen & Williams,
2009; Acuto & Curtis, 2014b). An assemblage conceptual vocabulary stresses dynamics

of co-functioning, provides for a de-essentialized take on social-material arrangements,
and accommodates multi-scalar levels of analysis. It thus offers, I will argue, a range of

productive avenues to read the South–South through extraction and to do so in a

polyvalent manner. In line with this understanding, Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique is
conceptualized as a “South–South assemblage”: a relational arrangement animated

through extraction and forged against the backdrop of a transnational web of connections
between Brazil and Mozambique. As I will detail over the course of this manuscript, this

derives from my conceptual interpretation of assemblage as a specific problematization

of a complex set of elements that are drawn together and co-function at a particular

conjuncture and terrain (see Chapter 3). Centrally, I claim that the South–South co-

functions in light of a dynamic set of relationships in which distinct human, material, and
ideational elements co-exist and operate together. I argue, however, that such co-

functioning is always provisional and that, by extension, the South–South is neither
From here on, I am going to use the “South–South” in this sense and without quotation marks to improve
readability.
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consolidated into a permanent arrangement nor obeys a singular logic. It is continuously
in process and open to new becomings as relations may shift, different elements may

enter, and new dynamics may be enacted. The “dash” in the South–South is thus admitted

as a functional yet contingent and fluid line of contact: one that quivers between

cooperation and exclusion, between accumulation and dispossession, and between

solidarity and interest, among many other forms; all while cross-cutting public-private,

local-global, and formal-informal dichotomies.

In addition, I contend that to appraise the South–South as an assembled

phenomenon through extraction provides for an interpretation of the South–South as

both constitutive of and constituted by extraction. Accordingly, the South–South, imbued
with symbolic-material values and meanings, influences the varied relational events that

unfold and co-function under an extractive arrangement. Yet this also bespeaks a

feedback loop where South–South relations emerge as a reflection of the extractive
spaces and infrastructures within which they are nested. In this sense, the empirical

material herewith presented offers clues to apprehend the co-constructed, performative,
dynamic, and contradictory nature of South–South relations, equipping the analysis to

displace ossified, pre-given visions towards the how of processes in practice and in action

This thesis grounds itself within and speaks to scholarly debates in the social

sciences focusing on the Global South and, in particular, on forms of South–South

transnational connections. It converses more specifically with (inter-)disciplinary

approaches in International Relations, Development Studies, and Area Studies – though
this categorization is more of a labelling resource than a narrow disciplinary

commitment. In this vein, I reflect on how academic inquiries have conceptualized, under

varied empirical contexts and epistemologies, the transnational movement of ideas,
people, capital, expertise, practices, and products, among others, across the Global South

and more specifically across the South Atlantic. Notably in recent years, the growing

prominence of South–South relations has become the subject of a steady and crescent line
of academic investigations and has been posited as a symptom of a global development
geography in transformation (see Grovogu, 2011; Schoeman, 2011; Mawdsley, 2012).

This thesis builds on such scholarly developments to further new insights, nuance
existing ones, and address prevalent insufficiencies. Crucially, however, I choose to

refrain from characterizing and conditioning these South–South transnational flows a

priori. I thus propose to delink the South–South from the usual qualifiers that
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predominantly follow the term in the literature such as “cooperation”, “partnership”, and
“solidarity”, among others. To view the South–South without the lens of predefined

subjectivities, I will argue, allows for grasping its many totalities. The South–South is thus

admitted as cooperation and solidarity but also as idealism, ambiguity, and contestation,
among other forms. In synergy with the conceptual possibilities that an assemblage

perspective offers, this interpretation provides analytical liberty to trace how the South–

South emerges in practice and in action: both as a transnational relational axis, through

which humans, things, and ideas interact, circulate, and co-function, and as a signifier that
molds the ways in which these relations are perceived upon and performed.

Moreover, these observations are combined with a concern of thinking critically

about contexts in which natural resource extraction and the extractive industries play a

central role. As described, an outlook of economic growth and soaring demand for

commodities across the emerging markets has shuffled the historical North–South,

respectively investor–recipient divide in the extractive industries, particularly in Sub-

Saharan Africa. While the role, impacts, and adversities of extraction on the African

continent have been long documented, the engagement of Southern-based multinationals
remains scantly investigated and problematized. As Appel et al. (2015) creatively

suggest: “it is like a big party with the lights turned off” (p. 21). Whereas a growing
number of scholarly attempts have sought to fill this void in recent years (Cooke et al.,
2015; Kragelund & Carmody, 2016; Bodomo, 2017), insufficiencies continue to be

determined by two major shortcomings: one analytical and the other methodological.

Analytically, works that address the outward expansion of emerging countries’

multinationals, particularly in disciplines such as International Relations (IR),

Development Studies, and International Political Economy (IPE), tend to do so by
subsuming corporate insertions under the geopolitical interests and foreign policy

priorities of their home governments, often bundling engagements in generic expressions
such as “China in Africa” (Alden, 2005) or “the BRICS and the new scramble for Africa”
(Kimenyi & Lewis, 2011). Methodologically, corporations tend to be more restrictive
systems for scholars to access, and limited transparency and disclosure records often
compound research difficulties (Transparency International, 2016).

In this vein, I seek to go beyond the usual scholarly tendency to emphasize, in

South–South relations, the pre-eminence of state actors, a dimension that is often

accompanied by a primary focus on the emerging powers themselves –at the expense of
8
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sidelining “recipient” agencies. Moreover, as I will suggest, some of these insufficiencies

can be tackled by putting the literature strands on South–South relations into dialogue

with debates that critically address the role of multinational corporations (MNCs) in

contexts of resource extraction – and the ways in which these actors influence

governance and development outcomes (Ferguson, 2006; Sidaway, 2007; Bebbington,

2012; Hönke, 2013). The latter literary strand offers specialized, thematic insights to
complement the former, I will argue. Under these circumstances, this thesis is nurtured

by an underlying motivation to capture and detail the breadth of the South–South and
how it co-functions – using extraction as a heuristic – across public–private, formal–
informal, and local–global structures.

In tandem with the above presented rationale, this thesis answers its central

research question – How is the South–South assembled through Vale’s extractivism in

Mozambique? – along three analytical orientations. I summarize these as legitimacy,

responsibility, and contestation, respectively. As described in greater detail below, I am

concerned with how the South–South is assembled (a) to confer legitimacy to extraction,

(b) to articulate responsibility in the governance of extraction, and (c) to contest the
effects of extraction. This thesis looks at these dynamics across the South Atlantic and

along a South–South axis. Yet, at the same time, it neither dismisses the more outreaching

properties of extractivism as a global industry nor takes us away from the executives,

ruling elites, activists, practitioners, cultures of expertise, power struggles, ambiguities,

and infrastructures, among other social and material elements that configure an

extractive terrain. These arguments are developed through an empirically-rich analysis,

making use of a thesis format to bring depth and complexity to these issues.
1.2 Case Selection: Vale’s Extractivism in Mozambique

A desperate search for bonds that pay a decent rate of interest and a keen desire

for exposure to economies that are still growing quickly have taken rich-world
investors to some exotic places. The raciest bets are made in so-called frontier

markets, poorer places with even less mature financial sectors than emerging
markets. Africa is full of them. . . . The farthest edge of the investing frontier has
now reached Mozambique. (The Economist, 2013, para. 1)
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Leveraged by the favorable winds of the commodities boom in the 2000s, the advent of

the Brazilian mining multinational Vale S.A. in Mozambique evidences this “raciest bet”

to frontier markets. As highlighted, this occurred amid a scenario marked by the growing
prominence of emerging economy firms in the globalized world economy (Van Agtmael,

2007; Casanova, 2009; Ramamurti & Singh 2009; Cuervo-Cazurra & Ramamurti, 2014).

As of 2018, Vale was the world’s fourth largest mining company based on market
capitalization and the biggest producer of iron and nickel ore (Statista, 2020b, 2020c). Its

expansion into Mozambique formally starts in 2004, when the company was granted, in
a bidding process, the concession rights to explore the Moatize coalfield. Referred to as

Projeto Carvão Moatize (Moatize Coal Project), Vale’s mine is situated within the larger

Moatize-Minjova coal basin. The basin extends over an area of 140km2 (MDO, 2020) and
boasts coal reserves of 2.4 billion tons –making it one of the world’s largest undeveloped

deposits of the mineral (Darch, 2018, p. 266). Vale’s mining operations are held in the

central Mozambican province of Tete, wedged between Malawi, Zambia, and Zimbabwe
along the Zambezi valley, and its Moatize mine is located within 20 km from Tete’s

provincial capital – Tete City (see Figure 1).4

Better known to Mozambicans for its remoteness and sweltering heat, the

province of Tete became, at the turn of the 21st century, the epicenter of Mozambique’s

resource boom. Spearheading this boom as the first multinational to engage in large-scale

mining operations, Vale defined the terms of its mining concession with the Mozambican

government in 2007, reaching an agreement that resulted into a renewable 35-year

exploration license (Government of Mozambique, 2007). Following the construction of

the mining machinery, coal production has effectively started in 2011 (Vale, n.d.-b).

Mining operations are of an opencast nature and involve the extraction of two types of

mineral coal: the metallurgical or coking type, which serves as input to steel production,

and the thermal variant used for electricity generation at thermal plants. To increase

export capacity, the firm was also behind the development of a 912 km rail link, known
as the Nacala Corridor, completed in 2016 and connecting Vale’s mine to its exclusive coal

terminal at the deep water port of Nacala-a-Velha on Mozambique’s northern Indian

coast (see Figure 1).
4While

coal deposits are also found across other Mozambican provinces (Cabo Delgado, Manica, and
Niassa), the majority of and most valuable reserves are located in Tete province, with deposits currently
estimated at 6.7 billion tons in the province as a whole (Darch, 2018, p. 246).
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Figure 1. Coal extraction sites and transport infrastructures. Source: Kirshner & Power (2015, p. 68).

Vale’s Moatize Coal Project and the Nacala Corridor form the empirical setting of this

research and configure what this thesis refers to as “Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique”.
I understand “extractivism” as a set of activities implemented to remove and sell, usually

through exports and with no or limited processing, large quantities of natural resources

(Svampa, 2012b; Veltmeyer & Petras, 2014; Ye et al., 2020). By extension, this also
encompasses the infrastructures, technical resources, policies, labor, and value chains

that support these objectives. Within the extractive industries, which can cover

miscellaneous activities such as oil and gas exploration, farming, logging, and fishing,
among others, this thesis approaches the mining sector and the removal of coal more
narrowly. As it will be detailed (see Chapter 3), I choose to represent the array of
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elements that form and co-function under Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique as a

“South–South assemblage”.

Vale’s exctractivism in Mozambique results from a combined investment sum of

approximately US$8 billion and makes up the largest investment to date of a Brazil-based

firm on the African continent (Rossi, 2013; Morais, 2019). Upon announcement, it also

represented Mozambique’s foremost foreign direct investment (FDI) since independence

in 1975 (UNCTAD, 2012). At the time of research, coal was the country’s principal source

of export revenue, with Vale being its major producer (EITI, 2020). As such, Vale’s

engagement, while business-oriented and extractive-focused, held multiple symbolisms

for both sides of this South–South relationship. For Brazil, it emblematized the country’s
revamped global status: an emerging world power animated by a strengthened economic

and diplomatic musculature (see Burges, 2017), and Africa as its natural, affinityconnected sphere of influence (see Seibert & Visentini, 2019a). For Mozambique, a fellow
Lusophone (Portuguese-speaking) country devastated not long ago by more than a

decade of civil conflict (1977-1992), it raised hopes of a new development geography:

one centered less on Western aid dependency and more on investments propelled by new
partnerships with the Southern, emerging economies (see Alden & Chichava, 2014; Alden
et al., 2017). Taken together, these developments seemed to reveal, by the end of the
2000s, the empowering alternatives offered by the forging of South–South ties.

Over the years, however, many of these aspirations proved overly far-fetched.

Particularly since the mid-2010s, Brazil’s struggling economy and political turmoil, the

unveiling of the Lava Jato corruption scandals, and the election of President Jair

Bolsonaro halted many of the country’s foreign initiatives towards the Global South (see
Cesarino, 2019). Mozambique, on the other end, has been grappling with intermittent

violent clashes involving its governing and main opposition political forces (Muchemwa
& Harris, 2018), a “hidden debt crisis” that deteriorated relations with the traditional

donors (Strohecker, 2019), and a growing insurgency – which many call now a civil war

– in the northern, gas-rich province of Cabo Delgado (Morier-Genoud, 2020). Meanwhile,

Vale, projected in the 2000s as an icon of Brazil’s successes, reached the end of the 2010s
behind two major catastrophes, caused by dam bursts at the Brazilian iron ore extraction

sites of Mariana (2015) and Brumadinho (2019), and subjected to increased civil society

contestation and a more volatile mineral commodity market. On top of that, difficulties

have been further compounded with the outset of the Covid-19 crisis (Laing, 2020).
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Accordingly, much of the Brazil–Mozambique, South–South hype appears to be

now relegated to the past. Yet Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique remains a revealing

case study. Three reasons can be offered. First, as suggested, detailed, empirically backed

accounts of the engagement of Southern, emerging market-based multinationals on the
African continent, including of Vale’s presence in Mozambique, continue to be scarce.

Considering the need to expand the narrow focus on classical (emerging power) state

agencies to other positionalities, the case study offers rich evidence to advance a broader,

more refined understanding of South–South entanglements and their embeddedness

within multifaceted public–private, global–local, and formal–informal structures. This
not only tells about the multiple valences and practices constituting the arrangement, but

it also demonstrates the appeal of furthering an analysis centered on the heterogeneous

ways in which the South–South is signified and performed through extraction. Second, as
a fellow Lusophone country where relations with Brazil have been sustained, despite

significant shifts, over a longue durée and encompass a variety of actors, Mozambique
offers an enticing window through which to sensitize the forging of transnational ties

across the South Atlantic. With initial talks dating back to as early as the 1980s and with

an expected long-term presence on the ground, Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique
captures not only the variegated nature of this South–South encounter, but it does so
throughout evolving international dynamics and different cycles of economic boom and

bust. In recent years, as the Brazilian state’s involvement in Africa diminished, the case

study thus also provides an opportunity to look at the “after-life” of the Brazilian presence
within a dynamic of withering state influence. Third, while much of the ongoing policy
and research attention on Mozambique has shifted, particularly towards the country’s

emerging natural gas industry and the ongoing conflict in Cabo Delgado, a case study
centered on Vale’s exctractivism remains analytically telling. With enough time elapsed
since its establishment and offering the advantage of temporal hindsight, it permits

analyses to adequately appraise the evolution and performance of a Mozambique-based

mega-project and how it has unfolded against the backdrop of a transnational web of

South–South encounters – all while offering clues to comprehend more recent
developments.

That being said, in line with the company’s private nature, internationalized

presence, and global shareholder structure, reservations may be voiced about labelling

Vale a “Brazilian firm” – as opposed to a Brazil-based firm. While, at its core, this thesis
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defends moving beyond state-centric formulations, it holds that the firm’s close
interconnectedness with the Brazilian state should not be ignored. As I will argue, Vale
remains associated with the Brazilian state by a persistent “capitalism of linkages”

(Lazzarini, 2011). This includes a cocktail of interweaving links, ranging from the state’s

ability to exert influence over the firm to the existence of multiple supporting

mechanisms: favorable policies, public finance lending, and diplomatic backing, to name

but a few. In addition, as this thesis reflects on, Vale’s image and brand construction have
centrally tapped into its Southern and Brazilian origins: an association that has offered a

productive symbolic and strategic device for the firm’s global positioning. I suggest,

therefore, that it is factual and desirable to speak about the corporation as a Brazilian
(multinational) firm, rather than merely as a Brazil-based firm.

It should also be underscored that this thesis does not intend to be a comparative

study: either by contrasting emerging market multinationals with Western ones; or by
drawing parallels between Brazil/Vale and business engagements of other rising powers;
or by comparing distinct Vale extractive projects worldwide. Thematically, as described,

this thesis is prominently guided by an interest to analyze a specific instance of a South–
South transnational arrangement and the ways in which it co-functions in a particular
(extractive) conjuncture and terrain. Yet insights from other empirical settings and case

studies are not entirely dismissed as these can offer relevant background information,
complementary evidence, and fruitful angles to support and discuss findings. In addition,
unlike a number of debates on the extractive industries (see Vanclay, 2002; Kemp et al.,

2010; Esteves et al., 2012; Majer, 2013), I do not appraise events through the lens of
conventional transnational frameworks entailing expectations and standards on

corporate governance and behavior (i.e., human rights instruments, UN-backed

mechanisms, impact assessment principles, corporate social responsibility blueprints,

etc). Rather, I approach how the South–South, through ideational and performative

registers, offers its own logic of appropriateness to corporate action in contexts of natural

resource extraction – although this does not necessarily exclude, as I will discuss, the

possibility of interactions and overlaps with other transnational frameworks (see

Chapter 5).

Finally, this thesis’ scope of analysis is mainly delimited to developments set

between 2004 and 2018, a time-span that comprehends the beginning of Vale’s expansion

into Mozambique up until the moment in which fieldwork was carried out. This temporal
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period has seen, as I will detail, the arrival, implementation, and consolidation of Vale’s

extractivism in Mozambique against a backdrop of evolving (expanding and retreating)

relations across the South Atlantic. Events preceding this interval are also brought to fore,
but they will mainly serve to shed light on historical processes and offer background

information. Similarly, more recent occurrences are raised to attune the readership to
any significant current developments affecting the case study and to provide, towards
this thesis’ conclusion, directions for future research.
1.3 Research Questions and Key Arguments

As highlighted, this thesis is underpinned by a broader, central research question:
How is the South–South assembled through Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique?

In line with the above suggested analytical orientations (legitimacy, responsibility,
contestation), this question is supplemented by a set of three sub-questions that guides

the discussion. Each sub-question is approached within – and thus constitutes the topic
of – a specific empirical chapter. Taken together, they will shed light on the central
research question, as follows.

1) How is the South–South assembled to legitimize extraction?
This question directs attention to how the South–South – both as a transnational
relational axis and signifier – has been harnessed to confer legitimacy to Vale’s

extractivism in Mozambique. In line with this thesis’ aim to move beyond the
primacy of the “emerging power” state (Brazil), I look more specifically at the ways
in which this has been done by Vale’s executive leadership and the Mozambican

power elites, two influential yet overlooked positionalities in this South–South

entanglement. By examining the claims that these actors advance to confer

legitimacy to Vale’s engagement in Mozambique, I reveal how extraction is

furthered as a desirable and coherent arrangement. On this account, I highlight

that this is often evoked through simplified problem/solution narratives that tend

to smooth out contradictions and nuances. I also argue that the furthering of Vale’s

extractivism as a legitimate and “coherent whole” supports a mutually beneficial
dynamic of co-functioning between Vale’s leadership and the Mozambican power

elites. I maintain that this is evidenced by the forging of a capitalism of linkages
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and the pursuit of converging material interests involving Vale, as the emerging
power multinational, and the Mozambican state’s power elites.

2) How is the South–South assembled to articulate responsibility in extractive
governance?
This question focuses on the notion of “responsibility”, which bundles concerns

about duties, obligations, and ethical imperatives in business conduct and is often
linked to positive development outcomes in extraction. In this vein, I discuss

responsibility’s embeddedness in extractive governance by looking at the ways in

which it has been articulated by patterns of South–South significations,
interactions, and circulations. I propose to account for this articulation in

structural and processual terms, underscoring responsibility’s normative

production and practical outcomes, respectively. In tandem with the adopted

assemblage conceptual vocabulary, I stress responsibility’s co-production and co-

functioning across public–private, global–local, and formal–informal structures

and processes. In so doing, I appraise the constitution – as well as uses and
performances – of responsibility within a framework of South–South relations and
analyze the values, ethical judgements, techniques, and intents that underlie it.

3) How is the South–South re-assembled to contest extraction?

This question positions the discussion to explore the dynamics of resistance to

Vale’s extractivism in a transnational as well as South–South configuration. I do so

by paying particular attention to the connections forged between Mozambican

and Brazilian activism-oriented civil society groups within the International

Articulation of those Affected by Vale (AV) – a global network established to

dispute the firm and its operations. In this light, the argument preponderantly

stresses how the South–South is reassembled through a co-functioning “from
below” and emerges as a workable avenue to denounce and challenge the range of

grievances and exclusions attributed to Vale’s extractivism in and beyond
Mozambique.
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1.4 Methods

1

1.4.1 Data collection and ethical considerations
The research on which this thesis is based draws on primary data from two field trips to

Mozambique, carried out in June 2018 and between October and December 2018,

respectively, and one research visit to Brazil in April 2019. The first trip to Mozambique

occurred over a three-week period and included stays in the capital Maputo, the country’s

political and economic center, and in Tete City, the gateway and hub to Mozambique’s

coal industry. The purpose here was of a scoping nature: to do an initial screening of sites,
to get acquainted with the context-specific features in and of the field, and to establish a

preliminary contact base. This initial trip contributed to “set the stage” for my subsequent

visit to Mozambique, which was more encompassing and spanned over a period of two
months. This time, besides returning to Maputo and Tete, I also traveled along the Nacala

Corridor’s rail extension, from the coal hinterland in Tete to the port facilities in Nacala,

passing through Malawi. This journey involved stops in Liwonde (Malawi), Lilongwe
(Malawi), Cuamba, Nampula, and Nacala (see Figure 2).5

Figure 2. Fieldwork locations along the Nacala Corridor during second trip. Source: UN (2016), adapted by the author.

This second trip to Mozambique also contributed to a greater perception of the
materialities configuring Vale’s extractivism. This was given by the possibility to tour the

firm’s Moatize coal concession, visit the coal export terminal in Nacala-a-Velha, and travel

parts of the corridor by train, among other things. Vale’s extractivism could be similarly
felt through sensorial experiences: including, for example, by the ubiquitous view (and

consequent respiratory implications) of the layer of coal dust marking the skyline over
Although I passed – en route along the corridor – through Malawi, events in the country associated to
Vale’s extractivism, most of which naturally linked to logistic developments, fall beyond this thesis’ scope
of analysis as they involve different institutional arrangements and political realities.
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Tete City and Moatize as well as by the constant clattering of the up to 20 daily coal trains
traveling back-and-forth, day-and-night along the Nacala Corridor, each with a length of

approximately 2km.

Finally, in Brazil, research was undertaken in the cities of São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro,

and Brasília. As Brazil’s biggest metropolis and economic powerhouse, São Paulo hosts
much of the country’s business life, leading educational and research institutions, as well

as prominent NGOs and civil society groups (including those with some sort of

transnational involvement). Rio de Janeiro is where Vale and relevant institutions such
as the Brazilian National Development Bank (BNDES) have their headquarters. 6 On top
of that, a visit to Rio also offered the possibility to meet with a number of diplomatic,

academic, and civil society informants with knowledge about and experiences linked to

Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique. Lastly, as Brazil’s political center, a stay in Brasília
provided the opportunity to speak with government officials and civil servants working,
under varied capacities, on Brazil–Africa relations.

In this light, the trip to Brazil was of an exploratory research purpose, allowing the

study to add details, generate information, and gain familiarity with the researched

phenomenon (see Schutt, 2018). As such, informants with involvement in and/or

knowledge about the case study were asked to share and reflect on their experiences,
providing contextual and interpretative understandings about this thesis’ object of

inquiry. In turn, fieldwork research in Mozambique combined these exploratory aims

with a more pronounced ethnographic component, offering a firsthand, in situ

observation and investigation of Vale’s extractivism, its socio-spatial configurations, and
relational outcomes (see Hammersley & Atkinson, 2019; Comaroff & Comaroff, 2019).

In line with this thesis’ determination to represent the ontological plurality of

South–South relations across multiple scales, I have sought to draw on a broad pool of

informants. My research sample thus ranges from “local communities” resettled by Vale’s

extractivism, civil society representatives, and activists; to mining operations’ crew
members, company department supervisors, and corporate executives; to civil servants

and senior officials across various Brazilian and Mozambican government ministries and
agencies. In addition, this research has benefited from the insights from a number of

researchers, journalists, and consultants with professional experiences and knowledge
6 As it will be explained later (see Chapter 2), the BNDES played a fundamental role in the
internationalization of Brazilian businesses and is thus of analytical importance to this research.
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linked to Vale, the extractive industries, Brazil–Mozambique relations and domestic

politics, and South–South development assistance trends, among other related topics.

The criteria used to identify and contact research participants followed a combined

purposive and snowballing sampling approach: informants were selected and

approached on the basis of their relevance to and expertise about the study’s topic
(purposive) and through chains of referrals (snowballing). The latter method was

particularly useful to overcome access barriers and to acknowledge actors whom I was

not aware of. In this context, resorting to “gatekeepers” (e.g., an NGO or an acquaintance
intermediating contacts) proved instrumental, especially for identifying and arranging
access to participants without official affiliation ties or in cases where contact
information was hard to track (e.g., members of local communities and informal civil
society groups) (on the role of gatekeepers in research, see Singh & Wassenaar, 2016).

In pursuing these aims, I have relied on the following methods of primary data

collection: interviews, focus groups, event attendance, and participant observations, as
detailed below.

1) Interviews: I have mainly opted for a semi-structured format, using a pre-defined

script – based on the type of informant – but remaining flexible to adjust to the
turn of discussions and offer room for respondents to expand on particular
insights. With the respective consents and authorizations, interviews were either

voice-recorded or registered through note-taking – with these being subsequently

transcribed for analysis. I would normally complement the voice-recordings with

side notes to account for other verbal and non-verbal features involved in

conversations (e.g., body language and ambience). Most interviews were
conducted in a face-to-face fashion at fieldwork locations, but in a few occasions,

due to a participant’s presence elsewhere or inability to meet, I have done them

remotely through online video-conference applications.

2) Focus groups: The focus group method – beyond simply being a group interview –
had the distinction of eliciting information and insights through group

interactions (see Parker & Tritter, 2006). While the group was brought together

to discuss a specific issue, conversations here would be less-structured and
acquire a more organic flow. This method was particularly used upon visits to local

communities and conversations with mine workers, with consent being arranged
17
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through the respective leadership. Similarly, communications were either voice-

recorded or registered through note-taking and transcribed at a later stage.

3) Event attendance: This study is also subsidized by information and insights shared
at events in which I have passively participated at fieldwork destinations. I have

attended academic seminars, documentary film screenings, and civil society

meetings that were thematically relevant to this thesis’ research. Participation at
these events allowed me to meet and gain access to potential research informants,
follow current debates, and gather additional data.

4) Participant observations: Such observations have provided a broad, continuous,

and multisensory stream of information. They could be planned or spontaneous,

mediated or not, and took place across a wide range of social situations (see

Spradley, 2016). During field research, observations could be captured whilst

applying other methods of data collection or came as a result of trivial activities

such as wandering around, chatting with people at restaurants and bars, and
interacting with passengers in public transport, to name but a few examples.
Telling aspects of these observations were registered through note-taking.

All things considered, this thesis’ research is supported by 40 interviews, six focus groups,
and attendance at four events. This material is complemented by observations collected

during field visits as well as by my own personal experiences and travel impressions. Of

particular empirical relevance in this regard were the “technical visits” I conducted to

Vale’s Moatize mine and the maritime coal export terminal in Nacala-a-Velha, the

opportunity to travel by train on the Nacala Corridor, and the possibility to visit Vale’s
project-induced resettlement sites in Moatize. In due course, this thesis’ empirical

chapters, depending on the analytical angle pursued, will shed further light on specific

field dynamics and the profiles of consulted research informants. Under the “Appendices”

section at the end of this manuscript, a table containing an overview of primary data

sources referenced throughout the manuscript is made available (See Appendix A). 7
Interviews and focus groups are categorized according to informants’ occupation,
organization, and nationality, including the location and date of communications. The

events I attended and some of my key field visits are similarly listed. The table also assigns
7 Not all interviewees and focus groups are quoted (or referenced) directly. The table in Appendix A thus
only lists primary sources that have been cited or alluded to in the manuscript.
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a reference code to allow the readership to trace text quotations and insights back to the

respective data source. Naturally, it should be noted that the overwhelming majority of
the collected primary material is in Portuguese, the official language of both Mozambique

and Brazil.8 All translations from Portuguese, including of secondary texts, are mine and,

as such, any errors are solely my responsibility.

In line with confidentiality and data protection concerns underpinning research

ethics protocols (see Israel & Hay, 2006), while I make use of the information received,

(virtually) all research participants’ identities – along with any individual-level data – are

concealed.9 The discussion is contextualized by reference to overarching categories such

as occupation, organizational unit, and nationality. In a few occasions, when this thesis

reports on a particular information deemed sensitive or potentially compromising, even
for conversations held “on the record”, I have opted to treat the informant anonymously.

Moreover, it was not uncommon for participants to wish to speak “off the record”. This

was chiefly motivated by an informant’s intention to express viewpoints that were not
aligned to his or her organization and to offer a more personal interpretation of facts.
Accordingly, when considered, this kind of information is not attributed. The same

applies to the reporting of impressions arising from field observations and off-script

interactions. In such cases, practical challenges (i.e., being in the middle of a street, at a

rural field, or in public transport) and the spontaneity of situations would often hinder

my ability to reveal research credentials and objectives. Under these circumstances,

communications are similarly not attributed. For all pre-planned and more conventional
research arrangements, I have prepared an informed consent form, which stated the

study’s goals, my role and affiliation, data usage provisions, as well as rights liked to

participation (see Appendix B). The preference was to communicate research intentions
and to obtain consent in writing. In many occasions, however, due to constraints

involving, for example, a participant’s illiteracy, cultural and hierarchical dynamics, and
While doing research in Tete, particularly in rural areas or during focus groups held with local
communities, some of my interlocutors were more at ease speaking the local Nyungwe language. In such
cases, my gatekeepers (who were also often field assistants) acted as translators. Whereas Portuguese is
Mozambique’s official language, it is mostly spoken as a second language and it might only be passively
understood in remote and rural areas. Across the country’s different regions, indigenous and ethnic
languages are variously spoken (e.g., Changana in southern Mozambique, Makua and Swahili in the north,
Nyungwe and Chichewa in Tete, among others).
9 The only exception applies to the above-cited interview with Brazil’s former Foreign Minister Celso
Amorim. Due to his notoriety, along with the fact that many of his expressed opinions have been previously
made public elsewhere, I have chosen to disclose his identity, to which I had his signed consent.
8
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difficulties by interlocutors to comprehend the outlined research parlance, consent was
sought orally or arranged through gatekeepers or the respective leadership. As hinted at

above, I transcribed all the recorded data for posterior analysis. Transcriptions were

made available in the form of digital document files and remain currently stored in
encrypted external devices. The original notes and audio files have been subsequently
deleted or destroyed.

I am aware about the growing emphasis in the social sciences on transparency and

data disclosure, which involves making transcripts publically available for third-party
consultation and reuse (see Curty et al., 2016). Yet, as the collected data contain a great
deal of sensitive information and will be used to subsidize analyses within an ongoing

collaborative research project, I have thus opted to keep the material undisclosed for the
time being. In addition, the material has been analyzed with the aid of MAXQDA, a

software designed for computer-assisted qualitative data analysis. The collected

information, both of a primary and secondary nature, was grouped and coded according

to the proposed analytical orientations guiding this thesis (legitimacy, responsibility, and

contestation).

Besides being themselves a source of primary data, research participants would

frequently share or refer me to additional secondary sources: business bulletins, NGO
reports, studies by governmental agencies, and maps, among others. On this note, it
should also be highlighted that this thesis combines primary research with an extensive

use and examination of secondary material, including a diverse array of scholarly outputs,

grey literatures, and press releases. Secondary research (also known as desk research),
as indicated above, has contributed to the identification and assessment of relevant

empirical and conceptual standpoints, illuminated novel or under-explored analytical

domains, and offered a basis for fact-checking and triangulation (Berg & Lune, 2020).

Drawing on both primary and secondary streams of information, this thesis is built as a

qualitative study –focusing fundamentally on the how of processes in a delimited but

focused manner (Lichtman, 2013). In tandem with the proposed assemblage conceptual
vocabulary, as I will expand on, it acknowledges the South–South as a socially constituted
process, as opposed to a preconceived, generalizable ontology. This thesis aspires to

gauge the how of the South–South within a particular, extractive constellation of

relational events – rather than being concerned about whether the South–South is

replicable across other realities or whether it can be tested against an overarching, pre22
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defined set of criteria, making the case for the adoption of a qualitative research design.
In this regard, the multiple and disparate interpretive subjectivities stemming from the

dataset provide enriching parameters to capture the unstable, undefined, and evolving

nature of the South–South. Under these circumstances, it should also be stressed that

findings, while drawing on multiple narratives, underscore my personal conception,

reflection, and representation – as the narrator and researcher – of the “whole” (Bruner,
1997). As this thesis proceeds, I will discuss in greater detail the ways in which my chosen

ontological and epistemological takes guide conceptual understandings and analytical
orientations.

1.4.2 Challenges and limitations
That being said, my methodological proceedings were also marked by a number of
challenges and limitations. Data collection practices, field interactions, and ethical

considerations all become issues to navigate in tandem with the wider politics of research
praxis and this study is no exception (see Sultana, 2007). In this vein, some of the

obstacles I faced deserve acknowledgement and should be critically reflected upon. For

example, while in line with mainstream ethics protocols, the use of informed consent
forms, particularly during fieldwork in Mozambique, also came with significant

downsides – when not counterproductive. The outlined research parlance– devised to

converge with standards and templates set by funders and universities – was not so easily
understood, even among the more educated research participants. This often led to
greater confusion, instead of clarity. For those unfamiliar with the workings of research

and official consent protocols, the idea of signing a contract-like document came
unnaturally and raised suspicion. This was especially felt among participants who held

some kind of resentment against Vale or the government, in many cases for precisely

having to sign incomprehensible forms (e.g., in a resettlement procedure). Besides that,

in a country where a significant part of the population is still (functionally) illiterate, the

presentation of consent forms could also cause embarrassment and discomfort.

Moreover, the fact that I am myself a Brazilian national – and that was easily given away

by my accent – led to greater mistrust. As put by one participant: “How can we be sure
that you are not running Vale’s errand?” (focus group FG-3, June 2018). In this sense, the

conduction of an initial, scoping trip helped to identify some of these sensitivities and

highlighted the need for seeking alternative, more flexible ways of obtaining consent: for
21
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example, by relying on the intermediation of a local gatekeeper to build some trust and
communicate research intents.

If, on the one hand, my presence was associated with Vale, formal access to Vale

itself proved cumbersome, on the other. Based on what I could collect from other

researchers investigating events linked to the company, this was to be expected and did
not come as a great surprise. Due to the range of controversies involving Vale’s

extractivism in Mozambique and concerns about industrial espionage, the firm also saw

researchers with suspicion. Thus, all my formal attempts to contact Vale in Mozambique,
following a modus operandi that would usually involve getting in touch with Public

Relations/ Communication departments and submit research credentials along with a

more customized letter of intent, were either not responded or became allegedly “stuck”
somewhere down the line. Although such official attempts rendered no concrete results,

informal efforts proved more fruitful: for instance, by getting acquainted with potential

informants at their usual leisure and socializing spaces or by drawing on referrals for
specific contacts. In doing so, I have managed to obtain a number of concessions ranging

from the schedule of a “technical visit” to Vale’s operations area to the possibility of

organizing focus groups with mining crews and interviews with staff at supervisory roles.
Finally, besides involving delicate “balancing acts”, research processes may

similarly provide a powerful lens through which to understand the impacts of one’s own
presence at field locations: the ways researchers’ actions are received and perceived as
well as the active agency of participants in shaping and contesting the research project.

As observed to me by the leader of a community resettled by Vale: “You [researchers]

look all fine, you are well-received by us, you do your research and do not bring practical

results” (focus group FG-3, June 2018). He was questioning the end of yet another study

about them: “You make your thesis and you say things. But there are no results.We always

continue in poverty, while you are earning on us”. While I had few illusions that my
research would and could generate benefits to local people, I had little idea that my

intentions of giving some voice to what I saw as the “marginalized” would spark so much

criticism about the research process as such. I wanted to be as inclusive and participatory

as possible, yet the data and findings my study produces may be of low priority for these
resettled communities in Mozambique. While this observation involves a more

fundamental discussion about the underlying role of academic knowledge production –
and that falls beyond the scope of this thesis to address – it should nevertheless be
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pointed out as a provocative, self-critical thought. Against this backdrop, when

appropriate, this thesis will reflect on my own positionality as researcher in the

discussion of empirical material and findings.
1.5 Reading Guide

This thesis is structured along seven chapters, moving from the level of background

information and literature review in Chapter 2, to the presentation of an assemblagebased conceptual framework in Chapter 3, to the empirically grounded exploration of the

assembling of the South–South through Vale’s extractivism in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 –
before concluding in Chapter 7.

Chapter 2 starts by pursuing two interlinked purposes: (a) it provides background

information on the constellation of themes and empirical events that underlie this study
and (b) examines the relevant bodies of literature that this thesis engages with. This is

done along three thematic axes, moving from the more general to the more specific level,
as

follows:

(a)

the

Global

South

and

South–South

relations,

(b)

Brazil–

Africa/Mozambique connections, and (c) Vale’s extractivism in (and beyond)
Mozambique. The first discusses the imbricated conceptual nature of the “Global South”

and accounts, within a geography of development encounters, for processes that have
been commonly described by the literature as “South–South Cooperation”. The second
looks at the forging of Brazil–Africa connections, especially between Brazil and
Mozambique, and details some of the key historical, geopolitical, and economic drivers

behind these relations. The third provides an introduction to Vale, approaching the firm’s
global expansion, particularly into Mozambique, amid the commodity boom of the 2000s.

Across the chapter, I also examine prevalent scholarly interpretations of these topics and
propose ways by which this thesis can add to insights and redress insufficiencies.

Chapter 3 proceeds to present this thesis’ assemblage-based conceptual

framework. This is done in four parts. I address, respectively, what assemblage thinking

is, what it does, how I understand it, and the analytical framework it provides to sensitize

this study’s empirical research. To this end, I first revisit the conceptual origins and
underpinnings of assemblage thinking across the social sciences, reflecting on its

theoretical potentials but also shortcomings. Second, I introduce the concept of “global
assemblage” and account for how it has offered an appealing framework to understand
global phenomena and transnational relations, including within contexts of natural
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resource extraction. Third, building on such understandings, I propose my own
conceptualization of a “South–South (global) assemblage” and point at the ontological

and epistemological properties this offers to inquire about Vale’s extractivism in

Mozambique. And fourth, I account for my operationalization of an assemblage analytic,

delineating the productive ways in which an assemblage vocabulary can be deployed to

explore how the South–South is assembled to bestow extraction with coherency

(legitimacy), to instill and implement responsibility in extractive governance
(responsibility), and to challenge extraction (contestation).

Moving this thesis to its empirical discussion, Chapter 4 asks: How is the South–

South assembled to legitimize extraction? I answer this question by looking at the ways in

which Vale’s executive leadership and the Mozambican power elites have harnessed the
South–South, both as a transnational relational axis and as a signifier, to legitimize

extractive proceedings. This argument is advanced along three sections. The first

concentrates on Vale’s executive agencies and observes, in general terms, how extraction

was commonly legitimized by means of positing the firm as the driving force of a special,
advantageous South–South relationship between Brazil and Africa. The second discusses,
in particular, the prominent role played by FRELIMO, Mozambique’s ruling party. I

highlight how conferring legitimacy to Vale’s extractive operations – amid the promising

prospects engendered by an evolving architecture of South–South relations – contributed
to aid FRELIMO’s own preservation as Mozambique’s dominant political force. By
bringing these corporate and power elite agencies together, the third analyzes the kind

of state-business co-functioning that has emerged out of interests to further extraction as

a legitimate arrangement. I argue that this co-functioning is defined by the development

of a “capitalism of linkages” between Vale’s leadership and the Mozambican power elites.

Chapter 5 focuses on the notion of “responsibility” and posits the question: How is

the South–South assembled to articulate responsibility in extractive governance? On this
account, I discuss responsibility’s embeddedness in the governance of Vale’s extractivism

in Mozambique by looking at the ways in which it has been articulated by patterns of
South–South significations, interactions, and circulations. I analyze this articulation in

both structural and processual terms and reflect, respectively, on responsibility’s

normative formulation and practical outcomes. This is done in three parts. Approaching
responsibility from a structural, normative stand point, the first discusses: (a) the extent

through which Vale’s expansion into Mozambique has been accompanied by the Brazilian
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state’s normative ability to ascribe responsibility parameters to the operations of its
firms abroad; (b) the articulation of responsibility at the interfaces of state-led
development cooperation initiatives and private interests ; and (c) the production of

Vale’s responsibility as a hybrid that combines Southern qualities and Western-styled

frameworks on corporate behavior. The second shifts attention to the level of

implementation and looks at the practical, place-specific outcomes of responsibility

initiatives. More specifically, I do this by interrogating the appropriateness of what I
interpret as “Brazilian tropical technologies” in the ambit of Vale’s displacement and

livelihood programs. Finally, the third calls attention to the interplay between structure

and process by bringing to fore the role of and interactions between the Brazilian and
Mozambican professionals behind the management and implementation of responsibility

projects. In this vein, I stress how practical outcomes (process) deriving from the
operationalization and capacitation of responsibility have led to the creation of structural
competences and capacities (structure) relevant to the governance of Mozambique’s
extractive sector more broadly.

Chapter 6 discusses the dynamics of contestation to Vale’s extractivism,

approaching their functioning in a transnational as well as South–South configuration. In

this light, it asks: How is the South–South reassembled to contest extraction? I answer this

question by looking more specifically at the activism-based ties forged between
Mozambican and Brazilian civil society groups within the International Articulation of

those Affected by Vale (AV). Through this illustration, I analyze how the South–South has
been re-molded and re-signified through a co-functioning “from below” to denounce and

challenge the range of grievances and exclusions attributed to Vale’s extractivism in

Mozambique – as well as beyond. The analysis here is also consisted of three parts. First,
I delineate which political opportunities have contributed to the AV’s establishment and,
thereby, to the forging of growing transnational ties between Mozambican and Brazilian

civil society. Second, I detail some of the modes through which transnational collective

action has been exercised by these groups to denounce a shared spectrum of Vale-related
struggles and grievances across the South Atlantic and elsewhere. Third, I reflect on the

extent through which shifting political and economic circumstances in Brazil and

Mozambique have influenced, in recent years, mobilization prospects in a South–South

configuration.
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Lastly, in Chapter 7, I conclude by summarizing the main arguments and findings

delineated over the course of this thesis, accounting for the ways in which my empirical
exploration has furthered an assemblage-based understanding of the South–South, and
considering potential avenues for future research.
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BACKGROUND & LITERATURE
REVIEW: THE GLOBAL SOUTH,
BRAZIL–AFRICA CONNECTIONS,
AND VALE’S EXTRACTIVISM
IN MOZAMBIQUE
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Chapter 2

2

Background & Literature Review: The Global South, Brazil–Africa
Connections, and Vale’s Extractivism in Mozambique
This chapter presents and engages with the multiple strands of literature on which this

thesis draws and contributes to. It does so along two interlinked purposes: (a) it “sets the
scene” by providing a historical and contextual background to the constellation of themes

and empirical events that underlie this study and (b) examines the ways in which
scholarship has approached, from different vantage points, the debates in which this

thesis seeks to intervene, as well as my propositions to address eventual insufficiencies.

Taken together, this review offers the broader “canvas” that this thesis uses to “paint” the

picture of the “South–South” in the specific context of Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique.

In so doing, this chapter is structured along three thematic axes, moving down from the

more general to the more specific level: (2.1) the Global South and South–South relations,
(2.2) Brazil–Africa connections, and (2.3) Vale’s extractivism in (and beyond)
Mozambique.

2.1 Constructing the Global South(–South)
How should we think about the South? How does the South become a Global South? How
to reflect upon the range of transnational relations in and across this Global South? This

section provides a review of how debates in the social sciences have sought to offer some
answers to these questions. It is structured along two parts. The first highlights the

imbricated conceptual nature of the “Global South” and how it foregrounds a range of

epistemological uses, empirical understandings, and analytical perspectives in the

literature. It also examines within these debates the political construction and evolving

role of the South as a transnational collective strength in global politics, prompted by

historical milestones such as the 1955 Bandung Conference and the advent of the NonAligned Movement in the 1960s. In light of this thesis’ empirical interest to trace South–

South relations within a geography of “development encounters”, the second pays

attention to the ways through which Southern agencies have sought to mold global
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development visions and practices, a process that the literature has broadly termed

“South–South Cooperation”. Here I also reflect on the bundled economic, political, and

cultural rationales and drivers shaping contemporary South–South development
encounters and how these have been criticized. This review highlights the capacious,

heterogeneous, and relational nature of the Global South, an understanding that

subsidizes the remainder of this thesis.

2.1.1 Conceptualizing the Global South
The Global South is a qualitatively, symbolically, and empirically contingent political

construct (Connell, 2007; Comaroff & Comaroff, 2012; Prashad, 2014). As such, attempts
that seek to offer rigid conceptualizations of the Global South are hardly immune to

inconsistencies and divergences. With this caveat in mind, and speaking to this chapter’s
purpose to gauge the state of the scholarly conversation in the field, I choose,
nevertheless, to offer a rough systematization of some of the currencies that the Global

South acquires across the literature. In order to do so, I build and expand on Mahler’s

(2017) proposed typology, outlined in the Oxford Bibliographies, and structured along

three broader conceptual frames for understanding the Global South: (a) as a

geographical, Westphalian-based grouping of states; (b) in a post-Westphalian, post-

structuralist sense; and (c) as a transnational political subjectivity. Though far from
exhaustive, it provides a literary-backed point of departure, while taking stock of the

term’s contingency, that will serve to support this thesis’ discussion of the Global South(–
South).

The first conceptual frame implies a geographical, Westphalian-based

understanding of the Global South as a grouping of disadvantaged nation-states. In this

sense, it arises as a conceptual alternative to Cold War-laden uses of what French

anthropologist and historian Alfred Sauvy’s (1952) has coined as Tiers Monde – the Third
World. The Global South thus reflects, according to this frame, a geographical spatial

representation of the world’s “periphery” and a subaltern relational position in the
international system. It refers, in general lines, to the regions of Latin America, Africa, and

most of Asia, including the Middle East. It also denotes considerations of economic,
political, and social underperformance, historical trajectories of colonial rule, as well as

presumptions of cultural, technological, and scientific inferiority. These are often

demarcated in opposition to the richer and developed countries in the North or the West,
34
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inspiring a range of other binary formulations on global difference: First and Third

Worlds, West and East (in line with Edward Said’s (1978) classic Orientalism), West and
non-West, core and periphery, developed and developing (or underdeveloped), rich and

poor, advanced and primitive, among others.

These views have been expressed, for example, through influential development

reports in intergovernmental fora such as the Brandt Report (see Brandt, 1980) and the

Challenge to the South (South Commission, 1990). These texts have described the world’s
economic and social disparities and offered policy suggestions to global development

issues in terms of a North–South spatially demarcated divide (see Solarz, 2012). Based
on the Brandt Report, the “Brandt Line,” as Pal (2005, p. 43) observes, became a rough

epitome of this divide as it reflects, on the basis of gross national income (GNI) per capita,

a North–South geographical correspondence between the wealthier and the poorer

nations. In a conventional Mercator-projected world map, the line would be drawn

approximately along the latitude of 30° North, excluding Australia and New Zealand, but
encompassing Latin America, Africa, the Middle East, and South (East) Asia on its lower,
Southern spatial demarcation (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. The Brandt Line. Source: Wikimedia Commons (2015).

A range of scholarly traditions also subscribe to or propose world difference

categorizations that resonate with a geographical, Westphalian understanding of the

Global South. This is the case, for instance, with world-systems theories, best-known

through the works of Immanuel Wallerstein (1974, 1976), which seek to explain
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processes of global capitalism on the basis of a core–periphery geographical
compartmentalization of states. The Global South in these approaches, as noted by

Thomas and Wilkin (2004), corresponds to a poorer, raw materials-exporting
(semi)periphery, economically subordinated to the industrialized, technologically-

advanced core. Deemed a predecessor of and an influence on world-systems

perspectives, dependency theory, particularly prominent in Latin American development
thinking in the 1950s and 1960s and notoriously typified in the works of Argentine
economist Raúl Prebisch (1962), has similarly pointed at the unequal terms of trade to

explain the persistent and deepening divide between the North/ West (core) and the
South (periphery).

In more orthodox studies of international relations, Stephen Krasner, in an

example of a (neo)realist treatment of a North–South geopolitical power divide, describes

that Third World states’ relations with the industrialized areas are “bound to be
conflictual because most Southern countries cannot hope to cope with their international
vulnerability except by challenging principles, norms, and rules preferred by

industrialized countries” (Krasner 1985, p. 3). Along similar lines, with Third World
behavior linked to political weakness and vulnerability, realist research traditions have
often debated the Global South as a security issue, ranging from a sphere of influence for

great power politics, for example in a Cold War context of bipolar balancing of power (see

Mearshheimer 2001), to more recent preoccupations of threats such as terrorism, illicit
trade, and migration (Duffield 2007).10 Liberal proponents, on the other hand, on the

heels of Francis Fukuyama’s (2006) famous proclamation of “The End of History” on the

eminence of Western liberal democratic and free-market models, have conditioned the
South’s development to Consensus-styled neoliberal blueprints of the likes of the

Washington, Post-Washington, or California Consensus (see Stiglitz, 2002; Desai &

Kharas, 2008). As it will be demonstrated below, these Orthodox, cardinal readings of the
Global South, as well as of a North–South divide, have been, over the years, increasingly
problematized and challenged in scholarly circles. Yet they continue to mold

international politics: for instance, from pejoratively shaping political imaginaries, as
evidenced by U.S. President Donald Trump’s recent declaration of “shithole countries”

(Gambino, 2018), to providing a common ideological and pragmatic ground for the
10

For a realist perspective from the “periphery,” see Carlos Escudé’s (2014) Realism in the Periphery.
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formation and joint-action of Southern-country groupings within global governance

arrangements, including at the World Trade Organization (WTO) (see Hopewell, 2014 )

and the United Nations (UN) (see Iida, 1988 on the Group of 77), to name but a few

examples.

Returning to the proposed conceptual typology, the second frame shifts the focus

from a geographical Global South to a post-Westphalian, post-structuralist understanding.
The South relates, instead, to a sociological condition of subjugation expressed, for

example, through experiences of poverty, social stratification, gender inequality, and

racism. The epithet global highlights, in turn, a shared state of marginalization,

manifested across spaces and societies and transgressing nation-based models. As such,

the advent of contemporary capitalist globalization, coupled with patterns of wealth and
social inequalities, means that forms of global difference are now increasingly expressed

both within and across nation borders (see López, 2007; Trefzer et al., 2014). A

conceptual understanding of the Global South along such lines is particularly echoed by
critically-informed scholarly approaches, especially in the fields of cultural, geography,

ethnic, and feminist studies. Representations of a North–South divide are structured, in
this case, along complex geocultural articulations at the intersections of gender, race,

class, and sexuality that transcend the political clout of nation-based systems (Dirlik,
1997; Esteva & Prakash, 1998). In line with this tradition, a range of empirically-situated

investigations argues how the South is visible in the geographical north, and vice-versa
(Pease & Handley, 2004; Milan, 2013; Sigler, 2013). Others yet challenge the adequacy of
the Global South concept altogether, seeing it as increasingly incommensurable in light of

profound changes in global geographies of wealth and inequality in recent years (see
Horner & Hulme, 2019).

Finally, the third conceptual frame – and one that this thesis subscribes to –

privileges the Global South as a transnational political subjectivity. As such, and
overlapping with the second frame, the Global South is understood as a transnational,

intersectional condition of subjugation and marginalization. This is linked, nevertheless,
to a shared political consciousness that gives rise to lateral solidarities across the world’s

many “Souths.” At the same time, the analytical and explanatory value of the first frame –
the Global South as a geographically-informed concept – is retained. After all, as Dados

and Connell (2012) remark, “it references an entire history of colonialism, neo-

imperialism, and differential economic and social change through which large
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inequalities in living standards, life expectancy, and access to resources are maintained”

(p. 13). Thus, as I propose to interpret, the currency provided by a matching locus (place),

on the one hand, and an ethos (mode of engagement) configured by similar historical,
socio-economic trajectories, on the other, presupposes a range of mutual affinities across

these regions. The Global South is thus imagined and rendered global as it is represented

as an affinity-nurtured transnational political subject, which gives rise to lateral

solidarities transpiring from shared historical (colonial), geopolitical, and developmental

experiences (see Nel &Taylor, 2013; Shankland & Gonçalves, 2016; Mahler, 2018). These
solidarities, in turn, present incentives and natural congruities for Southern states and
agencies to pursue forms of South–South relations.

As a result, the literature that frames the Global South in this sense has analyzed

the collective strength of the South in international politics, Southern challenges to and

exercises of power, and Southern attempts to “decolonize” dominant structures – often

attributed to a Euro-North American-centrism. Along these lines, post-colonial

interpretations of international relations have emphasized, for example, the legacy of

colonialism, its enduring effects, and how this provided a form of self-defining,
transnational collective identity to the post-colonial states (Darby, 2004; Young, 2005;

Slater, 2008). These discussions routinely point at the 1955 Bandung Conference of AfroAsian nations as a milestone in the formation of a Southern, post-colonial transnational

collective strength in global politics. Gathering many of the newly decolonized countries

from Asia and Africa, the “Bandung Spirit”, as Persaud (2003) defines it, revamped the

notion of Third Worldism. Prashad (2012, p. 1) writes, for instance, that the Third World

inaugurated by the Bandung dynamic “was not a place; it was a project”: one that
emphasized solidarity, economic and cultural cooperation, human rights, and the

promotion of world peace among developing countries. On the heels of this Third World

“solidarity”, another milestone was the establishment of the Non-Aligned Movement

(NAM), launched in Belgrade in 1961. Encapsulating policies of non-alignment, non-

interference, and political independence amid the Cold War’s bipolar clout, the NAM has

consolidated the idea of the Global South not only as distinct from the North but also from
the East and the West (see Morphet, 2004).

Reflecting on this conjuncture, critical contributions in IPE and development

economics have highlighted the potential of these fluxes of Global South collectiveness

and cohesiveness to re-inscribe global governance arrangements. During the 1970s,
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many of the NAM’s political and ideological views were harnessed through calls for a New
International Economic Order (NIEO) as an alternative to the Bretton Woods system (Cox,

1979; Murphy, 2019). The NIEO, represented by a set of propositions, challenged

modernization-led understandings of development as a “catch-up” with the West,
advocating for greater participation and benefits for developing countries in the

international economy: improved terms of trade, tariff reduction, sovereignty over
natural resources (aligned with OPEC’s rationale), and technology transfers. Adopted in

1978 to support calls for a NIEO, the Buenos Aires Plan of Action for Promoting and
Implementing Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries (known as BAPA) is
routinely pointed at as a key political benchmark in setting rationales and goals for

Southern development partnerships (Prashad, 2007). In this vein, the BAPA is broadly
identified as the birthplace of South–South Cooperation (Bracho, 2018).

Yet the transnational political subjectivity of the Global South does not only

transpire through the collective agencies of Southern nation-states. In this regard,

scholarly perspectives inspired by postcolonial, decolonial, indigenous, gender, queer,
among other related epistemologies, underscore how the Global South’s political
subjectivity and consciousness is also conveyed and exercised through the thoughts,

actions, and reactions of the colonized, the subaltern, and the non-Western peoples. In

this vein, they seek to unsettle and transgress marginalizing hegemonic power structures

–often, but not necessarily, attributed to an Euro-North American-centrism – while

advocating for cultural, scientific, and economic renewal (Guha & Spivak, 1988; Diop,
2000; Mbembe, 2001, 2016; Spivak, 2006; Mignolo, 2012; Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2015).

Debates that speak to these literary strands tend to caution that the political

decolonization of Southern states, as well as flows of increased South–South economic
ties, do not necessarily represent emancipation from colonialist structures – and may
even reinforce those.

In light of the above, I hold that an understanding of the Global South as a

transnational political subjectivity, defined by a matching locus (place) and ethos (mode
of engagement), captures much of the term’s capaciousness and contingency. It does so

while retaining its analytical and explanatory value as a geographically-informed

concept, acknowledging the existence of spatial and historical configurations of global
difference. As Comaroff and Comaroff (2012) comprehensively put it: the Global South

bespeaks “a spatio-temporal order made of a multitude of variously articulated flows and
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dimensions, at once political, juridical, cultural, material, virtual” (p. 12). This
understanding guides this thesis’ readings of the concept and the arguments developed

throughout. As explained later (see Chapter 3), I build and expand on these insights to
propose an interpretation of the South–South through an assemblage perspective and as
an assembled phenomenon.

2.1.2 The South Developing the South? Revisiting South–South Cooperation
One of the most salient manifestations of a global South is observed on the global

development landscape (Alden et al., 2010; Modi, 2011; Mawdsley, 2012; Quadir, 2013).
Starting in the 1950s, the “Bandung Spirit” demonstrated how the Global South has

collectively sought to mold and challenge – even if marginally and symbolically – some of
the pillars of the international development geography. These pillars were seen as
unevenly structured along a North–South divide, with the international economic
architecture shaped by the Bretton Woods System and the governance of development

assistance centered around the OECD’s Development Assistance Committee (DAC)
regime.11 As highlighted, the Global South has sought to challenge these structures

through calls for economic renewal (e.g. the NIEO) and political independence (e.g. the

NAM), along with a robust narrative of Southern solidarity and mutual affinity. Yet, while
events such as the aforementioned BAPA in 1978 conveyed some of these ideational

aspirations and underscored the potentials for South–South partnerships, economic and

political difficulties over the 1980s and 1990s have cooled many of these aspirations.12
The role of Southern countries as providers and formulators, respectively, of

development resources and agendas was not only timid if compared to the dominance of

Western instruments and aid, but it was also largely overlooked in mainstream
practitioner and policy circles (Six, 2009). With the exception of a few punctual works by
specialist scholars (see Bobiash, 1992; Folke et al., 1993;

Brautigam, 1998), this

Since the establishment of the OECD in 1961, attempts to coordinate, standardize, and monitor aid flows
have led to the grouping of major donors into the Development Assistance Committee (DAC, known first as
DAG). As a forum within the OECD, the DAC is a club of selected, prominent donors committed to discuss
development and poverty reduction assistance strategies for developing countries, as well as forms to
monitor and evaluate these. The OECD-DAC regime is nowadays regarded as the fundamental benchmark
of so-called traditional or Northern aid. For more details, see Hynes and Scott (2013).
12 Constraints provided by the oil and debt crises, the advent of neoliberal-inspired structural adjustment
programs, and the many “proxy” and civil wars across the developing world have undermined these efforts
throughout the 1980s and 1990s (Gray and Gills, 2016, p. 558).
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sidelining was also evident in the academic literature. This began to change, however,
over the course of the 2000s.

2.1.2.1 SSC Booming. In the post-2000s period, an outlook of economic growth in

many parts of the Global South – captured, for instance, by trending headlines such as

“the rise of the rest” (Amsden, 2001) or “Africa rising” (The Economist, 2011) – has

favored the creation, as Mawdsley (2018) describes, of a more polycentric development

landscape. Correspondingly, this has bestowed a variety of Southern countries – as well
as their sub-national, private, and civil society actors – with capacities for greater, more
attractive, and sustained ties with other developing nations, ranging from development
finance, to trade and investments, to technical transfers (see De Renzio & Seifert, 2014).

This umbrella of processes, where development is levered along a South–South axis, has

been widely referred to by academics, policy-makers, and civil society as South–South
Cooperation (henceforth SSC) (Prashad, 2007; UNDP, 2013; Bergamaschi et al., 2017;

Mawdsley, 2019; Kragelund, 2019).13 Its historical roots are often traced to Bandung but

its “boom” is prominently linked to more recent trends in the 2000s (Mawdsley, 2019).

The literature points at a range of explanations for this post-2000s boom. Causes

include, for instance, the insufficiencies attributed to Northern or Western-styled
globalization process, including growing disenchantment with (so-called) traditional

forms of aid (Glennie, 2010; Langan, 2017), the inability of neoliberal blueprints to

deliver across the developing world (Santiso, 2004; Heydarian, 2014), and the
shockwaves of the 2008 global recession (Leon-Manriquez & Moyo, 2017). Others stress

specific economic opportunities. Crucially, analysts such as Erten and Ocampo (2013)

and Taylor (2014) note, for example, how rising commodity prices in the 2000s (i.e., the

commodities super-cycle) have propelled growth across much of the developing world,

providing in return the financial resources and the political conditions for Southern

countries to articulate and sustain their own approaches to development and economic
cooperation (see Figure4). On this trend, the UNDP’s (2013) report on The Rise of the
South observes that between 1980 and 2010 developing countries “have increased their

Equivalent understandings are also expressed in the literature through a range of other formulations
where the “South–South” is followed, for example, by qualifiers such as “partnership” (Pere & Shelton,
2006), “solidarity” (Nel & Taylor, 2013), “development cooperation” (Leite et al., 2015), “development
assistance” (Vieira, 2013), and “aid” (Quadir, 2013). For the sake of consistency, I choose to refer to these
processes by their most common denomination, South–South Cooperation, and use the term throughout
this review.
13
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share of world merchandise trade from 25% to 47% and their share of world output from

33% to 45%” (p. 2). Adding to that, although calculations are largely inconsistent,

Chaturvedi et al. (2012, p. 255) estimate that South-to-South aid flows accounted for 10%

of the total volume of aid in 2010, amounting to approximately US$20 billion – a twofold
increase from the early 2000s.

Figure 4. Run chart of the Global Price Index of All Commodities (PALLFNFINDEXQ) since the 1990s – in US dollars. Source:
FRED Economic Data (2020).

Relatedly, many commentators attribute the strengthening of SSC in the 2000s

principally to the “rise” or “graduation” of the so-called emerging powers (see Van der

Westhuizen & Milani 2019), which are also routinely referred to as “emerging donors”
(Manning, 2006) or “emerging development partners” (Kaplinsky & Farooki, 2009).
China is the most prominent example (see, for example, the works of Deborah Brautigam

1998, 2009, 2011), but other frequently studied cases include nations such as India (see
Chanana 2009), Brazil (see Esteves et al. 2020), and South Africa (see Schoeman, 2015).

These countries typically hold characteristics of what world-systems theorists would
conceptualize as the “semi-periphery:” they possess above-average landmass, large
populations and market size, and industrial and exporting capabilities whilst displaying

“peripheral” dynamics linked to poverty, social inequality, and governance and

democratic deficits (see Cooper & Flemes, 2013). Notwithstanding, their growing
diplomatic and economic robustness, supported by favorable domestic and international
circumstances, has prompted them to act as “SSC locomotives,” offering the necessary

impulse to boost and sustain ties with other developing countries (Gosovic, 2016; Nayyar,
2016). At the same time, scholars like Abdenur (2014) contend that energizing on SSC
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links has posited an opportunity for these actors to challenge their peripheral and

marginal condition within mainstream global governance arrangements – for instance, at
the World Bank and the IMF – while advancing their own platforms and agendas.

Within a South–South configuration, this conjuncture is emblematically captured

in the literature through the engagement of the Southern B(R)ICS economies with Africa,
characterized in the post-2000s by expanding flows of investments,

trade, and

development assistance (Stolte, 2012; Carmody, 2013; Taylor, 2014). Along with China,

India and Brazil have become growing providers of development finance and resources
to African countries (Power & Mohan, 2010; Horner 2015). Bundling together

instruments such as export credits, commercial loans, grants, and debt relief, these

mechanisms have concomitantly allowed for the involvement of their own enterprises in

a large portfolio of development projects on the continent, including investments in

infrastructure, agriculture, energy, and mining, among other initiatives (Ramamurti &
Singh 2009; Marinov & Marinova, 2012; Horner, 2015). While China and the other
Southern B(R)ICS arguably capture much of the attention, this expansionary phase of SSC

has also brought to fore the activities and practices of dozens of non-traditional donors:

the Arab Gulf states (Al-Mezaini 2017), countries at regional crossroads like Turkey

(Fidan & Nurdun, 2008), energy powerhouses such as Kazakhstan (Fjæstad & Kjærnet,

2014), and “socialist” actors such as Cuba (Hatzky, 2015) and Venezuela (Briceño-Ruiz,

2017), among others. For all it represents, SSC has been widely regarded in this

expansionary period as a suitable proxy of a global development geography in

transformation, effectively advancing the aspirations laid out in Bandung (Alden et al.,
2010; Quadir, 2013).

2.1.2.2 Producing Knowledge on SSC: What South, What cooperation? In light

of the exposed, a dedicated literary corpus on SSC studies was formed in the post-2000s.

Disciplines such as International Relations, Development Studies, Geography,

Anthropology, and Political Economy, among others, have picked up on the trend and
established more consistent and systematic research agendas on the role, meanings, and
prospects of SSC (Bergamaschi et al., 2017; Mawdsley et al., 2019; Kragelund, 2019). This

epistemic community, broadly speaking, subscribes to a common understanding of SSC
as involving the transfer and exchange of resources, expertise, and technology among

Southern countries and agencies. Scholars broadly converge, though the literature
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nuances this picture, on the fact that SSC is seen as anchored by a somehow affective

discursive framing: one that evokes mutual benefits, horizontality, as well as experience-

based and demand-driven transfers set within claims to post-colonial solidarities and
empathy (see Chacko, 2013; Liu & Mazimhaka, 2013). Another common analytical

tendency is to situate the Global South and SSC vis-à-vis the so-called traditional

development regime, the OECD-DAC arrangement in particular (see, for instance,
Brautigam, 2011; Chaturvedi et al., 2012). This is frequently done in a comparative

fashion, but it does not necessarily have to entail a mutually exclusive binary, with many
works recognizing the complementarities and potentials for synergies between SSC and

the traditional actors – a process that is often termed “triangular cooperation” (see
McEwan & Mawdsley, 2012; Abdenur & Da Fonseca, 2013).

Notwithstanding, important caveats can be raised. As Gonzalez-Vicente suggests

(2019), “a South–South analysis based on an exclusively nationalist ontology is

anachronistic and flawed by design” (p. 28). Though often discussed in the literature

through an essentialist state-centric lens,14 the Souths on both ends of the South–South
Cooperation spectrum can be seen as comprised by an assemblage of actors and processes

(Cesarino, 2014, p. 29; Mawdsley, 2019, p. 264) – a perspective that this thesis builds and
expands on, as detailed in Chapter 3. This viewpoint buttresses a disentangled

understanding of the (Southern) state: one that includes, for example, ministries,

development banks, public enterprises and research institutions, sub-national entities,
and the actual cooperantes. 15 Yet, beyond the state, the South is also seen as englobing

private sectors, civil society movements, academia, as well as processes underpinned by

policy preferences, cultural and material symbolisms, expertise, and quotidian dynamics

at project sites.16 While only tentatively theorized, these understandings of the South–

South as an assembled phenomenon transpire through some of the existing works on SSC.

Speaking, for instance, to debates in critical development studies, particularly on the
anthropology of development (for a central reference in the field, see Mosse, 2011), these
works recognize South–South Cooperation as a composition of hybrid actors, processes,

and practices (see Cesarino, 2012, 2014, 2017; Esteves & Assunção, 2017). These

For a critique of state-centrism in SSC studies, see Gray and Murphy (2015).
A cooperante is a professional, often a civil servant, working on the implementation of SSC projects. For
examples of analyses on the role of the cooperantes in SSC, see Hatzky (2015) and Esteves and Assunção
(2017).
16 For an example of an analysis of SSC beyond the state, see Brautigam’s (2009) well-known book The
Dragon’s Gift on China’s many “faces” in Africa (see also Carmody, 2016).
14
15
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perspectives provide analytical purchase for understanding how statist projections may
synergistically hybridize and converge with corporate interests. At the same time, it is

similarly acknowledged that, at ground level realities, state-business articulations may
also stand at odds with the expectations and needs of Southern populations affected by
projects.

Debates about what South also lead to the question about what cooperation. Giving

away the heterogeneity implied by the term, the UN Office for South–South Cooperation
(UNOSSC) defines that “cooperation is done through a broad framework of collaboration
among countries of the South in the political, economic, social, cultural, environmental

and technical domains” (UNOSSC, 2018, para. 1). This multilayered view is similarly

echoed across the scholarly debate. The literature identifies this cooperation in a wide

spectrum of South–South transnational relations: in classical government-to-government

bilateral interactions, but also through triangular cooperation (McEwan & Mawdsley,
2012), decentralized SSC (conducted by subnational governments or other state entities,
see Sørensen, 2018), flows of commercial exchanges and foreign direct investments (see

Horner, 2015), and people-to-people contact (“SSC from below,” see Bond & Garcia,

2015).

South–South Cooperation thus reflects a relatively diffused set of aspirations,

policies, and practices conducted by yet another wide and heterogeneous array of actors

across varying geographical locations. However, the expansion of South–South ties, while
triggering hopes of a reconfigured development landscape, has also contributed, as

Bergamaschi and Tickner (2017, pp. 4-5) suggest, to a great deal of generalizations and

myths. They argue, for example, that SSC’s boom over the 2000s – combined with the
overwhelmingly positive symbolic and qualitative meanings that it inspires– has led to
excessive idealizations in academic, practitioner, and policy circles. Scholars also hint at
how SSC became a sort of one-size-fits-all umbrella through which a range of actors

selectively and opportunistically engage with. In this regard, activities that hold, for

example, a strong profit (e.g. private investments) or military imperative (e.g.

contributions to peacekeeping forces) are labelled as SSC to “wash” controversial

engagements (Bond & Garcia, 2015; Cezne, 2016).

Moreover, Bergamaschi and Tickner (2017) observe that studies fall short of

sufficiently addressing (or problematizing) the amplitude of SSC. They claim that the
diversity of SSC experiences beyond the auspices of the state and its interfaces with the
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private sector and civil society groups remain underexplored and underproblematized.

Another difficulty, they argue, has to do with the usual frame of reference on the emerging
powers and their motivations, with topics such as the role of “China in Africa” or the
strategies of the other Southern BRICS countries topping SSC research agendas. This

leads to the drawing of a one-dimensional perspective and obscures the voices of other

agencies involved in these South–South encounters. These constraints, far from reflecting
a selective research bias alone, are just as much the outcome of methodological obstacles:

data is scarce and often incomplete or not accessible (UNDP, 2016; Besharati et al., 2017;

Waisbich et al., 2017). Where data exists, it is often fragmented across (and also within)

multiple governments and entities. In this sense, scholars frequently over-rely on

information extracted from discourses and policy documents of governments

themselves, which in turn contributes to the predominance of overty descriptive and
dense accounts of official strategies and policies.

These difficulties are further

compounded when it comes to non-state initiatives such as private sector investments as
corporations tend to be more restrictive systems for scholars to access (Pillania, 2009;
Cuervo-Cazurra & Ramamurti, 2014).

Mawdsley (2019) contends, however, that many of these challenges and puzzles

reflect a field in maturation: “the outcome of the very successes of SSC over the last
decade or so” and “the effect of increasing visibility” (p. 261), as explained. Mawdsley

adds that, while initial commentaries in wake of SSC’s boom in the early 2000s offered

established, monochromatic, and even poor understandings of SSC, the state of the
research debate in the late 2010s is one that increasingly advances a critical and nuanced

perspective. In this vein, a growing number of country-specific and field-based research

has made great strides in enriching the field with more information and data, bringing
depth and context to SSC studies (see, for example, Abdenur & Marcondes, 2013; Power,

2015; Scoones et al., 2016; Milhorance & Soule-Kohndou, 2017). The debate is also
increasingly enhanced by research conducted by scholars both from and based in the

Global South, including through processes of South–South transnational collaborations to
study SSC. Against this backdrop, Mawdsley (2019) points at an emerging new phase in

SSC research, taking shape around the mid-2010s and adopting a more reflexive and

cautionary posture. As such, across academic (as well as policy and practitioner) circles,

the affective and horizontal framings of this cooperation are more resolutely scrutinized

and replaced by a more practice-oriented concern. While much of the ideational
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dimensions (empathy, solidarity, mutual gain, etc) of SSC are not dismissed, Mawdsley
suggests that there is now a growing tendency to pay greater attentiveness to the

challenges, difficulties, and hybrid interplays linked to and manifested through these
South–South development encounters.

It is on the heels of this reflexive research phase that this thesis places itself. In

doing so, I approach these South–South interactions as the outcome of varied relational
interfaces

entangling

diplomatic

speeches,

private

interests,

project

praxis,

bureaucracies, and interpersonal relations, among other dimensions. Yet, and
importantly so, I propose to address the debate by dropping the cooperation qualifier

from what is, as highlighted, widely referred to as “South–South Cooperation”. I maintain
that speaking about the “South–South” devoid of the “cooperation” – or “solidarity”,
“partnership”, etc – label reflects more adequately the capaciousness of the Global South

and of South–South transnationalisms. It is a way to more adequately embrace their

polyvalent and multifaceted nature while avoiding reductionisms, fatalistic conclusions,
or unrealistic expectations, as explained later through the conceptual vocabulary of

“assemblages” (see Chapter 3). “Cooperation” is thus something that may arise (or not)

through these South–South entanglements, but it is not something that necessarily

defines or qualifies them. Rather, the South–South is approached as a process of co-

functioning that aggregates heterogeneous elements within dynamic and contingent
relations.

2.2 Brazil–Africa Encounters: Forging a Multifaceted South–South
This section provides a historical and contextual perspective to the construction and
operationalization of South–South links between Brazil and Africa, discussing the Brazil–

Mozambique relationship in particular. 17 It does so along three parts. By revisiting the
dedicated Brazil–Africa literature, the first sheds light on the entangled historical,
geopolitical, and (especially) economic dimensions that have shaped relations across the

South Atlantic, from Africa’s decolonization through the South–South Cooperation boom

of the 2000s. The second accounts for the deep-seated cultural and ideological
dimensions that have underpinned, from a Brazilian viewpoint, the construction of a

17 In line with the literature, references to Brazil–Africa relations relate, more specifically, to the SubSaharan portion of the African continent. The links between Brazil and Africa’s Mediterranean countries
are best captured through analyses of Brazil’s relations with the Arab World (see Amorim, 2011; Karam,
2016; Saddy, 2016).
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relationship with the African continent. I introduce here the notion of “lusotropicalism”,

which has provided a persistent signifier to how Brazilian policy-makers, diplomats, and

practitioners, among others, see, speak, and act towards Africa. The third zooms into the

specific contours of Brazil–Mozambique relations, underscoring the evolving political
and economic connections between these two Lusophone nations and the conjuncture
that has enabled the arrival of Vale to Mozambique in the early 2000s.

2.2.1 Brazil (re)connects with Africa: from African Decolonization to South–South
Cooperation
Connections between Brazil and Africa date back at least five centuries. Since the late 15th

century, the slave trade, mediated by Portuguese colonialism, formed a link across the

South Atlantic through which people, goods, and knowledge circulated (Hawthorne,

2010). By 1850, with the prohibition of the international slave traffic in Brazil, about five

million Africans had been forcefully sent to the country, making it by far the biggest
recipient of the transatlantic slave trade (Seibert, 2019a). These connections have

decisively shaped Brazilian demography, culture, and social structures (Rodrigues,
1962), and Brazil is nowadays home to the largest African “diaspora” and is second only

to Nigeria in terms of largest black population worldwide (Khalema, 2020). Yet the end
of Portuguese colonialism in Brazil (1822) coupled with the slave trade’s discontinuation
gradually halted these connections. It was only in the 1950s and 1960s, on the heels of
African decolonization, that more sustained ties between Brazil and Africa’s then newly

independent countries were resumed. This has led to the opening of Brazil’s first SubSaharan embassies in Ghana (1961), Senegal (1962), and Nigeria (1962), as well as to

Africa’s inaugural Latin American embassies, accomplished with the establishment of the

Ghanaian and Senegalese representations in Brasília in 1962 (Leite, 2011, p. 99). In a

well-known article to the Foreign Affairs, Brazilian President Jânio Quadros, whose short-

lived government in 1961 initiated this rapprochement under an “Independent Foreign
Policy”, wrote:

I believe that is precisely in Africa that Brazil can render its best service to the

concepts of Western life and political methods. Our country should become the
link, the bridge, between Africa and the west, since we are so intimately bound to
both peoples. (Quadros, 1961, p. 24)
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Despite the symbolic importance engendered by the resumption of these ties, the
historical literature shows how Brazil’s rapprochement with Africa was marked by an

underlying ambiguity (Lessa, 1998; Ribeiro, 2004; Penna Filho & Lessa, 2007; Dávila,
2010; Leite, 2011; Seibert & Visentini, 2019a). On the one hand, in the wake of the
Bandung Conference, leveraging a Southern identity became especially meaningful to

assert autonomy and consolidate ties with countries that shared a post-colonial profile.

On the other, clashing with Pan-African aspirations, Brazil’s complacent relations with
the minority-ruled South African apartheid regime and, more importantly, its policy of

support to Portuguese colonial interests posed fundamental contradictions. Concerning

the latter, through the 1950s and 1960s, Brazilian foreign policy was heavily slanted

towards Lisbon’s ambitions as a result of bilateral treaty commitments and the influence

exerted by the Portuguese diaspora and ethnic communities in Brazil (Dávila, 2010, pp.
23-33). Members of this diaspora controlled newspapers, financed political campaigns,

and shaped economic and academic debates. Portugal, under its authoritarian Estado
Novo (New State) regime (1933-1974), sought to hold a firm grip over its African
dependencies. Unlike large parts of the continent, which have achieved formal statehood

in the 1950s and 1960s, the Portuguese colonies of Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea-Bissau,
Mozambique, and São Tomé and Príncipe have only gained independency between 1974
and 1975, following the Estado Novo’s collapse (see Arenas, 2010). In tandem with
Lisbon’s colonial ambitions at the time, the Brazilian position was thus an ambiguous one:

diplomats were instructed to support anti-colonial stances in multilateral fora as long as
these would not clash with Portuguese colonial interests (Ribeiro, 2004; Penna Filho &
Lessa, 2007).

Whereas Brazil’s military dictatorship (1964-1985) had initially intensified bonds

with Portugal and reversed some of the goals laid out by the Independent Foreign Policy,
the outlook for Brazil–Africa relations started to change in the early 1970s. Brazil’s
remarkable economic growth at an annual average rate of over 10% coupled with a

strategy of import substitution industrialization, a process known as the “Brazilian
Miracle”, set the foundations for a rekindled approach (Leite, 2011; Seibert, 2019b).
Brazil was searching for markets for its industrial goods and, with increased reliance on

fossil fuels, new energy suppliers were needed, especially in the wake of the 1973 oil
crisis. Africa offered both: export markets and sources of energy. In this vein, along with

mounting critiques from African nationalist leaders, Brazil’s support to Portugal started
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to take a heavy toll. This set the stage for a renewed Africa rationale: one aimed at
enhancing Brazil’s image on the continent while unveiling new destinations for its
exports and services – in line with a foreign strategy that the military regime termed
“Responsible and Ecumenical Pragmatism” (see Saraiva, 2011).

In this conjuncture, two African countries in particular gave a special meaning to

Brazil–Africa connections: Nigeria and Angola. By the end of the 1970s and early 1980s,

Brazilian trade with Nigeria flourished. In a relationship that was prominently mediated
by Brazil’s state-owned petroleum enterprise Petrobras, oil purchases, with prices
boosted by the 1970s shocks, sustained a burgeoning Nigerian demand for Brazilian

manufactured goods, engineering projects, and consumables such as beef and
pharmaceutical products (Santana, 2003). At its peak in 1981, exports to Nigeria reached
US$770 million, making it the second largest market for Brazilian industrial products

after the United States (Dávila, 2010, p. 226).18 The relationship with Angola was even

more peculiar. As Soares de Oliveira (2015) suggests, in the difficult years of the Angolan

civil war (1975-2002), those willing to venture into Angola were awarded with extensive

business opportunities by the ruling Marxist-inspired People's Movement for the
Liberation of Angola (MPLA), who had few external allies, faced internal contestation, and
was involved in a protracted conflict. Brazil was among the first and few countries outside

the Eastern bloc that recognized the MPLA regime.19 In turn, capitalizing on its privileged
connection with Luanda, Brazil had been one of the pioneers in structuring, already in the
1980s, a model that is often linked to China’s contemporary presence in Angola, namely
an oil-for-infrastructure deal, where Angolan oil was offered in exchange for Brazilian

credit lines to finance infrastructure projects (Alencastro, 2019). This arrangement is

tellingly captured through the involvement of Brazil’s engineering firm Odebrecht in the
construction of the Capanda hydroelectric dam in 1984, where project costs were partly
settled with Angolan oil barrels (Santana, 2003, p. 170). Odebrecht, whose presence in

Angola became long-lasting and benefited from the war economy, expanded business
ventures to diamond mining and a wide array of initiatives beyond the construction

sector. It went on to become, by the mid-2010s, Angola’s largest employer and private
18 Exports to the US were prominently consisted of high added-value aircrafts, produced by the then stateowned Brazilian plane-manufacturer Embraer (see Timberlake et al., 1982).
19 The literature often points at the ambivalent nature of Angola’s recognition by the Brazilian government:
a dictatorial regime that was conceived to deter communism at home and violently repressed internal
dissent was supporting a Marxist movement abroad that was militarily backed by Cuba.
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conglomerate outside the oil economy (Soares de Oliveira, 2015; Alencastro, 2019; Dye
& Alencastro, 2020).

In 1984, at the height of this “first wave” of Brazil–Africa trade, oil constituted 94%

of Brazilian imports while manufactures made up 88% of exports, with the bulk of

exchanges concentrated around three countries (Nigeria, Angola, and Algeria) (Santana,
2003, p. 165). Notwithstanding, much of this momentum was short-lived. Despite

exceptions such as Odebrecht’s notable role in Angola, the late 1980s and 1990s brought
a set of difficulties to both sides of the Atlantic and economic ties declined abruptly. Brazil

experienced the peak of its “lost decade”, grappling with hyperinflation and foreign
indebtedness (Bugarin et al., 2002). Many African countries, on the other hand, were

trapped by structural adjustment reforms and struck by the worsening of internal
conflicts, which led to the partial or complete destruction of production and export
capabilities (Watkins, 1992; Collier & Hoeffler, 2002). Thus, Brazil was no longer able to

sustain a policy centered on credit lines and African nations were no longer able to repay
them.

It was only during the Workers’ Party (Partido dos Trabalhadores- PT)

presidencies (2003-2010) of Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva – known as Lula – that relations

with Africa would see a marked resurge. This was supported by a conjunction of favorable

circumstances: sound economic performance at home, the commodities super-cycle
globally, the pursuit of geopolitical ambitions, and the revival of a Third Worldism

impetus under the trendy “South–South Cooperation” label. Analysts indicate how this
propitious architecture was harnessed through frequent state visits to Africa, the opening

of embassies, the return of Brazilian state and private enterprises to projects on the

continent, and the intensification of trade (White, 2013; Stolte, 2015; Burges, 2017;
Suyama et al., 2016; Seibert & Visentini, 2019a). Between 2000 and 2011, trade increased

more than six fold from US$4.2 billion to US$ 27.6 billion (Stolte, 2015, p. 2). President

Lula conducted 33 official visits, across 21 countries, while his Foreign Minister Celso
Amorim completed 66 trips (Rangel Junior & Ruiz Ferreira, 2015). 19 new embassies

were inaugurated, elevating Brazil’s diplomatic coverage from 18 to 37 African nations
(Instituto Lula, 2017), and US$ 436 million in debt was cancelled (Moura, 2013, para. 4).

This “return” to Africa was similarly shaped by the expansion of so-called technical

development cooperation initiatives. Managed by the Brazilian Cooperation Agency

(Agência Brasileira de Cooperação, ABC) and implemented in partnership with other
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Brazilian public institutions, initiatives revolved around knowledge transfers and
capacity-building projects (see IPEA & ABC, 2018). Prominent technical cooperation

initiatives during this period included the creation of the Cotton-4 program, designed to

support cotton farming in Burkina Faso, Benin, Chad, and Mali, and the construction of a

pharmaceutical factory in Mozambique to produce generic antiretroviral drugs to fight

HIV/AIDS (see Anunciato, 2014; De Almeida, 2016; more in Chapters 4 and 5). While

sums were modest comparatively to traditional aid disbursements and China’s

development finance, these initiatives epitomized much of the essence of Brazil’s South–
South Cooperation (Inoue & Vaz, 2012; Russo et al., 2013; Burges, 2014; Suyama et al.,
2016; Scoones et al., 2016; Milani & Klein, 2020). To quote Suyama et al. (2016),

programmatic descriptions frame this cooperation as “demand-driven, horizontal and
free from conditionalities; it is not associated with commercial and economic interests,
but it can promote mutual gains; and it adapts Brazilian experiences to the local context,
but it does not interfere with partners’ domestic affairs” (p. 27). Projects were often

rhetorically furthered as a duty to repay Brazil’s political, moral, and historical (slave)

debt towards the continent. As President Lula would comment during a state visit to
Mozambique: “Brazil has technology, knowledge, experience and results. We have no

right to keep that to ourselves. We have the right to help those who for 300 years served
as free labor in Brazil” (Lula, 2008, p. 3).

Echoing the past, this “return” to Africa was also aimed at rebuilding export

markets and business niches for Brazilian products, expertise, and services. In what Dye

and Alencastro (2020) term the “corporate turn” in contemporary Brazil–Africa relations,
the drive for commodities coupled with African countries’ infrastructure needs presented

appealing opportunities for resource and engineering firms in particular (see also De
Freitas Barbosa, 2009; Campos, 2014; Rossi, 2015; Burges, 2017; Moldovan, 2018).
Central to these dynamics were construction contractors such as Odebrecht, OAS,

Camargo Corrêa, and Andrade Gutierrez, the state-owned oil enterprise Petrobras, and,

not least, the mining multinational Vale. As prominent players, under successive
governments, in Brazil’s developmentalism and domestic politics, including through
linkages of election campaign finance and subsidized finance lending, this rendered a

tight state-business interweaving that was also projected to Brazil’s international
engagement (Lazzarini, 2011).
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To support this corporate turn, particularly in the realm of infrastructure projects,

concessional credit was essential and the state-owned Brazilian National Development

Bank (Banco Nacional de Desenvolvimento Econômico e Social- BNDES) became a

fundamental pillar in the internationalization of Brazilian firms (Hochstetler & Montero,

2013; Hochstetler, 2014; Torres & Zeidan, 2016). Traditionally geared towards the
domestic realm, with internationally-oriented initiatives restricted to export promotion
mechanisms, BNDES rules changed in the early 2000s to allow for direct FDI support to

Brazilian corporations (Hochstetler & Montero, 2013, p. 1494). This strategy was

subsequently aided by the setting up of BNDES offices abroad, including one in
Johannesburg (2013) aimed at supporting Brazilian interests in Africa. From 2007 to

2015, US$4.15 billion in BNDES loans were granted to finance Brazilian FDI on the
continent, the overwhelming majority of which destined to construction companies for

projects in Angola (84%), Mozambique (10,7%), and Ghana (5,2%) (Seibert, 2019b, p.
126).

Beyond the engineering sector, economic interests in Africa also held a strong

agribusiness component – reflecting the presumed potency of Brazil’s tropical
agricultural technologies and models to African environments (Cabral, 2016; Cabral et al.,

2016; Scoones et al., 2016). Towards the end of Lula’s administration, schemes were
devised to finance exports of Brazilian-produced agricultural machinery and inputs to

African countries (Seibert, 2019b, pp. 127-128). Moreover, rural development programs,

combining technical transfers with private sector involvement, were formulated to

increase productivity and foster the development of agro-industrial value chains, with

the ProSAVANA rural development program in Mozambique, which is later discussed in
greater detail, being the principal example.

This corporate turn, including a range of commercial interests and backed by

Brazil’s foreign policy, was similarly framed within a framework of South–South
cooperation and solidarity that set Brazilian companies apart. They could allegedly put

into practice solidarity ideas, had appropriate expertise and strategies to African
environments, and delivered better products in contrast to others (especially China),
among other attributes (White, 2013; Garcia et al., 2013; Marshall, 2015a; Afionis et al.,

2016). As such, the ideals of Brazil’s South–South Cooperation were also rhetorically

extended to its firms. According to Burges (2017, p. 112), whereas these elements

undoubtedly provided suitable marketing gimmicks, profits and expectations for optimal
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return remained the driving motivation. After all, Africa, along with other regions in the

Global South, was where Brazil could expand and sell high-added value manufactures and
engineering services, and where it was most competitive. 20

Elected on the heels of Lula’s popularity, President Dilma Rousseff (2011-2016),

also from the Workers’ Party (PT), had initially retained several of the Africa policy

directives of her predecessor. Yet, to quote Dye and Alencastro’s (2020) synthesis,

Rousseff “reduced resources for South–South Cooperation projects, which dropped by

half in her first three years, and did not engage in Lula’s level of Presidential diplomacy”

(p. 9). Nonetheless, in spite of “running more on momentum than active engagement”

(Burges, 2017, p. 23), it was during Rousseff’s first mandate (2011-2014) that the
corporate character of Brazil’s Africa presence was at its historical height. In 2011,

representing Brazil’s largest investment on the continent, Vale started to effectively

extract coal in Mozambique. In 2013, trade with Africa peaked at US$28.5 billion – the

highest ever recorded figure to date (Dib, 2018) – and BNDES project finance to Africa
almost doubled between 2010 and 2013 (Guimarães et al., 2014, p. 61). However, by the

mid-2010s, whereas Rousseff had been re-elected for a second mandate (2015-2018), the
overall political and economic conjuncture in Brazil saw a remarkable deterioration,

contributing to a pronounced retreat and decline in Brazil–Africa relations (Seabra, 2016;

Marcondes & Mawdsley, 2017; Seibert & Visentini, 2019b). Furthermore, economic
stagnation, popular discontentment, and the unfolding of the Lava Jato (Car Wash)

corruption investigation offered the ingredients to Rousseff’s impeachment in 2016 while
bringing corporate internationalization efforts to a virtual halt. 21

Rousseff’s Vice-President and successor after the impeachment, President Michel

Temer (2016-2018) formed a center-right coalition that put Brazil’s South–South
With the exception of Embraer’s aircrafts, which have long formed the bulk of Brazilian manufactured
exports to the United States and Europe.
21 The so-called Lava Jato (Car Wash) operation, established in 2014 and still ongoing at the time of writing,
has revealed a series of bribery schemes involving Brazil’s political class and its large corporations. At its
epicenter is the state-owned oil enterprise Petrobras and many of the earlier-cited construction companies
such as Odebrecht, OAS, and Andrade Gutierrez. Investigations have targeted these companies’ both
domestic and foreign operations. Under the shadow of an economic recession, the Lava Jato scandals have
decisively stirred political events in Brazil, leading to high-profile arrests, including the jailing of former
President Lula in April 2018 (later released after a Supreme Court ruling in November 2019). Supporters
hail the operation for revealing the pernicious modus operandi of Brazilian politics and for ending impunity
among Brazil’s political-business elites. Critics condemn it for being politically motivated and based on poor
judicial standards, for criminalizing legitimate political proceedings, and for contributing to a dangerous
anti-politics stance that has eroded faith in democratic institutions (see, for instance, Damgaard, 2018;
Hunter & Power, 2019; Phillips et al., 2019)
20
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relations under strain (Marcondes & Mawdsley, 2017). The PT’s Africa strategy was

criticized for being financially and politically costly, propagandistic, and for generating

limited economic benefits (Serra, 2016). Yet the visit of Temer’s Foreign Minister Aloysio

Nunes Ferreira to Africa in May 2017, has revealed how many dimensions and rhetorical
signifiers of the Brazil–Africa relationship continued to be echoed. The trip covered five
countries in southern Africa, among which Mozambique, where the Brazilian delegation

participated in the official inauguration of the Nacala Corridor. Reflecting on his visit in

an op-ed, Ferreira wrote:

Brazil is the largest African country outside Africa. . . . We want to translate this

historical affinity into concrete actions, deepening cooperation projects,

expanding trade and investment, and creating new partnerships in areas such as
defense, energy, science and technology. (Ferreira, 2017, para. 2)

At the end of 2018, Brazil took a decisive swing to the right with the election of Jair

Bolsonaro. At the time of writing, it remained early to judge Bolsonaro’s presidency

(2019-ongoing) with the necessary hindsight. Initial commentaries hint, however, that

the current government represents perhaps the biggest rupture away from Brazil’s longstanding foreign policy of strengthening relations with the Global South more broadly
and with Africa in particular. While this Southern-orientation, as highlighted, gained

impetus during Brazil’s military regime – admittedly a source of inspiration to Bolsonaro

– it is often regarded as a foreign policy mistake and associated with the ideological biases
of political opponents. Instead, Bolsonaro’s administration has sought greater proximity
to politically right-wing governments in the West, especially Trump’s administration in

the United States but also countries such as Hungary, Italy, and Poland (see Casarões &
Flemes, 2019; Ribeiro & Thudium, 2020; Lopes, 2020).

2.2.2 Lusotropicalism: Underwriting Brazilian Framings of Africa
Cited across the preceding paragraphs on the origins of Brazil’s post-colonial links with
Africa, Jerry Dávila’s (2010) seminal historical book Hotel Trópico: Brazil and the

challenge of African decolonization, 1950-1980 provides some important clues to
understand the deep-seated cultural and ideological dimensions underwriting Brazilian
frames and understandings of Africa. Central to the author’s work is the appraisal and

sensitization of Brazil–Africa relations through the cultural foil of lusotropicalism, a
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concept coined by the renowned Brazilian sociologist Gilberto Freyre and rooted in
Brazilian social thought on identity formation and race relations. According to Dávila,
lusotropicalism holds a conventional imagination “that Brazil was the product of the
fusion of Portuguese and African peoples, shaped by a supposed special proclivity of the

Portuguese to extend civilization into the tropics and to soften racial lines through

miscegenation” (p. 11). It implies that “the Portuguese had a special way of being in the
tropics characterized by race mixture and affinity for dark-skinned peoples, and that
Brazil was the best example of the lusotropical ideal” (p. 2).

Against the background of Portuguese colonialism in Africa and the influences of

global developments such as the Bandung Conference over the 1950s and 1960s, Dávila

contends how Freyre’s lusotropical ideas were widely read in Brazil by young diplomats,
members of intellectual groups, and organizers of African studies academic centers.

Lusotropical beliefs were so influential that they fundamentally transpired through the

ambivalence that pervaded Brazil’s approach towards Africa at the time: offering
conceptual frameworks to Brazilians who favored Portuguese colonialism as well as to

those supporting African decolonization. The first group relied on lusotropical

imaginaries to hail Portugal’s method of colonization and aptitude to engage in the
tropics. For the second, lusotropical world views gave meaning and purpose to connect

with an increasingly independent fraction of Africa and to operationalize Brazilian
interests across the other side of the Atlantic.

Throughout his book, Dávila points at two particularly influential lusotropical-

derived ideas in this context: “racial democracy” and “tropical technology”. The former

stressed the particularism of race relations and societal co-existence in Brazil, projected

as racially mixed and harmonious, as opposed to the more visible and institutionalized
patterns of discrimination in countries such as the United States and South Africa. The

latter emphasized the applicability of Brazilian approaches, services, and industrial
products to African realities in light of similar, tropical geographic conditions and
development challenges. Taken together, this set of beliefs, suggesting more horizontal

human relations and geographical correspondences, has provided not only meaning but
also a sense of mission. It propelled Brazilians to forge connections with Africa as means

to cultivate a positive, differentiated national self-image of Brazil as a racially mixed and

industrially emerging “tropical” power. As Dávila puts it: “Brazil as different from and
better than Europe and the United States” (p. 13).
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While a comprehensive discussion of the far-reaching sociological and cultural

implications of lusotropicalism falls beyond the scope of this thesis, many of its core

assumptions, the notion of racial democracy in particular, have long been criticized and

problematized (see Arenas, 2010, chap. 1; Anderson et al., 2019). Abundant evidence

from sociological and anthropological studies on race relations in Brazil rejects the racial
democracy myth by underscoring how the country’s economic, educational, and
development inequalities have been historically structured along racial lines (see

Hasenbalg et al., 1999; Seigel, 2009). In this sense, this scholarship argues that the myth

reinforces racism, both by concealing it under the veneer of an apparent harmony and by
hindering mobilization efforts.

In Dávila’s (2010) work, the notion of tropical technology is particularly explored

in the context of Brazil’s booming trade relations with Nigeria in the late 1970s and early

1980s. “Nigeria reflected Brazilian desires to imagine the country as an emerging
industrial giant . . . based on a ‘tropical civilization’ that produced ‘tropical technology’”

(p. 223), as the author observes. These tropical technologies embedded the presumed
suitability of Brazilian industrial goods to Africa, ranging from appliances such as

showerheads and TVs to cars and telecommunication equipment. To market Brazil in

Nigeria, these manufactures were promoted as especially suitable for the Nigerian reality:

simpler to use, easier to repair, resistant to heat, humidity, and voltage fluctuations, and
tested at a tropical source.

Later on, in Brazil’s rapprochement with Africa in the 2000s, an extended

conception of “tropical technology” can be seen as permeating more recent engagements.

This view is subsidized by a wealth of studies that stress the South–South axis in Brazil–
Africa relations as a link for development transfers and diffusions (Russo & Shankland,

2014; Shankland & Gonçalves, 2016; Cabral, 2016; Cabral et al., 2016; Scoones et al., 2016;
Constantine & Shankland, 2017). In this regard, Cabral (2016), for instance, suggests that

Brazil’s tropical solutions for Africa embed a politics of “appropriate technology” that

denote the adequacies of its tropical technical know-how, engineering services, and
agribusiness models (see also Hanlin & Kaplinsky, 2016). This literature suggests that,

beyond material designations, this expanded notion of tropical technology has also been

attributed to policy transfer processes, where Brazilian “social and development
technologies” with poverty eradication, inequality reduction, health issues, agricultural
bottlenecks, among others, are posited as solutions to African problems.
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As possible to gauge from these literary insights and from some of the above-

reproduced quotes depicting Brazilian rhetorical framings of Africa, lusotropical

attitudes – forged along imaginaries of racial and tropical exceptionalisms – continue to

mold contemporary Brazil–Africa encounters (see Ribeiro, 2020). In due course, in light
of Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique, this thesis unpacks the issue in greater detail by

empirically reflecting on the lasting legacy and practical consequences of a lusotropicalflavored South–South.

2.2.3 Mozambique Meets Brazil: from Independence to the Resource Boom
The decolonization of Mozambique was formally set in motion with the proclamation of

the Lusaka Accord, signed in Zambia in September 1974, between the Portuguese

government that succeeded the Estado Novo and the Front for the Liberation of
Mozambique (Frente de Libertação de Moçambique – FRELIMO) (Penvenne, 1985). The

Lusaka Accord paved the way to full sovereignty on 25 June 1975. FRELIMO was
established in 1962, after the merge of three independence movements that aggregated

Mozambique’s urban classes, intellectuals, and pan-Africanists in exile. It began its anti-

colonial strife through an armed uprising in 1964, known as the Mozambican War of

Independence (1964-1974). As highlighted, whereas most of Africa underwent

decolonization processes during the 1950s and early 1960s, Portugal had sought to

intensify its colonial presence in Mozambique (and elsewhere in Africa) by designating it
an ultramarine province, building large development projects such as the Cahora Bassa
hydroelectric dam in Mozambique (Isaacman & Isaacman, 2013), and insisting on the

appropriateness of its lusotropical aptitudes (Fry, 2001). 22 In 1968, FRELIMO approved
the adoption of socialist principles, and following the negotiated agreement with the
Portuguese, it established a one-party socialist rule upon independence in 1975,

inaugurating a foreign policy of close alignment to countries in the Eastern bloc – the

Soviet Union, East Germany, and Cuba in particular (Visentini, 2012; Mittelman, 2013).

FRELIMO thus became the first and remains so far the only ruling party in post-colonial

Mozambique.

In light of its role in the liberation struggle, perceptions linked to

decolonization, sovereignty, and the formation of a national identity have been

22 Gilberto Freyre, the Brazilian sociologist who coined the notion of lusotropicalism, was employed by the
Estado Novo regime between the 1940s and 1960s to lend credibility to the supposedly benign nature of
Portuguese colonialism. Among other activities, this included publications, lectures, and a tour to Portugal’s
colonies in Africa and India (Goa) (Dávila, 2010, pp. 15-20).
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fundamentally associated with FRELIMO, nurturing self-projections of the party as the
embodiment of the Mozambican state and nation (Pitcher, 2006; Sumich, 2008, 2010).

Brazilian attempts to establish a dialogue with FRELIMO only occurred in 1974,

once it became apparent – due to developments in Portugal – that colonialism was

winding down. In line with its pragmatic foreign policy turn, forging relations with
Mozambique was deemed crucial for strategic interests. Mozambique’s location in
particular, as reported in a 1974 diplomatic report, “is in the route to our oil supply [the

Middle East] and to trade with Japan” (as cited in Pinheiro, 2007, p. 95). According to the
same report, along with Angola, exerting influence in Mozambique would also help to

balance the competition from third-party states with an “adverse ideology” and direct

FRELIMO towards a more moderate political stance. Yet, contrary to Angola, where the

MPLA welcomed Brazil despite the country’s lack of support to anti-colonial struggles in
Lusophone Africa, this receptivity was not replicated in Mozambique. Unlike the MPLA in
Angola, which faced internal competition and could not afford to rebuff an ally, FRELIMO
was a relatively consolidated movement with no internal rivals. As Dávila (2010) puts it:
“The movement could turn its back on what little the Brazilian government had to offer,
and the decision would hardly hurt” (p. 195).

Brazil only managed to install its embassy in Maputo in March 1976 and bilateral

relations only saw tangible progress in the late 1970s. This followed efforts by the
Brazilian diplomacy, as described to me by Foreign Minister Amorim, to mitigate the

initial “slippages” and rekindle ties with the Mozambican leadership (interview BR-12,
April 2019). This also coincided with the adoption of a more pragmatic posture by

FRELIMO: after all, confronted with numerous development challenges and amid

growing internal tensions, it could not indefinitely sideline potential international
partners. Between 1978 and 1979, credit lines topping US$100 million were opened to

finance Mozambican imports of Brazilian products: among which were locomotives,

tractors, and fishing vessels. As a result, Brazilian sales to Mozambique, which amounted
to less than US$100,000 until 1980, had reached the cumulative figure of US$99 million

in 1982 (Rossi, 2015, pp. 84-85). Crucially, bilateral contacts in this period have also led

to the first negotiations around what is nowadays Mozambique’s main economic bond

with Brazil: coal. The mineral, located in the Mozambican province of Tete, represented

Mozambique’s main asset for the foreseeable future and FRELIMO relied on foreign

investments and expertise to unleash the coal potential and modernize the country
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(Kirshner & Power, 2015; Schubert, 2018). For Brazil, it was an opportunity to increment
the economic stakes in a relationship that prominently revolved around diplomatic,

cultural, and occasional trade exchanges. In this regard, Ribeiro (2014, 2020, pp. 159205) notes how Brazilian technical missions were deployed to Tete in the early 1980s to
survey mining opportunities and conduct feasibility studies.

Mirroring broader trends in Brazil–Africa relations, while Brazil–Mozambique

exchanges were at their height in the early 1980s, much of this potential was eroded
thereafter by a conjunction of growing obstacles. Within Mozambique, the escalation of

the Mozambican Civil War (1977-1992) between FRELIMO and the Mozambican National

Resistance (Resistência Nacional Moçambicana, RENAMO) was the principal challenge. 23
Whereas initial clashes were constricted to punctual hotspots in rural areas, the conflict

escalated after 1983 and reached its most violent years in the second half of the 1980s.

The war exposed, for its most part, the country’s rural population to the cross-fire,
disseminated thousands of landmines, and killed approximately one million

Mozambicans. It also led to widespread raids on the existing infrastructure and
disarticulated production and export capabilities.24 As a result, Mozambique was unable

to repay its loans, including to Brazil, and coal mining prospects came to a halt.

The 16-year armed conflict ended in October 1992 with the enactment of the

Rome General Peace Accords between FRELIMO’s government and RENAMO. Supported
and monitored by the UN Operation in Mozambique (ONUMOZ), the peace agreement

stipulated the transformation of RENAMO into a political party and the holding of multiparty elections in 1994. Although Mozambique had since been constitutionally defined as
a multiparty democracy, FRELIMO’s ability to mold the institutions of the state coupled

with its control of the presidency, parliamentary majority, appointment of province
governors,25 staffing of public institutions, and influence over investment and aid flows

has rendered the party dominant at all levels of power (Sumich, 2008, 2010; Orre and

Initially supported by the white-ruled Rhodesian regime (nowadays Zimbabwe) and subsequently by
South Africa (and indirectly by the United States), RENAMO emerged as a rebel force to destabilize
FRELIMO, quash potential hostility to South Africa’s white minority rule, and deter the spread of Marxism
in southern Africa (see Morgan, 1990; Manning, 1998; Wiegink, 2015) .
24 For a detailed account and analysis of the war, see Emesron, 2014.
25 The appointment of Mozambique’s eleven provincial governors, including Maputo city, used to be a
prerogative of the Mozambican President. The passing of the 2018 constitution amendment, entailing a
decentralization reform, stipulated the holding of provincial elections, effective from the October 2019
polls (see Kössler, 2018).
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Rønning, 2017)26. While RENAMO and the Democratic Movement of Mozambique
(Movimento Democrático de Moçambique- MDM), as opposition parties, hold a sizeable

legislative representation at the National Assembly and have some executive leverage

through the control of a number of important cities and townships, power remains to date
overwhelmingly centralized and wielded through the national executive branch headed
by the presidency (for a recent analysis, see Pitcher, 2020). FRELIMO’s institutional

strength and political dominance thus leads to a virtual entrenchment of the state in one
single party: the FRELIMO “party-state”, as a number of “Mozambicanists” refer to it

(Sumich, 2010; Bertelsen, 2016; Power & Kirshner, 2019).

Sumich (2008) notes that these dynamics form a “power elite” that rotates

“between the interlinked centers of power and wealth – the party, state, economy and
international agencies” (p. 115). Yet, defying the Africanist neo-patrimonial thesis that
sees power concentration through a specific individual that vertically feeds a clientelist

network (see Chabal & Daloz, 1999), FRELIMO’s power, while not devoid of internal
disputes, is sustained by dense intra-party social networks, “even if the linkages are also,
in many ways, unique and exclusive” (Sumich, 2008, p. 115). This provides some sort of

cohesion that has allowed different presidents to succeed each other and complete their

mandates. As this thesis will analyze in greater detail (see Chapter 4), the forging of
South–South relations and Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique need to be understood

within a political and economic context of FRELIMO’s dominance in a highly centralized
state.

At the turn of the 1990s, with the civil war coming to an end, Mozambique’s

planned economy gave way to the structural adjustment tutelage of the IMF and the

World Bank (see Hanlon, 2000; Pitcher, 2002). Since then, Western donors have financed
most of the government’s expenditure and social sector initiatives: a reality that has

persisted in recent years, but with aid peaks recorded between 1992, after the end of the

war, and the early 2000s (see Tvedten & Orre, 2016). Around the mid-2000s, the
realization of Mozambique’s significant natural resource endowment, including further

coal discoveries, natural gas, gemstones, timber, and mineral sands, bolstered a renewed

sense of economic optimism. In this context, annual growth rates between 6% and 9%
This not to say that FRELIMO is a monolithic, divergence-free political entity. The party is consisted by a
range of more or less powerful factions that compete for power and exert influence from within. For a
detailed analysis, see Sumich (2008, 2010).
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over 2003–2012 lent weight to a narrative of Mozambique as a post-conflict success story
(see African Economic Outlook, 2014; Orre & Rønning, 2017). Against this backdrop, with

the commodities bonanza boosting prices to record high levels (see Figure 4), the
literature has characterized this period, which lasted roughly until 2013, as

Mozambique’s “resource boom” (Kirshner & Power, 2015; Hansen et al., 2016; Schubert,

2018 Lesutis, 2019a). This is the conjuncture that saw Vale’s arrival, initiated through its
successful bid in 2004 to explore the Moatize coal deposits.

On the heels of Vale’s arrival, along with the Brazil–Africa momentum of the Lula

years (2003-2010), Mozambique saw a revamped Brazilian presence, bundling public,
private, and civil society actors across a vast array of governmental, business, cultural,

religious, and grassroots arrangements. As a fellow Lusophone country where

transnational relations, despite significant shifts, have been continuously forged over a
longue durée, Mozambique captures much of the materiality of Brazil–Africa relations
(see Alden et al., 2017, Ribeiro, 2020). Since the 2000s, Mozambique has been among one

of the largest recipients of Brazil’s (ABC-managed) technical cooperation projects (World
Bank, 2017), hosting Brazilian flagship projects in the agriculture and health sectors. In
the wake of Vale’s establishment, these relations have been complemented by a growing

economic appeal, triggered by opportunities for infrastructure construction, energy
projects, and agribusiness initiatives (Nogueira et al., 2017). In addition to that, a telling

yet often overlooked facet of the Brazilian presence has been through the rise of what Van

de Kamp (2017) calls “Brazilian Christianity in Mozambique”, evidenced by the expansion

of Brazilian style Pentecostalism. With churches and missionaries spread nation-wide,

these South–South links of faith not only hold vast geographical capillarity but have

fostered new cultural practices and identities (see also Oosterbaan et al., 2019). This not

to forget, due to the linguistic dimension, what McMahon (2013) calls “transnationalism
through performance”, evidenced through the popularity of Brazilian soap operas, TV
shows, theater, music, among other cultural products, in Mozambique.

Moreover, comparatively to Angola, another emblematic case for understanding

Brazil’s involvement in Africa, Mozambique is home to a relatively vibrant civil society.

Whereas civil society is inherently weak and disarticulated in Angola due to a more

authoritarian and repressive political space (Amundsen & Abreu, 2006), this has been
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less the case in Mozambique.27 Though under the party’s control, FRELIMO’s Marxist

origins have fostered the creation of some civil society platforms, including, for instance,
labor, women, and youth organizations (Orre & Rønning, 2017, p. 24). On top of that,

Mozambique’s greater reliance on Western aid has exposed the country to a range of
projects entailing some kind of civil society participation under “good governance”
rationales (see Kleibl & Munck, 2016). As such, at the intersections of a SSC boom and a

resource boom with oft-times questionable impacts, the Brazil–Mozambique relationship
has also been expressed through burgeoning mechanisms of transnational civil society

resistance against these processes (Bond & Garcia, 2015, 2020; Shankland & Gonçalves,
2016; Milhorance, 2018), a dimension that this thesis explores in greater detail in the
ambit of Vale’s extractivism (see Chapter 6).

In light of the exposed, not surprisingly, an abundant literary subset on Brazil–

Mozambique transnational encounters has been formed, with the expansionary phase of
the Lula presidencies capturing most of the attention (for a general overview, see Alden

et al., 2017). In tandem with the above-highlighted critical turn in SSC studies, empirical

works on Brazil’s involvement in Mozambique have also offered a revealing window
through which to problematize Brazil–Africa relations at large. In this regard, a significant

portion of these critical studies has focused on the ProSAVANA case: a rural development

program created in 2011 that involved a number of public-private partnerships between

Brazil, Mozambique, and Japan. Aimed at sharing practices linked to the Brazil’s tropical
agribusiness experience with Mozambique, the program included studies, skills and

technology transfer initiatives, and credit concession arrangements to develop an
enabling environment for commercial agriculture in northern Mozambique, particularly

along the Nacala Corridor – Vale’s export infrastructure (see Schlesinger, 2014). The

ProSAVANA became an emblematic case as it captured, within the same empirical setting,

many interfaces of the Brazilian presence in Mozambique: from technical-driven “tropical
technology” transfers led by public research institutions, to private sector agribusiness

ambitions, to Vale’s interest in developing value-chains along its logistic corridor. Most

works have emphasized, through a civil society angle, the program’s controversial nature:
it marginalized small-holders, endangered land tenure and food security, disrespected
27 This not to say that the political and societal space for civil society in

Mozambique is favorable altogether.
As Pitcher (2020) suggests, recent years in particular have seen rising authoritarianism and unprecedented
levels of repression.
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human rights, and brought to Mozambique experiences with a problematic track-record

in Brazil (Clementes & Fernandes, 2013; Wolford & Nehring, 2015; Scoones et al., 2016;
Durán & Chichava, 2017).

By the mid-2010s, the end of the commodities super-cycle and the Brazilian state’s

retreat from Africa, coupled with Mozambique’s own domestic struggles, 28 have
contributed to cool down these connections, eroding much of the Brazil–Mozambique,
South–South hype (see Chichava et al., 2017). As the Brazilian state’s involvement

withered, Vale’s ongoing operations and the Pentecostal religious footprint became the

most visible facet of the Brazilian presence in Mozambique. Not in vain, upon hearing my
accent, one of the casual questions that Mozambicans would recurrently ask me during
fieldwork was if I was an evangelical missionary or a Vale employee. As such, capturing

the ascendance, height, and (yet another) downfall in Brazil–Mozambique bilateral
relations, Vale’s extractivism presents us with a revealing case study in a revealing

empirical setting. It provides an excellent lens to understand the South–South in its
variegated, multi-scalar, and polyvalent forms, as I account for below.

2.3 Approaching Vale’s Extractivism in (and beyond) Mozambique
To draw this chapter to an end, this section focuses more resolutely on Vale, a central

player in the South–South story that this thesis tells. It starts by providing a brief
introduction to the firm, reflecting on its role in the global extractive economy as well as

its degree of political and economic interconnectedness with the Brazilian state.

Thereafter, Vale’s investments in Tete are described in further detail and gauged within
a conjuncture of past and emerging coal mining (mega-)projects in the region. Lastly, this
section discusses how Vale’s exctractivism in Mozambique has been approached by the

Brazil–Africa literature and evaluated as an instance of South–South relations, as well as
some of the insufficiencies that permeate scholarly analyses.

Together with FRELIMO’s quasi-monopoly of the state, RENAMO’s deprivation from the resource
windfall has led to a growing animosity, fueled by intermittent, low-intensity violent clashes from 2013
through 2017, between government forces and RENAMO guerillas (see Muchemwa & Harris, 2018).
Moreover, the so-called “secret loans affair” scandal, which erupted in 2016 and involved the borrowing of
undisclosed multi-billion loans by government-owned companies, deteriorated the Mozambican
government’s standing with the traditional donors and led to the suspension of financial support (see
Nuvunga & Orre, 2019). Finally, the country has been grappling, since 2017, with a growing insurgency –
which many call now a civil war – pushed by Islamist militants in the northern, gas-rich province of Cabo
Delgado (see Habibe et al., 2019).
28
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2.3.1 Vale S.A.: an Introduction, from State-owned to Global Latina
Vale S.A. – known prior to 2007 as Companhia Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD) – was founded in
1942 as a Brazilian state-owned enterprise. Established to explore iron ore in Brazil’s

southeastern state of Minas Gerais, the mineral has since been Vale’s major and most

essential commodity (Triner, 2011). During the 1970s and 1980s, the development of the
Carajás Mining Complex in the Brazilian Amazon region, the world’s largest known iron
ore reserve to date, turned Vale into an important global player in the mining industry

(Da Silva et al., 2011; Coelho, 2014). It also made Brazil the second largest exporter of the

mineral after Australia – contributing to about 30% of the global supply since the 1990s

(Statista, 2020b). Central to the viability of the Carajás project was the construction of the

892 km long Carajás Railroad (Estrada de Ferro Carajás, EFC), inaugurated in 1985, which
offers an export route between the mining complex in the Amazon hinterland and the

Ponta da Madeira Port, located on the Atlantic shore of Brazil’s northeastern state of
Maranhão (Vale, n.d.-a). In 1997, in the wake of a series of neoliberal policies adopted by
the Brazilian government, Vale underwent a privatization process, completed in 2002

(see Baer, 2003). In the new shareholder agreement, the company’s control was

transferred to Valepar, a consortium consisted of Brazilian state pension funds,
investment banks, and foreign groups (such as the Japanese Mitsui & Co.) (Vale, 2012, p.
250).29

Yet, as Lazzarini (2011) remarks, Vale, despite being privatized, remains

associated with the Brazilian state by a persistent “capitalism of linkages”.

The

government owns a number of “golden shares”, which entail veto rights on the firm’s

strategic affairs, and BNDESPar, the equity holding arm of the Brazilian National

Development Bank (BNDES), detains 6.2% of the total shares, enabling the Brazilian state

to exert some influence over the company (Vale, 2020a; Vale, n.d.-c). This capitalism of

linkages is also credited to what is conventionally seen as Vale’s status of “national

champion”: a firm that is deemed strategic for the advancement of national interests and
thus benefits from favorable policies and legislation, public finance lending, and

diplomatic backing (Hochstetler & Montero, 2013; Hennart et al., 2017). This led to a tight

web of contacts, alliances, and supporting strategies where state-business relations are

29 In 2017, a corporate governance restructuring plan was approved with the aim of dismantling the control

of Valepar and to further reduce government influence in the company’s management until 2020 (see
Schipani & Leahy, 2017).
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synergistically deployed to explore market opportunities and influence particular

interests, characterizing what Lazzarini (2011) calls a “capitalism of linkages” – in
Chapter 4, this thesis picks up on this notion and extends it to explain the relationship

between Vale and the Mozambican government.

While in the early 2000s Vale’s operations were mainly limited to iron ore

extraction in domestic environments, the advent of the commodities super-cycle
compelled the company towards outward expansion (Vale, 2012; Erten & Ocampo, 2013).
Vale’s growing market value and strong role in the iron ore sector coupled with a desire

to diversify its mineral portfolio and the visionary leadership attributed to the firm’s then

CEO Roger Agnelli (2001-2011), nicknamed the “Iron Man”, supported an ambitious
growth and internationalization strategy (Casanova, 2009). In 2007, to position itself to

go global, the company undertook a major re-branding strategy, “adopting the country's

green and gold national colors for a new heart-shaped logo and shortening its name [from

Companhia Vale do Rio Doce, CVRD] to Vale for ease of pronunciation outside Brazil” (The

Guardian, 2008, para. 7; see Figure 5). On a major move in 2006, Vale acquired the

Canadian mining enterprise Inco, then the world’s second largest nickel producer, and
included to its portfolio mining sites in Canada, Indonesia, and New Caledonia (Vale,

2012, chap. 9). Other initiatives were, however, less successful, such as the firm’s failed

attempt, starting around 2010, to explore the coveted Simandou iron ore deposits in

Guinea, which resulted into a long-lasting litigation with the Israeli mining-tycoon Beny

Steinmetz (Hume & Munshi, 2019).

Yet, between 2001 and 2013, Vale’s net profits went from US$1.3 billion to

US$22.9 billion and its stock price rose by 1500% (Folha de S. Paulo, 2016). Currently,

among extractive and logistical operations, processing refineries, and joint-ventures in

the energy and mining sectors, Vale oversees activities in 25 countries across the five
continents (Vale, 2020b, pp. 42-43). In 2018, Vale was the fourth largest mining company

by revenue and the world’s leading iron and nickel ore extractor (Mining Technology,

2018).30 Moreover, at the time of writing, Vale held the biggest representation on the
Brazilian stock exchange’s index with a 11% weighting (B3, 2020), and it was up until

July 2020 Latin America’s largest corporation in market value, when it was surpassed by
30 At the time of writing, the latest available ranking of largest mining companies by revenue, based on 2019

figures, did not include Vale in the top 10 (see Statista, 2020a). In 2019, Vale posted a US$ 1.6 billion loss
following the Brumadinho dam disaster (Schipani, 2019).
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the Argentine e-commerce firm Mercado Libre (Milan & Andrade, 2020). Under these

circumstances, any swings on Vale’s performance decisively affect the overall Brazilian

economy. As an emerging-market corporate giant from Latin America, this has led

analysts to describe Vale as a global or multi-Latina (Casanova, 2009; Hennart et al.,
2017).

Figure 5. Vale's logo. Source: vale.com

While the company’s activities have long been contested, especially in sensitive

environments such as the Amazon, two events in particular have negatively marked
Vale’s trajectory. On January 25, 2019, in Brumadinho, in the state of Minas Gerais, Brazil,

a wave of mud was unleashed from a burst dam holding the byproducts of iron ore

mining. Along its path downhill, the mudflow from the ruptured reservoir destroyed

nearly everything, from homes to company offices and cafeteria, claiming the lives of

hundreds of people (New York Times, 2019). The disaster occurred at Dam 1 of

the Córrego do Feijão iron ore mine, and the mining waste – technically known as tailings
– contaminated surrounding rivers and soil. The death toll has been determined to be

around 270, turning the Brumadinho catastrophe into one of the world’s most deadly

dam-related tragedies. Little over than three years earlier and only 120 km away, a
similar iron ore tailings dam burst in the Brazilian municipality of Mariana had released

a large volume of toxic sludge, with lasting social and environmental impacts to date. The

mud flow killed 19 people, displaced hundreds, and is described as Brazil’s worst
(human-induced) environmental disaster (Fernandes et al., 2016). Vale was central to

both disasters. In Brumadinho, the Córrego do Feijão mine has been under Vale’s

concession since 2001. The dam that collapsed in Mariana belonged to Samarco

Mineração S.A., an enterprise jointly owned by Anglo-Australian mining multinational

BHP and Vale.
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In light of these disasters and the ensuing visibility brought by media headlines,

public opinion about Vale has been dominated by outrage and anger (Neate,

2019; Financial Times, 2019). Events in Brumadinho in particular led to criminal charges

against the company’s executives, exposed a series of operational wrongdoings, and

further compounded popular contestation (Ragazzi & Rocha, 2019; Nogueira, 2020). In
spite of problems and controversies, Vale’s global outreach and role in the commodity
market illustrate, remarkably so amid the commodity bonanza of the 2000s, how
Southern countries and their firms emerged as important players and investors. In this

sense, Vale epitomized Brazil’s successes, with South–South mining investments touted
to bring long-awaited development opportunities through extraction. It is here that the

“Brazil rising” and “Africa rising” stories meet, with Vale’s extractivism being the calling

operational card, as evidenced by Vale’s expansion into Mozambique.

2.3.2 Vale in Mozambique

As highlighted, Vale’s expansion into Mozambique formally starts in 2004, when the

company was granted, in a bidding process, the concession rights to explore the Moatize
mine. Located within the Zambezi valley, at about 20km from Tete’s provincial capital

(Tete City), Vale’s coalfield is part of the larger Moatize-Minjova coal basin, which extends

over an area of 140km2 (MDO, 2020),with reserves predicted at 2.4 billion tons and
considered to be the world’s largest undeveloped coal deposit (Darch, 2018, p. 266).31

31 While coal deposits are also situated in other Mozambican provinces (Cabo Delgado, Manica, and Niassa),

the majority of and most prominent reserves are located in Tete province, with reserves currently
estimated at 6.7 billion tons in the province as a whole (Darch, 2018, p. 246).
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Figure 6. Map of mining areas in Moatize and around Tete city. Source: Wiegink (2018, p. 250).

Though much about the bidding remains unknown, the Geological Survey of Finland

(GTK) reports that Vale paid US$128.8 million for the concession (as cited in Monjane,

2019, p. 91) in a process that also involved other mining giants such as BHP Billiton, Rio
Tinto, and Anglo American (A Verdade, 2015, p. 7). Following a period of feasibility
studies and drilling campaigns, the terms of the concession were defined with the

Mozambican government in 2007, resulting into a renewable exploration contract of 35

years and the establishment of the Vale Moçambique local subsidiary, in which the

government detains a 5% equity (see Government of Mozambique, 2007). 32 This was

succeeded by the construction of Moatize I, the first part of the open-pit mining

machinery, implemented in 2009–2010 and later expanded with the completion of
Moatize II in 2016, which increased coal production capacity to 22 million metric tons

annually (Vale, 2014b; Campbell, 2017). Both investments involved a combined sum of
approximately US$4 billion (Rossi, 2013; Vale, 2014b). Production started in September

2011 and the initial coal shipments were exported through the Beira port, via the Sena
rail line (see Figure 7 below). As such, Vale’s Moatize Coal Project, as it is technically

known, can be roughly divided into an implementation (2006–2010) and production
32 In

Mozambique, all land and the natural resources underground are publicly owned and the government
thus holds the prerogative to extract value from them and set the terms of exploration licenses. This is
stipulated by Mozambique’s Land Law of 1997 (Lei de Terras no. 19/97), which establishes that land is
vested in the state and inalienable. Use rights are gained through customary and historical use; occupations
of ten years or longer performed in “good faith” ; and, in the case of investments, through formal requests
to the state (Burr, 2005, pp. 9-10).
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stage (from 2011) – with an overlap between the two over 2013–2016 due to the
construction of Moatize II.

Though the 570km Sena railway was the only and initial export link, capacity

constraints – limited to 6 million metric tons per year (which had to be shared with the

other coal companies) – and security concerns prompted Vale to pursue its own transport
infrastructure project.33 The Nacala Corridor arrangement was thus proposed and

developed as a multi-modal mine–rail–port solution. Initiated in 2013 and in operation

since 2016, the project involved both the construction of new tracks and the
rehabilitation of existing ones (JICA, 2013; ADF, 2013; Lusa, 2017). Passing through

Malawi, it forms a 912km rail link connecting Vale’s Moatize mine to its exclusive and

newly built coal terminal at the deep water port of Nacala-a-Velha (see Figure 7 below).

At a cost of US$4.5 billion, the Nacala Corridor is managed under a varied arrangement of
public-private partnerships involving Vale, the Mozambican state-owned port and rail

authority CFM (Portos e Caminhos de Ferro de Moçambique), and national investors

(USAID, 2018, pp. 15-23; Garcia & Kato, 2016, p. 76). In Mozambique, the corridor is
operated by two Vale-linked, semi-autonomous concessionaires: the Northern

Development Corridor (Corredor do Desenvolvimento do Norte, CDN) and the Nacala

Logistics Corridor (Corredor Logístico de Nacala, CLN). The former handles passenger
services, miscellaneous freight logistics on the railway, and operations at the Nacala Port,

which is destined to general cargo. The latter, established under an 80/20 percent

shareholding arrangement between Vale and CFM, respectively, is responsible for moving
coal cargoes from the Moatize mine and operates the Nacala-a-Velha maritime coal

terminal (see Figure 7 below). The completion of the Nacala Corridor has expanded
annual cargo capacity to 22 million tons, of which 18 million is destined to Vale’s mined

coal, increasing efficiency and leading to cost savings comparatively to the Sena line
(Mizuho Bank, 2017). In policy circles, it has often been described as a “development

corridor”, tapping into Mozambican and development partners’ visions of enhancing

regional connectivity while furthering new investments and links with global markets
(Kirshner & Power, 2015).

Amid the renewed, low-intensity armed tensions between FRELIMO and RENAMO over 2013–2017,
frequent clashes have been registered close to the Sena railway and gunshots have been once fired at one
of Vale’s trains (Mining Weekly, 2013). Located close to RENAMO’s Gorongosa stronghold, the railway has
also been prone to sabotage threats.
33
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Figure 7. Map of rail and port infrastructures servicing Vale's Moatize mine. Source: Mitsui & Co (2014).

Vale’s advancement into Mozambique grew out of a series of formal and informal ties
forged by and between the Brazilian and Mozambican governments. As explained to me

by Brazil’s former Foreign Minister Celso Amorim, the Brazilian government helped in

the beginning by mediating Vale’s interactions with the Mozambican government: “Brazil
has offered support. And sometimes we even had to call the attention of Vale’s

representatives to things” (interview BR-12, April 2019). He justified Brazil’s diplomatic

support to Vale’s pledges in Mozambique as an instance of commercial diplomacy,
reminding that such political-business articulations are also common among European,
American, and Chinese investments across the continent. Thereafter, posing to himself a

question that he thought I would ask: “Did we do this [approximation with Mozambique]

to achieve that [business]?”. In response, Amorim stressed that Brazil–Mozambique
relations could be traced all the way back to the African country’s independence and

endured over the civil war – “when there was not much of an economic logic”, as

emphasized. As such, when opportunities emerged amid the commodity boom and a
scenario of greater political stability in Mozambique, supporting Vale’s interests was
considered a natural and legitimate move: “it would be naïve not to think like that”, he

said.

In line with Vale’s diversification strategy amid the commodity bonanza,

expanding to Mozambique would enable the firm to add coal – a mineral that it did not
yet have – to its mining portfolio. Particularly at the turn of the 2010s, at peaking price

levels (see Figures 8 and 9), the “old-fashioned sooty rock”, as Monjane (2019) describes,
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played a crucial role in industrialization processes worldwide. This was especially the

case in countries such as India, China, and South Africa, “due not only to coal’s capacity to
generate heat as fuel, steam power and coke, but also to its multiple uses in many other

industrial applications” (Monjane, 2019, p. 130). While Vale is a subordinated player

within a coal market that is controlled by multinationals such as BHP Billiton, Glencore,
Rio Tinto, and China Shenhua Energy (Vale, 2018, p. 57), its Moatize Coal Project stands

out due to the size and quality of the coalfield, the largest in Africa and the world’s fifth
biggest, as well as its integrated logistic infrastructure (Mining Technology, 2020). Vale’s

Mozambique mine supplies two types of mineral coal: metallurgical – also known as
coking – and thermal (Vale, n.d.-b). The former, which is scarcer and more expensive, has

a higher energy content and is employed in steel production, making up 70% of Vale’s

proved deposits. The latter, which forms the remaining 30%, is used to power coal-fired
thermal plants for electricity production. As such, sales are conditioned to the demands

of the steel industry and the energy sector, and Vale’s principal export destinations are

China, Japan, and India (Monjane, 2019, p. 126). Notwithstanding, along with corporate
structural adjustments, the sharp downturn in coal prices from 2012 through early 2016

(see Figures 8 and 9) prompted Vale to sell 15% of its stake in the Moatize mine and half

of its participation in CLN, its coal logistic concessionaire, to the Japanese group Mitsui in
a deal completed in 2017 (Lazenby, 2017).

Figure 8. Price chart for coking coal variants between 2012 and 2020 (Q2 ) – in US dollars per metric ton. Source: S&P
Global (2020).
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Figure 9. Price chart for thermal coal between 2011 and 2020 (Q2) – in US dollars per metric ton. Source: Trading Economics
(2020).

Based on what Burges (2017) has described as the creation of a Brazilian “sheltered

environment” in Mozambique, Vale’s presence had similarly provided opportunities to

other Brazilian enterprises, particularly in the construction sector. The engineering firms
Odebrecht and Camargo Corrêa have been involved in the installation and expansion of
the Moatize Coal Project, and OAS was among the contractors in the consortium that

erected the new port terminal in Nacala-a-Velha (Odebrecht, 2010; Rossi, 2015, p. 15-16).

More broadly within the Nacala Corridor arrangement, Odebrecht, with funding from the

BNDES (US$125 million), built the brand new yet controversial Nacala International

Airport, opened in 2014 (Garcia & Kato, 2016, p. 78; Odebrecht, 2016). The airport boasts
one of the largest and most stylish terminals in Mozambique but handled, as of 2019, only
4% of anticipated traffic (Club of Mozambique, 2019), epitomizing what many analysts
regard as a “white elephant” (Rossi, 2017; Chissale, 2019; see Figure 10).
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Figure 10. The Nacala International Airport. Author photograph.

Figure 11. Vessel being loaded with coal at the Nacala-a-Velha terminal. Author photograph.

Whereas Vale is the first multinational to engage in large-scale coal production in
Mozambique, coal deposits have been known in the province of Tete since the late 1850s
and mining operations in Moatize have been carried out intermittently since the 1930s

(Kirshner & Power, 2015, p. 71). In 1978, the colonial era-founded Mozambique Coal
Mining Company (Companhia Carbonífera de Moçambique) was nationalized, leading to
the establishment of the state-owned CARBOMOC (Empresa Nacional de Carvão de
Moçambique) (Darch, 2018, p. 266). As mentioned, coal was deemed an important

cornerstone of the country’s development aspirations in the wake of independence, but
this was followed by an abrupt suspension of mining activities due to the civil war, which

also led to the destruction of the Sena railway, cutting access to export markets (Kirshner
74
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& Power, 2015, p. 72). Thereafter, logistical obstacles have impeded the development of

the coal industry until the early 2000s and the sector would only flourish again with

Vale’s entry and establishment from 2004 – when the country’s gradual stabilization and
the favorable prospects of the global commodity bonanza provided the necessary risk
threshold for multinationals to venture into Mozambique (see Brautigam & Ekman, 2012;
Deininger & Xia, 2016).

Apart from Vale, the coal boom has led to the arrival of other mining firms in Tete.

The second entrant, in 2011, was the Anglo-Australian mining company Rio Tinto, which
acquired three coal concessions in Tete – the Benga mine, also located at the Moatize-

Minjova basin, being the most prominent one (see Figure 6 above). However, after the

price dip, Rio Tinto sold its Mozambique coal assets in 2014 to the Indian group

International Coal Ventures Ltd (ICVL), which currently operates the Benga site (Hoyle,
2014). India is also home to another coal mining firm present in Mozambique: Jindal Steel

& Power Ltd, which holds the Chirodzi mine, inaugurated in 2013 and located about

100km from Tete City (Jindal Africa, 2016). 34 Nonetheless, Vale is by a large margin the
main coal investor in the country, in terms of output, production capacity, and investment

sums (Monjane, 2019, p. 95). Based on the last numbers available at the time of writing,

favored by rising prices between 2016 and 2018, coal was Mozambique’s top-export
product (see Figures 13 and 14 below). In 2018, annual coal exports have totaled US$1.7
billion, making up 33% of all overseas sales (EITI, 2020, pp. 20-21). Since 2016, Vale has

also been Mozambique’s major exporter and largest company (Monjane, 2019, p. 191;

Macauhub, 2019; see Figures 13 and 14 below). In 2018, it shipped 12 million tons of coal
abroad and accrued revenues of US$1.5 billion (Lusa, 2018).

34 The old CARBOMOC mine, after privatization, was taken over by Minas Moatize, which is currently owned

by Mauritius-based Arcem Resources and holds a small extractive presence (Macauhub, 2020). More
recently in 2017, the Japanese firm Nippon Steel has commenced coal production at the Revuboè mine,
which is also part of the Moatize-Minjova basin (Minas de Revuboè, 2020).
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Figure 12. Panoramic view of Vale's Moatize coal mine. Author photograph.

Figure 13. Mozambique's most exported products between 2012 and 2018. Source: Monjane (2019, p. 189).

Figure 14. Mozambique's main exporting companies in 2017. Source: Monjane (2019, p. 191).

In light of the above, Vale epitomizes in many ways the principal – and to date

materialized – facet of Mozambique’s late resource boom and nascent extractive

economy. While the natural gas industry in the northern province of Cabo Delgado, once
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operational, holds potential to surpass the coal sector in economic magnitude, projects

currently face a number of obstacles. 35 The high financial and technical requirements

coupled with the passage of a disruptive cyclone (2019), the eruption of an armed (and

allegedly) Islamist insurgency (2017-present) in Cabo Delgado, and the negative impacts
of the Covid-19 pandemic have led to delays and uncertainties (see Symons, 2016; Alberdi

& Barroso, 2020; Pitcher, 2020; Wiegink, 2020). Against this backdrop, the twists and
turns in Cabo Delgado currently attract much of the research, policy, and civil society

attention on Mozambique. Yet, with enough time elapsed since its establishment and

offering the advantage of temporal hindsight, a case study centered on Vale’s
exctractivism permits analyses to adequately capture the evolution and performance of

a Mozambique-based mega-project and how it has unfolded against the backdrop of a

transnational web of South–South encounters.

2.3.3 Researching Vale in Mozambique

As highlighted, considering the range of political and economic linkages tying the

Brazilian government to firms like Vale, Brazil’s foreign policy at the turn of the 21 st

century has been fundamentally configured by an interweaving of state and business
interests. Thus, it is not unjustifiable that the Brazil–Africa literature taking note of Vale’s
engagement in Mozambique frequently stresses the centrality of the Brazilian state in the
process. Within these texts, Vale’s engagement in Mozambique tends to be approached

along two major lines of interpretation: one that embraces South–South relations as
alternative and the other more critically-oriented.

The first strand, with most texts published in the late 2000s and early 2010s,

largely correspond to a set of initial commentaries and analyses examining the

expansionary phase of Brazil–Africa ties from 2003. Blending Vale’s then emerging
insertion in Mozambique with other Brazilian corporate ventures into Africa under a

“government lead, business follow” logic, many of these works are colored by the

promising prospects that the moment inspired. Observing the pre-eminence of the
Brazilian state, some interpreted this process as a sign of Brazil’s southern solidarity in
the pursuit of socio-economic development across the world’s periphery (Saraiva, 2010;

35Following

initial offshore discoveries in 2010 in the Rovuma Basin, located along the border with
Tanzania, transnational energy giants such as Anadarko (now taken over by Total), ExxonMobil, and ENI
have pledged to invest US$55 billion in the exploration of gas deposits and in the production of liquefied
natural gas (LNG) in Mozambique (IMF, 2019).
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Visentini, 2011). Others argued that it offered a means to combine, through South–South
Cooperation, the transfer of development experiences with investments and new
economic partnerships (Seibert, 2011; Stolte, 2012). For Van Agtmael (2007) and
Casanova (2009), Vale’s growth and global expansion, including to Mozambique, while

consequent of its status of “national champion”, occurred against the backdrop of a

fundamental and unprecedented shift of economic dynamism towards the Global South –
which gained impetus amid the commodities boom and in the aftermath of the 2008

financial crisis. Quiroga and Sarmiento (2011) go as far as to claim that Vale’s

international projects in Africa, backed by President Lula, meant that the firm’s stated
mission – “to transform mineral resources into prosperity and sustainable development”
– has been fulfilled.

By the mid-2010s, as Brazil’s rapprochement with Africa became the subject of a

growing number of country-specific and field-based works, the tone of research has

become increasingly critical. In this light, many have drawn on Vale’s presence in

Mozambique to problematize the “Brazil in Africa” story altogether. A recurrent, general

critique is that the notion of South–South Cooperation (SSC) has offered a convenient

discursive device to “wash” corporate engagements and conceal sub-imperial interests

(Bond & Garcia, 2015; Bond, 2016). Analysts also note how the Brazilian government has
extrapolated its own programmatic, technical stance on SSC, deploying it – or, for that
matter, the idea of a special South–South relationship defined by solidarity, partnership,
and brotherhood – in the pursuit of geopolitical and commercial interests in tandem with
its national champions (Nogueira & Ollinaho, 2013; Rossi, 2015; Cabral & Leite, 2015;
Marshall, 2015a; Garcia & Kato, 2016; Scoones et al., 2016; Burges, 2017; Nogueira et al.,

2017; Milani, 2018; Moldovan, 2018; Alencastro, 2018; Seibert & Visentini, 2019a; Dye &
Alencastro, 2020). Much of this literature has sought to differentiate discourse from
practice. Often through a civil society contestation lens, analyses have contrasted the

controversial and dubious effects of projects on the ground to the benevolent, affinity-

nurtured South–South discourse that was chiefly advanced by the Brazilian state. Not
surprisingly, many of these texts reach a similar, logical conclusion: there are persistent

differences and contradictions between the oft-idealistic aspirations of discourse and the

challenging, complex realities at project ground-level.36 Arguably, all of which is more

36 Related to Vale more specifically, see, for example, Nogueira & Ollinaho, 2013; Marshall, 2015a; Garcia &
Kato, 2016; Nogueira et al., 2017.
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pronounced when profit and commercial motivations are at stake. As highlighted, these
interpretations have been centrally voiced in the case of the ProSAVANA rural
development program, with Vale’s extractive arrangements seen as triggering the
development of exclusionary agribusiness spaces in Mozambique (Scoones et al., 2013;
Shankland & Gonçalves, 2016; Milhorance & Bursztyn, 2017; Milhorance, 2018).

Both strands, however, tend to be heavily slanted towards the Brazilian state. They

either assume the centrality of the Brazilian state in forging connections with Africa or

regard its rhetorical, programmatic pledges to special South–South relations as a

qualitative benchmark against which empirical events on the ground should be judged.

In this light, while studies on Brazil–Africa and Brazil–Mozambique relations abound, the
focus on the Brazilian state remains prevalent, as Dye and Alencastro (2020) underscore

in a recent analysis. As this chapter evidences, these transnational encounters are

overwhelmingly posited as “Brazil–Africa” or “Brazil–Mozambique” relations, as opposed
to “Africa–Brazil” or “Mozambique–Brazil” relations. To recapitulate Bergamaschi and

Tickner (2017), besides privileging state actors, this underscores an underlying bias in
the literature towards the emerging powers in Africa. Relations are recurrently
approached from only one side of the “South–South dash”: often through the eyes and

practices of the emerging powers themselves. Accordingly, in the Brazil–Africa case, there
remains an excessive focus on the Brazilian state as the main speaking reference or

driving force within these entanglements. Little is still known, for example, about the
ways through which African governments and corporate agencies mold engagements
(Dye & Alencastro, 2020).

Therefore, once circumstances changed and state-backed initiatives withered in

recent years, analysts tended, as highlighted, to indistinctively point at a Brazilian retreat

or withdrawal from Africa (Marcondes & Mawdsley, 2017) or to see Brazil–Africa
relations in binary growth/decline (Dye, 2020) and boom/bust terms (Abdenur, 2018).

This despite the fact of Vale’s engagement – along with other presences such as that of

Pentecostal groups– demonstrating how Brazilian agencies remain vivid, influential, and

might even find room for further expansion. Moreover, while critical accounts have

addressed necessary gaps and expanded the focus to other positionalities, analyses
frequently privilege projects led by or with some formal involvement of the Brazilian

state, whether through the design or the implementation of official development

cooperation programs. Whereas this bias partly arises due to the earlier-raised
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methodological data and access restrictions, this also means that, within South–South
encounters, many experiences beyond the state and its potential interfaces with the

private sector and civil society groups remain underexplored and underproblematized.
In addition, within these critical accounts, analytical frames often take programmatic

state claims and aspirations to SSC as an end point, an ideal that has to be necessarily

pursued. This leads to the inevitable conclusion that engagements, when gauged from a
ground level perspective, are inherently contradictory and do not manage to live up to

idealized standards. Yet, often times, the diverse and creative ways through which South–

South relations emerge as a process, rather than as a rigid qualitative aspiration (such as

cooperation), remain overlooked. This thesis seeks to address some of these

insufficiencies in the South–South/Brazil–Africa relations literatures, as I expand on in
the empirical chapters.

That being said, a distinct literary subset approaching Vale’s extractive presence

in Mozambique can also be identified. Different from the SSC /Brazil–Africa scholarship,
these works are not specifically concerned about the way Brazil conceives or strategizes

its own engagement in Africa. In dialogue with critical takes on the extractive industries, 37
discussions have questioned the ability of Vale’s resource extractivism to bring livelihood
opportunities, promote development, and respect human rights in local contexts. In this

vein, much of the focus has been directed to Vale’s project-induced dispossession

practices: the firm’s Cateme rural resettlement in particular. 38 Home to about 750

families evicted to make way for the Moatize mine, anthropologists and geographers in

special have described the precarious social and material conditions experienced by the
Cateme residents: deficient and unsuitable housing infrastructures, food and water

insecurity, and absecnce of livelihood opportunities (Kirshner & Power, 2015; Wiegink,
2018, 2020; Pedro, 2017; Lesutis, 2019a, 2019b). Furthermore, in addressing the

displacement affair through the prism of corporate social responsibility (CSR), policy and
academic works have also outlined a number of failures with respect to the observance

For some general examples of this critical literature on the extractive industries, see, for example:
Bebbington, 2012; Acuña, 2015; Keeling & Sandlos, 2016; Wolff, 2017; Conde, 2017.
38 To develop its Moatize mining concession, Vale had to displace around 1365 households. The
dispossessed population was divided into two major groups: those whose livelihoods were linked to
agricultural activities and those who had more direct economic linkages to (peri-)urban environments. The
first group, including about 750 households, was transferred to the rural resettlement of Cateme, located
38km away from the town of Moatize. The second group, consisted of 380 households, was moved to the
urban resettlement of 25 de Setembro, situated within the town of Moatize. Both resettlement sites were
implemented between 2009 and 2010 (see HRW, 2013).
37
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of human rights in the development of Vale’s Moatize Coal Project and the Nacala railway

(Kabemba & Nhancale, 2012; HRW, 2013; Abelvik-Lawson, 2014; Van der Ploeg, 2018;
Van der Ploeg & Vanclay, 2018). Shortcomings included insufficient compensation, lack

of transparency, sub-optimal professional capacity to implement projects, and poor

livelihood restoration. Tellingly, Abelvik-Lawson (2014) suggests how human rights

violations from Brazil traveled to Mozambique through Vale’s extractive investments.

Focusing on the firm’s Amazon operations, the author contends that these violations are

reflected through the social and environmental hazards that its mining sites and related

infrastructures (e.g. hydropower dams and railways) pose to local communities,
employees, and minorities such as indigenous populations.

Crucially, analysts have also situated Vale’s presence in relation to broader class

power dynamics in the Mozambican political economy, attesting to long-held Africanist

insights on the role of natural resource extraction in consolidating the power of a small
elite while exposing local populations to hardships (see Sumich, 2010; Mosca & Selemane,

2011; Macuane, 2012; Castel-Branco, 2014; Buur, 2014; Brooks, 2017). These views,

advanced prominently by political economists, criticize Mozambique’s extractive mode
of development, which is seen as maximizing corporate transfer of surplus abroad
through both licit and illicit fiscal benefits while enabling elite capture of the little surplus

that remains in the country. Drawing on some of these insights, commentaries also stress
how taming extractive investments for local content formation and economic
diversification has been extremely challenging in the context of Mozambique’s coal boom

(Hansen et al., 2016; Dietsche & Esteves, 2018; Monjane, 2019). Reasons include an overreliance on foreign-driven mechanisms, the existence of an underdeveloped and

undercapitalized private sector, and elite impediments. Taken together, many of these

works pointing at the exclusionary nature of extraction in Mozambique, ranging from
displacement processes to macro development outcomes (see Castel-Branco, 2014;

Kirshner & Power, 2015; Wiegink, 2018; Lesutis, 2019a, 2019b), have resorted to

conceptualizations of mining spaces as neoliberal enclaves (see Sidaway, 2007). This
enclavic form, in turn, is seen as generating patterns of accumulation by dispossession

(Harvey, 2005), securitization (Hönke, 2013), inequality and social differentiation

(Bebbington, 2012), labor and land commodification (Gordon & Webber, 2008), all while
fencing off investments from the surrounding social fabric and creating “socially thin”
environments (Ferguson, 2006).
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In this light, this thesis proposes to fine-tune debates on South–South/Brazil–

Africa relations by taking note of and engaging with these critical takes on the role of

extractives. For an analysis centered on Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique, I suggest that

the latter type of scholarship provides an adequate, thematic interface to supplement and

redress some of the insufficiencies (for instance, the usual state-centric lens or value-

laden expectations) found across the former. Conversely, as it will transpire through the

empirical chapters, the analysis will also seek to expand on and recalibrate some of the
prevalent assumptions advanced by the critical literature on extractives, in Mozambique
and beyond. In line with this thesis’ aims, this cross-fertilization thus offers a useful and

enriching avenue to interpret, as I propose, the South–South as a relational arrangement

patterned through extraction.
2.4 Concluding Remarks

The aim of this chapter was two-fold: to provide background information on the range of

themes and empirical events behind this research whilst conducting an examination of

the relevant bodies of literature that this thesis engages with. On this account, it was

structured along three thematic axes: (2.1) the Global South and South–South relations,
(2.2) Brazil–Africa/Mozambique connections, and (2.3) Vale’s extractivism in (and

beyond) Mozambique. The first discussed the imbricated conceptual nature of the “Global

South” and accounted for processes of South–South relations within a geography of
“development encounters”, a dimension that the literature has recurrently described as

“South–South Cooperation”. The second looked at the forging of Brazil–Africa

connections, the Brazil–Mozambique relationship in particular, stressing key historical,
geopolitical, and economic shapers of relations across the South Atlantic. The third
provided an

introduction

to

Vale, accounting

for

the firm’s

origins

and

internationalization efforts amid the commodity boom of the 2000s, its outward
expansion into Mozambique in particular.

Two central observations were made in 2.1: (a) my interpretation of the Global

South and, by extension, of the South–South as denoting a matching locus (place) in the
world and an ethos, supported by a shared political subjectivity, that inspires a particular

mode of transnational engagement; and (b) my suggestion to delink the South–South
from the usual qualifiers that follow the term in the literature (e.g. cooperation,
partnership, solidarity, etc), arguing that such a perspective provides for greater
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analytical liberty to appraise the South–South as a multifaceted arrangement that

emerges through performance. In 2.2, besides stressing the longue durée of Brazil–
Africa/Mozambique relations, I importantly introduced the concept of lusotropicalism,

explaining how it offered – along imaginaries of racial and tropical exceptionalisms – a

persistent cultural signifier to Brazilian framings of Africa. In 2.3, I principally noted that
Brazil–Africa texts on Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique can be roughly grouped into

two camps: (a) one stressing the promising prospects that the articulation of South–South
economic ties symbolized amid a changing world order; and (b) the other more critically-

oriented, furthered by a growing number of country-specific and field-based works. I

contended, however, that both strands tend to be heavily slanted towards the Brazilian
state, either assuming its centrality in forging connections with Africa or approaching its

programmatic aspirations to special South–South relations as an ideal against which
empirical events on the ground should be judged. I also identified a distinct literary subset
on Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique where, in tandem with critical takes on the
extractive industries, works have interrogated its ability to bring livelihood
opportunities, promote development, and respect human rights in local contexts.

In light of the exposed, I proposed to address the scholarly debate in essentially

four ways: (a) by dropping the cooperation qualifier from what is, as highlighted, widely

referred to as “South–South Cooperation” in order to more adequately reflect the

heterogeneity and contingency of the Global South and of South–South relations; (b) to

extend the analysis to other positionalities (i.e., the African state, the corporation, civil

society), accounting for their roles alongside but also beyond the Brazilian state; (c) to
take note of and dialogue with the critical literature on the extractive industries; and (d)
to further these understandings through an assemblage conceptual vocabulary, as I
proceed to discuss next.
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Chapter 3
Conceptual Framework: Thinking with and through Assemblages
This chapter presents the conceptual framework that theoretically grounds and

analytically orientates this thesis. I engage with and advance an analytic centered around

the notion of assemblage. Speaking to the term’s etymological connotations of “a

collection of people or things that are brought together for some reason” (Cambridge

Dictionary, 2020), an assemblage-inspired conceptual framework sees the “global” – as

well as the range of processes that constitute it – as an heterogeneous articulation of
humans, things, and ideas (Salter, 2015). For the purposes of consistency and to capture

the concept’s open and variegated ontological vocabulary, I broadly refer to this line of
reasoning as “assemblage thinking”.39

This chapter is structured along four parts, and discusses, respectively, (3.1) what

assemblage thinking is, (3.2) what it does, (3.3) how I understand it, and (3.4) the

analytical framework it provides for this thesis’ empirical research. In following this
orientation, I first revisit the conceptual origins and underpinnings of assemblage

thinking across the social sciences, reflecting on its theoretical potentials but also

shortcomings. Second, I introduce the concept of “global assemblages”, describing how it
has offered an appealing framework to understand global phenomena and transnational
relations, including within contexts of natural resource extraction. Third, I advance my

own conceptualization of a “South–South (global) assemblage” and point at its sensitizing
properties to explore Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique. And fourth, in order to prepare
the transition to the succeeding empirical chapters, I lay out the analytical framework to

answer this thesis’ central question – How is the South–South assembled through Vale’s

extractivism in Mozambique?

3.1 Assemblage Thinking: Conceptual Origins and Underpinnings
The conceptual origins of the term assemblage – which is a loose yet consolidated

translation of the French original agencement – in the social sciences are chiefly

This description is adopted, for instance, by proponents such as McFarlane and Anderson (2011), Acuto
and Curtis (2014a), Grove and Pugh (2015), and Savage (2019).
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attributed to the works of the philosopher Gilles Deleuze (some of these in partnership
with Felix Guattari, see Deleuze, 1988; Deleuze & Guattari, 1983, 1987; see also DeLanda,

2006a). In a frequently cited passage, Deleuze argues that an assemblage “is a multiplicity

which is made up of heterogeneous terms.… [its]only unity is that of a co-functioning
[emphasis added]: it is a symbiosis, a ‘sympathy’. It is never filiations which are

important, but alliances, alloys” (as cited in Deleuze & Parnet, 2002, p. 69). Writing on
Deleuze’s key ideas, and notable for advancing assemblage thinking as a philosophical

project, Manuel DeLanda (2006a, 2016) recollects that the components of an assemblage
play variable roles along a continuum of material and social roles. In this regard, by
underscoring that assemblages hold a form of materialism, DeLanda (2016) points at
their “ontological flatness”, where components “all populate the same ontological plane,

and this distinguishes assemblage theory from other realist philosophies in which there
are strong [scalar and hierarchical] ontological distinctions between levels of existence”
(p. 13). Also drawing on Deleuze’s conceptualization, Murray Li (2007) observes that an

assemblage emphasizes both temporality and spatiality: “elements are drawn together at

a particular conjuncture only to disperse or realign, and the shape shifts according to the
terrain and angle of vision” (p. 265).

The works of Deleuze have thus been centrally associated with the emergence of

an assemblage thinking tradition across intellectual contexts in the social sciences

(DeLanda, 2006a; Dewsbury, 2011; McFarlane, 2011a). As synthetized by Kinkaid (2019),

assemblages describe social structures along three main characteristics: “they are
composed of heterogeneous elements; they are driven by processes of emergence; and

they are historically contingent, subject to stratification, yet open to transformation” (p.
462; see also Anderson & McFarlane, 2011). Assemblages denote processes of flux,
understanding society and its dynamics as always in motion (Nail, 2015, p. 4). In doing

so, in line with Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) concepts of territorialization,
deterritorialization, and reterritorialization, assemblages are not only sensitive to how

heterogeneous elements come and fit together (territorialization) – thus becoming
effectively assembled – but also to the ways in which they are disassembled

(deterritorialization) or re-assembled (reterritorialization) (Savage, 2019, p. 326). This

means that assemblages – and the forms of co-functioning they embed – are similarly
prone to disruptions and changes. As such, assemblages exist in a state of continual

transformation and emergence (Ureta, 2015, p. 12). Or as put by Dewsbury (2011), they
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are “characterized by flows, connections, and becomings whose functioning logic is . . .

more complex than linear, more recursive than dialectical, more emergent than
totalising” (p. 149).

Foregrounding an understanding of structure that is heterogeneous, transient,

and interactive, assemblage thinking thus shares points of contact and affinities with
other concepts of structure discussed in the social sciences, among which are Foucault’s

apparatus (Foucault, 1998), Latour’s actor-network (Latour, 1996, 2005), Bourdieu’s
field (Bourdieu, 1993), and Schatzki’s practice arrangements (Schatzki, 2012). Legg

(2011) indicates, for example, that apparatuses are similar to assemblages in their

heterogeneity, suggesting that Foucault and Deleuze “can and should be thought

together” (p. 128). Latour (2005), while reflecting on Deleuze’s philosophy in
Reassembling the Social, hints at his “very special brand of active and distributed

materialism” (p. 129), to which actor-network proponents have always referred to. In a
related vein, Bennett and Healy (2009) contend that an assemblage-based interpretation

is similarly concerned with “tracing the associations – the varied actor networks –
through which particular kinds of social relations come to be assembled and made

durable” (p. 3). For Abrahamsen and Williams (2014), both the idea of assemblage and
Bourdieu’s notion of field represent structures of behavior, sustained and reproduced by

a series of dense connectivities, that can be conceptually combined to “think about power,
struggle and politics” (p. 30). Soulier et al. (2011) point at the overlaps between

assemblage thinking and Schatzki’s “practice arrangements” (and the so-called “practice

turn” more broadly): for instance, in terms of the “situatedness of everyday activity” and

“the relational character of person, knowledge and learning, activity, discourses, artifacts

and social world which . . . produce and reproduce the social order” (p. 3). As a result, it

is not surprising that, across the literature, the notion of assemblage is at times little
distinguished from or even interchangeably used with these other conceptual
vocabularies (for illustrations of this treatment, see Bennett, 2010; Lorimer, 2015;
Bueger, 2017).

Notwithstanding, differences have also been underscored. In DeLanda’s (2006a)

terms, contrary to Foucault’s apparatus, which privileges relations of interiority and thus
retains a certain reciprocal determination between the elements connected, assemblages

are characterized by relations of exteriority. In other words, as DeLanda contends, “the

exteriority of relations implies a certain autonomy for the terms they relate, or as Deleuze
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puts it, it implies that ‘a relation may change without the terms changing’” (p. 11). Adding

to that, Marston et al. (2005) argue that an assemblage’s “flat ontology” allows for the

disentangling of scalar hierarchies in social analysis, from the sub-individual to the

transnational, enabling assemblages to ontologically grasp the links and fluidity between

micro-meso-macro levels of reality. In this context, Bourdieu’s field, while suitable for
making sense of power struggles within a situated arena, is less able to explain processes

that transcend a given scale, for instance when it comes to relationships that unfold

beyond national boundaries (see Adler-Nissen, 2012; Bures, 2015). Finally, by comparing

his work to Deleuze’s project, Latour explains that the actor-network argument is more
empirically based and thus presents a richer conceptual toolbox for empirical work (as
cited in Iliadis, 2013). In this vein, Müller and Schurr (2016) contend that, while

assemblage approaches remain at a more abstract and descriptive level, the actornetwork tradition has offered a better conceptual and analytical repertoire to explain

how social relations come to be formed and sustained. This repertoire is given, they
suggest, by the existence of more empirically grounded concepts, including the notions of

“intermediaries” and “mediators” (and their distinction) (Latour, 2005), the role of

translation (Callon & Latour, 1981; see also Barry, 2013), and the mutable-immutable

axis (Latour, 1987).

Taking these considerations together, Marcus and Saka (2006) consider that,

although the notion of assemblage is often associated to other classic metaphors of
structure in the social sciences, its intents are in fact more anti-structural. They argue that

an assemblage does not offer anything fixed or stable,

[i]t generates enduring puzzles about ‘process’ and ‘relationship’ rather than
leading to systematic understandings of these tropes of classic social theory and

the common discourse that it has shaped. . . . Whoever employs it does so with a
certain tension, balancing, and tentativeness where the contradictions between

the ephemeral and the structural, and between the structural and the unstably
heterogeneous create almost a nervous condition for analytic reason. (p. 102)

Yet, in spite of the greater conceptual openness of assemblage thinking, which many

regard as an analytical appeal, (see Prince, 2010; Anderson & McFarlane, 2011; Acuto &

Curtis, 2014a; Savage, 2019), scholars have diverged on its theoretical implications. From
being an abstract philosophical construct in the works of Deleuze, the term has been
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taken up and developed within and across disciplinary boundaries in the social sciences,

giving rise to a myriad of conceptual understandings. This resonates with Bennet and
Healy’s (2009) observation that assemblage thinking is itself an assemblage of diverse

writings and ideas “with no settled or agreed assessment” (p. 10). Or as Acuto and Curtis
(2014a) describe, assemblage thinking is “more of a repository of methods and
ontological stances towards the social” (p. 3).

While Delanda (2006a) has remarkably sought to formulate a consistent theory of

assemblage as “[a] new philosophy of society” (which titles his book), others have

downplayed its appropriateness as a fully-fledged theory. In this regard, the writings of

sociologist Saskia Sassen (2006), noted for bringing assemblage thinking to analyses of

contemporary globalization, advance an understanding of assemblage as a loose
metaphor to speak about hybrid social configurations. “Thinking of assemblages is an

analytic tactic to use formats which enables me to bring into the picture pieces of what

are, in more conventional thinking, thought of as fully-fledged institutions”, she observes

(as cited in Sassen & Ong, 2014, p. 18). The understandings elicited by the anthropologists
Stephen Collier and Aiwha Ong (2005) – which, as detailed below, will be central to this

thesis’ use and interpretation of assemblage thinking – advocate a sort of mid-way

approach between metaphor and theory by stressing the conceptual work that an

assemblage perspective does. This implies, as Ong argues (in Sassen & Ong, 2014), modes

of “develop[ing] methods or concepts to actually discuss how there are variable contexts

in the world” (p. 18). In this regard, she continues, assemblage is a form of low-level

theorizing “driven by one’s own problem and mode of enquiry” (p. 20). To counter claims,
particularly by actor-network proponents, that assemblage thinking is devoid of a
conceptual toolbox for empirical work, Collier and Ong (2005, p. 17) thus propose that

assemblage thinking can combine and adapt different tools and ideas to unpack and

problematize a particular issue – providing an open conceptual toolbox instead.
Anderson and McFarlane’s (2011) advance a similar understanding in their

interpretation of assemblage as “ethos”: beyond merely describing how disparate socialmaterial elements come together, “assemblage also suggests a certain ethos of
engagement with the world, one that experiments with methodological and

presentational practices in order to attend to a lively world of differences” (p. 126). These
perspectives closely resonate with Law’s (2004) concept of “method assemblage”, in
which the language of assemblage is deployed to define modes of knowing “that do not
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produce or demand neat, definite, and well-tailored accounts” (p. 14). This method

assemblage, according to Law, is suitable for knowing multiplicity, indefiniteness, and

flux in processes that are “not fixed in shape . . . but are constructed at least in part as they
are entangled together” (p. 42).

Others have challenged the suitability of the assemblage conceptual vocabulary

altogether. Buchanan (2015), for example, suggests that assemblage thinking has drifted
a long way from its Deleuzian conceptual origins, becoming “merely another way of

saying something is complicated” (p. 382). In a similar vein, Allen (2011) argues that the

notion of assemblage can dangerously lend itself “to a simple [descriptive] joining-up
exercise” (p. 156), disguised under a theoretical veneer. Others yet have underscored the

insufficiencies of assemblage thinking with respect to specific conceptual attributes.

Harman (2014) tempers that assemblage’s presumed flat ontology makes it problematic

to differentiate between disparate domains (e.g. corporations, institutions, nation-states,
and terrorist networks) “since assemblage theory must account for all of them in

precisely the same terms” (p. 121). Davies (2012) criticizes assemblage thinking for what

he sees as the abandonment of “traditional” social categories “such as class, gender and

ethnicity” (p. 275), which oftentimes end up losing relevance under a tradition that
privileges a horizontal, rather than hierarchical, ontology. Relatedly, Kinkaid (2019)

shares a gender-based preoccupation by revealing the lack of dialogue between

assemblage thought and feminist perspectives while Weheliye (2014) proposes a better
engagement with racial concerns through calls for “racializing assemblages”.

Along with the above-described rebuttals to the critique that assemblages are

weakly conceptualized for empirical research, assemblage thinking advocates have also
sought

to

redress

these

shortcomings.

Commonly,

assemblage’s

conceptual

“manipulability” (Anderson & McFarlane, 2011, p. 126) and its consequent propensity to
cross-fertilizations with different theoretical vocabularies are posited as means to

productively tackle eventual insufficiencies. In this perspective, scholars like Leander

(2011), Abrahamsen and Willians (2014), and Bures (2015) have combined assemblage
thinking with Bourdieu’s sociology to address questions of power and order. Müller and

Schurr (2016) propose advancing a hybrid approach in conjunction with actor-network

theory to better account for processes of stabilization, change, and affect in our sociomaterial world. And to make sense of the practical work needed to form and sustain an

assemblage, Bueger (2017) explores synergies with the so-called “practice turn”.
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Furthermore, illustrating this propensity for cross-fertilizations, McFarlane (2009),

among other geographers (Featherstone, 2011; Russel et al., 2011) have deployed
assemblage thinking in combination with social movement theory to understand the

effectiveness of social and political mobilizations, their ability to maintain relations, and

to push for change. Kinkaid (2019) addresses her own remark of assemblage’s aloofness
from feminist thought by proposing a deeper engagement between the two “for better

understanding and intervening in the uneven geographies of our world” (p. 13). Saldanha
(2006) and Swanton (2010) bring the language of assemblage into racial thought to

describe how the social category of “race” shapes particular social-spatial orderings and
interactions. Despite its flat ontological premise, these works exemplify productive ways
of re-signifying assemblage thinking to address questions of social difference and uneven
power structures.

To lay the groundwork for my sensitization and operationalization of an

assemblage-inspired perspective, the next section brings the assemblage conceptual

vocabulary closer to this thesis’ empirical and analytical interests. To this end, it discusses
more specifically how assemblage thinking has been applied to understand global

phenomena and dynamics of transnational relations, including within a context of natural
resource extraction.

3.2 Towards Global Assemblages
In light of the above, assemblage thinking has emerged as an appealing sensitizing

framework to conceptualize and unpack the social world. Over the years, on the heels of

Deleuze’s writings, this has been reflected by the concept’s gaining of traction across a
range of disciplinary approaches in the social sciences. Particularly in the fields of

anthropology (Ong & Collier, 2005; Marcus & Saka, 2006; Murray Li, 2007), sociology
(Haggerty & Ericson, 2003; Sassen, 2006; 2008), and geography (Allen & Cochrane, 2007;

Farias & Bender, 2010; Anderson & McFarlane, 2011; McFarlane, 2011a, 2011b; Davies,
2012), numerous works have drawn on assemblage thinking to understand matrices of
heterogeneous co-functioning between humans, things, and ideas. For example, by

uncovering intricate socio-spatial arrangements such as the state (Allen & Cochrane,

2010), the city (Farias & Bender, 2010), and the forest (Murray Li, 2007). Or by making
sense of social identities and their relational implications: for instance, race (Saldanha,
2006; Swanton, 2010), citizenship (Leitner & Strunk, 2014), and sexuality and gender
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(Nash & Gorman-Murray, 2017; Puar, 2018; Kinkaid, 2019). Or, yet again, by unpacking

and describing the dynamism and contingency of processes such as participatory
development (Grove & Pugh, 2015), surveillance (Haggerty & Ericson, 2003), social

mobilization (Davies, 2012), policy transfers (Prince, 2010), and housing programs

(Koster, 2015), among others.

While in the more specialized domain of International Relations (IR) the ideas of

assemblage are more of a “latecomer” to the theoretical debate (Acuto & Curtis, 2014a, p.

2), assemblage thinking has not stood aloof from reflecting on the nature of the “global”.

The aforementioned works of Collier and Ong (2005) and Sassen (2006) – both on the

meanings and (re-)articulations of globalization – have been important milestones in this

regard. Most visibly, these texts advance the conceptual frame of “global assemblages”.

Sassen (2006) employs the concept to re-signify the national state – and thus dimensions

such as territory, authority, and rights – in an era of globalization. She argues that

contemporary globalization (and events such as privatization, deregulation, and trade

liberalization) has not led to the withdrawal of the state (e.g., from economic governance).

Rather, globalization has led to the state’s disassembly and consequent reassembly in

tandem with the development of new “global assemblages”, leading to re-articulations of

public–private, global–local processes. In line with Sassen’s previously discussed tactical

and creative take on assemblage thinking, she writes that her employment of the

assemblage vocabulary is “in its most descriptive sense” (Sassen, 2006, p. 5), used to
name and trace processes of re-emergence and re-articulation of statehood, authority,
and territory, among other questions.

Yet, as previously signaled, it is on Collier and Ong’s (2005) interpretation of

“global assemblages” that this thesis takes inspiration from. They view the “global” in
terms of “abstractable, mobile, and dynamic [phenomena], moving across and

reconstituting ‘society’, ‘culture’, and ‘economy’” (p. 4). These global phenomena (e.g.
neoliberalism, finance, trade, international standards), as argued, are articulated in
specific situations and, as such, territorialized into assemblages, shaping discursive,

material, and collective relationships. In this sense, according to Ong and Collier, “global

assemblages” are sites for the formation and reformation of what they call

“anthropological problems”: “a problem-space in which contemporary anthropological

questions are framed” (p. 5). In other words, global assemblages are domains –influenced
by technological, political, and ethical considerations and interventions – “in which the
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forms and values of individual and collective existence are problematized or at stake”

(Collier & Ong, 2005, p. 4). In the following section, I discuss in greater detail the

epistemological and ontological implications of this conceptualization for this thesis’
understanding and operationalization of an assemblage analytic.

The openings offered by Collier & Ong (2005) and Sassen (2006) – along with the

emergence of a more general trend towards critical and reflexive approaches in IR (see

Guillaume, 2002; Leander, 2002; Agnew, 2007; Ackerly & True, 2008) – have prompted
not only revised understandings of the meanings and outcomes of global processes but
also the pursuit of alternative epistemological premises and modes of inquiry. In this
sense, assemblage thinking has offered a suitable and appealing “way in”: it provides

entry points to unpack the heterogeneous, emergent, and processual nature of
(transnational) relations, to explain social-material articulations, and to accommodate
multi-scalar levels of analysis , all while promoting an openness for transdisciplinary

work (Acuto & Curtis, 2014a). As summarized by Abrahamsen (2016), assemblage

thinking invites analyses to account for “diverse global dynamics and how they come
together in various localities, combining a range of institutions, technologies, individuals,
practices, discourses, rationalities and so forth” (p. 253).

The works of Abrahamsen herself, in co-authorship with Williams, have been of

particular relevance in furthering an assemblage approach to inform international
relations’ analyses (Abrahamsen & Williams, 2009, 2010). Drawing conceptually on

Sassen (2006), the authors advance the notion of “global security assemblages” to
investigate the widening and globalizing role of commercial private security. These
assemblages, they suggest, denote a complex and hybrid transnational architecture,

“where a range of different global and local, public and private security agents and

normativities interact, cooperate and compete to produce new institutions, practices, and
forms of security governance” (Abrahamsen & Williams, 2009, p. 3). Through the

empirical examination of different African settings, Abrahamsen and Williams (2009,
2010) account for how global privatization trends in security provision have localized
reverberations, altering discourses and practices within historically situated and socially

specific contexts. Yet, and partaking with Sassen, they argue that, contrary to common
assumptions of state withdrawal from security governance, state authority is instead

rearticulated – and hence re-assembled – into new configurations, allowing for its

continued functioning.
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In this light, the conceptual inroads of assemblage thinking in the study of

international relations are well illustrated through a subset of texts that dwell into global

security questions. On the footsteps of Abrahamsen and Williams (2009, 2010), works

have often resorted to similar “(global) security assemblages” conceptualizations to map
and disentangle contemporary security governance arrangements, and have done so by

challenging and moving away from rigid state-centric treatments of power, authority, and
territory (see Berndtsson & Stern, 2011; Voelkner, 2011; Schouten, 2014; Bures, 2015;

Frowd & Sandor, 2018). In this regard, the assemblage conceptual vocabulary has offered

productive ways to investigate the making and shaping of security in and around

arrangements that straddle beyond and across (state) institutional and territorial

boundaries. Examples include the airport (Berndtsson & Stern, 2011; Schouten, 2014),
maritime piracy (Bueger, 2017), border security and drug trafficking (Sandor, 2016),

arms control (Bourne, 2012), and Internet surveillance (Aradau, 2017). Moreover,
drawing on the potentials of assemblage thought to describe symbolic-material systems

of meaning, security (and securitization) events and processes have been explored from

a varied set of angles. For instance, through frames emphasizing the biopolitical

(Voelkner, 2011), the everyday (Higate & Utas, 2017), social symbolisms (Frowd &
Sandor, 2018), and controversies (Schouten, 2014).

In addition, and crucially for this thesis, the writings of Abrahamsen and Williams

also draw the assemblage vocabulary to contexts of natural resource extraction. This is

brought to fore in their book on Security Beyond the State (Abrahamsen & Williams, 2010,

chap. 4), where the authors discuss the role of private security in the extractive sector by

means of two case studies: the oil industry in Nigeria and diamond and rutile mining in
Sierra Leone. Although acknowledging that resource extraction is spatially located in

enclaves, they argue – as this thesis will do in Chapter 5 – against approaches that
privilege its enclave (and cut-off) nature, suggesting instead that an assemblage
perspective can highlight how

they [enclaves] are also institutionally and normatively embedded within broader

structures of global governance…. They are located within complex and highly

politicized public–private, global–local security structures, and any understanding
of their political and social significance needs to take account of this
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embeddedness and the positions of private actors within public power and
discourse. (p. 125)

In another passage, Abrahamsen and Williams stress the empirical relevance of African

settings to understand the formation of global assemblages: “Africa provides an excellent

place to examine these dynamics, given . . . the salience of global actors in the continent’s
new forms of deterritorialized governance” (Abrahamsen & Williams, 2010, p. 16). This
view is also supported in another study where the authors, through the analysis of a
Tanzanian gold mine in an edited collection, talk about “golden assemblages”

(Abrahamsen & Williams, 2017 in Higate & Utas, 2017). Similarly, the assembled
composition of security arrangements in an extractive context is emphasized, configuring
“a multiplicity of diverse actors, values, norms and technologies that function as a
contingent whole, irreducible to a single centre or common logic” (p. 25). In introducing

Abrahamsen and Willliams’ analysis in the edited collection, Higate (2017, p. 5)
underscores how gold is imbued with symbolic-material values, framing relational

constructs far beyond the immediate realm of extractive security – ranging from the
demands of consumers procuring the metal to global financial trends. Accordingly, he

argues that an assemblage approach, by broadening the field of analysis, allows for

capturing gold’s multifaceted and multi-scalar socio-material functions. Hönke (2013)

provides yet another illustration of the articulation of global security governance in a

political geography of extraction on the African continent. While not rooting her study in
assemblage thinking per se, she advances the point that security practices in
transnational business spaces are constituted through different global assemblages.
Seeing these assemblages as “transnational meaning systems”, she argues that, besides
the diffusion to the local level of discourses and practices in the global security field,

corporate security governance is also structured by meaning systems – and thus
assemblages – on ethical business standards (CSR) and the “politics of the belly” (Hönke,
2013, p. 10).

While the security literary subset has provided exploratory avenues to address

dynamics in the extractive industries through an assemblage vocabulary and is

symptomatic of the concept’s pertinence for the study of global phenomena, the growing
popularity of assemblage thinking has also been reflected in the discipline of IR more

broadly. The edited collection by Acuto and Curtis (2014b) on Reassembling International
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Theory: Assemblage Thinking and International Relations is illustrative in this regard. The
book departs from a general viewpoint that thinking with assemblages “depict a more

heterogeneous . . . and indeed ‘messier’ picture of how global affairs unravel”, offering in

turn “a potentially very productive tool for unpacking and recasting the boundaries of the
‘political’ and the ‘international’” (Acuto & Curtis, 2014a, pp. 9-11). Throughout the

volume, its various contributions outline the plurality of ways through which this can be

done, hinting at the distinct ontological, epistemological, and normative implications that
an assemblage vocabulary entails for international theory and research agendas (see
Bueger, 2014; Chandler, 2014; Guillaume, 2014).

In this spirit, as I discuss in the previous chapter, a few scholars now start to hint,

though timidly so, at the potentials of an assemblage vocabulary to the empirical study of

processes of transnational co-functioning and interaction in South–South encounters

(see Cesarino, 2014; Mawdsley, 2019, p. 264). This aligns, as argued, with a more reflexive
scholarly concern in scrutinizing and paying greater attention to the practices, relatings,

and hybrid socio-spatial interplays emerging through the articulation of transnational

(“development”) encounters in and across the Global South (see Mawdsley, 2019).

Situating such concerns vis-à-vis this thesis’ empirical and analytical scope, this implies

seeing how the South–South as a relational, heterogeneous arrangement is conceived,

materialized, and put into practice through the motor of natural resource extraction. It is

therefore possible, as I expand below, to speak of the “South–South” as being assembled
through extraction.

Having now outlined the conceptual premises and applications of assemblage

thinking, the question of how this thesis relates to assemblage thinking and
operationalizes an assemblage analytic arises. Looking at Vale’s extractivism in

Mozambique, how can it be understood and apprehended as an instance of South–South
co-functioning? It is to these dimensions that I turn next.

3.3 Vale’s Extractivism in Mozambique as a South–South Assemblage
To recapitulate, this thesis asks: How is the South–South assembled through Vale’s
extractivism in Mozambique? What I call the “South–South” bespeaks a transnational axis
that denotes both a geographical terrain represented by the “Souths” of Mozambique and

Brazil (loci), where actors, ideas, and things circulate, and the specific modes and patterns
through which these circulations occur and relations are established, maintained, and
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signified (ethos). These dynamics are perceived against the contextual backdrop of

resource extractivism. I thus propose to see this specific “South–South” relational

arrangement – operationalized through extraction – as a global assemblage: a “South–
South assemblage”, as I opt to call it. In this vein, the subsequent paragraphs describe the

specificities and contours of this “South–South assemblage” and outline the sensitizing
properties that an assemblage approach offers to account for it.

Partaking with Deleuze, I hold that an “assemblage”, in its most straightforward

sense, is a co-functioning of a number of heterogeneous elements that are brought

together into a discernible – yet contingent and provisional – format. Conceptually, I build

on Collier and Ong’s (2005, p. 4) interpretation of “global assemblage”, described as the

articulation of global forms in specific situations (problem-spaces) that define material,

collective, and discursive relationships. From this interpretation, three ontological and
epistemological orientations follow. The first, to quote Guillaume’s (2014), is that an

assemblage is seen as “a specific problematization [emphasis added] of a complex set of
events that are artificially linked together” (p. 111) – demostrating how one’s ontological
stance towards assemblages reflects, after all, a political choice. Drawing on Bueger

(2014, 2017), who situates Collier and Ong’s ideas more firmly into the study of
international relations, the second implies understanding assemblage thinking as an

invitation for empirical work. That is, the assemblage vocabulary is taken as a “contingent

system of interpretation which allows us to make empirical statements” about global

events, their articulation in practice, and their diverse relational and ordering effects
(Bueger, 2014, p. 65). The third is the premise that global assemblages represent a

feedback loop, where global forms constitute and are constituted by the social-material

structures in which they become articulated. As Collier and Ong (2005, p. 11) suggest,
“[g]lobal forms are able to assimilate themselves to new environments, to code

heterogeneous contexts and objects”. Yet, at the same time, they are “amenable to control

and valuation”, “delimited by specific technical infrastructures, administrative
apparatuses, or value regimes” (p. 11).

Based on these ontological and epistemological leads, I empirically explore,

through a specific problematization, how the South–South influences, emerges, and

performs in an identifiable terrain of socio-material operations – rather than approaching
it as a pre-conceived global form with tight causative connections (doomed with

expectations such as cooperation, partnership, among others). This is in turn
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supplemented by an understanding that allows sensitizing the assembling of the South–

South through extraction as a feedback loop. If, on the one hand, the South–South codes

the varied relational events that unfold and co-function around a mining arrangement;

natural resource extraction determines, on the other, how the South–South is signified,
manipulated, and gains performance at a particular spatial and temporal conjuncture.

In light of these interpretations, the proposed “South–South assemblage” can be

described as including humans (activists, politicians, diplomats, mining workers,
executives, family households, peasants, researchers), things (coal, trains, railways, ports,
resettlement compounds, walls, security apparatuses, documents), and ideas

(development, modernization, responsibility, efficiency, cooperation, friendship, profit,
contestation). These elements are the objects of “knowledge, technical intervention,

politics, and ethical discussion” (Collier & Ong, 2005, p. 6). In this regard, a range of

discourses, institutions, ideologies, cultures of expertise, regulatory frameworks are
created and mobilized, influencing how actors establish, maintain, and signify processes

of co-functioning. The type of relations forged, as well as the objectives served, varies

greatly. Yet this collection of humans, things, and ideas qualify as an assemblage as they

are provisionally drawn together around an extractive activity. As it follows from this
thesis’ empirical angle, this arrangement holds a global dimension as it is embedded in a

myriad of political, historical, cultural, and material ties operating across the globalized
South, and cross-cutting public–private, formal–informal, and local–global dichotomies.

By proposing a “South–South assemblage”, I accept Allen’s (2011) critique that

assemblages have to be first apprehended before they can be comprehended. As the
authors explains:

The interactions between different logics, the different modes through which

things work themselves out in practice, and the content of the relationships that

hold assemblages in place have first to be specified in some way for us to grasp

their looming shape and wider potential significance. With luck, assemblages,

sharply conceived, should open up new questions, as well as new forms of

engagement, not merely tell us what we have known more or less all along. (p.
156)

Thus, to propose an assemblage analytic is to evoke precisely these interactions between

different logics and to direct attention to the ways through which things co-function in
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practice and form multilayered and nuanced arrangements across various levels of scale.
To suggest and specify a “South–South assemblage”, I hold, is to emphasize both its

specificity and globality, while simultaneously keeping track of its translocal dimension

– represented by more than just exchanges and connections between the Souths of
Mozambique and Brazil, but by their histories, cultural and symbolic relatings, and how
these are reflected and sustained in practice (see McFarlane, 2009).

From a conceptual standpoint, these analytical leanings speak to assemblage

thinking’s propensity towards a flat ontology, which, as argued above, implies a revision

of scalar and hierarchical rigidities. In deploying a “South–South assemblage”

conceptualization, this “flattened premise” allows for the methodological consideration

that disparate social actors provide equally valuable starting points for analytical inquiry.
In this perspective, the activist, the resettled resident, the Brazilian Minister of Foreign

Affairs, Vale’s CEO, and the Mozambican President are all important to understand the
South–South at the extractive frontier. A flat ontology also entails that material artefacts

– whether the Nacala rail corridor, the resettlement house, or “tropical technologies” –

are of similar empirical relevance for research. From a methodological perspective, this
thesis welcomes and works with such understandings.

Nonetheless, I accept the literature’s critique that a strong commitment to

ontological flatness – holding that all entities possess the same ontological status and that

there is no inherent hierarchy – comes with certain shortcomings. Most importantly, it

might overlook the relational production of differences, processes of stratification, and

their resulting socio-spatial expressions. As per the discussion above, revised
considerations of the assemblage ontology, often in dialogue with other theoretical

strands, have sought to re-think how assemblages, as relational “wholes”, might entail

processes of differentiation and generate socio-spatial orderings with uneven

implications (see Saldanha, 2006; McFarlane, 2009; Swanton, 2010; Davies, 2012;

Kinkaid, 2019). Along with this literary strand, I posit that the conceptualization of a

“South–South assemblage” provides a lens through which to explore the production and

also aggravation of difference. As a relational arrangement, the South–South is
contingently unstable and holds potential to reinforce asymmetrical socio-spatial orders

and their uneven productions. Yet, at the same time, it is open to contestation and resignification. In this regard, and in line with the notion of “re-assembly”, as I detail below,
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the South–South can be re-articulated – and thus re-assembled – to dismantle hegemonic
meanings and to interrogate the uneven operations of extraction.

Moreover, observing most of the literature that was referenced throughout this

chapter, I also recognize that assemblage thinking, from its conceptual formulations to

empirical applications, has been and remains predominantly shaped by non-Southern(-

based) voices. According to Conway et al. (2018), this is complemented by assemblage

thinking’s “erasure of Black and Indigenous histories and knowledges – of non-“Western”

traditions generally” (p. 4). Building on the above-raised critique that assemblages
provide an unsatisfactory treatment of social difference, the authors remark that this

general absence of non-Western voices and traditions can be used to question the

concept’s utility in challenging “the historical inequities that arise from intersecting

structural oppressions, notably colonialism, racism and patriarchy” (p. 4). As noted
earlier, these insufficiencies are further evidenced by only recent and scant attempts of

assemblage proponents to work through the critiques raised by feminist (Kinkaid, 2019),

racial (Weheliye, 2014), and postcolonial (Sharma, 2012) concerns.

While reflecting a broader trend underlying the politics and economics of

academic knowledge production (see, for instance, Erdmann, 2004; Steinhilper, 2015;

Mbembe, 2016), this “Western bias” might come across as an incongruence of a thesis

that aspires to provide, precisely, an alternative reading of dynamics in and across the
Global South. With all of these caveats in mind and aware of my own positionality as a

researcher who is based at and funded by a European institution, I still defend the value

of an assemblage analytic to amend some of these shortcomings. This thesis advances this
perspective in two ways. Echoing Abrahamsen (2017), the first draws on the potentials

of assemblage thinking to grant a wider reception to reading the global from the

“periphery” and through the inclusion of more Southern voices. 40 Beyond merely “adding
and stirring” peripheral and Southern perspectives, an assemblage perspective, to quote
Abrahamsen,

[makes] it possible to study Africa [and the Global South] as a place in the world
and of the world…. as it is being constantly assembled by a multiplicity of local and
global forces, the continent’s politics and societies can be captured as both unique

Yet, as pointed at in this thesis’ Introduction, wanting to include does not mean that inclusions are
necessarily straightforward and beneficial endeavors. Accordingly, data and findings deriving from these
“inclusions” may be of low priority and little value to those included in the research process.
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and global, as a window on the contemporary world and its articulation in
particular settings. (p. 127)

The second is inspired by an opening provided by Cesarino (2014) and draws on the

propensity of assemblage approaches to interact with other thinking frameworks. One of

the ways this thesis does so is by demonstrating how the “South–South assemblage”, in
several instances, can be read and appraised through the cultural foil of “lusotropicalism”.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the notion of lusotropicalism was laid out by the Brazilian

sociologist Gilberto Freyre and is rooted in Brazilian – and thus a form of Southern – social
thought on identity formation and race relations. Cloaked with historical, cultural,

geographic, and affective frames, I demonstrate how lusotropical imaginaries and
attitudes continue to influence contemporary Brazil–Mozambique encounters and

provide an enduring signifier to the South–South that is assembled through Vale’s
extractivism in Mozambique.

Having now outlined and justified this thesis’ conceptual takes on assemblage

thinking, I demonstrate how these understandings are deployed and operationalized for
empirical analysis.

3.4 The Analytical Framework
As described in this thesis’ introductory part, I account for how the South–South is

assembled through Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique by following three empirical

orientations, each of which defined by a sub-research question and the topic of a specific
analytical chapter. To recollect:

1. How is the South–South assembled to legitimize extraction?

2. How is the South–South assembled to articulate responsibility in extractive
governance?

3. How is the South–South re-assembled to contest extraction?

In short, I study the assembling of the South–South through three angles, which I

synthetize as legitimacy, responsibility, and contestation. As proposed, these analytical

orientations will highlight different yet interrelated ways through which the South–South

articulates and is articulated through a specific and localized (extractive) social-material

arrangement. In this vein, I discuss how the South–South is assembled to confer
legitimacy to extraction, to shape responsibility in the governance of extraction, and to
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challenge the effects of extraction. Whereas the conceptual crux of this thesis is centrally

drawn from the “global assemblage” readings of Collier and Ong (2005), I take inspiration

from the works of Murray Li (2007) and Savage (2019) to operationalize an assemblage
analytic. Guided by a concern of sharpening analyses of how assemblages are, in fact,
assembled, Murray Li (2007) examines, within a context of community forest

management, the dynamics of what she calls “practices of assemblage” – “the on-going

labor of bringing disparate elements together and forging connections between them” (p.
263). Savage (2019), in turn, proposes a “policy assemblage” framework to analyze “how

policies move, mutate and manifest in increasingly transnational contexts” (p. 319),
underscoring that an assemblage analytic should entail attention to power, politics, and
agency. Building on some of these authors’ suggestions, I propose to structure this thesis’
analysis based on what follows below.

To start, in line with Murray Li’s (2007) observation that an assemblage flags the

hard work required to bring heterogeneous elements together, make them reach some
form of provisional unity, and sustain the arrangement in the face of tensions, “it invites

analysis of how [its elements]… might – or might not – be made to cohere” (p. 264). By
advancing an understanding of legitimacy associated with a concern of conveying and

maintaining coherency, I will argue in Chapter 4 that, for an extractive arrangement that
draws a Brazilian multinational to a resource frontier in Mozambique to come about, it

needs to be made cohere – and thus legitimized – in some way. However fragile and

controversial the arrangement may be, workable alignments need to be forged and held
together to bring extraction to matter and make it operational. To articulate and maintain
the South–South assemblage as legitimate is to bestow Vale’s extractivism in

Mozambique with a desirable and acceptable purpose, to give it a compassionate
semblance – even in the face of tensions engendered by processes of exclusion,
dispossession, and differentiation. These negativities, I will argue, are smoothed out “so

that they seem superficial rather than fundamental” (Murray Li, p. 265). Welcoming
Savage’s (2019) emphasis on the role of power, politics, and agency, I thus suggest that

the South–South assemblage represents an “arrangement and gathering together that
occur in order to create forms of coherency out of multiplicity with the hope of steering

individuals and groups towards particular ends” (p. 331). In my analysis, I approach these

dynamics through the agencies of Vale’s executive leadership and the Mozambican power

elites: two key actors in steering Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique. By zooming into the
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role of these players, Chapter 4 delves into the complex and non-linear channels of
politics that articulate and manipulate the South–South to render extraction legitimate
and, as such, amenable to certain interests and practices, but not others.

Being relational events geared towards particular ends, assemblages also invite

analysis of how governance arrangements emerge and are enacted in practice. As I will
expand on in Chapter 5, “governance” refers to modes of coordinating processes of
societal co-functioning and involves, building on Murray Li (2007), the “technical”

presentation and application of diagnoses (“calculated interventions”) devised to secure
(allegedly) optimal assemblages. Relatedly, Savage (2019, p. 322) contends that

component parts of an assemblage such as its “technologies of governance” – and the
ways in which these are harnessed and arranged together – determine how and what

kind of properties and effects the arrangement produces. Both scholars hint that such

“calculated interventions” (Murray Li, 2007) or “technologies of governance” (Savage,

2019) hold a structural (driven by regulatory, political-normative formulations) and

processual dimension (when interventions are implemented and become manifested in

place-specific ways). Under these circumstances, Savage (2019) writes that an

assemblage approach “invites researchers to pay strong attention to politics and the
relative capacities of individuals and organizations to exercise agency in relation to both

the creation of policy [as a technology of governance] and its enactments” (p. 330). Along
similar lines, Murray Li (2007) defends the potential of an assemblage analytic to
examine “how heterogeneous elements – discourses, institutions, laws, administrative

measures, scientific knowledge, moral prescriptions, material interests – are assembled

to constitute a technical field fit to be governed” (p. 286). Drawing on these observations,
Chapter 5 zooms into the question of “responsibility” and discusses the ways in which the

concept has been articulated through processes of South–South interactions, circulations,

and significations to orientate “calculated interventions” and “technologies of
governance” in extraction. In this sense, as an aspirational principle for extractive

governance, I view responsibility in both structural and processual terms, underscoring

its normative production and practical outcomes in the South–South assemblage. Among

other things, the analysis sheds light on how the articulation of responsibility reflects

intricate global–local, public–private, and formal–informal dynamics, the traveling of
ideas and practices as “tropical technologies” between Brazil and Mozambique, and the
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modes through which practical outcomes effect structural arrangements in the
governance of extraction.

Finally, in operationalizing an assemblage analytic, Murray Li (2007) and Savage

(2019) point to the many ways assemblages become subjected to forms of disruption and

change. As demonstrated, these interpretations can be linked to Deleuze’s vocabulary of

deterritorialization and reterritorialization, which accounts for the fact that

heterogeneous social-material formations are not only assembled (territorialized) but

are also dismantled (deterritorialized/disassembled) and reconstituted into new forms
(reterritorialized/reassembled). On this basis, I have detailed earlier how these

understandings have been notably evoked through Sassen’s (2006) claim that

globalization results into the state’s disassembly and consequent reassembly (re-

signification) along with the development of new “global assemblages”. Chapter 6 builds

on these leads, particularly the notion of “reassembly”, to demonstrate how the South–

South assemblage represented by Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique is open to

instability, tensions, and contestation. I work with Murray Li’s (2007) take on

reassembling as “grafting on new elements and reworking old ones; deploying existing
discourses to new ends; transposing the meanings of key terms” (p. 265). In this regard,

I also share Savage’s (2019) view on how assemblages, “as complex channels of power,

politics and agency”, “carries within [them] the seeds of potential change” (p. 332). Under

this orientation, I explore the dynamics of resistance to Vale’s extractivism in a
transnational as well as a South–South configuration. Particular attention is paid to the
connections forged between Mozambican and Brazilian civil society groups under the

auspices of the International Articulation of those Affected by Vale (AV) – a transnational

network established to contest Vale’s global operations. These dynamics, I will argue,

demonstrate how the South–South, against the backdrop of given political opportunities,

is reassembled through a co-functioning “from below” to contest the uneven productions

and impacts of extraction.

3.5 Concluding Remarks
My goal in this chapter has been to present an assemblage conceptual framework and to
demonstrate how it theoretically grounds and analytically orientates this thesis. I have

done so along four steps: (3.1) I introduced the conceptual origins and underpinnings of

assemblage thinking, (3.2) emphasized how the concept has increasingly offered
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productive avenues to inquire about global phenomena, (3.3) delineated how I
understand and deploy an assemblage vocabulary to sensitize this thesis’ object of study,
and (3.4) outlined the analytical framework that will guide the empirical discussion.

In 3.1, I traced the origins of assemblage thinking to the works of Deleuze,

describing how assemblages, in their most straightforward sense, stress processes of co-

functioning involving a number of heterogeneous elements (humans, things, and ideas)

that are brought together into a discernible – yet contingent and provisional – format. In

this sense, by emphasizing plurality, contingency, and process, assemblage thinking has
provided productive avenues for conducting research in the social sciences.
Notwithstanding, its flat ontological stance and loose conceptual vocabulary have been

pointed at as fundamental shortcomings: assemblage thinking disavows social categories,

obscures processes of differentiation, and is weakly conceptualized for empirical
research, critics have noted. Still, by proposing novel methodological applications and
underscoring its propensity for cross-fertilizations, assemblage advocates have defended

the concept’s suitability for empirical and critical accounting, demonstrating the ways in
which it can be used to problematize as well as politicize particular social, material, and
symbolic arrangements.

In this light, I noted in 3.2 how assemblage thinking has offered a reflexive lexicon

for understanding forms of global structures and relational events. The conceptual frame

of “global assemblage” has been central in this regard. Notably advanced by the works of

Collier and Ong (2005) and Sassen (2006), a “global assemblage” refers to the articulation
of global phenomena in specific problem-spaces (Ong & Collier, 2005) or to the modes

through which global dynamics (i.e., globalization) affect and re-articulate statehood,

authority, and territory, among other things (Sassen, 2006). In this light, I underscored

how assemblage thinking has been taken up to inform international relations’ analyses,

particularly in the security field and including within contexts of natural resource
extraction.

Thereafter, I shared and justified in 3.3 my preference for Collier and Ong’s (2005)

interpretation of global assemblage. Deriving from this conceptual understanding, I

outlined three ontological and epistemological premises that this thesis follows: (a) an
assemblage is a specific problematizatizion (and one that is also charged with a political

orientation); (b) assemblage thinking is an invitation for empirical work; and (c) global

assemblages entail a feedback loop, constituting and being constituted by the structures
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in which they become articulated. Against this backdrop, I proposed to sensitize Vale’s

extractivism in Mozambique as a “South–South (global) assemblage”: an arrangement
that provisionally draws together humans, things, and ideas, co-functions in an extractive

problem-space, and is embedded within patterns of circulations and signification

between Mozambique and Brazil –revealing how the idea of the “South–South” denotes

both a geographical terrain (locus) and mode of engagement (ethos). Through this
interpretation, I held that extraction is seen as both constituted by and constitutive of the

South–South. I also hinted at the openings that an assemblage perspective provides –
despite reservations in the literature – to think through the production of difference in

South–South encounters and to grant a wider reception to Southern perspectives and

voices.

To set the stage for the upcoming empirical analysis, I accounted in 3.4 for my

operationalization of an assemblage conceptual framework. By building on the analytical
clues offered by Murray Li (2007) and Savage (2019), I delineated the productive ways
in which an assemblage analytic can be deployed to examine this thesis’ central research

question along its three proposed lines of inquiry (legitimacy, responsibility, and

contestation). As I now proceed to do in the next chapters, the analysis reveals how the

South–South is assembled to bestow extraction with coherency (legitimacy), to instill and

implement responsibility in extractive governance (responsibility), and to challenge
extraction (contestation).
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THE SOUTH–SOUTH:
ASSEMBLED TO
LEGITIMIZE EXTRACTION
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Chapter 4
The South–South: Assembled to Legitimize Extraction
Interviewer: The largest investment of Brazil in Africa is in Mozambique, which is

Vale’s. The Brazilian government supported Vale’s installation in Mozambique,

this was crucial for Vale to be there. Why did the Brazilian government support
Vale?

Lula da Silva: Because of strategic interests. First, because Vale is a Brazilian firm.
It was far more interesting for her [Vale] to be in the Moatize mine than the

Chinese. This is the first thing. The second is that minerals are something strategic
for any country in the world. And especially when it comes to coal, as Brazil doesn’t

have it. So, for us, it was extremely important to have it, not only for exportation
but to address a need of the internal market. Brazil supported Vale because it was

important that a national firm would be there and because this presented an
extraordinary potential to receive a raw material that Brazil needs. (as cited in
Rossi, 2015, pp. 344-345)

In this transcribed interview excerpt, Brazil’s former President Lula da Silva not only

admits to the interweaving of state and business interests in the ambit of Vale’s expansion

to Mozambique but also accounts for how this was subsidized by a strong strategic and
economic motivation. In this sense, the “script” followed by Brazil in Africa was not
dissimilar from that of other players. In what analysts have termed the “new scramble for

Africa” (Southall &Melber, 2009; Moyo et al., 2012; Ayers, 2013; Carmody, 2017), the

intents and practices of the “new” investors shared many affinities with those of Western

presences that have long held a stake in the continent’s political economy. There remains

a strategic drive for commodities, an overwhelming concentration in a handful of
economic activities, mostly linked to the extractive sector, and Africa continues to be

engaged with the world economy as a primary exporter of natural resources. Yet, as

discussed, the surge in prices and the arrival (or return) of other players prompted by the
2000s commodities boom meant that many African countries had greater leverage and

choice to shape the fate of arrangements. Under these circumstances, emerging economy
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diplomacies have strategized their rapprochement with the continent by resorting to
ideational dimensions: emphasizing Global South credentials, a common history of
oppression, a qualitative difference away from Western patterns of relations, and the

existence, therefore, of shared interests in the present time. As discussed (see Chapter 2),

in the context of Brazil–Africa relations, this dimension has been highlighted by a number

of works. For example, texts have commonly cited the declarations of President Lula

himself on Brazil’s duty to pay a moral debt owed to slavery, on the need to establish
more equitable global politics, and on solidarity and brotherhood (see Scolese & Nossa,

2006; Saraiva, 2010; Seibert & Visentini, 2019a). Other analyses have made the point by

noting the oft-repeated quote by Brazil’s Foreign Minister Celso Amorim that “for every

African problem, there is a Brazilian solution” (Abdenur & Marcondes, 2013; Cabral et al.,

2016). These narratives, as scholars have observed, were particularly adept at

underscoring this logic of mutual necessity and interaction that legitimized Brazil

crossing over the South Atlantic in the making of a new chapter for overall Brazil–Africa
relations.

This “tension” between rhetoric and practice (Nogueira & Ollinaho, 2013) or

between solidarity and interest (Milani, 2018) should come as no surprise. The Brazil–

Africa literature, as observed in Chapter 2, has increasingly problematized the ways in
which South–South credentials have been deployed to cast Brazil as a desirable and

sensible partner. Analysts have criticized how these credentials ended up providing a
strategic device to legitimize otherwise dubious undertakings, particularly in the realm

of business-orientated, extractive-focused projects. Much less is known, however, about

how corporations and African states shape and operate within this “new scramble for

Africa” and what role they play within a dynamic of interweaving state-business interests.

As I observed earlier, accounts have overwhelmingly stressed the primacy of the

Brazilian state – as the “emerging power” in Africa – in forging this trajectory. The present
chapter thus seeks to fill this analytical void. It does so by exploring how Vale’s executive

leadership and the Mozambican power elites – as key agencies behind the “corporation”

and the “African state”, respectively – assemble the South–South to further extraction as

a legitimate arrangement. In following this orientation, this chapter asks: How is the
South–South assembled to legitimize extraction?

Whereas the notion of legitimacy is often used in a normative sense – that is, to

refer to the rightfulness or legality of an action according to a particular set of standards
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(see Hampson & Reid, 2003; Grossman, 2013; Levitov. 2016) – this chapter works with
the idea of “empirical legitimacy”.41 As such, I am concerned with how legitimacy is

perceived and judged as an empirical question (i.e., discovered bottom-up) rather than

through a set of pre-conditions imposed (top-down) onto a given political community

(Jackson & Bradford, 2019, p. 266; see also Hurd, 1999; Schneider et al., 2007; Scharpf,
2018). This perspective builds on a Weberian understanding, where legitimacy rests on

beliefs and faith: the kind of legitimacy which is claimed (Weber, 2009). On this account,

I examine the explicit and implicit claims that actors make to further and confer

legitimacy to an extractive arrangement that they aspired to form and make operational.

The content of this legitimacy (i.e., the bases on which it is perceived and judged), I will
argue, varies and depends on political, economic, cultural, and moral considerations. In

this vein, drawing on Murray Li (2007) and Savage (2019) (see Chapter 3), I hold that to

claim legitimacy is to vest a particular social-material formation – where heterogeneous

elements come together into diverse relational configurations – with coherency, giving it

a desirable and acceptable purpose. Accordingly, for an extractive arrangement that
draws a Brazilian multinational to Mozambique to come together, reach some form of

provisional unity, and operate (even in the face of tensions), it needs to be made (and
believed as) cohere – and thus legitimized in some way. This line of inquiry allows for

exploring how the South–South assemblage represented by Vale’s extractivism in
Mozambique is held together and made coherent through claims of legitimacy. At the

same time, it also invites analysis about how these processes steer individual and groups

towards particular ends in the assemblage. In other words, I not only shed light on how

legitimacy is claimed, and thereby produced, but also the ways in which these
productions effect processes of co-functioning in the South–South assemblage.

Thus, building on the need within the Brazil–Africa literature to move away from

the analytical pre-eminence of the Brazilian state, this chapter seeks, from a legitimacy

standpoint, to re-balance understandings of agency in favor of overlooked positionalities

of authority and power in the South–South assemblage. To this end, the analysis
approaches Vale’s executive leadership and the Mozambican power elites. The former

includes actors in senior managerial responsibility roles at Vale, who are often Brazilian

nationals with directorial attributions and hold some form of decision-making authority
The normative dimension of Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique is brought to fore in Chapter 5, along
with a discussion on how extractive governance is formulated and implemented.
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within the firm. The latter, in line with the remarks raised in Chapter 2, is centrally speaks
to the preponderant role of the FRELIMO “party-state” – and surrounding interest groups

– in Mozambique’s political and economic landscape. The focus on these actors can be

justified based on a lead by DeLanda (2006b, pp. 257-259), who draws on Weber to

suggest that, in a relational arrangement (i.e., assemblage) in which rights and obligations
are distributed asymmetrically and hierarchically, expressions of legitimacy are

fundamental to back the authority and interests of actors in positions of power and
dominance. In a capacity of command and decision-making, as DeLanda suggests, these

actors confer credibility and competence to their actions and aspirations: a process that

is key to the maintenance of the assemblage that they sought to establish. This

perspective can be further aided by Savage’s (2019) interpretation of assemblages as

woven into power, politics, and agency (see Chapter 3). According to the author, whereas
dominant actors such as the state are far from being the exclusive proprietor of power,

their political aims and agency outcomes are important in directing power: harnessing it

to orientate conduct and to maintain the coherency required to sustain a desired
assemblage (Savage, 2019, p. 329).

In light of the exposed, this chapter is structured along three parts. First, (4.1) I

draw attention to Vale’s executive leadership, stressing how legitimacy to extractive

operations in Mozambique is claimed by means of framing the firm as the driving force of
a special and transformative South–South relationship binding Brazil and Africa. I sustain
that these significations reflect both strategic aims and the lasting cultural legacy of

lusotropicalism. Second, (4.2) in challenging assumptions of African states as weak and

passive entities, I discuss how FRELIMO engages with Vale’s extractivism. I contend that

the emergence and intensification of coal mining against a backdrop of evolving South–
South relations has been pragmatically harnessed to legitimize and enable FRELIMO’s

“transformative preservation” as Mozambique’s ruling force. In both cases, the argument
highlights how legitimacy claims, to quote Murray Li (2007, p. 270), present “simplified

narratives of problem/solution that gloss over tensions to make the assemblage appear
far more coherent than it is”, thus smoothing out contradictions and obscuring nuances.

Finally, the third part (4.3) debates how the furthering of Vale’s extractivism as a

legitimate and “coherent whole” embeds a mutually beneficial dynamic of co-functioning,

evidenced by the forging of a capitalism of linkages between the African state and the

corporation (i.e., between the FRELIMO-led Mozambican government and Vale). In
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advancing this argument, I signal that, although far from comprehensive, the oftpresumed horizontality of South–South relations can be identified, nevertheless, at the
level of state-business articulations. I contend that these dynamics also cast doubt on

interpretations of Brazilian corporate leaders as naïve and of the African state as a weak,
passive entity.

4.1 Vale’s Executive Leadership: “Revolutionizing Africa”?
Generally, looking at the highest organizational levels of a corporate structure can offer a

“bird’s-eye view” on how businesses function and operate: people in corporate leadership

(executive) positions are, after all, accountable for shareholders’ interests, perform upper

management tasks, and decide on strategic initiatives (Van Agtmael, 2007; Casanova,
2009; Skaggs et al., 2012). Therefore, at the top of corporate hierarchies, executives are

likely to embrace, shape, and reflect the range of organizational cultural ideas and

expectations associated with their firms (DiMaggio, 1997). This is particularly seen in the
case of Latin America’s emerging multinationals. As Casanova notes (2009), in light of
challenging business environments at home, the growth and international successes of

“global Latinas” have largely derived from the personal traits, visions, and boldness of
their leaders. In studying Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique, I thus sustain that paying

attention to the firm’s representatives in high-level, decision-making roles can reveal

peculiar insights into the ways in which legitimacy is signified and conveyed as the

company sought global expansion.

The claims and speeches which I scrutinize and analyze are mainly nested within

or refer to the period of Vale’s installation in Mozambique. As such, they are roughly set

between 2007 and 2013, within a time lapse that comprehends, among other things, the

definition of the firm’s mining exploration contract with the Mozambican government,
the implementation of the Moatize Coal Project, and the initial stages of production (see

Chapter 2). I justify the focus on this period because it captures the embryonic formation
and materialization of Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique, revealing how it emerged and
how several of its component parts were arranged together.

In the analysis below, particular attention will be dedicated to the notable CEO –

from 2001 to 2011 – Roger Agnelli, whose personality, business style, and political

articulations are widely regarded as pivotal in driving Vale towards outward expansion
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(see The Guardian, 2008; Casanova, 2009; Terzian, 2016).42 Besides Agnelli, the analysis

will also bring to fore the views expressed by some of the key executive names behind
the firm’s installation in Mozambique, with primary responsibilities linked to the

intermediation of dealings with the Mozambican government and the management of
country-specific operations and resources. Although I have sought to trace and contact
some of these executive personalities while doing research in Brazil (where most of them

are currently domiciled), the timing of my trip in April 2019, on top of the earlier

mentioned access challenges (see Introduction), posed greater difficulties. As my visit
occurred less than three months after the Brumadinho disaster, amid public outrage and

media scrutiny, access was further constrained by Vale’s move to filter and contain

declarations on the firm’s behalf. This was made worse by the fact that a number of its

executives and senior managers were themselves the targets of criminal investigations
and prosecutions. As a result, most of my interview requests had no success.

Out of my attempts, the only exception within this “executive category” included a

former social responsibility director. This informant no longer worked for Vale but had

been previously in charge of Vale Foundation (Fundação Vale, which is the firm’s social
responsibility branch; see Vale, n.d.-e). Despite being based in Brazil, he oversaw the
Foundation’s activities in Mozambique as Vale was about to complete its mine installation

and start production in the late 2000s and early 2010s. Quotes attributed to this
particular informant are thus based on a personal communication. Still, for all other

views, I draw exclusively on media reports and declarations. In these cases, as the

information which I cite is publically available, I reveal names and identities in line with
what has been reproduced. Complementing this type of data with personal, customized

interviews would have been the ideal set-up. Yet, considering that media outlets are

essential instruments by which corporate representatives seek to heighten legitimacy
among shareholders, customers, and the general public, I defend the value of looking at
these sources, to which I add a critical interpretation. Moreover, I have sought to

supplement some of the impressions collected by speaking to journalists and researchers

who had covered Vale-related events and, consequently, had some form of exposure to or

42 Nicknamed the “Iron Man”, as Vale’s highest-ranking executive between 2001 and 2011, Agnelli has
completed the firm’s privatization process in the early 2000s and, favored by the commodities boom,
propelled it towards unprecedented growth levels, giving a boost to its international presence. In light of
deteriorating relations with the Brazilian government, Agnelli was sacked from Vale’s leadership in 2011
and has opened his own mining consultancy. The executive died in 2016 at the age of 56 in a plane crash
(see Parra-Bernal & Bautzer, 2016).
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interaction with Vale’s executive leadership. Lastly and crucially so, it should also be
added that all executive voices that I represent below are Brazilian nationals.
4.1.1 Furthering a Company with a Brazilian Accent in Mozambique

In 2009, Vale’s CEO Roger Agnelli wrote in an op-ed that his firm’s arrival to Mozambique

was a sign of a “new Pangea” (Agnelli, 2009). Agnelli was referring to the supercontinent
that existed in earlier geologic eras, when the coasts of West Africa and Brazil were
interlocked. In his conception, this new Pangea epitomized the new integration between

Africa and the Americas. Accounting for the forging of a workable, beneficial, and

coherent alignment across the two sides of what is now the South Atlantic, Agnelli wrote
that “Africa offers the possibility of access to yet untouched sources of natural resources”

(para. 4), whereas the Americas would “bring opportunities of economic development,

which would help them [Africans] to strengthen democracy” (para. 5). This view was also
echoed in an earlier declaration to the Brazilian press:

Africa is marked by unstable regimes, armed conflicts and other forms of violence,
significant sanitation problems, and immense poverty. But it is also one of the few

natural resource frontiers still open for the expansion of businesses in sectors like
oil, gas, and mining. (as cited in Lage, 2007, para. 9)

Acknowledging the importance of a fine-tuned articulation between governments and

businesses, the ex-Vale boss argued that this “strategic union” with Africa crucially starts

through politics: to ensure the “compatibilization of geopolitical interests and the

acceleration of corporate interests” (Agnelli, 2009, para. 8). Adding to that, he contended

that it is the private sector’s duty to discover the African market and to “pioneer” business

opportunities – if properly aided by diplomatic support and funding from development

banks. Though Agnelli’s standing with the PT-led administrations in Brazil, particularly

under President Rousseff, had later deteriorated, leading to his dismissal from Vale’s

command in 2011, the Vale executive used to be a regular in President Lula’s entourage

on trips to the continent (see Mendes & Fernandes, 2011; Antonioli & Ferreira-Marques,
2013). “Like no other Brazilian statesman, President Lula is giving great relevance to

negotiations with leaders from South America and the African continent, in what is bound
to bear many fruits to our country”, asserted Agnelli (2009, para. 7) at the time, claiming
that Vale had a preponderant role in realizing this Brazil–Africa potential.
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More than a mere, business-motivated rapprochement, the former Vale tycoon

hailed the exportation of a model.43 In an interview to the Forbes magazine in 2012,

Agnelli observed that “Brazil is reaching a developmental stage that allows it to

contribute with Africa in diverse areas, from health and education to logistics and mineral

exploration” (as cited in Terzian, 2016, para. 19). Signaling how lusotropical ideals –

sustained by imaginaries of Brazil’s racial and “tropical” qualities (see Chapter 2)– have
remained an important calling card among Brazilians, the executive justified this

suitability in light of Brazil’s “African blood and many cultural links, in additional to

similar soil and climate” (as cited in Terzian, 2016, para. 18). Referring to Africa as a

“sleeping treasure”, Agnelli thus considered Brazil and Vale to be ideal partners to

awaken and polish this treasure – notably through extraction, but also beyond it. Later in

the same interview, by putting on his hat of political risk analyst, one that carried a track-

record of managing complex mining operations in the Brazilian Amazon, Agnelli

projected Vale’s readiness to operate on the other side of the Atlantic:

What protects you from any risky operation is an attitude of long-term

commitment. Any company that goes to Africa must integrate to its business plan
ideas to help the small communities, the environment, and other projects that
promote a technological leap in the region. (para. 20)

Similar claims have been echoed among other executive voices, including those more

closely involved with Vale’s operations in Mozambique. For instance, Ricardo Saad, Vale’s
Country Manager in Mozambique between 2012 and 2014, described in an interview to
a Brazilian newspaper that “Vale is a Brazilian company that arrives with a Brazilian

accent, but with a desire to be a Mozambican company”(Rossi, 2013, para. 4). He outlined

the many benefits resulting from Vale’s extractivism, Mozambique’s foremost investment
at the time: local jobs, capacity-building, economic dynamism, and infrastructure

development were among some of the gains (see also Rossi, 2015, pp. 109-121). Saad,

who is also cited in The Economist in an article titled “A new Atlantic alliance”, linked

Vale’s local hiring practices with a Brazilian proclivity to form a Mozambican workforce,

claiming that this attested to the firm’s desire to become a Mozambican company (The

43

Chapter 5 brings a detailed discussion of this dimension.
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Economist, 2012). In another press declaration, where similar views were shared, the

executive stressed:

Our priority is to hire local people, and not only during the construction phase

[from 2007 to 2011], in which almost 90% of the workforce is local, both here and
in Malawi. We are also working to train and develop people for the future. Today,

we employ 2,000 people at our Moatize mine operation, out of which almost 90%
are locals, at all levels. (as cited in The Business Year, 2014, para. 6)

Suggesting a social commitment “with a Brazilian accent”, another executive, Galib Chaim,
who was Vale’s Director for Coal Projects from 2005 to 2011 and responsible for the

firm’s installation in Mozambique, pointed at the so-called Knowledge Stations (Estações

de Conhecimento) as major contributions to local socio-economic development (CCIABM,

2010, pp. 34-36). Transplanted from Vale’s Brazil operations, and with two units about

to be implemented in Mozambique (one at the Cateme resettlement and the other at the
village of Moatize), the Knowledge Station, as the then Vale director explained, is

a program of Vale Foundation that functions as a center for human and economic

development, performing the role of an articulation agent of social networks for

local development, with a joint management between Vale, public authorities, and
society. (as cited in CCIABM, 2010, p. 35; see also Vale, 2015)

Hinting at another contribution of Vale’s extractivism to Mozambique’s development,

Chaim remarked that “[t]he advent of large private corporations will probably help to

create a working culture guided by efficiency and competition” (as cited in Borges, 2011,

para. 21). The quote was used to illustrate a story in the Brazilian business news outlet
Exame, titled “Mozambique changes face” that underscored the role of Brazil and its
mining giant in transforming one of the world’s poorest countries (see Borges, 2011).

From the realm of press declarations, I now turn to my only research interview

with a (former) Vale executive, who, as mentioned, has overseen the company’s social

responsibility branch, Vale Foundation. “I was going to revolutionize that [sic] Africa”, my

informant declared soon after we started our interview (interview BR-2, April 2019). He

recalled his plans and visions for Mozambique, adding that he wanted to “replicate wellsucceeded experiences from Brazil in Mozambique”, explaining that “Brazil had a

humanitarian notion of contributing to development”. While many visions and plans to
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“revolutionize Africa” were shared, he contended that not all of them had been
implemented: corporate politics, lack of follow-up by his successors, and the meddling of

the Mozambican government were some of the obstacles. Admittedly, nonetheless, many
of these visions and plans were drawn from Brazilian public policies and Vale’s own
practices in and around its mining infrastructures in Brazil.

Found of speaking in hyperbolic terms, and referring to Mozambican peasants’

rudimentary agricultural methods and tools, my informant underscored that the
company was, in many ways, bringing technologies of a “Brazil of 200 years ago”. He

described that they had introduced simple instruments such as bullock carts, cisterns, ox
marking paint, and antiparasitic drugs. Many of these rural technologies, as suggested,

were galvanized through the above-mentioned Knowledge Stations, which offered

expertise-transfer and livelihood promotion schemes to the displaced populations,

particularly at Vale’s Cateme rural resettlement.44 Adding more to his rural development

visions for Mozambique: even “amid all that poverty”, my informant recalled the area’s

considerable agricultural potential, recollecting how common it was to spot impeccable
corn cobs in the markets of Tete – a sign of the region’s exceptional soil. This was

regarded as something that could very well use Brazilian expertise and capital to develop,

and where Brazil’s successful tropical agribusiness experiences and technologies could
come in handy. “Africa is the Brazilian Central-West”, he claimed, alluding to Brazil’s

savannah-like zone (known as cerrado), which holds biophysical similarities with
Mozambique’s central and northern parts. Close to Agnelli, the ex-Vale CEO, his advice to

the firm’s tycoon was that “we have to think big” as China is closer to Mozambique than
Brazil is, suggesting that they could use the infrastructure of the Nacala Corridor to

produce and export to the Chinese market. To reiterate, this rationale, which was also
supported by Agnelli himself (see Terzian, 2016, para. 17), has not only foregrounded the
establishment of the ProSAVANA rural development program, but it demonstrates how

extraction interests have also been forged through and alongside agribusiness ambitions
(see the discussion on the ProSAVANA in Chapter 2).

In yet another example that was furthered to claim the desirability of Vale’s

extractivism, my informant pointed at the provision of passenger train services on the

Nacala Corridor as a crucial contribution brought by the firm. Referring to the
Chapter 5 critically inquires, from an implementation viewpoint, these transferability assumptions,
including in the context of the Knowledge Stations.
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experiences in Brazil, where Vale operates, on its transport corridors, the country’s only

regular passenger rail lines (Belo Horizonte-Vitória and Parauapebas-São Luís, see Vale,
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road
alternative (see Figure 16). Across different research conversations I held in
Mozambique, corporate representatives, state officials, and local populations tended,

indeed, to converge on this point (interviews MZ-3, MZ-4; focus groups FG-1, FG-2, FG-4).

Figure 15. CLN's coal trains on the Nacala Corridor. Source: vale.com

Figure 15. CLN's coal trains on the Nacala Corridor. Source: vale.com

In Mozambique, the passenger routes are operated by the concessionaire Northern Development
Corridor (Corredor do Desenvolvimento do Norte, CDN), a consortium led by Vale that also includes the
Mozambican state-owned port and rail authority CFM (Portos e Caminhos de Ferro de Moçambique).
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Figure 16. Small-scale trade along the Nacala Corridor. Author photograph.

Still, though determined to revolutionize Africa in tandem with the conjunction of ideas,

knowledge, and sensibilities deemed to travel across the Brazil–Mozambique, South–

South axis, my informant also expressed dissatisfaction on what he considered to be, at

times, an excessive meddling of his government into Vale’s affairs. “Lula used us”, he
declared, referring to the fact that the Brazilian President occasionally asked the company

to run “Brazil’s solidaristic errand” towards the African country (interview BR-2, April
2019). A prominent example of this “usage” was linked to the establishment of the
HIV/AIDS antiretroviral drug factory in Maputo – as highlighted, a technical transfer

project run by Brazil’s public health research institution FIOCRUZ in collaboration with

the Brazilian Cooperation Agency (ABC) (see Chapter 2). During the factory’s

construction works, due to a number of unforeseen reasons, additional funds were
required around 2010 for its completion. To illustrate the episode, based on the details

provided by a Maputo-based FIOCRUZ representative: in his last presidential visit to
Mozambique in 2010, while delivering a speech at an event, President Lula, in a
spontaneous and improvised gesture, “thanked Vale, out of the blue, for agreeing to

provide the funds” (interview MZ-2, June 2018). In what became an ad hoc, last minute

articulation following Lula’s comment, Vale ended up assenting to the “proposition”,
which led to a US$ 4.5 million contribution pledge by Vale Foundation to the factory (see

Ferreira, 2010). Although expressing dissatisfaction with what he regarded as political
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interference, I will later discuss in Chapter 5 how this articulation can nevertheless be

seen as beneficial for Vale’s interests, and was used to project a posture of responsibility
while helping to further extractive objectives.

4.1.2 Obscuring Contradictions and Nuances
If, on the one hand, the above-presented legitimacy claims qualify Vale as the driving
force of a special, desirable South–South relationship, thus promoting its engagement in

Mozambique as a coherent whole; much is obscured from view, on the other. To
recapitulate Murray Li (2007), attempts that resort to simplified problem/solution
narratives to make an assemblage appear far more coherent than it is tend to smooth out

many of its contradictions and nuances. In the South–South assemblage represented by
Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique, the below observations can be offered to illustrate

this interpretation.

For instance, rather than Vale’s or Brazil’s proclivity to form a Mozambican

workforce, the 90% local employment benchmark alluded by the firm’s Country Manager
Ricardo Saad had been a stipulation of the mining concession contract negotiated
between the firm and the Mozambican government (Government of Mozambique, 2007,

p. 39). Evidence suggests, moreover, that Vale had persistently attempted to lower this
local hiring stipulation. Marshall (2015a, pp. 165-166) exemplifies the point by calling

attention to an episode set in 2012 involving Brazil’s former President Lula (then out of

office). On a trip to Mozambique, with Vale being one of the alleged sponsors, Lula had
accompanied the firm’s CEO Murilo Ferreira in a meeting with Mozambican Labor

Minister Helena Taipo with the intent of convincing her to increase the quota on foreign
labor. Although the demand had been denied, Marshall reports that this was something
Vale had continuously tried to pressure the Mozambican authorities on, alleging a
shortage of skilled professionals. However factual and valid Vale’s concerns were in a

country that was seeing its first large-scale mining investment, these observations

nevertheless highlight how rhetorical claims to local hiring, phrased in terms of a pregiven Brazilian propensity to employ locally, tended to smooth out a range of other other

complexities. In addition, even if claims to local hiring can be backed by seemingly

convincing numbers, a number of qualitative nuances are disregarded. For example, by
breaking down Vale’s employment figures for the year of 2013, Rossi (2015, p. 111) has

noted that, whilst 86% of vacancies were held by locals, Mozambicans only filled 36% of
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the positions with management attributions. Relatedly, what makes a “local” workforce
is another point of contention. Most “local” jobs, particularly as levels of qualification

increase, can be traced to Mozambicans from the country’s more affluent Southern

regions, with Mozambicans from Tete performing prominently low-skilled, temporary

tasks (Lesutis, 2019a). Moreover, the lack of disaggregated data, constant re-shifts in
corporate ownership compositions, the amplitude of sub-contracted relations, and the
presence of partly autonomous operators (i.e., the logistic concessionaires) reveal how
nuanced the “local hiring” question is.

Another example concerns the provision of passenger train services on the Nacala

Corridor. Rail infrastructures developed to attend the needs of the mining industry have
long been used for passenger transportation worldwide, including elsewhere in Africa

during the continent’s late resource boom (see Ash, 2013). Regarding Mozambique more
specifically, multiple sources – including documents (see CIP, 2015, pp. 28-35; JICA, 2015,

chap. 3) and civil servants at the Ministry of Transport and Communication in Maputo

(focus group FG-4, December 2018) – confirm that the establishment of passenger

services on the Nacala Corridor derived from contractual obligations and that these were
prominently pushed forward by the Mozambican government. Furthermore, as observed,

far from being a production of Vale’s extractivism, most of what makes today’s Nacala

railway was constructed during the colonial period and has long seen passenger and
freight traffic. The historical importance of the railway is also depicted in one of

Mozambique’s most well-known films: The train of salt and sugar, directed by Licínio de

Azevedo. Inspired on actual events, the film shows how the Nacala line was an important
lifeline in northern Mozambique during the difficult years of the civil war.
4.1.3 Business as Usual or Lusotropical Ignorance?

By glossing over some of the complexities that an extractive arrangement embeds, the
above examples evidence how a nuanced and often contradictory reality is obscured and
simplified. In a dynamic where complex practices are homogenized and idealized, Vale’s

exctractivism in Mozambique has thus been claimed by relevant executive voices as the
desirable vector of a special South–South relationship and, as such, legitimized as an

arrangement that serves higher purposes than merely performing an ordinary business
activity. Based on what follows next, I offer two explanations to think about the
underlying premises supporting these “executive” claims of legitimacy: (a) one denoting
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a strategic use of the South–South and (b) the other highlighting the lasting cultural
imprints of lusotropicalism in contemporary Brazilian framings of Africa.

First, inherently to the functions these executives exert and the media settings in

which most of the analyzed declarations are nested, it should be noted that these claims

are inevitably invested with a strategic purpose. Cast in a positive and optimistic light,
this obeys, in many ways, a logic that is integral and essential to any business activity. In

this sense, corporate representatives crucially and deliberately build on appealing and

idealized frames to convey comparative advantages, promote products, and build

reputations, among other motives. Profits and interests are after all at stake and the
notion of the South–South, in this case, presents the Vale executives with a seductive
vocabulary and strategic device to pursue these objectives. In accounting for this

dimension, a Brazilian journalist who had previously covered events in Mozambique
suggested:

There was a sort of cheekiness [original word in Portuguese: marotagem] in the

way they took advantage of the Brazilian government’s rapprochement with
Africa to create and develop their own businesses. But they were not very worried

about this [South–South] logic. They were more worried on whether this logic
would make any sense to the African leaders who would approve or not their
contracts. But when it comes to implementing this logic of solidarity, of
partnership between brothers, be it Odebrecht or Vale, nobody was interested in

that. This was something of the Brazilian government. But that was interesting in
the sense that it helped them [company] to get these contracts. (interview BR-11,

April 2019)

Morever, as highlighted, the deployment of South–South – as well as developing country

and post-colonial – credentials to legitimize interests is not unique to Brazilian agencies

and subsidizes a wide range of other transnational articulations across the Global South:

from distinct Southern countries’ bilateral development cooperation projects and

business engagements, to triangular arrangements involving Western presences.

Moreover, to stay only within the realm of Africa’s economic relations, although the way
different Southern and Western countries and investors have the point at rhetoric varies,

the strategic harnessing of ideational dimensions to confer legitimacy to wider interests

pervades most (if not all) approaches: be it through Islam as in the case of the Gulf states(
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Al-Mezaini 2017), by evoking the absence of a colonial history in Nordic–Africa relations

(Hammerstad, 2018), or by building on cultural and linguistic ties (i.e., the

Commonwealth or the Francophonie) (Auplat, 2003). To echo Carmody and Murphy
(2017), this highlights the prevalent discourse-practice dichotomy that supports
“business as usual” strategies – across the board – on the continent, particularly in the

“new scramble for Africa”.

Second, whereas the majority of Brazil–Africa analysts (see Nogueira & Ollinaho,

2013; Shankland & Gonçalves, 2016; Garcia, 2017; Moldovan, 2018), in resonating with
the opinion expressed by the above-cited journalist, view the use by corporate agencies

of South–South narratives in terms of a systematic capture of public discourses by private

organizations, I propose an amendment to such interpretations. In light of the exposed,
and in tandem with what was discussed in Chapter 2, I hold that this has less to do with a
“capture” of the public by the private and more with the lasting influence of a

“lusotropical” cultural framing, which continues to mold Brazilian imaginaries of Africa
and Africans. This influence can be tellingly identified in the legitimacy claims advanced

by the Vale executives. As demonstrated, under varied formulations, Vale’s expansion

into Mozambique has commonly inspired views of an African reality that was lagging

behind, where Brazil –and the firm as its principal representative – stood ready to help,
imbued with a sense of “humanitarian” mission, as suggested by my interviewee formerly

at Vale Foundation. In this regard, Vale’s exceptionalism and appeal have been centrally
attributed to its “tropical experiences”: accumulated through its extensive portfolio of
mining operations on the other side of the South Atlantic and bundled with social and

rural development solutions; all of which deemed suitable and applicable to a

Mozambican reality was allegedly lagging behind and operated by Brazilians with

“African blood”. To borrow Dávila’s (2010) earlier-cited formulation, Brazil – in this case
through Vale – is projected as different from and better than others to articulate and
operationalize an extractive arrangement in Mozambique. This demonstrates how

lusotropical attitudes, supported by visions of Brazil’s distinctive way of being in the

tropics as the miscegenated product of Portuguese and African peoples, continue to hold
sway and signify contemporary Brazilian depictions of Africa.

Nonetheless, just as lusotropicalism is filled with ambivalences, so are the

lusotropical claims of Vale’s executives. If, on the one hand, the advancement of simplified
problem/solution narratives did the “legitimacy trick”, such narratives also leave room
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for doubt on whether these actors knew much or anything about the complexities and

sensitivities in the South–South assemblage that they sought to promote and lend

coherence to. In line with Dávila’s (2010) interpretation, lusotropical conventional
imaginations of Brazil’s Africanness, blackness, and consequent appropriateness to

engage with Africa provide many Brazilians with a false sense of confidence and

entitlement, insomuch that they overlook differences and dismiss a more fine-grained
comprehension of local contexts. On this aspect, while sharing his fieldwork impressions
from Mozambique, a scholar working on Brazil–Africa relations commented:

I heard accounts there of how Mozambique had turned into a sort of passage point
for certain Vale executives [with most being based in Maputo, not in Tete]. But

some of them did not bother much to have an understanding of being in an African

country that experienced a harsh colonization, a country that after that had a
socialist experience, a country that had suffered a lot with [the South African]
apartheid [regime]. . . . What they told me is that Vale would send people from

Brazil’s [predominantly white] upper social classes . . . but they lacked sometimes
the sensitivity to understand [Mozambique]. Though you are an executive, an
expat, you are also a guest in a foreign country that has its own dynamics. And

there is the racial question too. . . . So I think there is this complicating factor
because we [Brazilians] don’t invest, I at least don’t see many companies investing

in this kind of training, of capacity-building for their own expatriate workers. I

think sometimes we assume: “oh no, Brazil is a developing country, a multicultural

country, speaks the same language of Angola and Mozambique, has a series of
similarities, and things will work out fine”. (interview BR-10, April 2019)

This perspective can be backed by Foreign Minister Celso Amorim’s admission that the

involvement of the Brazilian state was initially necessary as many Vale representatives
demonstrated a lack of basic familiarity with the Mozambican context: “Brazil has offered

support. And sometimes we even had to call their attention [Vale representatives] to

things” (interview BR-12, April 2019). Moreover, as it transpires through the above
analyzed executive claims, another lusotropical attitude is reflected on a tendency to

generalize Mozambique as Africa: an essentially backward place prone to be helped and
developed by Brazil as its grown up brother. According to the above-quoted journalist:
“Generically speaking, Brazil is well-known to Mozambicans, contrary to Mozambique
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here [in Brazil]. We [Brazilians] generalize Africans” (interview BR-11, April 2019). In

this light, she suggested that Brazilian views of Mozambique are likely to be guided by

broad, essentialist abstractions of Africa, whereas Mozambicans tend to be in fact more

familiar with Brazil: many are exposed to Brazilian cultural products such as TV soap

operas, soccer, music, and religious rituals (i.e., through the evangelical churches).

That being said, it can be argued how lusotropical ideals not only remain

influential in Brazil–Africa encounters, but they also mask a degree of ignorance of

African histories, societies, and complexities held by these executive actors. Another
scholar researching Brazil–Africa relations proposed that this ignorance is intrinsically
associated, across Brazilian public and private initiatives, with a kind of naivety that

sustains narratives that are “way too confident of their own self-serving success and
sustainability” (event E-2, April 2019). This scholar went on to observe that these
“heavily trusting assumptions sort of led to projects which weren’t really built on firm
foundations”. In this sense, as suggested, even when these actors were experienced and

well-intentioned, this “naïve ignorance” meant that there was limited capacity to do

things at the ground level (see also Dye, 2020). With respect to Vale’s role in Mozambique,

while I defend that executive attempts to legitimize extraction reflect a degree of

ignorance about Mozambique and African contexts at large and that projects were built
on questionable foundations, I refute the naivety hypothesis. This argument will be

sustained in this chapter’s final section (4.3), where I note that, in terms of establishing
and setting an extractive arrangement in motion, far from being naïve, Vale’s leadership

seemed to have known how to properly navigate the Mozambican political scene in

tandem with the country’s power elites. Before doing so, however, I first shed light on the

fundamental ways in which these power elites have signified and shaped the South–South

assemblage represented by Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique.

4. 2 The Mozambican Power Elites: Leveraging the South–South
Frequently, dismissing a well-established perception among Africanists and Area Studies’

scholars (see, for instance, Whitfield, 2009; Mohan & Lampert, 2013; Harman & Brown,

2013; Soares de Oliveira, 2015), academic, policy, and journalistic works accounting for

the role of multinationals in Africa have approached African states as fairly weak, if not

passive entities (for some examples of this treatment, see Lienert & Sarraf, 2001; Van de

Walle, 2001; Moyo, 2009; Burgis, 2015; Mkandawire, 2015; Lassou et al., 2019). In this
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regard, governments, ruling elites, and bureaucracies across the continent are likely to be

portrayed as unprepared, clueless, or invariably corrupt, subjugated to neo-imperial or
neo-colonial looting practices.46 However factual these interpretations are, a more fine-

grained comprehension is often warranted. On the Brazil–Africa case, to recall Dye and
Alencastro’s (2020) recent study with evidence from Angola and Tanzania, the authors

suggest that Brazilian corporate actors, rather than directing outcomes, had to adjust to
these countries’ pre-existing patterns of politics and businesses, and to do so in harmony

with ruling elites’ interests. Although a multinational like Vale holds considerable sway –
in 2018, its recorded revenue (US$33.96 billion) was more than two times the

Mozambican GDP (US$14.72 billion) (Mining Technology, 2018; World Bank, 2020) – it
does not operate in a vacuum and has to deal with other subjects in positions of power
and authority.

In a political landscape characterized by FRELIMO’s centralized dominance, the

analysis now shifts attention to the prominent role that the Mozambican power elites play

in the South–South assemblage. It does so by casting light on some of the ways through
which they have signified and pragmatically related to Vale’s extractivism. In advancing
this perspective, I argue that a two-fold legitimacy logic is at work. On the one hand, Vale’s

extractivism – and the architecture of South–South relations that made it possible – is
claimed as a coherent, desirable, and beneficial arrangement that puts Mozambique on

the path to modernization, economic growth, and social development. On the other, these
dynamics are pragmatically harnessed to enable and confer legitimacy to FRELIMO’s

“transformative preservation” as Mozambique’s ruling force.

As detailed in Chapter 2, FRELIMO’s institutional strength and dominance in the

highly centralized Mozambican political system leads to a virtual entrenchment of the
state in one single party: the “FRELIMO party-state”, as a number of “Mozambicanists”

have referred to it. Accordingly, across the Mozambican political and economic scene, this

offers a degree of unparalleled leverage to actors who are either part of or revolve around
the party: the FRELIMO grandees (i.e., former Mozambican presidents and influential

party figures) as well as groups of interest in their orbit (Sumich, 2008), the urban middle

class that has historically formed the party’s social basis and makes up the government’s

In the study of South–South relations, a burgeoning strand of literature, particularly on China’s
outreach to and business practices in Africa, has notably enhanced the sophistication and depth of
analyses, emphasizing the agency of African governments and elites (see, for example, Mohan & Lampert,
2013; Corkin, 2016; Philipps, 2018)
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bureaucracy (Sumich, 2016; Brooks, 2017), and the domestic private sector linked to
(and dependent on) the state for access to businesses (Hanlon & Mosse, 2010). To

recapitulate Sumich (2008), with FRELIMO as the central node, this web of actors forms
and sustains a “power elite”: a tight group bolstered by a context of highly centralized

power that is “drawn together through a range of unifying bonds” and “shared material

interests” and that rotates “between the interlinked centers of power and wealth – the
party, state, economy and international agencies” (p. 115). In this vein, the discussion
below draws on the views and declarations of subjects who either integrate or deal,

directly or indirectly, with these circles. I illustrate findings with public speeches by
Mozambican presidents and ministers (i.e., declarations to the press or statements
delivered at official events) as well as my own personal communications with

Mozambican civil servants, business representatives at the Confederation of Economic
Associations of Mozambique (CTA),47 and a Brazilian diplomat formerly posted in
Maputo.

4.2.1 FRELIMO and Mozambique’s New Man: from the East–East to the South–South
through Coal
As highlighted, perceptions linked to Mozambique’s decolonization, independence, and

statehood have been and remain central to FRELIMO’s self-image and narrative as the

creator and “father” of the nation.48 This condition is pivotal to understand coal extraction
in Tete. Chapter 2 has detailed how coal nurtured development aspirations and was
deemed an important pillar of FRELIMO’s socialist project in the wake of independence

in 1975. In this sense, the mineral was one of Mozambique’s “silver bullets” for creating

a socialist “New Man” (Novo Homem) (see Kaufman, 1997; Panzer, 2013; De Souto, 2013).

With FRELIMO in control, this New Man was bound to prosper in a modern, nonexploitative society freed from the chains of tribalism, with an international orientation
of close alignment to countries in the Eastern bloc providing the necessary inputs and
support to this end (see Visentini, 2012; Mittelman, 2013). To unlock coal’s potential in

particular, the establishment of a cooperation agreement with East Germany is
The CTA is Mozambique’s main private sector association. Yet, due to its political ties with and origins
linked to FRELIMO, it has been criticized for representing, as Monjane (2019) writes, “the interests of a few
politically well-connected people rather than the majority of the businesses within the country” (p. 179).
48 Across my research conversations, it was not uncommon for Mozambicans to refer to the state as o pai
(the father). See, for instance, Faris (2014).
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illustrative in this regard. The agreement entailed technical collaboration to manage the

then-state owned coal producer CARBOMOC as well as to train Mozambican technicians

at German universities and mines, in a process where the coal extracted in Mozambique

was permuted for the assistance received (Schubert, 2018, pp. 7-9). In line with the
insights raised by Mittelman (2013) and Schubert (2018), it should be noted, at the time,
how an “East–East” transnational articulation forged through extraction has provided

FRELIMO with a crucial instrument to vest its project and rule with legitimacy in a newly
decolonized Mozambican state.

The advent of the “South–South” in the decades to come should be interpreted in

a similar fashion. Whereas the civil war, the collapse of the Soviet bloc, and Mozambique’s
subsequent subordination to the tutelage of Western donors had put a lengthy break to

expectations, a renewed sense of possibility re-emerged on the heels of the 2000s

commodities boom (see Chapter 2). Along with Mozambique’s gradual stabilization and

natural resource endowment, the availability of new forms of capital and partnerships,

particularly South–South ones with the emerging powers, represented a change of scale

and magnitude that was harnessed accordingly by FRELIMO. The coal from Tete, in the
aftermath of Vale’s arrival, became the bedrock of Mozambique’s largest industry and, as

such, inspired once again upbeat projections about Mozambique’s future. For example, a

Tete province public official described the momentum represented by Vale’s arrival as a
“development breakthrough” (interview MZ-4, October 2018), which symbolized a shift

from post-conflict, Western aid dependency to a path of resource-driven, FDI-centered

economic dynamism. Begging my pardon for the pleonastic formulation, a new “New
Man” was seemingly being created: this time, one that was ready for business after
emerging from a past of conflict and dependency. With FRELIMO holding the reins of the

story, Vale’s extractivism has offered a pragmatic opportunity to depict a country in
imminent transformation – and of FRELIMO as the enabler of this transformation.

To illustrate, while taking part in an official ceremony to launch the beginning of

construction works at the Moatize mine in 2009, Mozambique’s President Armando

Guebuza (2005-2015) asserted: “Vale takes to the world a message that, despite the

[2008 financial] crisis, Mozambique is a country for the future and a country to establish

longstanding and sustainable partnerships” (as cited in Mangwiro, 2009, para. 13). Later
on, at the inauguration of the mine in 2011, Guebuza suggested that the firm’s coal

extraction puts the country on a privileged path to development with the opening of more
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jobs, increased income, and economic growth (Tete Province Government, 2017). In

another example, commenting on the completion of the Nacala Corridor, the then

Mozambican Minister of Transport and Communication, Carlos Mesquita, suggested how

FRELIMO’s administration was committed toward “the establishment of an attractive

business environment, particularly the creation and updating of the legislation on

investment, the promotion of an environment of peace, the reduction of bureaucracy,

among other things” (as cited in Matias, 2017, para. 4). Although these declarations come
across as standard political parlance, they also reveal the Mozambican leadership’s
strategic use of and pragmatic relating to Vale’s extractivism. To external audiences,
Mozambique’s openness and readiness for businesses is signaled. Internally, extraction

is summoned to epitomize a sentiment of Mozambican empowerment through growth,
jobs, and development, all while obscuring, similarly to the Vale executives, its more
complex and problematic dimensions. Vale’s extractivism is thus claimed as a coherent

whole at the same time that it serves to confer legitimacy to FRELIMO’s continued power
grip as the “father” of the nation.

In light of the exposed, I maintain that Pitcher’s (2006) reading of FRELIMO’s

“transformative preservation” is analytically valuable here. By building new national
identities around neoliberal constructs and articulating new coalitions with domestic and
foreign actors, Pitcher suggests that the party has been able to restore its legitimacy and

navigate the transition from socialism to neoliberalism – therefore preserving itself in the

face of transformations. The same could be argued about Mozambique’s coal-driven

international relations. Similarly to what was previously enabled by the “East–East”,
FRELIMO has drawn on the openings and opportunities provided by the South–South to
legitimize itself in power, demonstrating how its preservation is pragmatically molded
relative to Mozambique’s broader and evolving trends in international relations.

4.2.2 The Mozambican Power Elites as the Pragmatic Masters in the South–South
Assemblage?
Reflecting on the significance of Vale’s extractivism within an overall dynamic of South–

South relations, a number of my Mozambican informants told me that they view

connections with Brazil, including through Vale’s investment, in a positive light. Across
different conversations, Mozambique–Brazil relations were praised for being defined by
the existence of mutual affinities that led, correspondingly, to the achievement of mutual
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benefits. According to the opinions expressed by a civil servant of the Mozambican
Ministry of Science and Technology (who at the time of research was on a doctoral
exchange at a Brazilian university) and among CTA representatives, respectively:

Vale is different from American companies. They [Americans] trigger colonial
visions and greater distrust. (interview BR-3, April 2019)

Something that stands out is the question of language and cultural proximity

between the people [Mozambicans and Brazilians]. As a company from a

Portuguese-speaking country and as Brazil and Mozambique were colonized by

the same colonizer, Portugal, there are here some connections that greatly
facilitate the bonds and interactions between us. (focus group FG-1, June 2018)

Vale is from Brazil and the resources belong to Mozambique, there has to be a good

relationship between the two countries, which diplomatically they call South–
South cooperation, both are in the Southern hemisphere. At the end of the day I

say it is a win-win relation with gains to both parts. Vale profits from the mineral
. . . and Mozambique has its gains due to the hiring of a local workforce and social
development. (focus group FG-1, June 2018)

At a first glance, it might be deduced that Mozambican narratives closely resonate with
the (lusotropical-flavored) historical, cultural, and affective frames that Brazilians have

long used to describe and confer legitimacy to their relationship with Africa, its
Lusophone portion in particular. This might suggest that Africans, after all, recognize

themselves as Brazil’s peers and concur with the emancipatory avenues that the notion
of the South–South inspires.

Yet, as a senior Brazilian diplomat who had formerly served in Maputo warned

me, these impressions can be deceiving (interview BR-4, April 2019). In our interview, as
I described my research and fieldwork in Mozambique, this diplomat called attention to

my own positionality and the performativity of research dialogues. She suggested that,

particularly among Mozambican actors in political and business circles, it is not
uncommon for them to tailor narratives based on what they think their interlocutors wish

to hear. Naturally, in a dialogue with a Brazilian national who asks about their views on a
Brazilian investment, they are likely to convey an opinion with this bias in mind. Rather
than a pleasing strategy, my interviewee suggested that this exhibits a degree of
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pragmatism that can be projected to Mozambique’s international relations more broadly.
In this regard, she continued: “There is an immense affection by Mozambicans for Brazil.
But this also has a lot to do with the pragmatism of Mozambicans and their ability to

adapt. When Brazil’s role declined [in recent years], they were disappointed, but

Mozambicans are pragmatic”. Echoing this chapter’s previous observations that

Mozambicans are in general more familiar with Brazil than the other way around and

observing that a considerable number of Mozambican civil servants have studied in Brazil

in recent years, my interviewee added that many Mozambicans are not only aware about
how Brazilians view and talk about Africa, they also pragmatically strategize on this

knowledge when communicating with Brazilians. Accordingly, whereas many Brazilians

tend to signify their role in and relationship with Mozambique through essentialist

frames of Africa, “Mozambicans [referring to the political leadership in particular] are

often the ones who are truly knowledgeable about and pragmatically master this
relationship”, she concluded.

These insights not only offer an additional backing to the Mozambican power

elites’ abpve-underscored pragmatic relating to Vale’s extractivism vis-à-vis an

architecture of South–South relations, they also provide a suitable entry point to talk

about the argument that I make in the following section. While I consider my last
informant’s opinion about a Mozambican mastering to be an overstatement, I
nevertheless hold that this pragmatic lever is fundamentally harnessed by these power

elites to influence and direct outcomes in the South–South assemblage. This occurs in

tandem with the forging of a capitalism of linkages with Vale.

4.3 Vale and the Mozambican Power Elites: Forging a Capitalism of Linkages
To draw this chapter to an end, I discuss how Vale’s leadership and the Mozambican

power elites function together in the South–South assemblage. As such, in light of these

actors’ interests in legitimizing Vale’s extractivism, I analyze what kind of co-functioning
stems from these dynamics. In this sense, I argue that the legitimization of Vale’s
extractivism is underwritten by the pursuit of converging material interests, which

results into a range of unifying bonds – a capitalism of linkages – between Vale and the

Mozambican power elites. The analysis here leads to one central takeaway: whereas the

oft-advertised horizontality and mutual benefits of South–South relations might be
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elusive from a multi-scalar perspective, the dash in the “South–South” is relatively
horizontal and mutually beneficial at the level of state-business articulations.

4.3.1 The Emerging Power Multinational and the African State: Co-functioning
alongside each other
Building on Lazzarini (2011), this thesis spoke earlier about the existence of a “capitalism

of linkages” – the tangled web of contacts, alliances, and strategies interweaving public
and private interests – between the Brazilian state and Vale (see Chapter 2). I contend
that a similar argument can be made about the firm’s relationship with the Mozambican

state. If the role of the Brazilian state has been important to initiate and set things in
motion, the fact that Vale and the Mozambican state had acted upon the presented

opportunities and crafted their own linkages with one another proved crucial to bring a

mutually desirable extractive arrangement to light. These linkages are seen through
formal arrangements: as evidenced by the creation of the Vale Moçambique local
subsidiary, Vale’s legal entity in Mozambique in which the Mozambican government

detains a 5% equity (EITI, 2020, p. 71). Still, more revealing are the personalized bonds
that have emerged between Vale and key FRELIMO figures. The examples below illustrate

these dynamics with respect to former Mozambican presidents Joaquim Chissano (19862005) and Armando Guebuza (2005-2015).

Hanlon and Mosse (2010, p. 10) describe that after leaving office in 2005, Chissano

took on a non-executive directorship role at African Rainbow Minerals, a company owned

by South African billionaire Patrice Motsepe that signed at the time a joint venture with

Vale to mine copper in Zambia. Commenting on the episode, Monjane (2019, p. 194)

suggests that Chissano had used his influence as President to put Vale in touch with

African Rainbow Minerals, to which he was rewarded with the directorship position. In
addition, it has also been speculated that Chissano’s personal ties and ideological
affinities with Brazilian President Lula had been decisive for the awarding of the Moatize

mining concession to Vale in 2004. 49 Although the extent of such an articulation is

challenging to gauge due to the secrecy surrounding Vale’s bidding process, evidence
such as Rossi’s (2015) revelation of a diplomatic cable attributed to the Brazilian

While of a speculative nature, this point was repeatedly mentioned by informants and discussed in the
Brazilian media (see Bronzatto, 2015; Viapiana, 2018). Vale has won the bidding process in November
2004. Chissano has left office in February 2005. The terms of the deal remain confidential.
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Ambassador in Maputo lends some credence to allegations. In the wake of Vale’s

successful bid in 2004, the Brazilian Ambassador wrote: “Although the local government
hopes to see the Brazilian company winning, this sentiment is not due to a specific

preference for Vale, but for wanting to fulfill the interest manifested in this direction by

President Lula” (as cited in Rossi, 2015, p. 99). In this light, as Hanlon and Mosse (2010,

p. 10) hint at, Chissano’s “reward” at African Rainbow Minerals might have similarly
reflected a sentiment of gratitude deriving from the concession of the mine to Vale.

Yet it is with Chissano’s successor Armando Guebuza (2005-2015) that the

existence of a capitalism of linkages between Vale and the FRELIMO “party-state” is best

observed. “Buoyed up by aid and trade”, as the Africa Confidential (2009) describes in an

article titled “Pax Guebuzana”, Guebuza’s presidency can be credited for trying to
modernize the economy and giving a more technocratic profile to the government.

Nonetheless, according to Hanlon and Mosse (2010, pp. 7-10), it also increased central

control and expanded businesses in which Guebuza, his family, and close associates had
personal interests. Ruling Mozambique at the height of its commodity bonanza, the

Guebuza administration has not only acted to centralize and monopolize access to rents,
but Guebuza himself – through direct and indirect connections – became a key player in

the country’s extractive economy (see Macuane et al., 2018, pp. 428-434). Confronted

with such a political landscape, Monjane (2019) writes that “Vale quickly realized that its
success could be assured if it got close to the incumbent government” (p. 195). According
to an anonymous informant with “backstage” knowledge about Vale’s entry in

Mozambique, this realization came as early as the firm’s arrival to Mozambique: “Vale
gave FRELIMO a 120 million dollar check when it arrived to Mozambique, ahead of the
[December] 2004 elections [won by Guebuza], for it [the party] to spend on pleasantries

for the local population”. Again, considering its sensitive and controversial nature, it is

challenging to verify and nuance such a claim. Still, numerous examples outlined across

scholarly texts, grey literature, and press accounts can be offered, as I expand on below,

to demonstrate a relationship of proximate, reciprocal co-functioning between Vale and
the Mozambican power elites, particularly during Guebuza’s leadership.

For instance, as Marshall (2015a) and Fonseca et al. (2016) note, Roger Agnelli,

Vale’s former CEO, was especially close to Guebuza. The ex-Vale boss was a member of

Guebuza’s International Advisory Council and, by taking advantage of his connections

with the Mozambican President, Agnelli continued to do business in Mozambique after
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leaving Vale in 2011. In the Nacala Corridor arrangement, the Mozambican investment

group Insitec, owned by Guebuza’s protégé Celso Correia, sold its shares (which were
held for less than a year) to Vale in 2010 in a transaction that enabled the mining firm to
become a major shareholder in the corridor’s rail and port concessions (Africa

Confidential, 2011; USAID, 2018, pp. 15-21). For Vale, developing the corridor meant

expanded export capacity and, among mining companies, an exclusive transport system

to ship its coal. For Insitec, as the Africa Confidential reports, it “bought CDN [the

Corridor’s rail and port concessionaire] without paying for it, kept it without investing

any funds and has now sold it on at a massive profit” (2011, para. 20). Bulande (2012),
Barroso (2012), and Amaral (2016) call attention to the fact that, shortly after the deal

with Vale, Insitec acquired Mozambique’s largest engineering firm CETA, which became

responsible for the construction and repair works of Vale’s Cateme and 25 de Setembro

resettlement sites, among other projects in Moatize and along the Nacala Corridor.

Against this backdrop, a number of scholarly analyses remark how these dynamics
tellingly epitomize Mozambique’s developmentalism during the extractive boom: a
process that saw politically connected businesses benefiting from special financing

privileges and access to contracts, all of which legitimized under modernization, national
interest, and local content watchwords (see Macuane, 2012; Buur, 2014; Hansen et al.,
2016; Brooks, 2017; Macuane et al., 2018; Macuane, 2018; Monjane, 2019).

Figure 17. Mozambican President Armando Guebuza (center) and Vale's CEO Roger Agnelli (right) at the inauguration of
Vale's mine on May 8, 2011. Source: Club of Mozambique (2016).
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Against this backdrop, beyond notable FRELIMO figures such as Chissano and Guebuza,
senior party members and interest groups have benefited from Vale’s extractivism – as
well as from the coal industry more broadly – in a number of ways: as shareholders in
local companies involved in consortiums with foreign investors, from the sale of
infrastructure concessions, and through the award of service provision contracts for the

mining industry, typically in non-core segments such as cleaning, catering, and
transportation (Hanlon & Mosse, 2010; Farole & Winkler, 2014; Hansen et al., 2016; Orre

& Rønning, 2017; Monjane, 2019). Although power elites and domestic capitalists in
Mozambique cannot be neatly equaled (Monjane, 2019), the fact that FRELIMO serves as
a channel for business opportunities and controls private sector coalitions such as CTA
means that there are multiple overlaps and revolving doors between the two. Analysts

have also suggested that FRELIMO’s sway over the private sector, besides privileging
particular economic interests, seeks to prevent that new poles of power and wealth

emerge outside its orbit (Krause & Kaufmann, 2011; Macuane, 2012; Buur, 2014; Hansen

et al., 2016). The development of a competitive, skillful, and well-resourced private sector

could therefore pose a challenge to the party’s political dominance and survival. In this
reading, ruling elites are interested in the development of some kind of private sector,

but as long as it is not robust enough to constitute a threat – and hence one of the reasons

that local firms primarily service the extractive sector in typically low-value, noncore
segments. Meanwhile, across the political spectrum, Macuane (2018) holds that the

former civil war belligerents and nowadays main opposition party, the Mozambican
National Resistance (RENAMO), “has had relatively more limited access to natural
resource concessions, to contracts with the public sector, and to linkages with any of the

mega-projects” (p. 12). In this context, the author points at the high FRELIMO-

membership rate among Mozambican firm owners: based on data from 2013, across all
company sizes, 36% of owners had declared affiliation to FRELIMO, whereas only 1%

were associated with other political parties (Macuane, 2018, p. 18). Along with

FRELIMO’s quasi-monopoly over the political system and the economy, RENAMO’s
deprivation from the resource windfall has been regarded as one of the causes of a

growing animosity, which was fueled by intermittent, low-intensity clashes from 2013

through 2017 between government forces and RENAMO guerillas (interview MZ-3,

October 2018; see also Muchemwa & Harris, 2018).
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In the South–South assemblage represented by Vale’s extractivism more

specifically, the firm’s co-functioning with and alongside the Mozambican power elites

through a capitalism of linkages has provided numerous advantages to the corporation.
Besides being granted access to Africa’s largest coal deposit and acquiring the conditions

to set up an exclusive export corridor, the firm has also reaped a series of tax benefits.
These included, under a varied umbrella of short and long-term clauses, discounts on

corporate income tax, tariff reductions in shareholders’ dividends, provisions for profit

repatriation, deductions for capital losses, and import benefits, among other things (see
Government of Mozambique, 2007, pp. 24-27). Yet the most telling – and controversial –
stipulation concerned the payment of royalties (or production tax). As determined in

Vale’s concession contract (under clause 8.1.10), a 3% levy applies to all coal that is

commercialized (Government of Mozambique, 2007, p. 26). According to Rossi (2015, p.
118), Vale’s contract was approved one day before a new fiscal policy came into force in

Mozambique, which regulated, thereafter, that royalties are to be paid for all the extracted

minerals. The change from “commercialized” to “extracted” is a significant one. Vale is,

for instance, able to stockpile its coal and speculate with market prices, including over

long periods of time, before commercializing it and generating revenue to the

Mozambican state. This also gave the firm a competitive edge relative to other mining
companies that later arrived to Mozambique.

Admittedly, according to Abdul Razak, formerly a deputy minister in the

Mozambican Ministry of Mineral Resources and Energy (MIREME), Vale “had some

superior benefits than the ones companies now have” (as cited in Rossi, 2015, p. 118).

Coupled with the fact that the core of its mineral deposits consist of coking coal (the most

valuable type), the firm’s fiscal advantages have allowed it to keep relatively steady

production levels during the coal price dip over 2012–2016. Between 2014 and 2016
more specifically, still amid a depressed market, Vale’s production has even seen an

increase due to the opening of a second mining site (Moatize II) and a strategy of

compensating for lower prices with higher output (Schubert, 2018, p. 10). Meanwhile,

several other companies had to scale down or suspend production. In this conjuncture,

the Anglo-Australian Rio Tinto, most notably, ended up selling off their Mozambique coal
operations to the Indian group International Coal Ventures Ltda (ICVL) in 2014 (Hoyle,
2014).
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In light of the unpacked, the Mozambican economist Carlos Castel-Branco’s (2014)

concept of “porosity” offers a productive vocabulary to interpret the unequal, elite-

skewed type of co-functioning that the South–South embeds through Vale’s extractivism.

A notable critic of Mozambique’s extractive mode of development, Castel-Branco
develops his argument, which is worth quoting at length, along the following lines:

Porosity may be partially created and maintained by weak institutions and
capabilities, but it is also a central component in the tripartite relationship

between the state and multinational and domestic financial oligarchies. Hence,

porosity is not only an absolute loss of income to economies abroad, but it is also
part of the process of social expropriation (including the expropriation of the

state) for the benefit of developing a national capitalist class – hence, a social loss

for private gain. The social and historical dynamics of accumulation that drive
porosity also drive the construction of extractive and narrow structures of

production and trade, the development of a speculative financial system and mode

of accumulation, and socially regressive choices about public financing and
expenditure. (p. 27)

While driving porosity in a wider societal sense, the South–South bolsters a relatively

horizontal and advantageous link at the level of state-business articulations: in this case,
between the emerging power multinational and the African state’s leadership. This not
only casts significant doubt on the intents upheld by executive and power elites’ claims

of legitimacy, but it also reveals how the legitimization of the South–South served, in
many ways, to mask the pursuit of developmentally questionable interests. These

dynamics have unfolded through a mutually beneficial process of co-functioning that

demonstrates how Brazilian corporate leaders are far from naïve and that interpretations

of the African state as weak deserve some recalibration, as my final remark below points
out.

4.3.2 Brazilian Naivety and African Weakness?
In an observation that can be used to deconstruct a presumed naivety among Brazilian

business leaders, Monjane (2019) remarks that “Vale seems to have known how to
navigate in and around the country’s power circles, giving it leverage in the successful

implementation of its coal investments” (p. 195). This point can be adequately illustrated
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by drawing a parallel to Rio Tinto’s ill-fated investment in Mozambique. Although the
Anglo-Australian firm had formulated comparatively better resettlement and local
content initiatives (see Kirshner & Power, 2015; Wiegink, 2018), its engagement with the

power elites was less successful. A major setback to Rio Tinto’s plans came after the

Mozambican government’s refusal, over environmental allegations, to accept its

proposition to ship coal down the Zambezi river, which would significantly diminish

logistic costs and increase freight load. In face of this rejection, Rio Tinto’s options were
restricted to the less reliable and capacity-constrained Sena railway (see Chapter 2).

Rather than environmental reasons being the cause, Monjane (2019, pp. 195-196) argues
that, more likely, the Rio Tinto leadership had failed to engage with the “right side” of the

ruling coalition as the firm appeared to be more aligned, within FRELIMO, with the group
of former President Chissano. As discussed, President Guebuza, then in power, had

business interests linked to Vale and in the logistical expansion of the Nacala Corridor.

Knowingly so, rejecting Rio Tinto’s plans would pose a blow to the firm’s ambitions while
privileging the development of a rail transport modality in an arrangement in which
Guebuza’s close business associates had a vested interest in. Under these circumstances,

coupled with coal’s subsequent price slump, the Anglo-Australian company sold its
Mozambique operations in 2014, as observed. Reporting on a Rio Tinto meeting held in

2012, Kerr (2018) notes, by quoting a presentation slide of an executive, how political

issues in Mozambique included a “lack of understanding of mining and international
commerce” and a “lack of capacity at all levels and in all functions” (para. 20). The

Mozambican government was further described as “cash-strapped and donordependent” and “receptive to cheap talk from interlopers” (para. 20).

This demonstrates how Vale’s leadership was all but naïve in navigating the

Mozambican political-business landscape – however far-fetched their views on Africa

might have been. In this sense, to concur with Dye and Alencastro (2020), the commoditynurtured “corporate turn” in Brazil–Africa relations reflected a familiar modus operandi
to Brazilian firms at home, where large business have long been engaged in a capitalism

of linkages with Brazil’s political class (Lazzarini, 2011). As activities gained an

international profile, Brazilian businesses have proceeded to do the same vis-à-vis

political elites elsewhere (see also Moldovan, 2018; Durand, 2018; Alencastro, 2019).

Reflecting on the instrumentalization of South–South credentials to legitimize business

purposes abroad, the below explanation offered by a researcher with expertise on the
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expansion of Brazilian firms in Africa and Latin America accounts for these
understandings:

This [instrumentalization] is for the ‘English to see’ [from the Portuguese

expression para o inglês ver: when something is done to convey a semblance of

legitimacy], for those who don’t know how politics truly work . . . this has to do

with groups of interest that captured a piece of the state and made use of it to
profit . . . . And we [Brazilians] ended up strengthening leaders that were not

necessarily a good thing for those countries [referring to Africa and Latin

America]. These are private agents that have long engaged in exchanges with
Brazilian politicians and they do it now with politicians from other countries.
(interview BR-5, April 2019)

Crucially, the findings delineated throughout this chapter also rebalance understandings
of agency in South–South relations in favor of African actors – in this case, the
Mozambican power elites. As such, it can be deduced that, far from being a heavily tilted

relationship opposing the mighty multinational and the weak African state, Vale’s cofunctioning with – rather than predominance over – the FRELIMO ruling party has not
only been pivotal to form and maintain an extractive arrangement, but also to steer, under
a veneer of legitimacy, the party’s “transformative preservation”.
4.4 Concluding Remarks

This chapter asked: How is the South–South assembled to legitimize extraction? On this

account, I proposed to work with the notion of “empirical legitimacy”, looking at the kind

of legitimacy which is claimed. In line with the suggested assemblage analytic, I held that
claims of legitimacy fundamentally reveal how a particular arrangement is made

coherent – and is thus vested with a desirable and acceptable purpose. In following this

line of inquiry, I discussed the ways in which Vale’s executive leadership and the

Mozambican power elites have related to and signified the South–South to confer
legitimacy to Vale’s extractivism. I also investigated the kind of co-functioning that has
stemmed from state–business interests in depicting extraction as a coherent whole.

As such, section 4.1 drew attention to the perspectives of key executive

personalities behind Vale’s installation in Mozambique. In this sense, it was observed that

Vale is commonly posited as the driving force of a special, desirable South–South
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relationship between Brazil and Africa. Prompted by development (and in some cases

humanitarian) concerns to help an African reality that is lagging behind, the firm’s

associated track-record of “tropical experiences” and the Africanness of Brazilians would
often be evoked to sustain the appropriateness of Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique. I

proposed two explanations to make sense of such assertions: (a) the notion of the South–
South used as a strategic device, building on the ideational appeal that it offers to
“market” Vale in Mozambique; and (b) the lasting legacy of lusotropicalism in molding

Brazilian thinking on Africa, based on imaginaries of mutual (“tropical”) affinities and

shared (racial) identities. Under such circumstances, it was observed how attempts to

claim legitimacy glossed over complexities and nuances to advance extraction as a
seemingly coherent and desirable arrangement. In this sense, while promoting Vale’s

appropriateness in Africa in light of (lusotropical-inspired) commonalities, executive

framings of Mozambique have often overlooked differences and context-specific aspects.

Section 4.2 revealed how the Mozambican power elites – with the FRELIMO

“party-state” as its central node – have pragmatically related to Vale’s extractivism. I

explained this pragmatic relating on the basis of a two-fold legitimacy logic. First, Vale’s

arrival against the backdrop of an emerging South–South international architecture was

claimed as a sign, to both external and internal audiences, of Mozambique’s imminent
post-conflict modernization and progress. Second, and relatedly, this has similarly

enabled FRELIMO’s “transformative preservation” as Mozambique’s ruling force,

demonstrating how its preservation was pragmatically molded relative to broader and

evolving trends in the country’s international relations. I also accounted for this

Mozambican pragmatism by reflecting upon my own positionality in the research

process. In an example of the “micro” illustrating the “macro”, I observed how
Mozambican interlocutors in political and economic circuits often reveal a more
sophisticated understanding of Brazil and Brazilians as their Southern counterparts,
using this to their advantage.

Finally, by bringing corporate and power elite actors together, section 4.3

discussed the kind of co-functioning that emerged out of interests to project Vale’s

extractivism as a coherent whole. I argued that this co-functioning evidences a capitalism

of linkages, denoting a tight web of contacts, alliances, and strategies where statebusiness relations are synergistically deployed to explore market opportunities and
influence particular interests. This capitalism of linkages has been centrally forged by a
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range of personalized bonds between Vale and key FRELIMO figures, contributing to the
pursuit of shared material interests and bringing a mutually beneficial extractive
arrangement to life. In observing these dynamics, I contended that the type of

development emanating from Vale’s extractivism and Mozambique’s extractive sector

more broadly has been unequal and elite-skewed, thus reinforcing the country’s porosity

– leading to developmentally dubious outcomes at the expense of wider societal interests.

On this basis, whereas the South–South is often posited as horizontal and mutually

beneficial relationship, I argued that this perspective is likely to be limited to the “South–

South dash” between the emerging power multinational, on the one hand, and the African

state’s power elites, on the other. This kind of co-functioning highlights, moreover, that

interpretations of Brazilian corporate leaders as naïve and of the African state as a weak,
passive entity deserve some recalibration.
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Chapter 5
The South–South: Assembled to Articulate Responsibility in Extractive
Governance
The coal deposits in Moatize represent one of the biggest untapped reserves in the
world, and the Brazilian mining company Vale has placed a big bet on it. But to get

to the coal, hundreds of villagers living atop it had to be moved. The company held
a series of meetings with community members and government officials, laying
out its plans to build tidy new bungalows for each family and upgrade public
services. As the prospect of huge new investments in their rural corner of the

world beckoned, villagers anticipated a whole new life: jobs, houses, education,
and even free food. (Polgreen, 2012, para. 15 in The New York Times)

The above quote illustrates how Vale’s expansion into Mozambique was followed by

specific “interventions” devised to make extraction possible. These interventions, as
highlighted in Chapter 4, centrally rested on claims of shared, desirable, and coherent

purposes. Similarly, these dynamics have also been tied to projections of a responsible
posture, with Vale’s engagement associated with good behavior and deemed accountable

to wider societal concerns, in line with ethical commitments and self-steering

mechanisms (see, for example, Vale, 2014c, pp. 4-5; Vale, 2020b, pp. 6-7). In this regard,

the building of “tidy new bungalows” for the removed families can be interpreted as an
instance of such “responsibility”: a calculated intervention that builds on Vale’s supposed

ethical duty to amend harms and contribute to broader public goals. This “housing

intervention” thus indicates a mode by which Vale’s extractive arrangement is

coordinated – and hence governed – in tandem with the firm’s presumed responsibility
vis-à-vis public interests. This chapter is interested in these processes and focuses on the

question of responsibility in the governance of Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique,

directing attention to the ways in which responsibility has been articulated by patterns

of South–South interactions, circulations, and significations. It therefore asks: How is the

South–South assembled to articulate responsibility in extractive governance?
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In line with Erskine (2003), I hold that “responsibility” involves concerns as “to

whom we have particular duties, how far our obligations extend, and what the source of

such ethical imperatives could be” (p. 1). Based on Rubbers and Jedlowski (2020, p. 6), I

also concur with the premise that the notion of responsibility is today centrally

reasserted to moralize the market – “market players are driven to becoming socially

responsible” – and to commodify morality – “the moral domain is increasingly
comprehended in the context of a cost-benefit analysis” (see also Shamir, 2008; Rajak,

2008). In this guise, responsibility emerges as a key principle in what is commonly
referred to as “transnational business governance” – the “systematic efforts to regulate
business conduct that involve a significant degree of non‐state authority in the
performance of regulatory functions across national borders” (Eberlein et al., 2014, p. 3;

see also Hönke, 2013, 2018; Bartley, 2014; DeWinter-Schmitt, 2016; Trnk & Trundle,

2017). In the realm of the extractive industries, particularly so in Africa, responsibility
has been fundamentally linked to good governance prospects, notably in areas
experiencing post-conflict, peacebuilding, and limited statehood challenges (see

Maconachie, 2009; Hilson, 2012; Perks, 2012; Rubbers & Jedlowski, 2020). Responsibility
is also often promoted as an important guiding principle through which positive

development outcomes, human rights, and linkages can be achieved in resource-rich

countries (see Campbell, 2012; Idemudia, 2014; Van der Ploeg & Vanclay, 2018; EITI,
2018). Building on these observations, I thus justify the analytical relevance of
approaching the question of responsibility in extraction.

I deliberately restrain, however, from viewing responsibility through the specific

lens of “corporate social responsibility” – encapsulated through the well-known CSR

acronym and the topic of an extensive and fruitful scholarly debate (see, for example,

Burke & Logsdon, 1996; Jamali, 2008; Rajak, 2011; Hilson, 2012; Slack, 2012; Rodhouse

& Vanclay, 2016). The option to do so reflects a conceptual choice. Instead of constricting
responsibility to the “corporate” qualifier or approaching it as a strict matter of

transnational business governance, I adopt a more open-ended take. In tune with the

assemblage conceptual vocabulary guiding this thesis, this provides for greater analytical

freedom: one that stresses responsibility’s co-production and co-functioning at the

intersections of public–private, global–local, and formal–informal structures and
processes. As such, I propose that the analysis is better able to grasp the concept’s
intricate, overlapping nature and the ways in which it is articulated – as well as
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transformed and resisted – across different relational configurations that pervade and
result from the governance of extraction.

On this note, I understand “governance” in terms of Börzel et al.’s (2018)

interpretation. In line with conventional understandings in the social sciences, they

perceive governance as “the various institutionalized modes of social coordination to

produce and implement collectively binding rules, and/or to provide collective goods” (p.
10) (see also Bevir, 2011; Hill & Hupe, 2014; Pierre & Peters, 2020). This perspective

denotes governance as both structure and process. In broad-brushed terms, according to
Pierre and Peters (2020, pp. 4-14), governance as structure focuses on who governs (e.g.
state, corporation, international organizations) and the instruments of governance (e.g.

norms, regulations, policies, incentives). Governance as process, in turn, looks at what
results from governance, stressing its practical outcomes, the dynamism of interactions,
and the ways in which different actors and contexts shape proceedings. This chapter

understands “governance” in this sense and considers that responsibility, as a guiding

principle in extractive governance, can also be interpreted in both structural and
processual terms.

Moreover, as discussed (see Chapter 3), being relational events constituted by and

constitutive of structures and processes, assemblages also invite analysis of how
governance arrangements emerge and are enacted in practice. To recapitulate Collier and

Ong’s (2005) conceptualization, (global) assemblages are problem-spaces where forms
and values of individual and social existence are subjected to technological, political, and
ethical interventions that define material and collective relationships. These spaces, to

recollect Murray Li (2007), are often articulated to constitute a field fit to be governed
through the presentation and application of “calculated interventions” devised to secure

(allegedly) optimal assemblages. And to reiterate Savage (2019), the ways in which

“technologies of governance” are harnessed and arranged together determine how and

what kind of strategies and effects are produced in the assemblage. In this sense, both

Murray Li (2007) and Savage (2019) subscribe to an interpretation of governance as

structure and process, suggesting that such “calculated interventions” and “technologies
of governance” imply a normative (driven by political-institutional visions) and
implementable scope (when interventions become manifested in place-specific ways).

Accordingly, this chapter draws on these understandings to interpret how responsibility
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ideals are articulated by the South–South to orientate “calculated interventions” and
“technologies of governance” in extraction.

Thus, by arguing that the South–South articulates responsibility, I propose to look

at the ways in which the South–South patterns responsibility from a (a) structural and
(b) processual viewpoint. Accordingly, the former stresses responsibility as a normative

question, looking at how it becomes enshrined in institutional procedures and regulatory

frameworks. The latter highlights in turn the situated, interactive outcomes deriving from
attempts to operationalize responsibility ideals into practice. In brief, I discuss how

responsibility is normatively and performatively articulated by the South–South in the
governance of extraction. As such, from a structural and processual perspective, this

chapter empirically analyzes the values, ethical judgements, techniques, and intents that

underlie, produce, and allocate responsibility in the South–South assemblage
represented by Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique. In so doing, it offers the opportunity

to discuss responsibility as an interweaving of several structures and processes and to

appraise the uses and performances of the concept – which has been overwhelmingly
molded along Western constructs (Amaeshi et al., 2006; Hilson, 2012; Rubbers &

Jedlowski, 2020) – within a framework of South–South relations.

This chapter advances this argument in three sections. The first (5.1) approaches

the articulation of responsibility from a structural, normative perspective. I construct the
analysis here along – yet another – three fronts. I start by addressing how and to which

extent the drive to internationalize Brazilian businesses has been accompanied by a

normative ability of the Brazilian state to prescribe responsibility parameters to its firms.

More specifically, I discuss this in the context of Brazil–Mozambique relations by looking
at two instruments of particular relevance to the activities of Brazilian firms: the Brazil–

Mozambique Agreement on Cooperation and Investment Facilitation and the Brazilian
National Development Bank’s (BNDES) finance lending mechanisms. Second, I proceed
to argue that, despite the absence of normative openings for doing so, responsibility has

emerged as the product of an ad hoc, public-private articulation, bundling Brazil’s stateled development cooperation initiatives and Vale’s business interests. I analyze these

dynamics by looking at the establishment of the aforementioned HIV/AIDS antiretroviral
drug factory, a health cooperation initiative of the Brazilian state to which Vale

contributed financially. Third, I note that, in order to distinguish its South–South

engagement from that of other Southern firms, Vale has paradoxically drawn on
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conventional, Western-styled responsibility frameworks to project a sort of optimal
behavior in extraction: one that combines both Southern and Western qualities. The

second section (5.2) shifts attention to the level of implementation and looks at the

practical, place-specific outcomes of responsibility initiatives. It does so in the ambit of

Vale’s community relations and displacement proceedings, namely at the Cateme rural

resettlement site, where I analyze the role and performance of Brazil’s tropical

technologies in realizing the development and “better life” promises that are recurrently

attributed to coal extraction in Mozambique. I make two central observations. I argue that

the transplantation of these technologies has been oblivious to local conditions of
possibility. And relatedly, I hold that this evidences a South–South co-functioning – in this

case, between corporation and the affected populations – characterized by a vertical, top-

down relationship, where one side is treated as passive and prone to the importation of

exogenous development models. The third and final section (5.3) zooms into the role of

what I call “responsibility professionals”: the Brazilian and Mozambican personnel

managing and implementing projects in territories impacted by Vale’s extractivism in
Mozambique. In analyzing dynamics here, I consider the interplay between structure and
process, arguing that the latter has contributed to the production of the former. In this

sense, I show that the implementation of responsibility projects by these professionals
coupled with the training of a Mozambican workforce has enabled the development of

some institutional capacity to govern extraction. Thus, while these interactions and their

practical outcomes have been marked by a host of limitations and (again) lusotropical
attitudes, I propose to rebalance scholarly readings that see Vale’s extractivism as wholly

enclaved and with no benefit to the country at large. Instead, I argue that it has

contributed to the creation – albeit insufficiently so – of competences relevant to the
governance of Mozambique’s extractive sector more broadly.
5.1 Responsibility while Extracting?

When speaking about Brazil’s heightened international engagement and norm
entrepreneurship at the turn of the 2010s, Brazilian diplomats recurrently recall the
Responsibility while Protecting (RwP) proposition. Articulated by the Brazilian diplomacy

in the aftermath of the problematic 2011 NATO-led intervention in Libya, which was

normatively underpinned by the Responsibility to Protect (R2P) principle, the RwP
comprised a set of proposals aimed at reassessing the implementation of collective
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security and humanitarian mandates under the auspices of the R2P. Toppling the Gaddafi

regime, exacerbating the Libyan conflict, and foreshadowing a range of economic
interests, the NATO intervention was criticized for misusing a UN Security Council
mandate designated to protect civilians and for worsening a previously unstable

situation. Although the RwP did not concretely result into a reform of the R2P, it was
welcomed by a large number of developing countries as well as some European states,

sparking an intense normative debate on how to responsibly operationalize the use of

force in humanitarian crises. Remembered fondly by the Brazilian foreign policy
community, the RwP is often posited as a revealing illustration of the way rising powers

like Brazil sought to champion and mold global governance norms – and tellingly so in a

high-politics domain normally regarded as the prerogative of superpowers (see Tourinho
et al., 2015; Kenkel & Stefan, 2016; Peters & Krause, 2017; Hamann & Jumbert, 2020).

In this vein, one would be inclined to wonder whether similar normative concerns

have permeated Brazil’s business “interventions” abroad. Whereas Chapter 4 has
demonstrated the oft-benevolent claims associated with Brazilian and Vale’s “business
interventions”, I now inquire about the extent to which these claims have been followed

by a normative preoccupation to set and safeguard a responsible posture on the ground.
Are there guidelines, standards, or regulations – for instance, if a Brazilian company is

diplomatically backed or publically financed – set to ensure some sort of responsibility

on the ground? Are there ways to guarantee that this supposedly good and differentiated
behavior is actually accountable and followed through? As such, in the case of Vale, is

there a responsibility while extracting? To discuss these questions in the context of Brazil–

Mozambique relations, I look for evidence in two instruments with potential normative
implications for the activities of Brazilian firms: the Brazil–Mozambique Agreement on
Cooperation and Investment Facilitation and the BNDES’s finance lending mechanisms.
5.1.1 Responsibility through Investment Agreements and Finance Lending?

At the Brazil–Mozambique bilateral level, the most important set of normative provisions

concerning business engagements can be found in the Brazil–Mozambique Agreement on

Cooperation and Investment Facilitation, signed in 2015 (see Itamaraty, 2015).50 Of

particular relevance in the agreement are clauses providing for the inter-governmental
50

Portuguese original: Acordo Brasil–Moçambique de Cooperação e Facilitação de Investimentos.
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mediation and negotiation– via a Joint Committee composed of government

representatives from both states – of litigations involving Brazilian firms in the

Mozambican territory (Itamaraty, 2015, art. 4). Moreover, the document stipulates

openings for the Brazilian state to take legal action against Mozambique in international

arbitration courts in face of expropriation and nationalization policies (art. 15). Tellingly,
the agreement also outlines an annex with 11 guidelines on “corporate social

responsibility”. These announce, among other things, the need to “encourage economic,
social, and environmental progress”, “respect human rights”, “strengthen local
capacities”, and “support and enact principles for good corporate governance”
(Itamaraty, 2015, Annex II).

Under these circumstances, Monebhurrun (2017, p. 79) suggests that the

agreement is expected to soothe the investment climate while providing a transparent

legal regime for investors. Garcia and Kato (2016, p. 72), in turn, interpret the document
as part of a series of programmatic undertakings championed by the Brazilian

government to support the investments of its multinationals abroad. Although this should
come as no surprise given that agreements of the kind are intrinsically devised to confer

protection to investors (Dumbery & Dumas-Aubin, 2012; Ascensio, 2014), I concur with

Garcia and Kato’s (2016) premise that the document reflects an unbalanced match
between rights and duties applicable to corporations and overwhelmingly privileges
actors such as Vale. Two reasons can be offered to back this interpretation. First, and

unlike most instruments in international investment law (Monebhurrun, 2017, p. 82), the
agreement holds the Brazilian state liable for investors’ litigations – thus holding the state
accountable for private affairs. Second, and crucially, while the incorporation of social

responsibility clauses should be welcomed, these are vaguely described, lack context-

specific details, and disregard accountability and monitoring mechanisms. As the
document itself recognizes, their adoption is voluntary and, when enacted, subjected to

self-regulation (Itamaraty, 2015, Annex II). Moreover, specifically with regard to Vale’s

extractivism in Mozambique, the advent of such provisions only in 2015 can be seen as

too little, too late – once many of the adverse social and environmental impacts resulting
from the implementation of project had long taken place.

The state-owned Brazilian National Development Bank (BNDES), a key instrument

for Brazil’s international drive and a vital finance channel to Brazilian FDI and exports,

also merits some analytical attention (see Chapter 2). For clarity, it should be noted that,
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despite the existence of initial talks pointing at the possibility of BNDES support, Vale’s

Moatize mine, the Nacala railway, and the Nacala-a-Velha port terminal projects have not

been backed by BNDES funds.51 Yet the BNDES is, in a number of ways, fundamentally
linked to Vale’s exctractivism in and beyond Mozambique. To recapitulate, in the Nacala

Corridor’s catchment area, the Bank has financed the construction of the Nacala Airport,

which was carried out by the Brazilian engineering firm Odebrecht. In Brazil, the BNDES
has long been an important financier to Vale’s operations: among Brazil-based firms, the

miner is the Bank’s all-time fourth largest recipient of financial resources (BNDES, 2020).

Moreover, BNDESPar, BNDES’ equity-holding arm, at the time of writing, owned

approximately 6% of Vale’s shares, allowing the Brazilian government, through the Bank,

to exert some influence as shareholder over the firm (Vale, 2020a; see also Chapter 2).
Thus, situated at the interfaces between politics and the economy, public and private
agencies, domestic and global environments, the BNDES has been crucial to advance the

internationalization of Brazilian capitalism. However, being a source of “South–South
solidarity funding”, as Hochstetler (2014, p. 361) refers to it, did the BNDES also act to
guide and shape a responsible Brazilian corporate presence abroad?

As I approached the issue in an interview with a former functionary of the Bank

(who worked for the institution during the Lula and Rousseff administrations as a sort of

liaison between the Bank and the presidency), my informant started his explanation by
hailing the BNDES’ domestic lending practices (interview BR-9, April 2019). It included

clauses that enabled the Bank to unilaterally suspend payments to businesses in case of

human rights, environmental, and labor breaches (see BNDES, 2014). To that end, there
were accountability mechanisms in place and random control visits could be conducted

for verification purposes. These procedures, as shared by my informant, were part of a

strategy to modernize given economic sectors. The Brazilian beef industry was furthered

as an example: only firms that complied with non-deforestation requirements were

eligible to financial support. The BNDES was also praised for its openness to and regular
meetings with civil society and social movements. Though fierce criticism would be

directed to the Bank, this followed a deliberate posture of opening itself up to

contestation: to listen to demands and suggestions from civil society but also to tell its
Project finance for these projects involved a varied basket of instruments, including Vale’s own funds,
shareholders’ lending, and loans from conventional as well as development banks (i.e., the African
Development Bank and the Development Bank of Japan) (see Vale, 2014a; Rossi, 2015, p, 94; Pavini, 2017).
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own side of the story. To illustrate this premise, this former functionary mentioned an
episode of contention with the environmental organization Greenpeace, which accused

the Bank of contributing to deforestation in the Amazon. In the occasion, according to my
informant, the BNDES had demonstrated that deforestation actions were carried out,
precisely, by businesses that were not benefited by its credit lines. He underscored that

the Bank’s norms and standards led, instead, to modern and environmentally responsible
practices (see also BBC, 2009).

However, things got more complicated when it came to transferring and diffusing

these practices to international engagements. “There is a limitation here. I mean, how are

you, as a country [Brazil], going to interfere in another sovereign country that has its own

rules?”, noted the former BNDES functionary (interview BR-9, April 2019). He continued:

“You can even ask the country to observe things, but there is the issue of enforcement,
there is the issue of local legislation. It is more complex”. My informant recollected that,
though this used to be the topic of a number of conceptual debates within the Bank, it had

always remained a dilemma. To illustrate this dilemma, he directed my attention to the

BNDES-financed Villa Tunari-San Ignacio de Moxos road construction project in Bolivia,
which raised environmental concerns and triggered protests among the local indigenous

populations (see BBC, 2011). In this case, referring to the Bolivian administration, “there
was a government reassuring that it was observing the cultural specificities of those

populations, the environmental issue, and so on”, my informant said. 52 He complemented

this observation by asking: “If the government itself claims that it is respecting, how are
we from a foreign country, in our case not even a country but a foreign Bank, how is the

Bank going to tell it otherwise?”. Another challenge that the former BNDES functionary
raised concerned large-scale projects involving plurinational consortiums and where a
Brazilian firm – backed by the BNDES – was responsible for only one part of the project.

Such cases often posed an additional complicating layer on how to effectively advance the
Bank’s own standards abroad. Despite having to follow technical criteria and fiscal
regulations, my informant subsequently noted that the BNDES was, after all, a kind of

economic arm of the Brazilian government and, that being the case, the institution was
ultimately subjected to the government’s political orientation. As such, if there was a
foreign policy priority towards the Global South underpinned by a desire to avoid

52 After a concession from the Bolivian government, which resulted into a local legislation change, the
BNDES was required to elaborate a new contract for the project (see Murakawa, 2012).
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impositions and heavily conditioned agreements, as opposed to Western sources, “the

Bank had to be ‘used’, in a good sense, to reinforce the government’s priorities”, he
explained.

These observations align with Hochstetler’s (2014) research findings on the

BNDES, which indicate that conventional safeguard mechanisms are virtually absent in
Brazil’s international project finance (see also Hochstetler & Montero, 2013; Sierra &

Hochstetler, 2017; Hochstetler & Inoue, 2019). This has been the case particularly with

regard to environmental and labor standards – dimensions that BNDES bureaucrats have

recurrently drawn upon to stress the Bank’s exemplary role at home. In the realm of

environmental governance abroad, Hochstetler and Inoue (2019, p. 15) contend, for

instance, that “BNDES policy is to use whatever national provisions for environmental
assessment exist”: if those are high, environmental standards could be too; if those are
weak, the Bank was willing to work with those as well. The authors go on to observe that,

to shy away from responsibility, BNDES functionaries often held that the Bank lacked
environmental assessment capacity and that such undertakings were better done by
experts. While the BNDES, as my interviewee highlighted, would engage in debates about

its international engagement and welcome civil society inputs, the literature also
denounces how it strongly opposed grassroots efforts and campaigns demanding stricter
and improved socioenvironmental standards in its development lending practices (see

Sierra & Hochstetler, 2017). Moreover, in light of the Bank’s influential role as

shareholder in major Brazilian firms such as Vale (via its equity-holding arm BNDESPar),

it was only recently (end of 2018) that it announced, together with other Brazilian

pension funds, an initiative to “analyze socio-environmental and governance criteria

adopted by the companies in which they invest” (Previ, 2018, para. 1). Yet, rather than a

robust accountability mechanism, the initiative is mainly constricted to surveying and
mapping responsibility efforts and remains silent about international investments (see
Previ, 2018).

Thus, in analyzing the role of the BNDES, a central argument can be made about

the articulation of responsibility in the ambit of Brazil’s South–South “business
interventions” in general and Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique more specifically. I

suggest that the South–South stumbles upon its own limitations and idiosyncrasies. On
the one hand, the Bank’s domestic policy directives have been deemed exemplary and a

source of inspiration for practices elsewhere (see also Torres & Zeidan, 2016; Ferraz &
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Coutinho, 2019). On the other, however, foreign policy aspirations to project non-

interference and conditionality-free finance lending towards the Global South meant that
Brazilian corporate projects abroad were left largely unguarded. To put it differently,

despite rhetorical projections of a positively differentiated behavior (as seen in Chapter

4), the normative articulation and safeguarding of responsibility in Brazil’s South–South

relations is constrained by pledges to avoid heavily-conditioned development finance –

often justified on the basis of differentiating practices from the sovereignty-limiting
requirements of traditional lenders. Moreover, in the realm of foreign investments, little

suggests that the BNDES had sought to address these insufficiencies as the Bank has stood
aloof from improving the governance of investee companies such as Vale and welcoming
civil society demands for stricter socioenvironmental standards in lending practices.

5.1.2 Responsibility at the Interfaces of Development Cooperation and Private
Interests

While the above suggests that corporate engagements have been left largely “unresponsibilized” by the Brazilian state, the advent of Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique

reveals, nevertheless, how responsibility has been co-produced – in an extempore, ad hoc
fashion – in tandem with Brazil’s (state-led) “South–South Cooperation”. I observe that

this has happened despite the absence of normative provisions regulating such public-

private interactions. In this sense, I argue that the articulation of responsibility can be

posited as yet another illustration of a co-functioning in the South–South assemblage

marked by the existence of a capitalism of linkages amassing business and political

objectives. I demonstrate this argument in the context of the aforementioned HIV/AIDS
antiretroviral drug factory: a flagship health development cooperation of the Brazilian

state in Mozambique, to which Vale – via Vale Foundation – had contributed financially
(see also Chapters 2 and 4).

To recollect the storyline introduced in Chapter 4, Vale’s donation to the

antiretroviral factory resulted from an ad hoc, last minute articulation made during

Brazilian President Lula’s last state visit to Mozambique in 2010. In my interview with
Brazil’s former Foreign Minister Celso Amorim, the episode was described as “the
outcome of a punctual, topical interference of the Brazilian government” aimed at

crafting, in conjunction with Vale, some sort of socially responsible posture in
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Mozambique (interview BR-12, April 2019). Relatedly, for a Brazilian diplomat posted in
Maputo, the establishment of the factory was depicted along the following lines:

Vale made a donation to the Mozambican government in the form of a financial
contribution to the factory [in 2010]. The fact that there was political affinity

between the governments of the two countries in that context, a high foreign

policy priority of the Brazilian government for Mozambique in that moment, and

the coincidence of there being a large investment here, it would be naïve of me to

deny that it doesn’t exist a link between the two things [investment and
development cooperation]. Clearly, the Brazilian state viewed with tremendous

sympathy this understanding between Vale and the [drug factory] cooperation

project. (interview MZ-1, May 2018)

Yet, while perceiving this type of public-private interaction as natural and welcoming,

this diplomat cautioned that private sector-led investment is one thing and the Brazilian

official development cooperation is another, claiming that there was no legal provision in
Brazil for integrating the two. Still, as he proposed, if synergies can be explored, this

should not be an obstacle. In his own terms: “Can there be complementarity between

private investment and [development] cooperation? If there are synergies, great. I, at

least personally speaking, don’t see this as a taboo”.

Figure 18. The antiretroviral drug factory. Source: ABC (Facebook profile).

An interviewee at the Brazilian Cooperation Agency (ABC) – which manages the

antiretroviral drug factory together with the Brazilian public health institute FIOCRUZ –
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reiterated the point that there are no legal stipulations for private sector participation in
state-led international development projects (interview BR-13, June 2018). As explained,

this was due to the absence of a specific regulatory framework governing Brazil’s

development cooperation abroad. Accordingly, efforts to formulate legislation in this
regard, including through normative openings for corporate involvement, were still at
early stages.53 On the other hand, whereas speaking about collaborations with businesses

used to be a taboo within the agency, there has been a growing internal inclination,

particularly since 2015, to debate ways of how to work with the private sector while

observing the demand-driven, non-conditionality, non-interference, and solidarity

principles guiding Brazil’s (official) stance on South–South cooperation, as suggested. In

this vein, my interviewee disclosed that he is part of an internal camp in ABC that
supports some kind of private sector involvement. In justifying his position:

What we need to be careful about is to not subjugate one thing to the other. You
cannot go and serve a Brazilian company that has a mineral exploration project in
country A or B, or a dam construction, something like that. It is not about that, but

about offering support to an action that is harmful to the environment there, just

as much as it is harmful to the environment here, and that we have solutions here
and could offer solutions there in a similar manner.

Admittedly, however, a degree of what he described as “corporate realpolitik” would
inevitably pervade these public-private entanglements. According to my interviewee, by

allocating their own resources in a hypothetical development cooperation initiative,
though this would often be reported as a social responsibility contribution, firms

naturally pursue business interests. Concerning the antiretroviral factory more

specifically, he accounted for Vale’s involvement in light of this logic – a dynamic that
allegedly provided the firm with an opportunity to link with both the Mozambican and
Brazilian governments:

In the case of Vale, it is about pursuing her own interest with the Mozambican

government, even more so than with Brazil. She is supporting the Mozambican

government [with the factory], so this is more of a marketing thing and a social
53 According

to my informants at ABC, a bill to regulate Brazil’s development cooperation has been sent for
governmental appreciation at the end of 2018. Yet with the advent of President Bolsonaro’s government in
2019, and at the time of research, ABC was working on adjusting the bill for a new submission.
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action to improve her image there. There is this side too. We are not innocent to

say that they are only helping the Brazilian technical cooperation. . . . They also did

something that they will surely and undoubtedly use, in a way or another, as

leverage with the [Brazilian] embassy in the future. This is a form of business

relation that they will, in a way, make use of. (interview BR-13, April 2019)

My ABC interviewee suggested that this observation spoke more broadly to his

experiences with what he described as “extra-official” interactions with private entities

in the context of Brazil’s development cooperation projects in Africa. 54 Accordingly, for

things to work out, “we soon realized that they [companies] expected some kind of signal
from above, whether from the Foreign Minister or the President, preferably from the
President as that led to a [political] commitment”, he said.

Although I will caution in this thesis’ Conclusion against invariably equaling such

proceedings with corruption, these observations can be furthered, nevertheless, to

sustain, once again, the “capitalism of linkages” argument. If, on the one hand, as noted in
Chapter 4, the Vale Foundation representative expressed his dissatisfaction for having to
run “Brazil’s solidarity errand” with the factory; the reverse assumption, on the other, is

also plausible. While the blending of development cooperation aims with business
initiatives remains, from a normative perspective, an unfinished debate in Brazil, it can

be said that the Brazilian state similarly contributed to run “Vale’s responsibility errand”.
In addition, behind a seemingly socially responsible attitude, financing the factory was

strategically interesting for Vale – and doubly so as the gesture built linkages with and

offered an opportunity to exert leverage over both the Mozambican and Brazilian
governments. This not only corroborates a common claim made across the literature on

the interweaving of public and private motives in Brazil’s extractive-driven, South–South
rapprochement with Africa, but it also reveals how the notion of responsibility is itself
articulated along this public-private web of interests.

At the time of research, amid a pervading mood in Brazil marked by the Lava Jato scandals and its
mediatic revelations on the controversial entwinement between political figures and large corporations,
many of my Brazilian informants, including state civil servants, spoke rather openly about the nature of
political-business affairs in the country.
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5.1.3 Vale: Bridging the West and the Rest towards an Optimal Responsibility?
In assessing Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique, the firm’s own considerations of and

relatings to established, transnational frameworks entailing expectations and standards
on corporate governance and good behavior offer another pertinent instrument with

which to analyze normative (self-) articulations of responsibility. As stated in this thesis’

Introduction, it falls outside the scope of analysis to appraise events through the lens of

such frameworks, as well as to judge their applicability and effectiveness.55 Still, in
gauging the articulation of responsibility in a dynamic of South–South relations, a few

observations can be made in this context. In this vein, similarly to Brazilian long-held

foreign policy projections of the country as a “bridge” between the West and the “Rest”, I
underscore below how an analogous rationale transpires through the articulation of
Vale’s responsibility.

Vale’s yearly Sustainability Reports – drafted in line with the philosophy of the

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), which recommends firms to disclose and assess their

positive and negative impacts on society (see Van der Ploeg & Vanclay, 2013) – pledge

observance to and collaboration with a large array of initiatives (for the latest version of
the report, see Vale, 2020b). These include broader business-oriented mechanisms and
more niche, extractive industry-related platforms. Examples of the former comprise,
among others, the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGP), the UN

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the World Business Council for Sustainable
Development (WBCSD), the Women’s Empowerment Principles (WEPs), and the Global

Business Coalition on HIV/AIDS, Tuberculosis & Malaria (GBCHealth). Instances of the

latter comprehend, to mention but a few, the Extractive Industries Transparency
Initiative (EITI), the International Council on Mining & Metals (ICMM), the Business and

Human Rights Resource Centre (BHRRC), and the Voluntary Principles on Security and

Human Rights. Up until 2019, Vale also used to be a participant in the UN Global Compact

– a major UN-backed business pact for corporate responsibility– but the firm requested
to de-list itself from the initiative in the wake of the Brumadinho catastrophe. Reportedly,

“due to significant environmental and human rights impacts and out of respect for the
55 For this dimension, the readership can rely on the generous clues offered by a number of more specialized

works. See, for example, Kabemba & Nhancale (2012); HRW (2013), Abelvik-Lawson (2014), Van der Ploeg
(2018), and Van der Ploeg & Vanclay (2018).
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Global Compact and its members, the company has decided to withdraw” (Vale, 2019b, p.

4).

Overall, like with other companies, Vale’s commitment to global responsibility

standards contribute to aid self-projections of good and credible behavior and often

provide an important backing to legitimation strategies (see Chauvey et al., 2014; Rathert,

2016; Wiegink, 2020; see also Chapter 4). Even when confronted with the major

reputational blow posed by the Brumadinho catastrophe, which exposed Vale’s grave
operational and human rights shortcomings, the firm has instrumentally resorted to such

frameworks to convey an image of a responsible post-tragedy management, motivated
by a “lesson learning” attitude (see Vale, 2019b, 2020) – despite it being unable to avoid

the tragedy in the first place.

Whereas contradictions abound, to draw on Salvioni et al. (2016), this adherence

to global responsibility mechanisms contributes, nevertheless, to set Vale apart from

other emerging power-based resource firms, particularly vis-à-vis Chinese and Indian

actors, whose compliance with international corporate standards tend to be more
limited. As the Transparency International (2016, p. 8) reports, the overall performance
of Chinese companies, including in the mining sector, has been marked by poor

transparency and disclosure records. In India, although great strides have been made

with the advancement of the Companies Act, which entails a statutory obligation to CSR

compliance domestically, adherence by Indian resource multinationals to international
governance frameworks has remained low (see Dutta et al., 2012; Narula et al., 2017 ).

Accordingly, Vale’s commitment to mainstream, Western-styled responsibility

blueprints on human rights, good governance, and sustainable development are

combined with qualities attributed to its Southern and Brazilian origins – which, as

discussed, have nurtured imaginaries of the firm as having a natural competence to
engage in Africa. 56 These visions do not only come across through stand-alone executive

declarations, as seen in Chapter 4, but have also been furthered in institutional
56 The “Western”

categorization here is subject of a number of scholarly debates. While global in aspiration,
a common reservation is that such instruments, along with the notions of corporate responsibility that they
inspire, prominently reflect Western forms of normative and political thought (see Turnbull, 2011; Mitra,
2012; Jamali & Karam, 2018). Moreover, though oftentimes endorsed by wide-encompassing multilateral
platforms such as the UN, considering these organisms’ power, funding, and staffing structures, Western
views tend to be privileged and advanced (see Puchala, 2005; Pitt & Weiss, 2019). Others yet suggest that
blueprints devised to govern corporate behavior offer a useful proxy to impose Western-preferred models
of development, stabilization, and state-building in poorer and fragile regions and states of the Global South
(see Khan & Lund-Thomsen, 2011).
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publications. For example, Vale’s 2013 Sustainability Report classifies its Community
Relations Guide as a “model that has already been deployed in Brazil and expanded to

Mozambique in 2013, [promoting] a unified [emphasis added] view of how to address

critical issues related to territories” (Vale, 2014c, p. 18). In addition, suggesting the
model’s adequacy to Mozambique, the report mentions that it “also provides structured
information to take decisions that enable mitigation of impacts and promote good

relationships with stakeholders, such as local communities, governments, NGOs and

other institutions” (pp. 18-19). All of which, as Vale reassures –bridging its Southern
adequacy with conventional responsibility frameworks – “is based on the main
international references on stakeholders’ engagement, Vale’s strategic pillars and the

company experience” (p. 18). In this regard, as described by a Mozambican community
relations supervisor at Vale’s coal logistic concessionaire on the Nacala Corridor, the

company epitomized the best of two worlds: “Vale is a champion”, he said (interview MZ8, November 2018). On a similar note, Casanova (2009) remarks that Vale’s globalized

presence coupled with its large production output and endorsement of renowned

business governance standards have “catapulted the company to the top of the global

premier league [of mining]” (p. 35). In this league, Vale – despite being an outsider, a
global Latina – “fits the bill” in both quantitative and qualitative terms and competes

shoulder-to-shoulder with other (Western) giants such as Glencore, BHP Billiton, Rio
Tinto, and Anglo American.

Based on these insights, it is possible to highlight how the articulation of Vale’s

responsibility echoes, in many ways, long-held Brazilian foreign policy depictions of the

country as a bridging actor in international relations. As described in Chapter 2, this

perception has remained preponderant since the early 1960s when Brazilian President

Jânio Quadros, in defending Brazil’s rapprochemt with a newly decolonized African
continent, projected the country as “the link, the bridge, between Africa and the west,

since we are so intimately bound to both peoples” (Quadros, 1961, p. 24). Or as

exemplified more recently by President Lula’s assertion of Brazilian businesses
representing a sort of mid-way solution for Africa: “Brazil had to adopt a different policy
than what Africans were used to. [Different] [f]rom the colonizers that go there to own

the country. Or from what the Chinese were trying to do” (as cited in Rossi, 2015, p. 328).

Under these circumstances, inasmuch as there was a Responsibility while Protecting,
where Brazil tried to mold the humanitarian debate by balancing Western
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interventionism trends and developing countries’ reservations to these, there could be a

Responsibility while Extracting. In tandem with international watchwords and principles

but with a Southern and Brazilian twist, the articulation of responsibility in the South–

South assemblage – though non-conditioned by the Brazilian government – has similarly
tapped into such imaginaries of Brazil as a bridging actor between the West and the Rest.
That being said, I now proceed to problematize this “responsibility while extracting”,
approaching it from an implementation and practical viewpoint.

5.2 Implementing Responsibility through Tropical Technologies
While devoid of robust normative backing and safeguard provisions, presumptions about

the exportability and appropriateness of Brazilian development models and experiences,
as repeatedly highlighted throughout this thesis, have fundamentally molded many of the

referents associated with Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique. This can also be observed

in the implementation of responsibility initiatives at project sites. Accordingly, by paying

particular attention to Vale’s community relations and resettlement proceedings, this

section discusses how responsibility has been articulated in practice, its socio-spatial

outcomes, and the ways in which this has unfolded against a backdrop of South–South
transfers. Centrally, I contend that these transfers bear “lusotropical” hallmarks as they

have furthered the appropriateness of Brazil’s “tropical technologies” in Mozambican

contexts. The argument advanced below demonstrates that the implementation of these

technologies has not only been misguided, they also reveal a vertical, top-down type of

co-functioning in the South–South assemblage. In this case, the Mozambican side of the

“South–South dash”, represented by the resettled populations, is treated as passive
subjects prone to the importation of exogenous development models.

Earlier in this thesis (see Chapter 2), it was argued that the lusotropical idea of

“tropical technology” has been pivotal to promote the appropriateness of Brazil in Africa
(see Dávila, 2010). Tropical technologies not only provided a sense of purpose to

Brazilian aspirations to forge connections with the continent in the wake of
decolonization, but they also offered an enticing pitch to bolster trade ties with the other

side of the South Atlantic. To recollect, the notion of tropical technology relates to the

applicability of Brazilian approaches, services, and industrial products to African realities

in light of similar (tropical) geographic conditions and development challenges. During
the 1970s and early 1980s, amid the difficulties posed by the oil shocks, these tropical
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technologies were particularly instrumental to meet such challenges by sustaining trade

contracts with oil producers such as Nigeria, whereby Brazilian industrial goods were
promoted as especially suitable to African markets. In Brazil’s rapprochement with the

continent in the 2000s, the idea of tropical technology has acquired broader contours: in

addition to industrial goods, it denoted the appropriateness of Brazil’s technical know-

how, engineering services, and agribusiness models (see Cabral, 2016). In this regard, it
also subsumed a sort of social and development technology: Brazilian experiences with

poverty eradication, inequality reduction, medical issues, agricultural bottlenecks, among
others, had the ability to offer solutions to African problems. To recall the oft-repeated
quote by Foreign Minister Amorim: “for every African problem, there is a Brazilian
solution”.

Figure 19. Ad in Nigerian newspaper promoting Brazilian "tropical" goods featuring black soccer star Pelé during the 1970s.
Dávila (2010, p. 240).

As it emerged from the analysis in Chapter 4, Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique, as per

the firm’s executives, also epitomized these “tropical” aspirations. In this vein, the South–
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South, through extraction, had the potential to co-constitute development in Africa.

Rodrigues (2015), who narrates in a field study her experiences as a Brazilian “megaproject” functionary in Mozambique, contends that this South–South development

“metaphor” was particularly felt during the early stages of Vale’s mining operations.
Accordingly:

This metaphor is heavily linked to a conception of development that is adopted by

both Mozambique and Brazil, where this [development] is perceived as a rounded

concept, a stage that can be reached by means of a standardized path . . . . According
to this notion, Brazil had reached such a developmental stage and was now
bringing it to Mozambique through Vale. (Rodrigues, 2015, p. 67)

Crucially, as demonstrated above, Vale itself has lent credence to these interpretations by
accounting, in its sustainability reports, for the “unified” appropriateness of its models

from Brazil in addressing critical issues related to territories in Mozambique (Vale,

2014c, p. 18). In this regard, the firm’s own policies and accumulated experiences – and
hence “tropical technologies” – around mining sites in Brazil offered parameters to its

engagement in Mozambique. Arguably, often self-formulated and with no third-party
verification, such sustainability reports should be taken with a grain of salt, as Chapter 6
will cast further light on. Still, many of these conventional views have not only been

constricted to mere self-depictions of responsibility; they have fundamentally oriented
socio-spatial strategies, resulting into practical outcomes. In Mozambique, Vale’s
dispossession practices offer a telling illustration in this regard.

To recapitulate this thesis’ literary review, the firm’s resettlement processes have

merited wide scholarly attention due to their questionable socio-economic and livelihood
consequences to local communities (see Chapter 2). Much of this focus has been directed

to Vale’s Cateme rural resettlement in particular. Implemented between 2009 and 2010

and destined to households with livelihoods linked to agricultural activities, the site was

built for about 750 families evicted to make way for the Moatize mine. In terms of socioeconomic prospects, the Cateme resettlement galvanized, upon its implementation, many
of the development and “better life” promises linked to Vale’s extractivism. For a number

of families, such hopes were major incentives to relocate to an area that was considerably
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distant from an urban center, with more challenging soils to cultivate, and limited water
supply (see Figure 20). 57

5

Figure 20. Sites of original and resettled communities. Source: Kirshner & Power (2015, p. 75).

Figure 21. The Cateme resettlement. Author photograph.

Yet, as other studies have revealed (see HRW, 2013; Lesutis, 2018, 2019a, 2019b;
Wiegink, 2018, 2020) and in line with what I heard from the resettled residents

themselves during my visit to Cateme, problems had started with the site’s housing
57As

argued in Chapter 2, the dispossession and resettlement affair in Mozambique’s coal industry has
rendered a vast and rich literary discussion. Vale’s project-induced displacement practices in particular
have become illustrative of the many misdeeds and exclusionary effects linked to Mozambique’s nascent
mining industry. In this vein, rather than approaching the debate in its multifaceted nature, the analysis
here focuses on the implementation of what I interpret as “tropical technologies”.
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infrastructure – an oft-repeated cause of complaints and dissatisfaction (see Figure 22
below). According to a resident:

For you to see, when they made these houses, this thing here did not have a proper

base [points at the foundation of one of the houses]. Without foundation! So things

were more or less like this when we arrived here, but the promise there [before
the resettlement] was beautiful: “your lives will change”. . . . We were about to

exchange the worse for the better, so our lives would change. So we came here, we
accepted, and we are now harmed. (focus group FG-3, June 2018)

Relatedly, most of the testimonials by participants in the focus group included

descriptions about the problems and inadequacies of the partly white, partly colored and
well-aligned Lego-looking houses that dotted the resettlement. As Lesutis (2018) notes

in his ethnographic study of Cateme, ahead of implementation, the house was presented

as an exemplary model, based on a Brazilian experience and epitomizing the

development that the resettlement was supposed to engender. To quote the author:

This model-house that replicated a type of a modern house used by Vale in Brazil

was evaluated as a significant improvement when compared with the houses in
the resettled villages – it was more spacious, had modern infrastructures such as

electricity, as well as household appliances. Therefore, it was presented as a sign

of development, as far superior to the houses that the resettled population used to

live in. (p. 155)

While the thin and insufficient foundational structures – prone to erosion and subjecting
the house to an eventual collapse – were pointed at as the most significant (as well as life-

threatening) source of concern (see Figure 22 below), other dysfunctionalities were
raised (focus group FG-3, June 2018). Despite the nice and neat appearance, seemingly of
a superior edification quality compared to the average type of dwelling found across the

region, there were pronounced mismatches between the model-house and local living

patterns. For instance, the metal roofing panels would recurrently overheat in Tete’s
usual sweltering hot weather, making it unbearable for inhabitants to stay indoors during

day time. To minimize heat absorption, some residents had soon devised creative coping
solutions such as using the rooftops to store dry stalks and corn cobs. Another
incompatibility, as reported by some residents, was related to their cooking practices.
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Mozambicans, as in much of Sub-Saharan Africa (but unlike most Brazilian households),

largely rely on firewood or charcoal-based methods to prepare their meals, which
generate a considerable amount of smoke. In Cateme, while the kitchen is external and

separated from the other housing spaces, its semi-secluded nature still delayed smoke
Mozambicans, as in much of Sub-Saharan Africa (but unlike most Brazilian households),
dissipation, exposing women to respiratory inconveniences and hazards.58 As such, many
largely rely on firewood or charcoal-based methods to prepare their meals, which
households had never abandoned their traditional cooking habits: usually performed
generate a considerable amount of smoke. In Cateme, while the kitchen is external and
outdoors by means of artisanal firewood or charcoal-burning stoves. In yet another
separated from the other housing spaces, its semi-secluded nature still delayed smoke
demonstration of a coping strategy, some families have converted their kitchen
facilities
dissipation, exposing women to respiratory inconveniences and hazards.58 As such, many
into storage spaces or new dormitories, renting them out sometimes for extra cash (see
households had never abandoned their traditional cooking habits: usually performed
Figure 23). Others, in light of long-standing construction problems or dissatisfaction,
outdoors by means of artisanal firewood or charcoal-burning stoves. In yet another
have decided to build their own houses from scratch, using the original resettlement
demonstration of a coping strategy, some families have converted their kitchen facilities
house for storage purposes.
into storage spaces or new dormitories, renting them out sometimes for extra cash (see
Figure 23). Others, in light of long-standing construction problems or dissatisfaction,
have decided to build their own houses from scratch, using the original resettlement
house for storage purposes.

Figure 22. House with eroded base in Cateme. Author photograph.

Figure 22. House with eroded base in Cateme. Author photograph.
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In this context, cooking is a genderdized attribution, usually performed by females.

In this context, cooking is a genderdized attribution, usually performed by females.
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Figure 23. Kitchen converted into dormitory. Author photograph.

On behalf of Vale, the construction of the Cateme resettlement was supervised by the
Brazilian engineering firm Odebrecht and executed by the Mozambican construction

company CETA, linked to Mozambican President Armando Guebuza (see Chapter 4). In

my focus group with the Cateme residents, I asked them how a company like Odebrecht,
engaged in high-complexity engineering projects such as hydropower dams and airports,

could have allowed the houses to be so poorly made. One man recalled that, during the

construction phase, in meetings between Vale and the prospective resettled
communities, the quality of the project would often be reassured through declarations

that the firm had brought qualified architects and engineers from Brazil to supervise the

works. He subsequently noted that he still wondered why they had flown “expensive
individuals” from Brazil – without any knowledge about their local environments and

dwelling patterns – to build houses in Africa. Another man, who had worked as a

bricklayer during the implementation of his own resettlement site, said that his remarks
to his Brazilian and maputekos supervisors would often be dismissed with a “we know

what we are doing” styled response.59 Accordingly, many of the housing problems could

have been mitigated or avoided had the resettled populations been included and heard in
the process, he suggested (focus group FG-3, June 2018).

Besides the modern houses, another major promise attached to the Cateme

“resettlement package” involved the implementation of rural development expertisetransfer schemes and livelihood restoration projects, some of which promoted under the
Maputeko is a local designation to allude to Mozambicans from Maputo and the comparatively wealthier
southern provinces.
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auspices of the so-called Knowledge Stations (Estações de Conhecimento). As observed in

Chapter 4, the stations would regularly punctuate the declarations of Vale’s executives

and were hailed for generating socio-economic progress and replicating in Mozambique

aspects of Brazil’s rural tropical experiences. To reiterate, the Knowledge Station is a
model managed by Vale Foundation, derived from the firm’s Brazil operations, and aimed

at offering “opportunities for social development and service to the socially vulnerable of

the communities” (Vale, 2015a, para. 1). The establishment of a Knowledge Station had a

particular appeal in the Cateme resettlement given that its inhabitants were prominently

engaged in agricultural activities. Referred to by residents as the “Model Farm” (Fazenda
Modelo), the project had initially provided training courses, educating the resettled

population, through demonstration fields, on how to adapt farming practices to their new
living environment and increase productivity through enhanced inputs. Yet, as Lesutis

(2018) remarks, the Model Farm promoted methods that relied on intensive use of

chemical fertilizers and considerable water irrigation for a population that could not
afford the fertilizers and in an area with shortage of water. Consequently, many had soon

lost interest in the training courses and, following management issues involving Vale

Foundation in Mozambique (as detailed further below), the Model Farm has ceased its
activities in 2015. According to a resident interviewed by Lesutis:

It was good what they showed us at the farm, we could see how they were
cultivating maize. But they had water and fertilizers. How can we do it here when

we do not have enough water even for ourselves to drink? How can we buy

fertilizers when we do not have enough money to buy some cooking oil. (as cited
in Lesutis, 2018, p. 162)

In this context, Lesutis calls attention to another example involving a livelihood initiative
in Cateme that promoted the production and sale of poultry. In 2012, approximately 70

families had been assisted by Vale with chickens, veterinary inputs, equipment, and

technical support to launch the poultry production business – with the intention of
turning it into a self-sustaining enterprise in the long run. Whereas the initiative was seen
as a suitable and economic empowering livelihood strategy, only three families were still

in the business five years later. The lack of financial education on how to manage

revenues and re-invest profits and the inability to treat chicken diseases and secure food

rations were among the main causes of failure. To rely on another interview fragment
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from Lesutis’ ethnographic study, where one of the family members still engaged in the
business is quoted:

To keep this business going, we needed to plan, we needed to calculate, to

distribute our profits, and secure constant supply of the chicks, and make sure to

sell them in time. Not everybody had these kinds of skills. It is not enough to give

chickens, give a few lessons one afternoon, and expect the people to take the

business from the ground. It might be a simple thing in Brazil [emphasis added],

but here in Moatize it is a new thing, we are not used to this. People need to have
a capacity to do that, it needs to be taught, as very few in the community have this
kind of knowledge and skills (as cited in Lesutis, 2018, p. 164)

Although revealing less the kind of structural misfit that is seen with the housing
infrastructure, the skills-transfer and livelihood restoration aims envisioned by the

Model Farm and entrepreneurial initiatives like the poultry program demonstrate the
complexities of transplanting development schemes – however tropical, developing
country-specific, or “tested at the source” these are. While the poor performance or

outright failure of these projects have been exacerbated by management and
embezzlement problems coupled with a constant “buck-passing” game between
corporate and public authorities (see Lesutis, 2019a; Wiegink, 2020), they also illustrate

how supposed Brazilian tropical technologies and adequacies were at times largely
oblivious to Mozambique’s own tropical nuances (see also the discussion about the

ProSAVANA in Chapter 2). This was evidenced, among other things, by the lack of a

detailed understanding of local contexts (as seen with the Vale executives in Chapter 4),
the underestimation of technical and management challenges, and the inability or

unwillingness to take community demands into account. Considering Vale’s (2014b)

above-stated commitment to “promote a unified view of how to address critical issues

related to territories”, by emphasizing similar and converging experiences, the South–
South, in this case, ended up overlooking differences and divergences. 60

Under these circumstances, a Brazilian diplomat posted in Malawi, adopting a

reflexive tone on what he described as his country’s “philanthropic projects” in Africa –
which could include both public and private initiatives – suggested that “as we try to
The following section complements these observations by bringing to fore the perspectives of
professionals working on the implementation of such projects.
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replicate Brazilian experiences, we end up pushing this down the throat of African

societies” (interview MW-1, November 2018). “We don’t try to understand the profile of
recipients”, he added. This is further aggravated, as explained, by the fact that many
projects are initiated without reaching completion, being marked along the way by a lack

of financial and institutional backing, delays, and the absence of well-defined targets.

Despite being wrapped in beautiful discursive contours, such “philanthropic projects”
end up backfiring: “they don’t bring results and provide ample margins for criticism and
questionnement”, this Brazilian diplomat suggested.

Central to Vale’s portrayal of an image of “responsibility while extracting” and “a

reference in Brazil’s social agenda” (Vale, 2019a), the role of Vale Foundation in
Mozambique speaks to these remarks. Whereas the earlier-quoted Vale Foundation

representative expressed his determination to “revolutionize Africa” (see Chapter 4) as
mining operations in Moatize kicked off at the turn of the 2010s, a combination of factors

had later derailed his aspirations. Constant leadership changes, corporate policy re-

orientations, and the coal price dip meant that, by 2015, the Foundation no longer
operated in Mozambique and that projects such as the Model Farm were discontinued

(Rodrigues, 2015, p 53). Reflecting on the economics of mining, a researcher studying

Vale’s extractivism hinted at a potential explanation to the Foundation’s short-lived
presence in Mozambique (interview R-2, April 2019). Interpreting Vale’s responsibility

initiatives as mechanisms of social control, this researcher observed that, as the price of

a given mineral drops or the importance of a mine declines, becoming less strategic for

the company’s overall profitability, less of an incentive that company would have to spend
on and exert strict control mechanisms over its extractive activities. As suggested, under

such circumstances, the company is able to withstand workers’ strikes or community
unrest without that taking on much of a heavy toll (see also Milanez et al., 2018). 61 As
such, amid a coal price slump, less of an incentive there was to be responsible in

Mozambique, contributing to Vale Foundation’s withdrawal. Rodrigues’ (2015) field-

based study adds that the Foundation’s failures can be attributed to its own impractical

61 In a collateral observation, the same rationale could be applied to the Brumadinho catastrophe: as the
Córrego do Feijão iron ore mine was close to exhaustion and supplied a lower-quality mineral compared to
other mines, Vale was less inclined to enforce and invest on stringent safety and security protocols for its
tailings dam, whose rupture caused the tragedy (see Milanez et al., 2019).
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idealisms, reflected through a paternalistic posture of imposing ended-models to
Mozambicans. As described by one of the author’s Mozambican informants:

Vale Foundation did not withdraw itself, it exploded, it died, it was nearly expelled.

There was a lot of resistance, from the population and from its local employees,
because we don’t want what comes from there, we have the capacity to tell what
should be done in our country. (as cited in Rodrigues, 2015, p. 120)

Against this backdrop, the transfer of tropical technologies to further a “responsibility
while extracting” demonstrates – begging my pardon, once again, for the pleonastic

formulation – a co-functioning marked by a lack of co-functioning in the South–South

assemblage. In this regard, the Mozambican side of the “South–South dash”, represented
by the affected populations that are spatially located in the extractive territory, is treated

as a passive interlocutor, prone to the importation of exogenous, ended models. Unlike

the relatively horizontal dash that configures Vale’s relationship with the Mozambican

power elites, the South–South acquires here contours of a vertical, top-down relational
arrangement – replicating relational patterns that have long and historically marked

Mozambique’s encounters with foreign actors. In this sense, the interpretation raised by

the Burkinabé historian Joseph Ki-Zerbo (2003), quoted in the beginning of this thesis, is

not a far-fetched one: Africa, whose relationship with the global capitalist system

continues to be defined by the supply of raw materials, remains unable to determine its
own paths to development.

5.3 “Building the Plane as We’re Flying It”: Structuring Responsibility while
Implementing It
Similarly to what happened all over the world, once the Covid-19 pandemic broke and

social isolation restrictions began to take hold around March 2020, sudden changes to
the work and educational environment have followed suit at my home institution, the
University of Groningen. “We’re building the plane as we’re flying it”, declared an

employee to the local student-run magazine during the first weeks of the lockdown (as

cited in Hoogschagen, 2020). People were working from home, pupils studying online,
crash courses had to be devised to train staff, new teaching methods formulated, and

digital exams set up, all while technical support was swamped and overwhelmed.

Although the transition happened in fits and starts and much about it was far from ideal,
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this employee observed that “needs must”, admitting that there had to be a degree of

creativity, improvisation, and mutual understanding to ensure that the “university plane”

could structurally function as it flew through the sudden, turbulent processual
circumstances posited by the health crisis.

This analogy offers an adequate entry point to this chapter’s final section. In a

similar guise, I bring structure and process together to demonstrate that the articulation

of responsibility in the South–South assemblage evidences a feedback loop between the

two dimensions. As such, I hold that practical outcomes linked to the operationalization

of responsibility (process) have contributed to its formulation and embeddedness within
institutional, normative frameworks (structure) – which, in turn, have the potential to

effect implementation prospects more widely. To put it figuratively, I account for how the

“responsibility plane” in extractive governance is built as it is flown. In furthering this
perspective, I look more specifically at the role of the Brazilian and Mozambican

professionals managing and implementing responsibility projects in the territories

impacted by Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique. Such projects include, among other
things, activities linked to Vale’s community relations, impact assessment procedures,

and sustainability visions. The analytical relevance of these actors, whom I call

“responsibility professionals”, is justified by the fact that they operate at the interfaces
between businesses and local societies, shaping how aspirations and commitments to

responsibility are translated into practice (see Kemp & Owen, 2013). In this light, the

findings below are based on the impressions I have collected in interviews with Vale’s
own staff in social departments, including those at its rail and port concessionaires on the

Nacala Corridor, as well as managers and employees of Vale-commissioned consultancies

involved in responsibility projects. The argument hereby developed suggests that, whilst
marked by a host of limitations and (again) lusotropical attitudes, the practical

articulation of responsibility has contributed to the creation of structural competences
relevant to the governance of Mozambique’s extractive sector more broadly.

Now, onto the analysis, and considering the frequent rotations and changes

affecting an expatriate workforce – the Brazilian responsibility professionals in this case

– discussions about earlier events and proceedings could seldom be conducted, at the
time of fieldwork, with those who were directly involved with them. Still, when

recollecting some of the above-discussed shortcomings linked to Vale’s resettlement

practices (implemented in the late 2000s), the consulted Brazilian responsibility
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professionals would usually admit that things should have been done more properly,

especially in Cateme. Yet, in justifying their companies’ course of action at the time, many

of the drawbacks were attributed to the unprecedented nature of such large-scale
displacement undertakings in Mozambique. To pose further complications, as remarked,
the country had neither institutional hallmarks nor legal parameters to guide
resettlement practices: most proceedings had to be built from scratch, relying on bits and
pieces from international provisions, the International Finance Corporation’s (IFC)

performance standards in particular (see IFC, 2012), and on their experiences from
Brazil. As explained by the manager of a Brazilian consultancy firm advising Vale on social
impact procedures from as early as its installation phase in Mozambique:

At the time there was no law [on resettlement], so everything was done through a
constructive approach. Every month we had meetings [with other project

stakeholders], as everything was totally new, had a high impact, and the potential

of a high reputational damage. So we started to construct this process based on

these understandings, on the international standards, and of course by using the
Brazilian experience. Not so much in terms of the Brazilian legislation, but more

from an implementation perspective: practical experiences that we had
accumulated over time. (interview R-1, April 2019)

Alongside the unprecedented nature of the resettlement process and the lack of legal

guidance, a Brazilian social worker involved with the same consultancy firm

acknowledged that there could be less arrogance and more willingness to listen to the
affected communities (interview MZ-6, November 2018). Accordingly, a sense of “being

in the middle of nowhere in Africa” and “that nobody was looking” combined with the

illusion that offering a brick house would be enough to satisfy an extremely poor
population led to undue carelessness (see the discussion in 5.2).

Among my Brazilian “responsibility” informants, nonetheless, these processes

would often be posited as learning opportunities. As time went by and the effects of Vale’s

extractivism became more traceable, project-induced inconsistencies more clear, and
civil society’s attention more pronounced, there were lessons to be learned and
improvements to be sought in tandem with the company, government actors, and
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grassroots groups.62 Accordingly, as described by the consultancy manager, a major
“victory to Mozambican society” that emerged from these learning opportunities came

with the establishment of a Mozambican regulatory framework on project-induced

resettlement activities, adopted through decree in 2012 (interview R-1, April 2019). 63

According to Human Rights Watch (2012), however, while important safeguards have

been included in the decree, it stemmed from a rather limited process of consultation that
failed to provide adequate participation opportunities to key stakeholders such as local
communities, civil society organizations, and even the private sector. Moreover, Wiegink

(2020, p. 5) critically notes that its enforcement has been close to non-existent and that
the decree, rather than imposing safeguards, further legitimizes resettlement and land
grabs by state agencies and corporations. Symons (2016) observes, in turn, that the

enactment of a regulatory framework has been unable to prevent mishandlings and

abuses from happening in dispossessions linked to Mozambique’s emerging LNG
projects. These remarks highlight how “major victories” in terms of new or better
regulations alone are not sufficient to redress shortcomings.

Back to the Brazilian professionals, many of those with whom I spoke revealed,

nonetheless, a more comprehensive understanding of local contexts – particularly if

compared to the executive declarations from Chapter 4. For those who had previously
worked with Vale in Brazil, there was an acknowledgement that their accumulated
experiences with large-scale extractive projects were professionally relevant to their
work in Mozambique. Yet awareness was also expressed that, in spite of tropical and

developing country-based similarities, there were also considerable political, economic,

and social differences between the two realities. “You cannot just take a model from there

and place it here” (interview MZ-6, November 2018), as argued by the above-quoted

Brazilian social worker. Instead, often in management or supervisory roles, these
Brazilian professionals tended to frame their main contributions around capacity

building prospects, particularly so by underscoring the hiring and training of a

Mozambican “responsibility” workforce. This was seen as a relevant undertaking given
the novel business dynamics brought by Vale’s investments to the country. As declared

For a critical perspective on the emphasis of dismissing failures as “learning lessons” in the context of
Mozambique’s project-induced displacement processes, see Wiegink (2020).
63 Portuguese original: Regulamento sobre o Processo de Reassentamento Resultante de Actividades
Económicas (Regulation for Resettlement Resulting from Economic Activities), stipulated by decree
31/2012.
62
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by the aforementioned manager of the Brazilian consultancy firm: “We have always

guaranteed a large presence of Mozambicans and, deep inside, we have capacitated a lot

of people in social methodologies and with regards to good corporate practices”

(interview R-1, April 2019).On this account, it was subsequently noted that many director

and manager-level positions in social departments at Vale, its logistic concessionaires, or
other companies around the country are nowadays filled by Mozambicans, and that many

of whom had started at or worked with the referred consultancy.

Besides the formation and training of a local responsibility workforce, it was not

uncommon to hear among my Brazilian informants about the cordial nature of relations
with their Mozambican counterparts. In line with what can be observed more generally

with the Brazilian expatriate workforce in Mozambique, most of these informants were

light-skinned and came from the wealthier and predominantly European-settled

Southern regions of Brazil. Notwithstanding, they would still suggest that their country’s

racial mixture and African roots coupled with the existence of a common language were
factors that contributed to more respectful, horizontal, and amicable professional and
everyday interactions with Mozambicans. This positive differentiation was particularly

stressed in comparisons to dynamics at Chinese and Indian firms and exemplified by the
existence – between Brazilians and Mozambicans – of episodes such as mixed work

lunches and weekend outings. Here, once again, it is possible to observe the lasting

influence of lusotropical depictions. Albeit often expressed unconsciously and in a subtle

manner, these hinge upon “racial democracy” imaginaries, whereby presumptions of

Brazil’s miscegenation and intimate race relations contribute to nurture projections of

racial tolerance and co-existence – a premise that has long been comforting to white

Brazilians in Brazil and, more recently, in Africa as well (see Dávila, 2010; see also
Chapters 2 and 4).

Among the consulted Mozambican responsibility professionals, some have indeed

agreed that speaking a common language brought positive qualitative differences to work
relations, facilitating their ability to learn and implement projects – although, as

discussed in Chapter 4, a possible performativity in the telling of these stories should not

be discarded. Expressing his appreciation for Brazil’s South–South engagement with
Mozambique, from which he saw himself as a product of, a Mozambican community

relations supervisor at Vale’s coal logistic concessionaire on the Nacala Corridor
described:
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Brazil’s image in Mozambique is positive, not only because of soccer and soap
operas. I am a product of this cooperation. I did my master’s in Brazil. I worked for

Embrapa [Brazil’s state-owned agricultural research agency], ABC [Brazil’s

development cooperation agency], and today at CLN [Vale’s concessionaire]. This

aggregates an entire technical and professional know-how: a major gain in human

capital that contributes to the country. (interview MZ-8, November 2019)

Others, however, have expressed different viewpoints. Rebutting Brazilian claims to

cordial (race) relations, a Mozambican community relations professional at the Nacala-a-

Velha port shared how he regularly came across comments from his Brazilian superiors

and co-workers that denoted “a sense of entitlement as well as racial and moral

superiority” (interview MZ-9, December 2018). Moreover, on a revealing side

observation, similar impressions were shared across other categories of Mozambican

workers. During a focus group I conducted with mining operations employees working

for Vale in Moatize, informants have described workplace relations with foreign

superiors and colleagues as defined by a general lack of trust. This was attributed to the

existence of racial prejudices and discrimination against Mozambicans. As one
participant, who had also previously worked for an Indian mining company, put it:

The prejudice factor has been very accentuated. . . . They [referring to Vale and the
Indian coal firms] would rather put someone of the same race, of the same

ethnicity in a given position, even without any expertise in the area. . . . But due to

the fact that we are not from the same race, that trust factor is lacking (focus group
FG-2, June 2018).

In this vein, some Mozambicans tend to their Brazilian counterparts as people of a

different race, with relations described in terms of racial prejudices and lack of trust.
Brazil’s race relations are thus viewed here as being no different from that of other

Southern actors (i.e., Indians). Implying that the idea of equality and racial affinity in these

South–South workplace relations is a fallacy, the previously quoted Brazilian journalist
who had formerly covered Mozambique suggested that local perceptions about Brazilians
do not differ much from that about Europeans:

We [Brazilians] are perceived as just as rich as Europeans are perceived [in

Mozambique]. Because when we are there, we are representing, in a way, an
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Europeanized idea of Brazil, we are the people that go to work there, the people

that go to train them and do research, the people that go to cooperate. The poorer
as well as black side of Brazil is not represented. (interview BR-11, April 2019)

In addition, although a significant share of managing positions in corporations’ social and

sustainability departments are nowadays filled by Mozambicans, these are typically

functions where having some sort of Mozambican leadership is convenient and often
indispensable. Similarly to departments such as human resources (HR) (see Rubbers,

2020), to have a Mozambican national in charge not only helps to legitimize proceedings
vis-à-vis local populations, it is often indispensable due to specific needs that could not
otherwise be fulfilled by a foreigner – for instance, ability to speak regional dialects,

understandings of cultural contexts, and capacity to navigate bureaucratic nuances. Yet,

as one informant put it, “we are often talking about the weaker part of [mining]
companies” (interview MZ-7, November 2018), pointing at the curtailed functional role

of social departments comparatively to the more aggressive, extraction-oriented goals of

operational and commercial units, more likely to be managed by expats (see also Kemp

& Owen, 2013).

The presented evidence thus suggests that many of the practical outcomes linked

to the articulation of responsibility in the South–South assemblage have been

characterized by a plethora of insufficiencies. These resulted into admittedly flawed

procedures (i.e., Vale’s resettlement process), led to sub-optimal normative productions

(i.e., a resettlement decree marked by a limited process of consultation and lack of
enforcement), reveal a co-functioning between Brazilian and Mozambican professionals
rattled by racial ambiguities, and demonstrate that Mozambican leadership has been

restricted to curtailed corporate functional roles. Notwithstanding, I defend that these

dynamics – despite all limitations – have still contributed to the creation of structural

competences and capacities relevant to the governance of Mozambique’s extractive

sector more broadly. As seen through the resettlement decree, it has set minimal
standards to processes that had no prior regulation, providing at least some parameters

to other investments – in extractives and beyond – that later made their way into

Mozambique. The remarks raised by the above-quoted Brazilian consultancy manager
adequately capture this point:
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Today we are at another level. It is much easier to be a consultant here. You

already have parameters. If you arrive at the ministries today, there will be people

who are very specialized in the resettlement issue. There are meetings, there is a

national seminar every two years linked to the resettlement theme that we
participate in. So you already have a channel for dialogue with stakeholders. You

have a stronger civil society that already questions, that is already integrated. Of
course, there is still a lot to improve, I think there will always be. But today is
without doubt another moment than what it was at the time of arrival, when there
were no such possibilities. (interview R-1, April 2019)

In a similar vein, it can be argued that the hiring and training of a Mozambican

“responsibility workforce” has enabled the creation of a professional know-how that can

service and orientate other extractive engagements across the country. To draw, once

again, on a comment made by the same manager with respect to the capacitation that
occurred on the heels of Vale’s investments:

As in Mozambique there were not so many big experiences like this [Vale], and as
this [the consultancy’s] team had been capacitated, very well capacitated, so of
course when a large enterprise arrives, it sees the need to draw on people that are
already qualified. (interview R-1, April 2019)

This point was exemplified in the context of resource extraction elsewhere in

Mozambique, prominently around the more recent development of the LNG mega-

projects, which include fossil fuel giants such as Anadarko (now taken over by Total),

ExxonMobil, and ENI. As remarked, many of the Mozambican employees and managers

who are now behind these firms’ community relations, sustainability, and social
development projects gained professional experience, and often started their careers, in
the ambit of Vale’s extractivism.

On a final point, I propose that the above observations help to partly rebalance

prevalent scholarly interpretations that see extraction, including in Mozambique, as

enclaved or socially thin (see Ferguson, 2006; Hönke, 2010; Appel, 2012; Kirshner &

Power, 2015; Büscher, 2015; see also Chapter 2). I concur with these enclave readings by

acknowledging that Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique has indeed contributed to

“enclavization” and “social thinness” from a perspective of entrenching class differences,
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exclusions, and socio-economic marginalization, all while having limited benefits in

linking up to the local economy (see Buur, 2014; Kirshner & Power, 2015; Hansen et al.,

2016; Dietsche & Esteves, 2018; Monjane, 2019; Lesutis, 2019a). Yet I do not view Vale’s
extractivism as being wholly enclaved or socially thin. That is, as completely detached,
fenced off from local environments, in a sense that it renders state governance obsolete
in face of global neoliberal forces. Through the processual, practical articulation of

responsibility against a backdrop of South–South encounters, I have demonstrated how

Vale’s extractivism has contributed to a greater – albeit sub-optimal – ability to govern

extractive-related developments in Mozambique more widely. Accordingly, this has led

to “niches” of institutional and governance capacity that stretch beyond the enclave –
even if it is, paradoxically so, to generate and manage spaces of exclusion and
accumulation (and hence enclaves) elsewhere.

To end by returning to the plane’s analogy, the “responsibility plane” molded by

the South–South may be flawed in design and performance, with relations between its
pilots marked by intricate inequalities. Still, the plane is built as it flies through the

turbulent, evolving dynamics of Mozambique’s extractive sector – even if it only has

potential to service routes that connect different enclaves.
5.4 Concluding Remarks

By centering the analysis on the question of “responsibility”, this chapter asked: How is

the South–South assembled to articulate responsibility in extractive governance? Bundling
concerns about duties, obligations, and ethical imperatives, I sustained that the notion of

responsibility has emerged as an important guiding and moralizing principle in business
conduct, being often associated to good governance prospects. As a general line of
inquiry, I discussed responsibility’s embeddedness in extractive governance by looking

at the ways in which it has been articulated by patterns of South–South significations,
interactions, and circulations. I thus proposed to account for this articulation in both
structural and processual terms, underscoring responsibility’s normative production and

practical outcomes, respectively, in the South–South assemblage represented by Vale’s
extractivism in Mozambique. Accordingly, in tandem with the adopted assemblage

conceptual vocabulary, I stressed responsibility’s co-production and co-functioning

across public–private, global–local, and formal–informal structures and processes.
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As such, section 5.1 started by tackling the articulation of responsibility from a

structural, normative viewpoint. The analysis here was constructed along three fronts.
The first discussed the extent to which normative provisions have been articulated by the

Brazilian state to prescribe responsibility parameters to the external operations of its

firms. In the ambit of Brazil–Mozambique relations more specifically, I zoomed into two

instruments of particular relevance to the activities of Brazilian firms: the Brazil–
Mozambique Agreement on Cooperation and Investment Facilitation and the BNDES’s
finance lending mechanisms. On this account, despite the availability of vague and

voluntary responsibility clauses in the former and the existence of a supposedly

exemplary domestic policy in the case of the latter, it was demonstrated that the
engagement of Brazilian businesses in Mozambique, Vale’s in particular, has been left

largely “un-responsibilized”. The second highlighted how responsibility could also

emerge as a “product” of ad hoc, public-private articulations, as observed through the

establishment of the antiretroviral drug factory. Though officially connoted to different

spheres, it was argued that Brazil’s state-led development cooperation initiatives have

subsidized Vale’s business interests in Mozambique, and vice-versa – in yet another

demonstration of the workings of a capitalism of linkages between political and

businesses actors. The third observed how, similarly to long-held Brazilian foreign policy
depictions of the country as bridge between the West and the Rest, Vale’s responsibility
has been articulated as a sort of optimal hybrid: combining its Southern and Brazilian

credentials with adherence to conventional, Western-styled responsibility frameworks

guiding corporate behavior.

Section 5.2 shifted the angle towards the processual side of things, approaching

the implementation of responsibility initiatives at project sites, notably in the context of

Vale’s dispossession and livelihood programs in the Cateme rural resettlement. I

highlighted how presumptions about the exportability and appropriateness of Brazilian
“tropical technologies” have centrally guided the practical operationalization of

responsibility prospects. Promoting the adequacy and desirability for Mozambique of

models and experiences that have been implemented in Brazil, I contended that these

processes reveal the continued influence of lusotropical understandings in Brazil–Africa

relations. Critically, I observed that transplantation attempts, in emphasizing similar and

converging realities, have overlooked differences and remained oblivious to local

conditions of possibility. On this account, I pointed at a type of South–South co-
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functioning between corporation and the affected populations characterized by a vertical,
top-down relational arrangement where Mozambicans are treated as passive subjects,

prone to the importation of exogenous, ended development models

Finally, starting with the analogy of “building a plane while flying it”, section 5.3

brought “structure” and “process” together to demonstrate how the articulation of

responsibility in the South–South assemblage evidences an interplay between the two

dimensions, where “process” contributed to the production of “structure”. I developed
this argument by centering the discussion around the role of the Brazilian and

Mozambican professionals behind the management and implementation of responsibility
projects. Confronted, particularly at early stages, with a reality devoid of regulatory

apparatuses in a country that was seeing a large-scale extractive arrangement for the first
time, these professionals had to experiment through practice and build capacity from the
ground up. Many of the resulting outcomes, as argued, were foregrounded by a host of

limitations, ranging from flawed implementation procedures to racial ambivalences in

professional relations between Brazilians and Mozambicans. Notwithstanding, I

sustained that these dynamics – despite all shortcomings – have still contributed to the
creation of structural competences and capacities relevant to the governance of

Mozambique’s extractive sector more broadly. In defending this perspective, I proposed
to rebalance scholarly readings of Vale’s extractivism as wholly enclaved and with no

benefit to the country at large, arguing that it led to greater – albeit sub-optimal –
governance capabilities.
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THE SOUTH–SOUTH:
RE-ASSEMBLED TO
CONTEST EXTRACTION
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Chapter 6
The South–South: Re-assembled to Contest Extraction
When these projects are brought to another country, they don’t bring the

experiences of civil society. They don’t aim for capillarity and don’t dialogue with

the affected. But the true South–South link is the one that is people-to-people. We

want to engage in the debate, to monitor, to evaluate, especially because civil

society has nowadays many consolidated global networks. So this international

solidarity by civil society is a key factor in South–South relations. It can work

against these arrangements, or it can support them if it is included. (interview BR-

1, April 2019).

This quotation conveys the thoughts of a representative of a Brazilian South–South

Cooperation (SSC) studies center. Through linkages between research, policy advocacy,

and practice, the center promotes discussions of alternative development paradigms,
calling for the greater participation of social movements and civil society organizations
in these processes. In line with this thesis’ earlier remarks (see Chapter 2), the peoples

and voices of the Global South are viewed here as politically conscious subjects who

speak, act, and react back. Drawing on global civil society networks, these actors may

mobilize to challenge statist-corporate framings of the South–South, forging in turn their

own South–South connections. As suggested by Angosto-Ferrández (2013), this

highlights the people-based dimension of the Global South, where shared experiences of
exclusion, marginalization, and exploitation produce a collective transnational political

identity (see also Bond & Garcia, 2015, 2020; Shankland & Gonçalves, 2016; Milhorance
& Bursztyn, 2017; Milhorance, 2018).

This chapter builds on and discusses these leads with respect to dynamics

prompted by Vale’s outward expansion into Mozambique. In so doing, it asks: How is the
South–South reassembled to contest extraction? This question is addressed through an

analysis of the politics and practices of mobilization of the International Articulation of

those Affected by Vale (Articulação Internacional dos Atingidos e Atingidas pela Vale), or

simply the Affected by Vale (Atingidos pela Vale, henceforth AV). Established in 2009, the

AV is a transnational network that combines a range of grassroots groups and activists
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seeking to contest Vale’s global operations. Within the AV, this chapter pays special

attention to the ties forged between Mozambican and Brazilian civil society groups. These
dynamics are approached through the idea of “reassembly”. As explained, I subscribe to

Murray Li’s interpretation in which reassembling involves “grafting on new elements and

reworking old ones; deploying existing discourses to new ends; transposing the meanings
of key terms” (Murray Li, 2007, p. 265; see also Chapter 3). In this vein, I hold that the
South–South is reassembled to denounce and challenge the range of grievances and

exclusions attributed to Vale’s extractivism. The South–South thus emerges as a

transnational contestation axis through which synergies are explored and articulated by

means of a a co-functioning “from below”, providing a workable avenue to problematize,

disrupt, and re-signify many of the categorical subjectifications that have projected
extraction as a coherent and desirable arrangement (as discussed in Chapter 4).

As repeatedly underscored throughout this thesis, the assembling of the South–

South as a positively differentiated transnational arrangement has offered an appealing
framework and legitimizing power to advance (geo)political and business interests. Yet

as observed by Shankland and Gonçalves (2016), inasmuch as the idea of the South–South
promotes, it can also offer productive paths to challenge these developments. In this
sense, the authors suggest that the transnationalization of contestation across the Global

South and among Southern-based groups has emerged, on the heels of SSC’s boom, as a

counter-hegemonic challenge to mainstream (state and corporate) framings and uses of
South–South subjectivities. In the context of Brazil–Mozambique relations, as highlighted

in Chapter 2, this “tension” has been well-documented and researched in the case of the

ProSAVANA rural development program. As described by Aguiar and Pacheco (2016),
the tropical agribusiness internationalization effort embodied by the ProSAVANA led to

a “South-South cooperation of the peoples of Brazil and Mozambique”. It prompted the

engagement of Brazilian grassroots actors with experiences from a similar, commercial-

driven agricultural program in Brazil – the PRODECER, implemented in the 1970s – with

Mozambican activists (Schlesinger, 2014). These parties included a range of Brazilian and
Mozambican civil society actors such as peasant movements, social justice NGOs, and
academics. The ProSAVANA transnational contestation network these actors formed has

acted by means of exchanging information, monitoring developments, organizing field

visits, drafting letters to authorities, and producing audiovisual awareness-raising

campaigns, among other practices (Cabral & Leite, 2015; Zanella & Milhorance, 2016;
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Shankland & Gonçalves, 2016). The network has managed to obtain more transparency
from the authorities about the intents of the ProSAVANA, to secure room for broader

consultations, and, later on, to halt parts of the program altogether (Shankland &
Gonçalves, 2016, p. 37).

While the struggle against the ProSAVANA has also brought Vale into the picture,

the literature has chiefly explored these contestation flows from a rural resistance angle

(see Cabral & Leite, 2015; Shankland et al., 2016; Milhorance & Bursztyn, 2017). These

works speak, for instance, to debates on the internationalization of agrarian contestation

platforms,64 underscore the (usual) pre-eminence of the Brazilian state in furthering the

program, and point at the (discourse/practice) contradictions that mark Brazil’s

development cooperation projects. Alongside the Brazilian state, Vale is perceived as one

of the driving forces behind the program, reinforcing exclusionary patterns of land

commodification against which rural-focused and agrarian social movements have
mobilized along a South-South axis. These texts have, however, seldomly situated

the transnational nature of popular contestation to Vale within the breadth of scholarly
insights on resistance and social protest to extractivism, particularly in the mining sector

(see, for instance, Gordon &Webber, 2008; Acuña, 2015; Hanna et al., 2016; Conde,

2017). While Vale’s impacts have been documented and investigated in line with the
firm’s global extraction activities, the transnational dimension of resistance against the

corporation remains a missing perspective. While taking note of the AV and its efforts to

articulate internationally, the literature on the opposition to Vale’s extractivism has
privileged localized resistance efforts or, at most, country-specific networks (see Tubino
et al., 2011; Wanderley, 2012; Lyra, 2016). More in-depth accounts of the AV have been

emphatically descriptive (see Sousa, 2014), self-referential (carried out by members, see
Marshall, 2015a, 2015b; or the organization itself, see Atingidos, 2016), or, as mentioned
above, linked with ProSAVANA’s agricultural struggle. Concerning the extractive

industries more specifically, forms of civil society transnational activism and protest to
mining have been facilitated through the role of Western, professionalized NGOs,

including Human Rights Watch and Oxfam (see HRW, 2013; Oxfam, 2015), industry-led

platforms like the International Council for Mining and Metals (ICMM) (see Curtis, 2007),
and through community and mining-affected grassroots initiatives at the regional level
64
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such as the Alternative Mining Indaba in Africa (see Matsika et al., 2014), and Latin

America’s Observatory of Mining Conflict (see Svampa, 2012a). But examples of Southern
transcontinental efforts and connections – for instance, between Africa and Latin America
– remain largely under-appreciated.

The analysis of the AV below seeks to fill these voids, directing attention to the ties

forged between Brazilian and Mozambican civil society in particular to explore the

dynamics of resistance to extractivism in a transnational as well as a South–South

configuration. I recognize that the notion of civil society can be conceptually ambiguous

and incomplete, particularly so in African environments, where the term is heavily
charged with Eurocentric ideological prescriptions of civility (Comaroff & Comaroff,

1999). Still, building on Price (2003), I defend its analytical usefulness as an umbrella
term to refer to “‘a third system of agents, namely, privately organized citizens as

distinguished from government or profit-seeking actors” (p. 580). Whereas this

definition embraces a wide array of social actors and modes of engagement, this chapter

approaches civil society, more specifically, through the prism of activism-based

exchanges and mobilizations. That is, individuals or groups who undertake voluntary
collective action to provoke social or political change in pursuit of a perceived public
interest (Scholte, 2002; Brough & Shresthova, 2012; Wampler, 2011). In this sense, to

account for such dynamics within a cross-border context, I build on the idea of a

“transnational (or global) civil society”, usefully defined by Florini and Simmons (2000,
p. 6) as networks, coalitions, and advocacy campaigns, involving formal or informal

transnational linkages, that seek “to solve problems that span borders in the absence of

border-spanning governments” (see also Price, 1998; Khagram et al., 2002). It should be

noted that this category is distinguished from other transnational agents, such as

terrorists and organized crime, as it generally eschews the deployment of armed violence

for their goals (Price, 2003, p. 580).

Based on this circumscribed notion and interpretation of civil society, I make use

of my interviews with representatives of development and rights-based grassroots

groups within the AV, both in Mozambique and in Brazil, and with academics researching
Vale as well as Brazilian FDI and development cooperation initiatives .The latter type of

infomant, as Waisbich (2020, p. 119) remarks, can be seen as knowledge brokers:

researchers at universities, think tanks, and expertise-based NGOs generating knowledge
and evidence on Brazil’s South–South relations. Among these knowledge brokers, as I will
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detail below, some have acted to support AV efforts – when not directly involved with

groups under its umbrella – by supplying information, demanding transparency from

public and private actors, and facilitating exchanges. This material is complemented with

the examination of key AV texts such as the Articulation’s annual reports and meetings’
dossiers as well as website and social media content.

In this spirit, this chapter’s analysis revolves around one key argument, namely

that the reassembly of the South–South to contest extraction is driven by specific political

opportunities and that these determine the timing, framing, and effectiveness of

resistance prospects against Vale. In advancing this understanding, I follow the lead of a

host of literature accounting for transnational activism processes, both in a broader sense

(Tarrow, 1998, 2005; Meyer, 2003, 2004; Joachim & Locher, 2008) and in Brazil–Africa
exchanges more specifically (Dolcetti Marcolini, 2014; Milhorance & Bursztyn, 2017;
Pomeroy & Silva, 2016; Waisbich, 2020), in terms of a political opportunity structure. That

is, as notably defined by Tarrow (1998), the “consistent – but not necessarily formal,
permanent, or national – dimensions of the political environment that either encourage

or discourage people from using collective action” (p. 18). In this vein, contentious

politics, besides involving the identification of common grievances and targets, responds
to a number of external variables, both across domestic and global landscapes. These can

range from shifts in domestic politics and international relations, to the involvement of
influential allies, the prospect of repression, the availability of finance, and the existence
of discursive openings. All of which, it is argued, affect actors’ ability and propensity to
mobilize – and to do so effectively.

In proposing such an interpretation, I heed on McFarlane’s (2009) and Davies’

(2012) invitation to combine thought on cross-border contentious politics and social

movements with an assemblage conceptual vocabulary (see Chapter 3). To understand

the re-assembling of the South–South, through the prism of civil society and in light of

specific political opportunities, to challenge extraction is a way of doing so. In tune with
the openings offered by the assemblage analytic this thesis deploys, this reading provides

for a comprehension of transnational activism as a dynamic instance of co-functioning

that responds to contingent structures of opportunities. Relatedly, it allows for inquiring
how such processes fuse sub-national, national, and global contention to disrupt

perceived hegemonies and effect change as well as the ways by which South–South
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exchanges and significations are mobilized to pursue such ends in face of fluid domestic
and international configurations.

This chapter thus builds on this analytical orientation and discusses respectively,

(6.1) which political opportunities have contributed to the AV’s establishment and, on

this account,how they led to the forging and signification of South–South ties between

Mozambican and Brazilian civil society; (6.2) how resources were mobilized and
strategies deployed to pursue transnational collective action and dispute the
internationalization of Vale; and (6.3) to which extent shifting political and economic

circumstances in Brazil and Mozambique have affected contestation prospects along a
South–South, transnational configuration in recent years.

6.1 Vale’s Global Exctractivism as a Political Opportunity for Transnational
Contestation
The head of a Mozambican NGO offering legal assistance to mining-affected populations

in Moatize told me they “articulate to challenge what is articulated globally” (interview

MZ-5, June 2018). My interviewee’s admission accounted for the launch of and his

organization’s participation in a transnational network to contest Vale, the International

Articulation of those Affected by Vale (AV). Established in 2009, the AV brings together a
range of grassroots groups and activists: from labor unions, human rights groups,
lawyers, peasants’ associations, and environmental activists, to academics, public policy

representatives, cultural organizations, and faith groups. 65 In line with Vale’s

international and multifaceted operations – encompassing mining of varied resources but

also logistics, processing, energy, and finance operations (see Chapter 2) – leverage is
seen as better exercised in a similarly transnational and plural fashion. A prominent voice

within Vale resistance circles, Judith Marshall (2015b) has written that “networks linking
only communities or only environmentalists or only trade unionists have limited
effectiveness” (p. 11).

The AV’s founding meeting, held in Rio de Janeiro in April 2010, included

organizations and participants from 14 countries. The event was preceded by the drafting

of a dossier, which mapped many of Vale’s engagements in Brazil and abroad, and
identified the respective groups involved in disputes with the company (Atingidos pela

65

The full overview of founding members can be found at Atingidos Pela Vale (2010, pp. 156-157).
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Vale, 2010). Viewed as a point of departure, the document was described as the first
collective effort to challenge both “the image that Vale constructs for itself at the symbolic
level” (p. 6) and Vale’s representation as a Brazilian icon. According to a Brazilian

researcher involved in the AV’s founding, while in the beginning there was no centralized
leadership in order “to avoid an NGO-ization of the articulation and to keep it open for
various movements” (interview BR-10, April 2019), an executive secretariat, often

represented by a key AV activist, was later on created to help with the mobilization of
resources and the organization of events.

Though the AV is seen in this chapter as a platform that enabled the forging of

South–South ties from the ground up between Brazil and Mozambique, the origins of the

movement are directly tied to events in Canada. In 2009, more than 3,000 workers at

Vale’s nickel mines in Sudbury, Port Colborne, and Voisey’s Bay, Canada, went on strike.66
Represented by the United Steelworkers (USW) trade union, laborers have brought

operations to a halt following Vale’s attempts to renegotiate pension benefits and bonus
payments in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis and nickel’s consequent price decline.
After a series of stalled talks, the increasingly bitter strike lasted for almost a year in

Sudbury and Port Colborne and for 18 months in Voisey’s Bay, making these events the
longest walkout in Vale’s history (Peters, 2010; King, 2017). To the Brazilian researcher

involved in the AV’s founding, “Brazilians go home” messages were common on the strike
banners in Canada. These developments have in turn given rise to the articulation of a
transnational solidarity network between those affected by Vale in Canada and in Brazil,

leading to the creation of the AV. Noting an inversion of exploitation patterns – a Southern

firm exploiting Northern workers rather than the other way around – my interviewee

declared: “For the first time there was a reverse solidarity from Brazil towards them. This
case being a South –North cooperation with Canada” (interview BR-10, April 2019).

Concurrently, what started as an effort to support and solidarize with the

Canadian strike has laid the initial foundations for the establishment of the AV as a

broader, transnational network to contest Vale’s corporate practices and mining
activities worldwide. This has corresponded with other concomitant efforts. For instance,

the organization of a workshop on the internationalization of Brazilian firms during the
2009 World Social Forum in Belém, Brazil, brought together representatives of

Vale’s Canada operations followed the acquisition of Canadian nickel mining corporation Inco in 2006,
leading to the establishment of Vale Inco – nowadays Vale Canada Limited (see Chapter 2).
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communities, mostly from across Latin America, affected by Brazilian corporate

projects.67 Personal ties and given coincidences have also mattered: evidencing the key
role played by what I described above as knowledge brokers, Brazilian researchers
completing their postgraduate studies in Canada at the time were instrumental in

facilitating exchanges between groups affected by Vale in Canada and in Latin America.

While the events with the USW in Canada were crucial to kick-start and give shape to an

international contestation articulation against Vale, the subsequent resolution of the

Canadian strikes in 2010 has tempered the union’s mobilization impetus within a
transnational setting. “The Steelworkers were fundamental. But after they won the strike,

they kind of jumped out”, the Brazilian researcher involved in the AV’s founding said
(interview BR-10, April 2019). Although the ties with the Canadian workers became

lukewarm, setting up an international movement against Vale nonetheless contributed to
the establishment and strengthening of other connections.

This is what happened in the case of the Brazilian and Mozambican parties. After

the initial, mutual lack of awareness about Vale-related struggles in the country of the

other, the creation of the AV meant that “the Brazilian relationship with Mozambique
went from water to wine” (interview BR-10, April 2019). Arguably, the ease of a shared

language has played a key role in fostering and facilitating such ties but other factors were
also decisive. Demonstrating once again the important role played by knowledge brokers,
relations were specially boosted in the wake of a grant obtained by a group of Brazilian

researchers linked to the AV in 2012 to conduct a comparative study and fieldwork on
the extractive industries in Brazil and Mozambique. As such, contacts that were already

in place due to the AV’s establishment – but that were often mediated through a third-

party – acquired a real, tangible dimension. Speaking about their trip to Mozambique, the

Brazilian researcher involved in the AV’s founding declared that “our comprehension of

the Mozambican reality, our comprehension of Vale has become totally different”

(interview BR-10, April 2019). This has reportedly set the stage for other subsequent civil
society trips and exchanges among those affected by Vale across the South Atlantic, from

Brazil and Latin America to Mozambique and vice-versa. Building on a frame of

affectedness, of being negatively impacted by extraction, the establishment of such links

not only involved a shared concern or a demonstration of solidarity with each other’s

The World Social Forum is an annual meeting of grassroots organizations championing counterhegemonic globalization.
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struggles, it also carried an underlying idea of being partners in a common struggle (see
also Waisbich, 2020).

The geopolitical conjuncture at the time, as discussed, was one of greater

international prominence of the Southern emerging economies and their firms, leveraged

by the 2000s commodities super-cycle, and as such set the stage for the widening global

role of companies like Vale (see Erten & Ocampo, 2013; Fernandez, 2019). The 2008
financial crisis, fueled by anti-globalization sentiments, has in turn exposed that Vale’s
outward expansion was not without friction, as demonstrated by the “Brazilians go

home” banners in Canada. In line with this thesis’ literary review (see Chapter 2), such

developments increased the perception that a South–South economic landscape does not
necessarily translate into better corporate behavior on the ground – as otherwise

suggested by the declarations cited across Chapter 4 bestowing extraction with
coherence and desirability. All of these factors have not only provided a raison d’être for

transnational protests against Vale but have also increased the political value of such a

contestation platform, which endorsed broader, post-2008 anti-globalization calls and

took a critical perspective on the emerging – yet little challenged – flows of South–South

economic relations. Adding to that, the resolution of the Canadian strikes, which saw
some of the workers’ demands met and to which the establishment of the AV provided an

important backing, reinforced a sense of political efficacy and encouraged subsequent
mobilization, particularly among the Brazilian and Mozambican grassroots groups

affected by Vale. As such, it can be argued that the assembling the South–South “from

above” – as expressed through the densification of co-functioning patterns among state

and private actors– created a political opportunity to challenge it “from below”. Under a

common perception of affectedness, this has allowed the South–South to be re-signified
and mobilized – and hence reassembled – to channel resistance to globalization by means

of transnational activism and the creation of cross-border coalitions (see also Waisbich,

2020).

Moreover, the relative novelty of related large-scale investments in Mozambique

coupled with the government’s inexperience in managing such processes and local civil
society groups’ limited to non-existent exposure to multinational companies led, as

discussed in Chapter 5, to a range of mishandlings and rights violations, notably with

regard to project-induced displacement practices. All these signals in the political and
economic conjuncture have, nevertheless, provided opportunities for the articulation and
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the strengthening of ties between the Brazilian and Mozambican parties within the AV.

For Brazilian civil society, it was an opportunity to become familiar with and monitor the
role of Brazilian firms abroad while extending domestic fights to an international arena.
From a Mozambican standpoint, the opportunity to engage in a transnational

mobilization effort was not only a way to gain knowledge of and explore synergies with

experiences elsewhere, but it also offered a chance to advocate for socially-sound
parameters for corporate and state responsibilities in the face of Mozambique’s incipient

extractive boom (as discussed in Chapter 5). Moreover, this has been reinforced by the

establishment of the ProSAVANA, which further contributed to create momentum for

transnational resistance connecting Mozambique to Brazil, and vice-versa. The expansion
of Brazilian FDI and commercial initiatives in Mozambique has thus offered a political

opportunity structure for grassroots groups across the two nations to act internationally,
raising awareness about common struggles and establishing dialogue platforms (see

also Milhorance & Bursztyn, 2017). As tellingly described by a panelist speaking about
the role of civil society at a seminar on Brazil–Africa relations held at the University of
São Paulo:

In the case of civil society, I think it is interesting to consider that a lot of actors

were reactive to the state. They were trying to catch up with reality: the Brazilian
state was there, Brazilian companies were there. They had a new battle ground to

fight without actually having the weapons to do so. So there was a lot of catching

up, and that’s the reason why a lot of the knowledge work was done. They had to

understand what was Vale, what kind of credit lines Brazil had. This information
was not there in the beginning. So they had to, in a way, trace the money and react.
(event E-2, April 2019)

Besides building on these external opportunities and incentives, the reassembling of the

South–South as a process of co-functioning devised to contest extraction required the

mobilization of material, human, and ideological resources to voice demands and to

pursue resistance goals. I now turn to this dimension of the AV’s struggle, addressing how
and to which ends the network’s contestation potential was harnessed.
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6.2 Taking (Transnational) Action against Vale
“How can we pinch Vale’s image?”, inquired a representative of a Brazilian advocacy
organization – also linked to the AV – acting on behalf of populations effected by and

exposed to the hazards of dam developments (interview BR-6, April 2019). To answer
her own question, she claimed that “counter-information is our major strategy” and

highlighted how many of the AV’s actions seek to challenge Vale’s international image,

which she regarded as tainted by both blue- and green-washing techniques. Accordingly,

the AV denounces and opposes how the company publicly depicts itself as a contributor
to development, economic growth, and employment generation. They contest the
advertised discourse that this is all carried out in ways consonant to international

standards through, for example, association with the UN Global Compact – and hence the

reference to the blue color – as well as sustainable and environmentally sound, i.e., green,

practices. This view, which the AV challenges, comes across particularly strong in Vale’s

yearly Sustainability Reports, through which the company conveys a message of social
and environmental responsibility, with regular mentions of compliance with
international safeguards on human rights, labor, the environment, and good governance
(see Chapter 5).

To provide the missing, bottom-up counterpoint, the AV has published a series of

Unsustainability Reports (see, for example, Atingidos pela Vale, 2012, 2016). The reports

have, among other things, criticized corporate abuse and perceived violations of human
and labor rights, offering an instrument for grassroots groups and communities to tell
their own stories. In a somewhat satirical fashion, the outputs are in similar reporting

and graphic formats as Vale’s Sustainability reports. For instance, whereas Vale’s official
motto suggests that the company aims “to transform natural resources into prosperity
and sustainable development” (Vale, 2016, p. 13); the AV’s 2015 Unsustainability Report

states that Vale’s mission is “to transform natural resources into catalysts for continually
growing profits for shareholders, disregarding the rights of workers, communities,
traditional peoples and future generations, as well as their expectations to a life with

dignity” (Atingidos pela Vale, 2016, p. 2). The AV’s website and other outputs similarly

evidence how the movement’s (counter-) communication makes regular parallels to

Vale’s communication materials (see Figures 24 and 25).68 For instance, graphic patterns
68

See: https://atingidospelavale.wordpress.com/
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applied on Vale’s official promotional material are used in the AV reports’ illustrations to
depict environmental, labor, and social abuses experienced by the affected populations.

Figure 24. The AV's logo. Source: atingidospelavale.wordpress.com

Figure 25. Cover of the AV's 2015 Unsustainability Report. Source: Atingidos pela Vale (2016).

Another significant outcome the movement’s “expose and oppose” strategy yielded is that

Vale was elected the “Worst Company in the World” in the 2012 Public Eye Awards, held

at the margins of the Davos World Economic Forum. Aided by a strong online campaign
propelled by the AV, the corporation was “awarded” for “repeated human rights abuses,

inhumane working conditions, and the ruthless exploitation of nature” (Public Eye, 2012,
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para. 3). Another particularly effective counter-information move was through the

targeting of Vale shareholders by becoming a shareholder itself. To do so, AV activists

have collectively bought Vale stocks, which provided the opportunity to participate and

vote in shareholders’ meetings. In these meetings, activists would express their views and
make demands from within, using their position to raise awareness among and exert
pressure over other shareholders.

The AV has also held regular, movement-wide meetings “to debate experiences

and design strategies to confront violations committed by Vale all over the world” (FASE,

2015a, para. 1). Five annual meetings were organized between 2010 and 2015, and the

gatherings were typically followed by the drafting of a final letter expressing the concerns
of the populations affected by Vale’s activities. Criticism would also be directed to the

governments of countries in which Vale operates, for their degree of interconnectedness

(and capitalism of linkages) with the company – through, inter alia, equity-ownership,

subsidized lending, lenient legislation – and for contributing to the perpetuation of
inequalities and violations of their own populations’ rights (FASE, 2015b). Moreover,

some of these reunions were strategically timed and held at symbolic locations. For

example, the first, founding meeting in 2010 took place in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, where

Vale is headquartered. It occurred as the Canadian strike was unfolding and it took place

in the same period as the company’s general meeting of shareholders was scheduled
for. The third gathering, also held in Rio, took place during the UN Rio+20 Conference in

2012. The fifth and last meeting to date occurred in the city of Ouro Preto, at the heart of

Brazil’s so-called Iron Quadrangle in the state of Minas Gerais, where Vale has originally

started to mine in the 1940s.

Some of these meetings were also accompanied by the organization of field visits

(caravanas) to Vale’s mining areas, gathering civil society representatives of various

countries and backgrounds. These visits were meant to provide eyewitness accounts of

the reality of Vale’s projects and a platform for comparisons and exchange of experiences.
This was the case for the AV’s founding meeting in 2010, when the organization of
two caravanas preceded the event: one to the mining sites in the state of Minas Gerais,

and the other covering Vale’s “northern system” in the Amazon, where the Carajás Mining
Complex is located (see Atingidos pela Vale, 2010, pp. 141–150). As described by the
earlier-quoted Mozambican NGO director, who participated in the Carajás visit, the trip

provided an opportunity “to see the situation in loco, as a way to counter-balance:
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contrasting [the Carajás rail corridor] with the Nacala Corridor, drawing comparisons,
analogies, and we saw that Vale’s behavior is the same” (interview MZ-5, June 2018). In

this sense, the South–South, exhibiting similar material landscapes that lead to similar
struggles across both sides of the “dash”, arises as an affectedness-based link. Yet the

affected are not merely just affected, they are also stakeholders in a common struggle.

In the wake of the Mariana (2015) and Brumadinho (2019) catastrophes,

grassroots groups within the AV also played a crucial role in monitoring the tragedies

closely, serving as up-to-date, bottom-up and continual source information, especially

whenever media attention started to fade away. This is particularly highlighted through

the work of the Brazilian and AV-affiliated Águas e Serras Casa Branca social movement,
which has played an active role in the aftermath of the tragedies, monitoring corporate
as well as state responses and voicing the opinions of residents and victims in the affected

areas (Atingidos pela Vale, 2019a). The AV has similarly issued statements recalling

several of the warnings given by communities, activists, and employees ahead of the

tragedies. Preemptively, in their view, these could have possibly prevented or mitigated

the calamitous consequences had the company and public authorities listened and taken
demands and complaints more seriously (see Atingidos pela Vale, 2019b).

Yet, despite seeing a spike in announcements and website posts following the

Brumadinho tragedy, the Articulation has experienced an overall downtrend in recent

years. Particularly after 2015, this has been evidenced by the halt of the annual meetings

and the fact that its presence has been mainly restricted to the online domain. In this light,

it can be argued that, while the South–South has been opportunistically reassembled by

Mozambican and Brazilian civil society to contest extraction, variations in the political

conjuncture surrounding this co-functioning have crucially impacted collective

mobilization efforts. Accordingly, in the next, final section of this chapter, this downtrend
is account for by the changing circumstances in the broader political and economic

environments in both Brazil and Mozambique. I argue that these “externalities” have

contributed to a less favorable political opportunity structure for the South–South

activism embodied by the AV, altering strategic postures and the incentives for coalitionbuilding.
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6.3 South–South Activism: towards Disassembly?
As highlighted, Brazil’s political landscape has been marked by a cocktail of turbulent

events in recent years (see Chapter 2). The overall conjuncture saw a pronounced

deterioration around 2015 under the shadow of a stagnating economy and the Lava Jato
corruption scandals – which contributed to halt several of the country’s leading firms’
international ambitions. These circumstances have led many Brazilian grassroots groups
within the AV to concentrate efforts and scarcer resources on growing domestic

challenges. Priority has thus been given to confronting austerity reforms and the

perceived loosening of environmental, labor, and social-welfare safeguards that came

with the enactment of economic reforms and the sweeping changes in the country’s

leadership and political configuration –from a leftist administration to a decisive swing

to the right symbolized by Bolsonaro’s rise to power in 2019 (see Vicino & Fahlberg,
2017; Malta, 2018; Terto Neto, 2020).

At the same time, Brazilian groups countering extraction have become

increasingly articulated into a mainly domestically-oriented and broader mining

resistance – as opposed to Vale-specific – platform, namely the Movement for Popular
Sovereignty in Mining (MAM), which gained potency around 2013 (see Lyra, 2016). Many
of the MAM’s grassroots groups have also remained within the AV and the two

movements perform, in many ways, complementary roles. Notwithstanding, the fact that
notorious mass movements within the AV such as the Brazilian Landless Workers’

Movement (MST) and the Movement of People Affected by Dams (MAB) have increasingly

channeled their anti-mining efforts through the MAM has “cooled down” the AV
(interview BR-10, April 2019). Moreover, with the central node of the AV’s strategic

thinking, networking, and resource mobilization passing through Brazilian organizations
such as FASE, Justiça Global, and Instituto PACS, a more inward-looking strategic posture
has similarly drained energy away from the transnational civil society flows nurturing

the network. In times of more challenging circumstances, the diffuse nature of the
Articulation – devoid of a structured, permanent leadership and more dependent on

the ad hoc efforts of given individuals in NGOs, academia, or trade unions – reinforced

these difficulties.

In Mozambique, this has been followed by local civil society’s pragmatic forging of

other partnerships. For instance, the aforementioned organization providing legal
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assistance to mining-affected populations in Moatize has increasingly engaged with

Danish and Canadian NGOs in anti-Vale efforts, as exemplified by their initiative to exert

pressure on pension funds in these countries with investment assets in the firm

(interview MZ-5, June 2018). Moreover, as Lesutis (2019a) suggests, the hardening of

tensions between FRELIMO and the main opposition party RENAMO – fueled by
intermittent violent clashes from 2013 through 2017 – has created a dynamic of political

violence and repression, which the recent insurgency in the gas-rich northern province
of Cabo Delgado has made even worse (see also Pitcher, 2020). These recent
developments have sparked fear among those engaged in civil society mobilization
efforts, as the government has been incentivized to increase surveillance and violent state

reactions to dissent, driving Vale-affected populations, for example, to employ less

confrontational strategies to deal with their precarity in mining spaces (Lesutis, 2019b,
p. 47). Finally, while Mozambican civil society has had only limited exposure to and only

seldomly mobilized around large-scale economic projects prior to Vale’s establishment

during the 2000s, the economic landscape, as observed, has undergone major
transformations. The intensification of coal mining, gas discoveries, and agricultural

investments throughout the 2010s has provided more opportunities – tied to increased

awareness on the impacts of large-scale economic projects – for civil society coalition-

building, either with grassroots groups elsewhere in the country or other international
partners (event E-1, October 2018; see also Symons, 2016).

In light of a less favorable configuration of political opportunities, especially after

2015, the AV’s activism, along with its South–South dimension, has been expressed less

through on-site, face-to-face interactions (i.e., meetings, field visits) or broader

outreaching initiatives (i.e., detailed reports on the affected populations, global
campaigns) and more through targeted, often reactive actions following a major

contentious Vale-related event (i.e., condemnation notes, requests demanding
accountability from authorities). Actions such as the participation in shareholders’

meetings have not been discontinued but remain prominently pushed forward by the

individual efforts of given activists. On the other hand, the AV’s continued online

presence, especially the Articulation’s website and Facebook profile, has enabled the

movement to draw on e-activism to voice concerns and demands, and to build

institutional memory by means of keeping track of past initiatives. Moreover, the

development and popularization of faster cost-free, cross-border communication
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platforms such as WhatsApp have been crucial to keep ties and contacts alive, thus

contributing to preserve the movement’s “skeleton”. Communication and social media

platforms may similarly offer the possibility to resume mobilization prospects once there

are more favorable political opportunities for their realization. Paradoxically, major

catastrophes such as Brumadinho are telling in this regard. The fact that Brumadinho

made international headlines, occurred after a similar major disaster (Mariana), and was
simultaneously a social, labor, and environmental tragedy seemed to offer, at the time of
research, a new momentum for reviving Vale contestation efforts in a transnational,

multifaceted, and also South–South fashion. A Brazilian activist, hopeful that there would
be a re-strengthening of international efforts to challenge Vale – while recalling the

pledges of the then newly inaugurated Bolsonaro government to loosen environmental

safeguards and mining regulations in Brazil – declared that Brumadinho can be in many
ways a “necessary evil”, offering a timely opportunity “for us to put forward initiatives
and try to change things” (interview BR-7, April 2019).
6.4 Concluding Remarks

By asking How is the South–South reassembled to contest extraction?, this chapter has built

on the notion of “reassembly” to investigate how contestation against Vale has been

signified and exercised transnationally, particularly along a South–South configuration,
and the ways in which specific political opportunities have shaped resistance dynamics.

I have done so by analyzing the politics and practices of mobilization of the International
Articulation of those Affected by Vale (AV), paying special attention to the ties forged

between Brazilian and Mozambican civil society. I discussed (6.1) which political

opportunities contributed to the AV’s emergence and how South–South connections in
particular were developed and signified within the Articulation, (6.2) how resources

were mobilized and strategies deployed to pursue transnational collective action and

dispute the internationalization of Vale; and (6.3) the extent through which shifting
political and economic circumstances across Brazil and Mozambique influenced
contestation prospects in recent years.

In 6.1, I argued that a favorable political opportunity structure – defined, for

instance, by the greater international protagonism of the Southern emerging economies

and a commodities super-cycle in the late 2000s – has not only contributed to Vale’s

expansion to Mozambique and elsewhere but has also set a propitious stage for
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articulation to be forged, from below, to dispute such developments. On this account, I

argued that the South–South has been re-assembled “from below” to contest extraction.

Centrally, this included re-deploying vocabularies of South–South partnership, through

affectedness-based frames, to disrupt dominant (state and corporate) depictions of
mining as a coherent and desirable arrangement. In this sense, civil society (or people-to-

people) alliances across the Global South emerged as viable and powerful instruments to

challenge and contain the negative social, development, and environmental impacts
resulting from South–South economic flows.

In 6.2, I demonstrated that transnational collective action has been fundamentally

exercised through contestation strategies that have brought awareness to a shared

spectrum of Vale-related struggles and grievances across the South Atlantic and

elsewhere, strengthening and increasing the geographical reach of resistance efforts. As

such, the AV’s transnational challenge to Vale was leveraged through the amplification of

counter-information flows, initiatives to pressure corporate shareholders, the promotion
of international campaigns, the organization of meetings and on-site excursions, and by
keeping memories of mining tragedies alive. For the Brazilian and Mozambican parties

involved, this contributed to nurture a shared perception of the South–South as exhibiting
similar, problematic material landscapes that propmpted the affected to become
stakeholders in a common struggle.

However, as I observed in 6.3, ensuing changes in the political and economic

landscapes, especially in Brazil and Mozambique, have in turn hampered this

mobilization capacity, highlighting some of the challenges for sustaining a broader

mining-resistance platform across the Global South. Yet, even in times of a less favorable

political opportunity structure, the contestation-based, South–South co-functioning that

the AV represents, signifies, and mobilizes is not entirely disassembled. The online

domain and cross-border communication platforms have enabled the grouping to subsist,
which provides prospects for transnational mobilization efforts against Vale to resurge

once there are new windows of opportunities, for example in the aftermath of a major
tragedy such as Brumadinho.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
We lack mastery, we lack technique. Well, what is our elegance? None, except that

we adjust the foot to a new ground. Or are we inviting the ground to mold the foot?
. . . But we, here on the southernmost corner of the South, are exercising a science
of survival. We are pouring sauce over scarce flour to see if the miracle of bread
repeats itself in the periphery of the world, in this suburb. (Couto, 1997, para. 3)

In this passage, Mia Couto, a renowned Mozambican writer and literary reference across
the Lusophone world, talks about how the Portuguese language is re-created in

Mozambique, figuratively seen as located on “the southernmost corner of the South”.
Though Mozambicans may lack grammatical mastery, technique, and elegance, Couto

suggests that they fill the Portuguese language with their own contours, meaning, and

regional vocabularies as they go about their own science of survival in “the periphery”. In

short, Mozambicans evidence how language (in this case, an externally and colonially
imposed one) is artisanal, plastic, and grammatically malleable. After all, as Couto

subsequently notes: “[Considering] the laws of language, does anyone know about their
certainties? I have my reservations” (para. 6).

Couto’s analogy can be similarly extended to think about this thesis’ exploration

of the “South–South”: a sort of “language” that is artisanal, plastic, and grammatically

malleable. Written and spoken through extraction, this language has linked different

corners of the South and has been filled with diverse contours, meanings, and
vocabularies. It has led to a renewed sense of possibility, rekindling hopes that miracles

could indeed take place in the world’s periphery, particularly in Mozambique – the

southernmost corner of the South. Yet laws that posit South–South qualities such as
development, cooperation, and partnership, among other outcomes, are not certain. Far

from being an objective language, the South–South is sensible to life experiences, socio-

material contexts, and mutable ideas.

In this light, this thesis accounted for the constructedness, heterogeneity, and

contingency of what it proposed to interpret as the “South–South”: a transnational web
that functions across the Global South, represented by the loci (places) it inter-connects
– in this case, Mozambique and Brazil – and an ethos (mode of engagement) that reveals
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specific patterns of establishing, maintaining, and signifying relations. To build on Couto’s
text, the South–South, viewed from this perspective, does indeed warrant a comparison
to language as it acts both as an instrument (a means whereby a particular set of relations

is situated, achieved, and performed) and a code (a system of symbols used to assign

meanings and instructions). As such, this thesis highlighted the South–South as a versatile
and manipulable instrument and code, underscoring its emergence and articulation

through processes of co-functioning in which heterogeneous elements came together, in

particular spaces and times, toward certain ends. These readings derived from an

assemblage understanding of social-material configurations as dynamic and contingent,

characterized by flows, connections, and becomings, yet also open to transformation. On

this account, the assembling of the South–South as a process of co-functioning – and its

embeddedness in symbolic-material circuits of meaning and value – was demonstrated

empirically within a context of natural resource extraction, namely through the
engagement of Brazil’s mining multinational Vale S.A. in Mozambique. In line with these

orientations, this thesis asked: How is the South–South assembled through Vale’s

extractivism in Mozambique?

To answer this question, I proposed to appraise this relational configuration as a

“South–South assemblage”: an arrangement animated through extraction, forged against

the backdrop of a transnational web of connections between the Souths of Brazil and

Mozambique, whereby humans, things, and ideas are enrolled. Thus, at its core, this

thesis’ research question was guided by an interest to understand how this South–South
assemblage has been, in fact, assembled. In this vein, I held that the South–South both

constitutes and is constituted by extraction, thereby evidencing a feedback loop where it
both articulates and is articulated by the varied relational events that unfold under an

extractive arrangement. To draw inspiration, once again, from Couto: the South–South

adjusts the ground at the same time that it invites the ground to mold it. This thesis’
central query was answered along three lines of inquiry that guided the empirical

analysis, which I synthetized as “legitimacy”, “responsibility”, and “contestation”.
Respectively, I discussed how the South–South has been assembled to confer legitimacy

to extraction, to articulate responsibility in the governance of extraction, and to contest
the effects of extraction.

To reflect upon this study’s discussion and contributions, the concluding sections

below will (7.1) summarize the main arguments and findings delineated over the course
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of this thesis, (7.2) account for the ways in which its empirical exploration has furthered

an assemblage-based understanding of the South–South, and (7.3) consider potential

avenues for future research.

7.1 Summary of Arguments and Findings
Taking note of a global conjuncture during the 2000s shaped by the favorable prospects

of a commodity bonanza, this thesis posited that a study centered on Vale’s extractivism

in Mozambique could provide a productive window through which to consider the

forging and performance of contemporary South–South ties. The topic’s attraction and

relevance was further justified by the opportunity it offered to appraise the South–South

in a multifaceted and multi-scalar fashion, allowing the analysis to grasp its many

totalities, inner-workings, and ambiguities. This examination was subsidized by an

empirically-rich study, totaling four months of fieldwork in Mozambique and Brazil,
which enabled the addition of first-hand accounts and contextual particularities. Against

this backdrop, this thesis moved from the level of background information and literature

review in Chapter 2, to the delineation of an assemblage conceptual framework in
Chapter 3, to the empirically grounded exploration of the assembling of the South–South

through extraction in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.

With the purpose of offering pertinent background information and an

examination of the relevant literature, Chapter 2 did so along three fronts. First, I
discussed the imbricated conceptual nature of the “Global South” and accounted for

processes of South–South relations within a geography of “development encounters”, a

dimension that the literature has recurrently described as “South–South Cooperation”.

Second, I looked at the forging of Brazil–Africa connections, the Brazil–Mozambique
relationship in particular, stressing key historical, geopolitical, and economic shapers of

relations across the South Atlantic. And third, I provided an introduction to Vale,
accounting for its origins in Brazil and its efforts to achieve a global presence amid the

commodity boom of the 2000s. I detailed, more particularly, the firm’s outward

expansion into Mozambique and reflected upon how scholarship has examined its role

and activities in the country. The first part advanced two central points: (a) my

interpretation of the Global South and of the South–South as denoting a matching locus

(place) in the world and an ethos subsuming a shared condition that inspires a particular

mode of transnational engagement; and (b) my suggestion to delink the South–South
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from the usual qualifiers that follow the term in the literature (e.g. cooperation,

partnership, solidarity, etc), arguing that doing so offers greater analytical liberty to
appraise the South–South as a multifaceted arrangement and to account for its

emergence in practice. In the second part, besides stressing the longue durée of Brazil–
Africa/Mozambique relations, I importantly introduced the concept of lusotropicalism,
explaining how it molds – along cultural imaginaries of racial and tropical

exceptionalisms –the ways in which Brazilian actors see, speak, and act towards Africa.

As this thesis had thoroughly reminded as it went on, lusotropical frames continue to
influence contemporary Brazil–Africa encounters. In the third part, I principally noted
that Brazil–Africa texts on Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique can be roughly grouped

into two camps: (a) one stresses the promising prospects that the articulation of South–
South economic ties symbolized amid a changing world order; and (b) the other more

critically-oriented, furthered by a growing number of country-specific and field-based

works. I contended, however, that both strands tend to be heavily slanted towards the
Brazilian state, either assuming its centrality in forging connections with Africa or

approaching its programmatic aspirations to special South–South relations as an ideal
against which empirical events on the ground should be judged. I proposed to address

these insufficiencies by extending the analysis to other positionalities (i.e., the African
state, the corporation, civil society) – accounting for their roles along and beyond the

Brazilian state. Also, I suggested that this thesis could offer a productive intervention to
the South–South/Brazil–Africa debate by taking note of and dialoguing with critical

debates on the extractive industries – as it did later on by engaging with core topics

approached within this strand (i.e., project-induced displacement, the articulation of
responsibility, resource enclaves, and resistance to extractivism, among other topics).

Chapter 3 presented this thesis’ assemblage-based conceptual framework. This

was done in four parts. The first discussed the conceptual origins and underpinnings of
assemblage thinking, underscoring that it can be traced to the works of Deleuze and that

assemblages, in their most straightforward sense, describe processes of co-functioning

involving a number of heterogeneous elements (humans, things, and ideas) that are

brought together into a discernible – yet contingent and provisional – format. I pointed

at some of the shortcomings that critics of the concept have raised, particularly its flat

ontological stance and loose conceptual vocabulary. I defended that these shortcomings
can be solved by assemblage’s openness for cross-fertilizations with other conceptual
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vocabularies. I also held that, if sharply conceived, assemblages can offer meaningful

directions to conduct empirical research. The second approached the uses of assemblage

thinking to understand forms of global structures, relations, and events. By directing
attention to the notion of “global assemblages”, I argued that that this presented a

reflexive lexicon with which to re-think fixed or stable assumptions about globalization

trends, the articulation of statehood, and the provision of security, among other global

events; all while accounting for their embeddedness within and at the interfaces of

public–private, global–local, and formal–informal structures and processes. By
welcoming the idea of “global assemblages”, I shared and justified in the third part my

preference for Collier and Ong’s (2005) interpretation of a global assemblage as the

articulation of global phenomena in specific problem-spaces. On this account, I outlined

three ontological/epistemological premises that this thesis follows: (a) an assemblage is

a specific problematizatizion; (b) assemblage thinking is an invitation for empirical work;

and (c) global assemblages entail a feedback loop, constituting and being constituted by
the structures in which they become articulated. I thereafter proposed to sensitize Vale’s

extractivism in Mozambique as a South–South (global) assemblage: an arrangement that
provisionally draws together humans, things, and ideas, co-functions in an extractive

problem-space, and is embedded within patterns of circulations and signification in the

South–South set between of Mozambique and Brazil, and performed by Mozambicans and

Brazilians. The fourth part explored the openings and possibilities an assemblage analytic
provides to tackle this thesis’ research angles (legitimacy, responsibility, and

contestation). In this vein, I sustained that an assemblage conceptualization invites
analysis of (a) how its elements might be made to cohere in order to bestow processes

with desirable and acceptable purposes – thus conferring legitimacy to them; (b) how

“calculated interventions” and “technologies of governance” are molded – via
aspirational, guiding principles (i.e., responsibility) – to coordinate an arrangement; and
(c) how processes of co-functioning are open to instability, tensions, and contestation,
leading to forms of disruption and change.

Chapter 4 moved this thesis to its empirical discussion. It did so by asking: How is

the South–South assembled to legitimize extraction? I answered this question by
approaching two influential yet overlooked positionalities in directing Vale’s extractivism

in Mozambique: Vale’s executive leadership and the Mozambican power elites. I proposed
to work with the notion of “empirical legitimacy” and looked at the explicit and implicit
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claims – the kind of legitimacy which is claimed – that these actors have made to vest
extraction with coherency and desirability. In this vein, findings stressed the different

ways in which the South–South has been harnessed, both as a transnational relational

axis and as a signifier, to legitimize extractive proceedings. The analysis was structured

along three sections. Focusing on the Vale executives, the first observed that extraction is
commonly legitimized by means of positing Vale as the driving force of a special,

advantageous South–South relationship between Brazil and Africa. This argument was

explained in light of two premises: (a) the notion of the South–South functions as a
strategic device to “market” Vale in Mozambique; and (b) the South–South continues to
be charged with lusotropical assumptions of Brazil’s tropical and racial appropriateness
to engage, through extraction, in Africa. The second part shifted the attention to the

Mozambican power elites, underscoring the prominent role played by the FRELIMO

“party-state” in the country’s political economy. I contended that the South–South, forged

through Vale’s extractivism, has been pragmatically harnessed on the basis of a two-fold
legitimacy logic: (a) Vale’s arrival, epitomizing the possibilities linked to Mozambique’s

increasingly diversified foreign relations, was claimed as a sign, to both external and
internal audiences, of the country’s imminent post-conflict modernization and progress;

and (b) relatedly, this contributed to support and maintain FRELIMO’s (highly

centralized) “transformative preservation” as the country’s ruling force. In examining
both executive and power elite agencies, I also demonstrated how attempts to claim

legitimacy tend to be presented through simplified/problem solutions narratives,

obscuring tensions, contradictions, and nuances, and making the assemblage appear far

more coherent than it is. Finally, the third section indicated that projections of the South–
South assemblage as a coherent whole are not furthered in vain: they embed a mutually

beneficial dynamic of co-functioning, foregrounded by the forging and operation of a

capitalism of linkages between Vale’s leadership and the Mozambican power elites. Thus,
bringing an extractive arrangement into existence and making it operational followed the

pursuit of converging material interests, advanced through the formation of a tight web
of state-business relations that were synergistically deployed – often through

personalized bonds – to explore market opportunities and influence outcomes. In making

this argument, I signaled that the South–South emerges as an unequal, elite-skewed
arrangement, with the presumed horizontality of the “South–South dash” being most
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notably perceived between the emerging power multinational, on one side, and the
African state’s power elites, on the other.

Directing the discussion towards the question of “responsibility”, Chapter 5

inquired: How is the South–South assembled to articulate responsibility in extractive
governance? I held that the notion of responsibility bundles concerns about duties,

obligations, and ethical imperatives to act towards the public interest, thus contributing

to moralize the market and inspiring good governance prospects – particularly in the

extractive industries. To address this chapter’s query, I discussed responsibility’s
embeddedness in extractive governance by looking at the ways in which it has been

articulated by patterns of South–South significations, interactions, and circulations. I

accounted for this articulation in both structural and processual terms, discussing

responsibility’s normative formulation and practical outcomes, respectively. This was
done in three parts. Approaching responsibility from a structural, normative stand point,

the first focused on (a) the extent through which the internationalization of Brazilian
firms, particularly in the ambit of Brazil–Mozambique relations, has been followed by a
normative concern to ascribe responsibility parameters to business conduct; (b) the

articulation of responsibility at the interfaces of state-led development cooperation

initiatives and private interests; and (c) the production of Vale’s responsibility as a sort
of optimal hybrid that combined Southern qualities with adherence to conventional,

Western-styled responsibility blueprints. I found that the engagement of Brazilian

businesses in Mozambique, Vale’s in particular, has been left largely “un-responsibilized”

in instruments with potential to leverage private sector behavior (i.e., investment
agreements and finance lending mechanisms). With regards to finance lending more

specifically, I highlighted how the South–South – by bundling claims to a positively

differentiated behavior, on the one hand, with pledges to non-conditionality, on the other

– ended up constrained by its own idiosyncrasies. By looking at the example of the
HIV/AIDS antiretroviral drug factory, I subsequently noted that, notwithstanding the

absence of normative provisions, Brazil’s state-led development cooperation initiatives

acted to subsidize Vale’s business interests in Mozambique, and vice-versa. In this sense,

I suggested that responsibility has emerged as a product of the workings of (once again)
a capitalism of linkages between the Brazilian/ Mozambican states and Vale. I also

observed how, similarly to Brazilian long-held foreign policy projections of the country
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as a bridging actor between the West and the “Rest”, an analogous rationale has
supported Vale’s (self-) depictions of responsibility.

Still within Chapter 5, its second part approached the articulation of responsibility

from a processual, practical perspective. I did this by interrogating the appropriateness

of Brazil’s “tropical technologies” in the implementation of dispossession and livelihood

programs at Vale’s Cateme rural resettlement. Reinforcing previous points about the

lasting influence of lusotropical imaginaries in furthering the appropriateness of
Brazilian “tropical” models to African contexts, I made two critical claims: (a) I observed
that transplantation attempts, in emphasizing similar and converging realities, have

overlooked differences and remained oblivious to local conditions of possibility; and (b)

consequently, I found that the type of South–South co-functioning between corporation

and affected populations evidences a vertical, top-down “dash”, where the latter is treated

as a passive interlocutor, prone to the importation of exogenous, ended development

models. This chapter’s third part called attention to the interplay between structure and

process. The analysis was centered on the role of and interactions between the Brazilian
and Mozambican professionals behind the management and implementation of
responsibility projects. I stressed how practical outcomes (process) deriving from the

operationalization and capacitation of responsibility have led to the creation of structural
competences and capacities (structure) relevant to the governance of Mozambique’s
extractive sector more broadly (i.e., regulatory frameworks, professional expertise, state

capacity, etc). I alerted, however, to the fact that such processes and their results have

been marked by a host of limitations: for instance, flawed implementation procedures,

ambivalent professional relations, and sub-optimal normative productions. Nonetheless,

I held that interpretations of Vale’s extractivism as wholly enclaved and with no benefit
to the country at large are misguided, arguing that it led instead to greater – albeit sub-

optimal –capabilities to govern extraction.

Lastly, Chapter 6 oriented the discussion towards the dynamics of contestation to

Vale’s extractivism, approaching their functioning in a transnational as well as South–

South configuration. As such, it asked: How is the South–South reassembled to contest

extraction? To answer this question, I built on the notion of “reassembly” to analyze how

the South–South has been re-molded and re-signified through a co-functioning “from

below” to denounce and challenge the range of grievances and exclusions attributed to

Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique and beyond. I accounted for these processes by
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looking more specifically at the ties forged between the Mozambican and Brazilian civil

society groups engaged within the International Articulation of those Affected by Vale
(AV). I held, as a key analytical premise, that the reassembly of the South–South to contest
extraction is shaped by specific political opportunities – that is, the external, and often

shifting, circumstances in the broader political system that encourage people to engage
in contentious politics. I added that these determine the timing, framing, and
effectiveness of resistance prospects against Vale. This argument was developed along

three parts. First, I highlighted how the existence of a wider geopolitical conjuncture
characterized by a global drive for commodities amid increasing (yet little challenged)

flows of South–South economic relations provided, concomitantly, political opportunities

for South–South connections from below to emerge against these developments. For
Brazilian civil society, this offered an opportunity to monitor the internationalization of

Brazilian firms while expanding domestic contention to global arenas. In Mozambique, I

observed that circumstances such as the relative novelty of large-scale mining
investments, the government’s inexperience in managing such processes, and local civil
society groups’ limited exposure to multinational companies encouraged Mozambican

groups to engage transnationally. Mobilizing a sentiment of transnational affectedness, I
held that the South–South has been re-assembled into a partnership defined by a common

struggle and instrumentalized to dispute state and corporate framings of extraction.

Second, I detailed some of the modes through which transnational collective action has

been deployed within the AV to denounce a shared spectrum of Vale-related struggles
and grievances across the South Atlantic and elsewhere. This included counter-

information efforts, watchdogging, dialogue with shareholders, movement-wide
meetings, and field excursions, among other forms. I noted that, particularly among the

Brazilian and Mozambican parties within the AV, such activities contributed to nurture a

shared perception of the South–South as binding similar, problematic extractive spaces
and materialities that propmpted the affected to become stakeholders in a common

struggle. Third, I reflected upon some of the challenges that the Brazilian and

Mozambican groupings within the AV have faced in recent years to maintain and keep up

with contestation efforts in a transnational, South–South fashion. I argued that, as
political and economic circumstances in Brazil and Mozambique deteriorated, less of a

favorable political opportunity structure there was to sustain this type of co-functioning

from below. I noted, however, that connections did not disappear altogether. Rather,
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digital platforms have enabled these South–South links to subsist, even if in a dormant

mode, providing prospects for their resurgence once there would be new windows of
opportunities to articulate resistance.

7.2 Furthering an Assemblage-based Understanding of the South–South
As the summary above demonstrates, this thesis highlighted, within a dynamic of cofunctioning “powered” by natural resource extraction, the multiple, contingent, and
unstable ways through which the South–South has been assembled. My empirical

exploration thus revealed an assemblage-based understanding of the South–South,

amounting to a comprehension defined by four key premises, in line with Bueger’s (2014)
empiricist take on assemblage thinking:

1. The South–South implies heterogeneity, aggregating a multiplicity of humans,
things, and ideas that overlap and interfere with each other.

2. The South–South is a relational event. These relations are, in turn, neither fixed
nor stable: they emerge through practices and practical work is needed to create
and sustain them.

3. The South–South reflects the interplay of the material and symbolic. It is
articulated within – rather than being separated from – a material and symbolic

milieu, nested within spaces, infrastructures, technical procedures, value systems,
and discursive frameworks, among other material and symbolic dimensions.

4. The South–South stabilizes and de-stabilizes while remaining ontologically
unstable. This means that it can turn complex and dynamic processes into stable

forms as well as disrupt and transform existing arrangements. However, it is never

solidified into a permanent arrangement. In this sense, the South–South is always
in process.

These understandings have emerged from the various descriptions, arguments, and

findings advanced over the course of this thesis. First, the heterogeneity dimension has

fundamentally supported this study’s representation of Vale’s extractivism in
Mozambique as a South–South assemblage: an arrangement that aggregates a multiplicity

of humans (corporate executives, ruling elites, diplomats, civil servants, resettled

populations, responsibility professionals, activists), things (coal, trains, railways, ports,
resettlements, cultivation fields, poultry houses, pharmaceutical facilities, reports), and
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ideas (development, cooperation, modernization, responsibility, good life, race,

friendship, discrimination, affectedness). Within a globalized framework of South–South

interactions and connections, I demonstrated that this multitude of elements overlapped

and interfered with each other by becoming, under varied configurations, the subjects or

objects of knowledge claims, technical interventions, politics, and ethical discussions,

among other processes – be it with the intent to further legitimacy, to articulate

responsibility in the governance of extraction, or to channel contestation efforts.

Second, a relational understanding of the South–South equipped the analysis to

displace ossified, pre-given assumptions towards the how of processes in practice and in

action. On this account, I sought to overcome monisms of the South–South (as strictly

cooperation, solidarity, or exploitation, among other categorizations), which I saw as

posing analytical limitations by ascribing events to a desired master-plan or singular
intention. I shifted the focus instead to how the South–South emerges through a plurality

of relational configurations. This emergence could also be appraised on multiple scales
and through entanglements that cross-cut public-private, local-global, and formal-

informal dichotomies. As such, viewed as a transnational relational axis that connects

places and signifies modes of engagement, this thesis approached the South–South as a

fragile, fluid “dash” of contact that quivers between cooperation and exclusion, between

accumulation and dispossession, between solidarity and interest, and between
lusotropical idealisms and ambivalences, among many other forms. This dash also

revealed multiple, differentiated relational outcomes: whether this was through the
relatively horizontal alignment evidenced by a dynamic of capitalism of linkages between

corporate and state agencies; the vertical, fractured line that characterized businesscommunity relations in displacement proceedings; or the affectedness-based links forged
from below to challenge the disruptive effects of extraction.

Third, a perspective based on the interplay of the material and symbolic guided

this thesis’ fundamental interpretation of the South–South as a transnational web that

can be materially traced to particular geographical territories (loci) and that supports

connections imbued with symbolic contours (ethos). In this sense, this interplay was

adequately captured through this thesis’ proposition to sensitize the articulations and

becomings of this South–South web through extraction. On the one hand, the South–South
ascribed symbolic significations – through ideational, imaginative, and discursive
coordinates – to further and shape the materialization of an extractive arrangement,
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orienting particular socio-spatial proceedings and interactions. On the other, this
highlighted in turn the South–South’s constructedness within a terrain populated by all

sorts of material artefacts supporting an extractive activity, thus revealing processes of
co-functioning reflective of and reliant upon the spaces and infrastructures within which

they are nested. This provided for an interpretation of the South–South as both

constitutive of and constituted by extraction. To exemplify, South–South significations

offered instruments to legitimize (and therefore constitute) extraction as a coherent

arrangement at the same time that this evidenced how the South–South emerged in
extraction as a process of co-functioning heavily slanted towards state-business interests.

Through “tropical technologies”, the South–South also guided the implementation (and

thus constitution) of displacement and livelihood projects on the ground while

demonstrating a type of co-functioning in extraction marked by the imposition of

exogenous development models. Finally, the notion of the “tropical” can also be proposed

as another demonstration of this material-symbolic interplay. Emphasizing biophysical
correspondences and ascribing similar material characteristics to territories that are

positioned within the same latitudinal coordinates, tropical landscape-based

assumptions and symbolisms, as discussed, have fundamentally oriented South–South

circulations and practical understandings in project management.

Fourth, and lastly, this thesis furthered an understanding of the South–South both

as a stabilizing and de-stabilizing force. For instance, attempts to legitimize Vale’s

extractivism in Mozambique as a coherent whole, simplifying its referents as

development and modernization while glossing over complexities and tensions,

illustrated how the South–South was harnessed to put together and enact an extractive
arrangement – acting towards its formation, maintenance, and, therefore, stabilization.

Yet the holding together of Vale’s extractivism in a coherent form obscured a range of
frictions, inequalities, and controversies. As such, I held that Vale’s extractivism, along
with the South–South frames that support it, is prone to forms of contestation, disruption,

and transformation – and hence de-stabilized as well as re-signified. This understanding

demonstrates how the South–South assemblage represented by Vale’s extractivism in

Mozambique, rather than a fixed form, is continuously in process – assembled,
disassembled, and re-assembled as it splinters off in different directions as the zigue-

zagued, distorted transatlantic rail connections illustrating this thesis’ cover imply.
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Taken together, an assemblage-based understanding of the South–South offers a

range of productive avenues to sensitize and account for instances of transnational cofunctioning in and across the Global(ized) South. To embrace heterogeneity and

relationality, to acknowledge the role of the material and the symbolic, and to recognize

instability is to make the South–South visible on multiple levels, through varied
interfaces: whether in cross-governmental efforts, informal backchannels, amidst

alliances with the private sector, or through civil society activism; within or beyond

contexts of natural resource extraction; and against the backdrop of historical legacies
and cultural signifiers. As continuously reiterated over the course of this thesis, an

assemblage-based understanding thus provides a resolved way to detach the South–

South from a priori qualifications and expectations. Instead, this question is left open to

research, incentivizing analysts to consider how ideas of “cooperation”, “partnership”,
“development”, “responsibility”, and “affectedness”, among many others, become

perceived, articulated, and entwined through particular relational events. It directs

attention to how these processes aggregate (and thus assemble) deep and complex social,
material, and symbolic elements. On this account, an assemblage-based understanding
can also nuance rigid dichotomic representations of South–South relations in terms of
boom or bust, rise or fall, optimism or let-down, success or failure, collaboration or

confrontation.69 Rather, it departs from recognizing fluidity and contingency, prioritizing

how processes navigate and become manifested across these extremes. It thus allows us

to decipher how South–South relational dynamics are built-up but also decay and erode,
all while being attuned to their constant transformations, re-deployments, and

contestations. In this sense, this thesis contributes to pave the way, methodologically and
conceptually, for a more measured understanding of transnational relations in and across

the Global South, one that is sensitive to mundane global and local matters, the role of
humans, ideas, and things, and the production of uneven outcomes.
7.3 Avenues for Future Research

By rethinking the forging and signification of South–South relations in light of capitalism’s
expansion to extractive frontiers, this thesis also opens several avenues for future

research. More generally, whereas the study’s focus has been on Vale’s extractivism in
69 This framing is particularly common acorss

Alencastro & Seabra, 2020).

the Brazil–Africa literature (see, for example, Abdenur, 2018;
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Mozambique, one might pursue multiple lines of inquiry to account for instances of co-

functioning in South–South relations. To stay only within the Mozambican context, in

light of the range of investment ties that the country now entertains with different parts

of the Global South, from notable actors such as China and India to less known players

such as Turkey and Thailand, one could similarly ask whether and how the South–South
is assembled within such encounters. This could furthermore extend empirical

explorations to a varied set of socio-spatial formations where Southern models and
practices of capitalism take hold: agribusiness and forestry investments, fisheries,

transport infrastructures, telecommunication networks– not to mention the mining of

resources as diverse as mineral sands, ruby, gold, diamond, and ilmenite, among others.
This thesis could also aid potential studies looking to contrast Brazilian and Vale’s

investments in Mozambique to those of other Southern and Western presences.
Comparisons could be similarly conducted between Vale’s extractive projects in

Mozambique, Brazil, elsewhere in the Global South, and even in developed nations (i.e.,

Canada) to gauge correspondences and differences among processes of extractive cofunctioning in environments where the firm plays a central role.

Although Mozambique offers no shortage of foreign actors, investments, and

empirical sites for research, I cannot help but think of the fieldwork encounter I described
in this thesis’ Introduction. In this encounter, to recapitulate, I was told by one of the

resettled residents in Cateme: “You [researchers] look all fine, you are well-received by

us, you do your research and do not bring practical results” (focus group FG-3, June 2018).
This resident was questioning the end of yet another study about them. “You make your

thesis and you say things. But there are no results. We always continue in poverty, while

you are earning on us”, my interlocutor concluded after pointing out that he saw no
benefits from the studies carried out by the dozens of researchers who, like me, come and
go. Whereas this raises broader, difficult, and unsettled questions about the

responsibilities of academics, particularly in contexts of material deprivation and
inequality, it is important not to shy away from discussing the “messiness” and

ambiguities that transpire through research processes. Paradoxically, this is also

encouraged by the social sciences’ continued interest in researching marginalized places
and peoples (see Tuhiwai Smith, 2013). Overseas fieldwork, once an unchecked colonial

tool, has moved away – prompted by postcolonial, critical studies’ and feminist critique –
to more plural and inclusive approaches, becoming a central and valuable pillar to
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qualitative social science research. It is not, however, devoid of challenges: enabled by the
continued whiteness of academia; an ambivalent sense of entitlement to do research, to

“help” the marginalized, and to travel anywhere; and restricted to researchers like me –
with the privilege of having the financial means, insurances, gender, ethnicity, and visas
to do it in a relatively safe way. As we stand separated by a range of tangible and invisible
boundaries (i.e., language, country of residence, social class, education, etc), this also

means that the Cateme residents – along with many of my other research participants –
will never be able to read, discuss, and challenge my analysis about their experiences and

struggles. In this sense, the “dash” between me and them is one of more disconnections

than connections. Admittedly, this is an uncomfortable conclusion to reach. Still, echoing

a growing perception among social scientists (see, for example, Temple & Moran, 2011;
Bliesemann de Guevara & Bøås, 2020), it is one that serves as a broader provocation for

scholars to bring these considerations to light, discuss feelings of unease and failure, and
exert self-reflexivity.

Another sensitivity that this thesis brought to fore – one that influences how

Mozambican and Brazilian subjects view and encounter each other – relates to the

question of race. Home nowadays to the largest African “diaspora” and second only to
Nigeria as the world’s most populous black nation, Brazil’s demography, culture, and

social structures have been decisively shaped by “Africa”, under the shadow of more than

three centuries of slavery. Curiously, while racial inequalities continue to inflict modes of

social difference and marginalization in Brazil, with effects that range from the spatial
and demographic make-up of cities, to police violence, to political representation, Brazil’s

identity formation and miscegenation have also been portrayed – through the “racial

democracy” vocabulary – as an example of the country’s benign, exceptional race

relations. As this thesis hinted at, these imaginaries have also made their way across the

South Atlantic, with Africa offering a stage upon which Brazilian projections of a

harmonious, multi-racial society became interpreted. It should be stated, nevertheless,
that the idea of racial democracy has been gradually – albeit insufficiently so – replaced
in recent years by a growing consciousness of Brazil’s profoundly unequal structures, the

state’s role to remedy this through affirmative action policies, and recognition among
progressive circles that asserting connections with Africa demands a transformation of

Brazil itself. Still, this is a revealing debate that merits more sustained, detailed, and

lengthier ethnographic investigations, particularly with regard to how racializing
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dynamics become marked and (re)produced in contemporary Brazil–Africa encounters
(for potential directions in this regard, see Anderson et al., 2019; Ribeiro, 2020).

As mentioned earlier, this thesis has also been careful not to invariably associate

or equal given processes with corruption – however morally questionable and
developmentally dubious these may be (e.g. the forging of a capitalism of linkages
between state and corporate agencies). In fact, I even deliberately restrained myself from

using the corruption label in the analysis. At least three reasons can be offered. First,
dynamics such as the selection of companies as “national champions”, the award of

subsidized finance lending, the interweaving of market and elite interests, and the

privileging of local private firms, among other schemes, are nothing extraordinary in
global capitalism (see Strange, 1985; Nolan, 2001; Soares de Oliveira, 2007; Inoue et al.,

2013). States, from the Far East to Latin America, have long resorted – with varied success
– to similar strategies to promote innovation, efficiency, and competitiveness, all while

protecting national interests. Furthermore, all over the world, to a greater or lesser

extent, corporations are just as much “political animals”: they need to be constantly on
the move, adapt to governments’ changing needs, and create personal links with rising

politicians to compete and explore market opportunities (see Melly & Darracq, 2013; Dye

& Alencastro, 2020). Second, while much of these proceedings, particularly in African

contexts, are deemed fraudulent and corrupt, such interpretations are not always entirely

accurate: sometimes they are there before our eyes in the form of legal arrangements,
registered in official diaries (see Cooper, 2002, chap. 7). Inability to investigate and
prosecute may not be due to a flawed judicial system, but because everything was done

by the law. And third, the “corruption” lexicon – for example, through selective
categorizations, anti-corruption plights, or media scandals– is similarly prone to

instrumentalizations: whether it is to silence and incriminate political dissidents, oust

governments, or advance particular market interests (see Mancini et al., 2016). This all

to suggest that it becomes challenging to sensibly assess corruption without a proper

understanding and discussion of historical, legal, cultural, and political circumstances –
and hence my hesitation to employ the term. That being said, I believe that there is a
pressing need to better investigate, contextualize, and nuance the production and

functionings of corruption within South–South entanglements –where conventional (and
often Western-styled) understandings of the concept might prove inadequate and far-

fetched (see Sissener, 2001).
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Currently, almost ten years after Vale started to produce coal in Moatize, the hype

of the South–South story, along with the sense of change and possibility that it brought,

eroded. The end of the commodities super-cycle, fluctuating coal prices, the detrimental

effects of mining to local environments, sub-optimal job creation, and revenue
mismanagement, among other factors, contributed to frustrate much of the anticipated

development dreams. Although Vale, at the time of writing, remained Mozambique’s
largest exporter, and coal the country’s principal product, attention has shifted to other

development dreams, most notably linked to the emerging natural gas sector in the

northern, littoral province of Cabo Delgado. These development dreams, however, have

also been accompanied by nightmares. Cabo Delgado has been grappling since 2017 with

a lingering home-grown “jihadi” insurgency – amplified by transnational networks and

spectularized through shocking headlines of violent atrocities such as beheadings (see

Walsh, 2020) – that has intensified over the course of 2020, leading to growing calls for
external support and military intervention. While most discussions on the insurgency

focus on the role of religion and its external dimension, initial scholarly commentaries

start to hint at a basket of local grievances (i.e., political exclusion, unemployment,

poverty) and, crucially, the conflict’s roots and intensification in the growing political

centralization, inequality, and marginalization resulting from Mozambique’s late mineral

resource momentum (see Morrier-Genoud, 2020; Hanlon, 2020; Pitcher, 2020). The

insights raised by this thesis can help to account for these processes, contributing to

broader discussions on how Mozambique’s commodity boom went from signaling the
country’s democratic stabilization and positive peace in the 2000s to presently shaping a

scenario of rising authoritarianism and power centralization, made worse as the armed
conflict evolves.

Meanwhile, faced with economic stagnation and political instability, the Brazilian

state’s attention to and engagement with Africa have withered. Yet, as demonstrated by

Vale’s continued presence in Mozambique, this does not mean that the Brazilian presence

is gone altogether. In some cases, initiatives have remarkably managed to retain

momentum, as exemplified by the expansionary footprint of Brazilian Pentecostalism

across the continent – currently Brazil’s most visble facet in Africa. With impacts on sociocultural rituals, power implications, and a multi-million dollar “religious industry” at

stake, the growth and transnational circulation of Brazilian faith has not gone
uncontested. This was recently exemplified by Angolan bishops’ seizure of several
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buildings belonging to the Brazilian Universal Church of the Kingdom of God (UCKG),

accusing their Brazilian counterparts of abuses, racism, and fiscal evasion, and resulting
into a diplomatic quagmire (see BBC, 2020). These processes call attention to relatively

unaccounted forms of transnational flows and controversies emerging in South–South

relations and, as such, deserve more sustained academic inquiries. Brazil’s resolute swing

to the (far) right, represented by the election of President Jair Bolsonaro, also poses

interesting questions. What does this mean to overall Brazil–Africa relations? How is
Africa framed and fit into Brazil’s radical right projects? Do “lusotropical” frames
continue to hold sway?

Last but not least: the coronavirus (Covid-19) pandemic. In Mozambique and in

Brazil, as in other parts of the globe, the health emergency has led to forms of social

distancing, lockdown, and quarantine, affecting life and societies in every aspect: from
the formal and informal economies, to politics, to cultural practices. In light of the
unprecedented scale and magnitude of its effects, the pandemic will certainly drive

research trends, across all sciences, in the years and decades to come. The same applies

to the topics addressed by this thesis. How does the unfolding corona crisis affect Brazil–
Africa encounters in particular and South–South relations more generally? What are the

stories emerging from project sites? How does the pandemic offer opportunities to revisit
old patterns and set new directions in the extractive industries? Or how does it add to
controversies?

Just as the South Atlantic waters are subject to rising and falling tides or to

powerful or impotent undercurrents, so do the South–South connections that sail over
them amid booms and busts, hopes and dismay, and solidarity and interests.
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Appendices
Appendix A: List of Referenced Primary Sources
Interviews
1. Interviews conducted in Mozambique (reference code: MZ-x):
Role

Organization

Nationality

Location

Date

Reference
Code

Diplomat

Embassy of Brazil in
Maputo

Brazilian

Maputo

30 May
2018

MZ-1

FIOCRUZ

Brazilian

Maputo

12 Jun 2018

MZ-2

RENAMO

Mozambican

Tete City

24 Oct 2018

MZ-3

Mozambican

Tete City

26 Oct 2018

MZ-4

Mozambican

Tete City
Tete City

29 Oct 2018
01 Nov
2018

MZ-5

Health
Cooperation
Official
RENAMO Official
Public Official

Department of
Geology and Mines/
Tete Province
Government

NGO Director

Association for
Support and Legal
Assistance to
Communities (AAAJC)

Community
Development
Manager

Vale & CLN

Mozambican

Nampula

27 Nov2018

MZ-7

CLN

Mozambican

Nampula

28 Nov
2018

MZ-8

CLN

Mozambican

Nacala-aVelha

04 Dec 2018

MZ-9

Social Worker

Community
Relations
Supervisor A
Community
Relations
Supervisor B

Diagonal Consulting

Brazilian

MZ-6

2. Interviews conducted in Malawi (reference code: MW-x):
Role

Organization

Nationality

Location

Date

Reference
Code

Diplomat

Embassy of Brazil in
Lilongwe

Brazilian

Lilongwe

13 Nov 2018

MW-1
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A

3. Interviews conducted in Brazil (reference code: BR-x):
Role

Organization

Nationality

Location

Date

Reference
Code

Think Tank
Representative

Articulação Sul

Brazilian

São Paulo

01 Apr
2019

BR- 1

Vale/ Vale Foundation

Brazilian

São Paulo

04 Apr
2019

Mozambican

São Paulo

04 Apr
2019

BR-2

Brazilian

São Paulo

04 Apr
2019

Brazilian

São Paulo

04 Apr
2019

Brazilian

São Paulo

05 Apr
2019

BR-6

Brazilian

São Paulo

05 Apr
2019

BR-7

Brazilian

Rio de
Janeiro

11 Apr
2019

BR-9

Social
Responsibility
Director
(formerly)

Doctoral
Candidate & Civil
Servant
Diplomat
Academic
Civil Society
Representative A

University of São Paulo &
Mozambican Ministry of
Science and Technology
Brazilian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs
(Itamaraty)

Fundação Getúlio Vargas
(FGV)

Movimento dos Atingidos
por Barragens
(Movement of People
Affected by Dams, MAB)

Civil Society
Representative B

Movimento dos Atingidos
por Barragens
(Movement of People
Affected by Dams, MAB)

Economist &
Communication
Officer (formerly)

Brazilian National
Development Bank
(BNDES)

Academic

Brazilian National War
College

Academic

Federal Rural University
of Rio de Janeiro (UFRRJ)

Celso Amorim,
Minister of
Foreign Affairs
(2003-2010)

Brazilian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs
(Itamaraty)

Journalist

Civil Servant
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BBC Brasil

Brazilian Development
Agency (ABC)

Brazilian

Rio de
Janeiro

10 Apr
2019

Brazilian

Rio de
Janeiro

São Paulo

12 Apr
2019
25 Apr
2019

Brazilian

Rio de
Janeiro

26 Apr
2019

Brazilian

Brasília

Brazilian

30 Apr
2019

BR-3
BR-4
BR-5

BR-8

BR-10
BR-11
BR-12
BR-13
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4. Remote interviews (reference code: R-x):
Role

Organization

Nationality

Date

Reference
Code

Manager

Diagonal Consulting

Brazilian

02 Apr 2019

R-1

Academic

Federal University of
Maranhão (UFMA)

Brazilian

22 Apr 2019

R-2

Focus groups
Group

Organization

Nationality

Location

Date

Reference
Code

Business
Representatives

Confederation of
Economic Associations
of Mozambique (CTA)

Mozambicans

Maputo,
Mozambique

01 Jun
2018

FG-1

Mozambicans

Moatize
District,
Mozambique

07 Jun
2018

FG-3

Mine Workers

Cateme Residents
Civil Servants

Vale

Cateme resettlement

Mozambican Ministry of
Transport and
Communication

Mozambicans

Mozambicans

Tete City,
Mozambique

Maputo,
Mozambique

04 Jun
2018

14
Dec
2018

FG-2

FG-4

A

Events
Title

Type

Location

Date

Reference
Code

Meeting of Mozambican
Communities Affected by
Mining

Civil society
workshop

Tete City, Mozambique

26 Oct
2018

E-1

Brazil-Africa Relations in the
21st Century

Academic
conference

University of São Paulo,
São Paulo, Brazil

24-25
Apr
2019

E-2

Key Field Visits
Site

Location

Date

Cateme Resettlement

Cateme, Moatize District, Mozambique

07 Jun 2018

CLN's Coal Exporting Terminal

Nacala-a-Velha Port, Mozambique

04 Dec 2018

Vale's Moatize Coal Project

Moatize, Mozambique

30 Oct 2018
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Appendix B: Informed Consent Form

FICHA DE INFORMAÇÃO
------PARTICIPAÇÃO EM ENTREVISTA-----Africa’s Infrastructure Globalities’

Rethinking the Political Geographies of Economic Hubs from the Global South
(INFRAGLOB)

Antes e participar desta entrevista ou grupo focal, é importante que você entenda as razões
para a realização deste projeto de pesquisa e os objetivos pelos quais a sua participação é
solicitada. Por favor, leia/escute atentamente as seguintes informações e, se desejar, sinta-se
livre para discuti-las com os demais membros da organização da qual faz parte. Se porventura
algo não estiver claro e/ou se gostaria de obter maiores informações, dúvidas podem ser
direcionadas ao membro da equipe presente. Nesta ficha de informação constam: o título do
projeto, os objetivos do estudo, a descrição do tipo de participação que se solicita e os seus
respectivos direitos enquanto participante.
Objetivos do projeto de pesquisa:
Esta pesquisa/grupo focal é parte do projeto de pesquisa liderado pela Dra. Jana Hönke
(pesquisadora principal e coordenadora do projeto) e pelo Sr. Eric Miro Cezne (pesquisador e
doutorando, responsável pela componente do projeto em Moçambique). O projeto conta com
financiamento obtido junto ao Conselho Europeu de Investigação (CEI) [em inglês: European
Research Council (ERC)] através da “Subvenção de Arranque do Conselho Europeu de
Investigação”, com duração de cinco anos iniciados a partir de 2018 para a execução do projeto
“Africa’s Infrastructure Globalities – INFRAGLOB” [Infraestrutura e Globalidades em
África].
A pesquisa parte da observação de que os investidores e as empresas da China e do Brasil,
enquanto países emergentes, desafiam teorias e práticas convencionais nas Relações
Internacionais. Ao passo que tais atores cumprem normas e práticas internacionais existentes,
os mesmos também introduzem novas práticas de gestão das relações entre empresas e
sociedades; as quais ora coexistem, ora competem com normas e modelos ocidentais. Essas
mudanças ainda não são adequadamente compreendidas e, portanto, faz-se necessário
investigar mais a fundo tais questões.
Por isso, a equipe do projeto INFRAGLOB pretende investigar como e em que medida os
modelos e as experiências chinesas e brasileiras redefinem a governança de hubs econômicos
na África e, por conseguinte, impactam modelos globais. Desse modo, a sua participação
contribui para responder de forma abrangente às seguintes questões: como as relações entre
corporação e sociedade são governadas ao redor dos hubs econômicos chineses e brasileiros?
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Como essas dinâmicas alteram práticas existentes de governança global relacionadas às ações
corporativas sustentáveis?
Esta entrevista busca informações relacionadas a:
-

-

Ideias motoras da gestão chinesa e brasileira de megaprojetos portuários e de extração
mineral no continente africano, particularmente na Tanzânia e em Moçambique, e como
estas ideias são aplicadas, negociadas e/ou negligenciadas na prática;
Como megaprojetos portuários e de extração mineral são contestados localmente,
nacionalmente e através do Atlântico Sul (Brasil) e do Oceano Índico (China);
Como os profissionais atuantes e suas práticas acabam se difundindo e influenciando
normas internacionais, regulando a atuação das empresas multinacionais e impondo
questões referentes à segurança nas áreas em estas atuam, assim como o relacionamento
entre empresas e comunidades (responsabilidade social corporativa);
Em que medida e como as questões levantadas podem ser interpretadas numa dinâmica
de cooperação sul-sul.

Envolvimento:
Entrevistas ou grupos focais terão a duração média de 40-90 minutos.
Direitos do/da participante:
Você não é obrigado a responder a todas as perguntas e pode se retirar fisicamente ou revogar
o seu consentimento a qualquer momento. Neste caso, quaisquer dados coletados serão
apagados e excluídos da análise. Por favor, responda às perguntas da forma que achar mais
conveniente e de acordo com o seu conhecimento. Você pode pular ou se recusar a responder
a qualquer pergunta. Mesmo depois da sua participação, você ainda pode optar pela exclusão
de seus dados e opiniões deste estudo.
Segundo o Termo de Consentimento Livre e Esclarecido (TCLE), você poderá concordar – ou
não – com a gravação da entrevista. Estas gravações serão escutadas apenas por membros
relevantes da equipe em Groningen: Sr. Eric Miro Cezne (pesquisador e doutorando) e Dra.
Jana Hönke (pesquisadora principal e coordenadora do projeto). A gravação do áudio
contribuirá para preservar a precisão e a autenticidade da informação fornecida pelo
participante. Tal gravação será utilizada apenas para a análise das respostas dadas pelo/a
participante bem como para assegurar a/ao participante o exercício de seus direitos.
A instituição ou organização à qual o/a participante pertence será identificada no áudio e na
transcrição do mesmo. Porém, o nome do/a participante poderá, segundo a sua preferência, ser
pseudonimizado. Nenhum dado pessoal como data de nascimento, endereço, crenças pessoais
e religiosas será solicitado. O/A participante poderá solicitar a transcrição da sua própria
entrevista ou das partes exclusivamente relacionadas a sua participação no grupo focal para
revisão e ratificação do conteúdo. Ressalta-se que os riscos inerentes à participação nesta
pesquisa são baixos, circunscrevendo-se às esferas pessoais e profissionais dos/das
participantes. Considerando o exposto e o que melhor lhe aprouver, propõe-se que tais riscos
sejam mitigados através da anonimização ou pseudonimização do/da participante.
A sua privacidade será protegida da melhor maneira possível. Isso significa que, caso você
opte por participar anonimamente, o produto final da pesquisa não conterá nenhuma
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informação que possa levar à identificação dos/das participantes será relatada em qualquer
produto da pesquisa. As gravações de áudio, formulários e outros documentos criados ou
coletados como parte deste estudo serão armazenados separadamente e em local seguro. Para
isso, serão utilizados laptops codificados e dispositivos eletrônicos criptografados protegidos
por senha, os quais serão armazenados no escritório dos pesquisadores na Universidade de
Groningen. Ao término de cada entrevista (ou o mais breve possível antes do retorno do
pesquisador à Holanda), os dados serão exportados para o banco de dado criptografado
“Research Workspace da Universiade de Groningen”, minizando possíveis riscos como a
exposição de dados pessoais, o vazamento ou roubo. O acesso as suas respostas será restrito
aos profissionais de pesquisa treinados pelo projeto INFRAGLOB.
Os resultados das entrevistas estarão sujeitos às regras brasileiras de privacidade e
confidencialidade como a Lei Geral de Proteção de Dados Pessoais (LGPDP), Lei nº
13.709/2018 e a Resolução 510/2016 do Conselho Nacional de Saúde, que versa sobre as
normas éticas aplicáveis às pesquisas em Ciências Humanas e Sociais, e do Regulamento Geral
de Proteção de Dados (General Data Protection Regulation, GDPR) (Regulamento (UE)
2016/679). Sendo assim, os resultados das entrevistas serão apresentados em termos de
variáveis que correspondem a agrupamentos profissionais, instituição/organização ou país. Isso
significa que seus dados serão processados na plataforma utilizada para a análise destes por
meio de um pseudônimo (nome fictício), que será mantido em um arquivo separado de seus
dados pessoais.
Ao assinar o Termo de Consentimento Livre e Esclarecido (TCLE) para esta entrevista, você
poderá concordar com a inclusão dos seus dados no banco de dados que subsidia as análises
deste projeto de pesquisa. Os resultados que derivem da análise de suas respostas serão
apresentados em eventos científicos e em publicações acadêmicas. Caso qualquer declaração
ou informação obtida através de você seja diretamente citada em alguma dessas publicações,
serão referenciados apenas o nome da instituição que você representa, o local e a data da
entrevista, acompanhados de um pseudônimo (nome fictício escolhido pelo pesquisador que
está a cargo de realizar a entrevista) para que você não possa ser identificado. O trecho tomado
da sua entrevista pode estar sujeito a sua revisão prévia, se você assim o desejar.
Semelhantemente, o/a participante pode retirar o consentimento sobre o uso das suas
respectivas declarações. Em ambas as situações, deve-se contatar o pesquisador responsável
através do email informado para tal e solicitar a revisão ou retirada de consentimento.
Este projeto foi aprovado pelo Conselho Europeu de Investigação e pelo Comitê de Ética em
Pesquisa da Faculdade de Humanidades da Universidade de Groningen, onde está arquivado
sob o número de referência 759798. Caso reste alguma dúvida ou preocupações gerais quanto
aos seus direitos ou ao seu bem-estar enquanto participante desta pesquisa, favor entrar em
contato com as pessoais a seguir:
1- Para questões relacionadas ao conteúdo do projeto de pesquisa: Dra. Jana Hönke
(coordenadora do projeto) e Sr. Eric Miro Cezne (pesquisador responsável) através dos
emails j.hoenke@rug.nl e eric.cezne@rug.nl, respectivamente.
2- Sobre questões éticas: Comitê de Ética em Pesquisa (Ceto) pelo telefone
0031503637336 ou através do email ceto@rug.nl.
3- Sobre privacidade de dados: Sr. Arjen Deenen – Data Protection Officer (DPO) –
através do email a.r.deenen@rug.nl.
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TERMO DE CONSENTIMENTO LIVRE E ESCLARECIDO
-----PARTICIPAÇÃO EM ENTREVISTA/GRUPO FOCAL-----Título do Projeto
AFRICA’S ‘INFRASTRUCTURE GLOBALITIES’
Rethinking the Political Geographies of Economic Hubs from the Global South
INFRAGLOB

Obrigado por ler a ficha de informação deste projeto! Para confirmar a sua participação, por
favor, leia e assine o formulário abaixo.
Declaração de consentimento
Eu ___________________________ concordo em participar do projeto de pesquisa coordenado pela
Dra. Jana Hönke e realizado pelo Sr. Eric Miro Cezne. O objetivo deste documento é especificar os
termos da minha participação no projeto por meio da entrevista.
1. Recebi informações suficientes sobre este projeto de pesquisa. Compreendo o propósito da
minha participação como entrevistado e os objetivos deste projeto estão claros. Tive a
oportunidade de fazer perguntas sobre o projeto e esclarecer dúvidas sobre a minha
participação.
2. Minha participação como entrevistado é voluntária, o que significa que não há coerção explícita
ou implícita para que eu participe e tampouco benefício econômico relacionado.
3. Assinto ser entrevistado pelo(s) pesquisador (es) da equipe do projeto INFRAGLOB. A
entrevista durará entre 40 e 90 minutos. No decorrer da entrevista, permito que o pesquisador
em questão (__) faça anotações em seu caderno E (__) que se utilize do gravador de áudio para
registrar o conteúdo da conversa, que será transcrita posteriormente. Está claro para mim que,
em qualquer momento, na eventualidade de não desejar que a gravação ou que a entrevista
continuem, tenho o direito de retirar o meu consentimento e as mesmas serão interrompidas.
4. Compreendo que o conteúdo das entrevistas, bem como as anotações do pesquisador, as
gravações de áudio e as transcrições dos mesmos fazem parte de um projeto de pesquisa
internacional. Semelhantemente, entendo que isso implica a transferência dos dados fornecidos
por mim para uma base de dados no exterior, mais especificamente para uma base de dados
institucional vinculada à Universidade de Groningen, na Holanda, que opera sob a gerência do
Regulamento Geral de Proteção de Dados europeu (Regulamento (UE) 2016/679), oferecendo
extensas medidas de proteção de dados dos/das participantes. Esses dados não serão repassados
a terceiros, porém, em virtude da exportação de dados e respeitando a lei brasileira referente à
proteção de dados pessoais (Lei n o 13.709 de 18/08/2018), solicita-se o seu consentimento
quanto à exportação dos dados.
5. Entendo que posso me retirar fisicamente a qualquer momento sem oferecer motivo para tal.
Ao fazê-lo, não serei penalizado ou questionado sobre a razão da minha desistência.
6. Tenho o direito de não responder a qualquer uma das perguntas estando livre de pressões ou
coações.
7. Tenho o direito de solicitar a transcrição referente a minha participação e a análise de variáveis
relacionada a mesma. Além disso, estou ciente de que posso também, por quaisquer motivos,
retirar o meu consentimento, mesmo após o término desta entrevista, comunicando-o ao
pesquisador responsável por email.
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8. Recebi garantias explícitas de que, se assim o desejar, o pesquisador não me identificará por
nome ou função em nenhum relato que se utilize das informações obtidas a partir desta
entrevista. Além disso, estou consciente de que a confidencialidade dessas informações estará
assegurada pelo uso de ferramentas digitais criptografadas durante o armazenamento, o
transporte e a transferência (exportação) dos dados, bem como durante a etapa de transcrição
das entrevistas. Fui informado de que os dados permanecerão armazenados em computadores
institucionais, sujeitos ao acesso restrito por parte dos pesquisadores membros do projeto
INFRAGLOB. Além disso, os usos posteriores dos registros e dados obtidos estão sujeitos às
políticas e às legislações para o uso e proteção de dados em vigor na União Europeia e no Brasil
[Regulamento Geral de Proteção de Dados - General Data Protection Regulation – GDPR –
Regulamento (UE) 2016/679 e da Lei de Proteção de Dados Pessoais do Brasil – Lei no 13.709
de 14/08/2018].
Acordo para o uso de citações:
Entendo que minhas declarações podem ser citadas diretamente (publicam-se fragmentos da
transcrição literal da entrevista) ou referenciadas indiretamente (publicam-se menções ao
conteúdo da entrevista sem reproduzir um fragmento específico). Com respeito a esta questão,
indique o seu consentimento:
(__) Autorizo a citação direta das minhas declarações, desde que meu nome real não seja
associado a elas e um nome fictício (pseudônimo) seja usado para evitar a minha
identificação.
(__) Autorizo a transferência internacional dos dados coletados a partir desta entrevista para
análise de conteúdo no exterior (Universidade de Groningen, Holanda).

Recebi os detalhes de contato do(s) pesquisador (es).
Local e data:

Assinatura do pesquisador:

Local e data:

Assinatura do participante:
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English Summary
During the 2000s, the favorable prospects of a global commodity bonanza contributed to
an unprecedented boost in South–South relations. Particularly across Africa, this led to a

renewed sense of possibility and optimism. Propelled by higher natural resource

revenues, Africa was rising whilst entertaining a more plural arrangement of external

relations with a range of emerging market economies. Under a common South–South

aegis, this rapprochement emphasized Global South credentials, a common history of
oppression, a qualitative difference away from Western patterns of relations, and the

existence, therefore, of shared interests in the present time. Against this backdrop, this

thesis rethinks the forging and signification of South–South relations in light of
capitalism’s expansion to extractive frontiers. It does so by approaching the advent and

engagement of Brazil’s mining multinational Vale S.A. in Mozambique. Driven by coal

extraction, this is to date Brazil’s major business project in Africa and Mozambique’s

largest foreign investment in operation. This thesis thus centrally asks: How is the South–

South assembled through Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique?

Building on an assemblage conceptual vocabulary, this thesis accounts for the

constructedness, heterogeneity, and contingency of what it proposes to interpret as the

South–South: a transnational web – including humans, things, and ideas – that is situated

in and functions across the Global South. The South–South is not only appraised in terms
of the loci (places) that it represents and inter-connects – in this case Mozambique and

Brazil – but also as a kind of ethos (mode of engagement) that reveals specific patterns of

establishing, maintaining, and signifying relations. In this sense, I look at how the South–

South is articulated, mobilized, and performed, and thus becomes assembled, within a

dynamic of natural resource extraction. The South–South is discharged from a priori

expectations such as cooperation, partnership, solidarity, or exploitation, among other

forms. Rather, this question is left open to research. Far from certain and predictable, I

argue that the South–South acquires several, overlapping facets and is sensible to life
experiences, socio-material contexts, and mutable ideas.

This thesis’ central query is addressed along three analytical lines of inquiry.

Respectively, I discuss how the South–South is assembled (a) to confer legitimacy to

extraction, (b) to articulate responsibility in the governance of extraction, and (c) to
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contest the effects of extraction. This examination is subsidized by an empirically-rich
study, totaling four months of fieldwork in Mozambique and Brazil. On this account, after
outlining the study’s aims, scopes, and methods in Chapter 1 (Introduction), the thesis
moves from the level of background information and literature review in Chapter 2, to

the delineation of an assemblage conceptual framework in Chapter 3, to the empirically

grounded exploration of the assembling of the South–South through extraction in

Chapters 4, 5, and 6 – before concluding in Chapter 7.

Chapter 2 starts by pursuing two interlinked purposes: (a) it provides

background information on the constellation of themes and empirical events that

underlie this study and (b) examines the relevant bodies of literature that this thesis
engages with. This is done along three thematic axes, moving from the more general to

the more specific level, as follows: the Global South and South–South relations, Brazil–

Africa/Mozambique connections, and Vale’s extractivism in (and beyond) Mozambique.

The first discusses the imbricated conceptual nature of the “Global South” and accounts,

within a geography of development encounters, for processes that have been commonly

described in the literature as “South–South Cooperation”. The second looks at the forging

of Brazil–Africa connections, especially between Brazil and Mozambique, and details

some of the key historical, geopolitical, and economic drivers behind these relations. The
third introduces Vale, approaching the firm’s global expansion, particularly into

Mozambique, amid the commodity boom of the 2000s. Across the chapter, I also examine
prevalent scholarly interpretations of these topics and propose ways by which this thesis
can add to insights and redress insufficiencies.

Chapter 3 presents this thesis’ assemblage-based conceptual framework. I

address, respectively, what assemblage thinking is, what it does, how I understand it, and
the analytical framework it provides to sensitize this study’s empirical research. To this

end, I first revisit the conceptual origins and underpinnings of assemblage thinking across

the social sciences, reflecting on its theoretical potentials but also shortcomings. Second,

I introduce the concept of “global assemblage” and account for how it has offered an

appealing framework to understand global phenomena and transnational relations,

including within contexts of natural resource extraction. Third, building on such

understandings, I propose my own conceptualization of a “South–South (global)
assemblage” and point at the ontological and epistemological properties this offers to

inquire about Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique. And fourth, I account for my
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operationalization of an assemblage analytic, delineating the productive ways in which

an assemblage vocabulary can be deployed to explore the assembling of the South–South
through extraction.

Moving this thesis to its empirical discussion, Chapter 4 asks: How is the South–

South assembled to legitimize extraction? The chapter looks at the ways in which Vale’s

executive leadership and the Mozambican power elites have harnessed the South–South,

both as a transnational relational axis and as a signifier, to legitimize extractive

proceedings. This argument is advanced along three sections. The first concentrates on

Vale’s executive leaders and observes, in general terms, how extraction was commonly

legitimized by means of positing the firm as the driving force of a special, advantageous

South–South relationship between Brazil and Africa. The second discusses the prominent

role played by FRELIMO, Mozambique’s ruling party. I highlight how conferring

legitimacy to Vale’s extractive operations – amid the promising prospects engendered by

an evolving architecture of South–South relations – contributed to aid FRELIMO’s own
preservation as Mozambique’s dominant political force. By bringing these corporate and

power elite agencies together, the third analyzes the kind of state-business co-functioning

that has emerged out of interests to further extraction as a legitimate arrangement. I
argue that this co-functioning is defined by the development of a “capitalism of linkages”
between Vale’s leadership and the Mozambican power elites.

Focusing on the notion of “responsibility”, Chapter 5 posits the question: How is

the South–South assembled to articulate responsibility in extractive governance? On this
account, it discusses responsibility’s embeddedness in the governance of Vale’s

extractivism in Mozambique by looking at the ways in which responsibility has been

articulated by patterns of South–South significations, interactions, and circulations. I

analyze this articulation in both structural and processual terms and reflect, respectively,

on responsibility’s normative formulation and practical outcomes. This is done in three

parts. Approaching responsibility from a structural, normative stand point, the first part
discusses the extent through which Vale’s expansion into Mozambique has been

accompanied by the Brazilian state’s normative ability to ascribe responsibility
parameters to the operations of its firms abroad; the articulation of responsibility at the

interfaces of state-led development cooperation initiatives and private interests ; and the

production of Vale’s responsibility as a hybrid that combines Southern qualities and

Western-styled blueprints on corporate behavior. The chapter’s second part shifts
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attention to the level of implementation and looks at the practical, place-specific
outcomes of responsibility initiatives. More specifically, I do so by interrogating the

appropriateness of what I interpret as “Brazilian tropical technologies” in the context of
Vale’s displacement and livelihood programs. Finally, the third part calls attention to the
interplay between (normative) structures and (practical) processes by bringing to fore

the role of and interactions between the Brazilian and Mozambican professionals behind
the management and implementation of responsibility projects. In this vein, I stress how
practical outcomes (process) deriving from the operationalization and capacitation of

responsibility have led to the creation of structural competences and capacities
(structure) relevant to the governance of Mozambique’s extractive sector more broadly.

Chapter 6 discusses the dynamics of contestation to Vale’s extractivism,

approaching their functioning in a transnational as well as South–South configuration. It
asks: How is the South–South reassembled to contest extraction? In this light, I pay
particular attention to the activism-based connections forged between the Mozambican
and Brazilian civil society groups engaged within the International Articulation of those

Affected by Vale (AV) – a global network established to challenge Vale and its operations.

I argue that the South–South has been re-molded and re-signified through a cofunctioning “from below” to denounce and challenge the range of grievances and

exclusions attributed to Vale’s extractivism in Mozambique – as well as beyond. This
argument is developed along three parts. First, I look at which political opportunities
have contributed to the AV’s establishment and, in this perspective, how this has led to

the forging and signification of South–South ties between Mozambican and Brazilian civil
society. Second, I account for how resources were mobilized and strategies deployed by
these

groups

to

pursue

transnational

collective

action

and

dispute

the

internationalization of Vale. And third, I discuss to which extent shifting political and

economic circumstances in Brazil and Mozambique have affected contestation prospects
along a South–South, transnational configuration in recent years.

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis. It starts by summarizing its main arguments and

findings. Thereafter, and crucially, it accounts for the ways in which my empirical

exploration has furthered an assemblage-based understanding of the South–South. I
propose to read the South–South as a heterogeneous and relational event that fuses

together a range of social, material, and symbolic elements and is continuously in process
and in transformation. I argue that such a perspective can enrich other studies accounting
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for processes of transnational circulations and relations across the Global(ized) South as
it productively grasps how the South–South emerges on multiple scales and through

entanglements that cross-cut public-private, local-global, and formal-informal

dichotomies. Lastly, while acknowledging this thesis’ own research lacunas, the chapter
indicates some avenues for future research.
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Nederlandse Samenvatting
Gedurende de jaren 2000 zorgde een wereldwijde bonanza in de verhandeling van

goederen voor een stimulans zonder weerga in de Zuid-Zuid relaties. Vooral in Afrika

leidde dit tot een nieuw besef van mogelijkheden en optimisme. Bevorderd door de

hogere inkomsten uit natuurlijke rijkdommen kon Afrika verder oprijzen, en daarbij een

meer veelzijdige relatie opbouwen van externe betrekkingen, met een serie opkomende

markteconomieën. Onder de vlag van een gemeenschappelijke Zuid-Zuid relatie

benadrukte deze ontwikkeling de ‘Global sSouth’ geloofsbrieven, van een gedeelde
geschiedenis van onderdrukking, van een kwalitatief verschil met en weg van westerse

relatiepatronen, en derhalve het bestaan van gedeelde belangen in het huidig tijdsbestek.

Tegen deze achtergrond gaat het in dit proefschrift om een heroverwegen van de ZuidZuid betrekkingen in het licht van de kapitalistische expansie van de mijnbouw over

grenzen heen, en de betekenis daarvan. De komst en het engagement van de Braziliaanse
mijnbouw-multinational Vale S.A. in Mozambique dient hiertoe als basis. Vooral bouwend
op steenkoolwinning is dit tot op heden het grootste zakelijk project van Brazilië in Afrika

en het vormt de grootste actieve buitenlandse investering van Mozambique. In dit

proefschrift staat daarom de volgende vraag centraal: Hoe wordt de Zuid-Zuid relatie
vormgegeven door Vale’s delfstofwinning in Mozambique?

Bouwend op een vocabularium uit de Assemblage benadering, behandelt dit

proefschrift de mate van constructie, de heterogeniteit en de variabiliteit van wat het als

de South-South relatie wil beschouwen: een transnationaal weefsel – met inbegrip van

mensen, objecten, en ideeën – dat is gesitueerd in en functioneert binnen het globale

Zuiden. De relatie Zuid-Zuid wordt niet alleen beschreven in termen van de loci
(plaatsen) waarin ze vertegenwoordigd is en verbinding schept – in dit geval voor

Mozambique en Brazilië – maar ook als een vorm van ethos (een wijze van normatief

engagement), dat specifieke patronen vertoont bij het opbouwen, onderhouden en
betekenis geven van en aan de onderlinge relaties. Op deze wijze bekijk ik hoe de relatie

Zuid-Zuid gearticuleerd wordt, gemobiliseerd en uitgevoerd, waardoor ze tot assemblage
wordt, binnen de dynamiek van de delfstofwinning. Het gaat er niet om a priori
verwachtingen te formuleren over de Zuid-Zuid relatie ten aanzien van samenwerking,

partnerschap, solidariteit of exploitatie. Die vraag moet open blijven voor verder
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onderzoek. Ik beargumenteer veeleer dat de Zuid-Zuid relatie lang niet voorspelbaar en
zeker is, maar dat ze verschillende, overlappende facetten heeft en reageert op
levenservaringen, sociaal-materiële contexten en veranderlijke opvattingen.

De centrale vraag in dit proefschrift wordt langs drie analytische lijnen

onderzocht. Respectievelijk behandel ik hoe de Zuid-Zuid relatie wordt geassembleerd
(a) om legitimiteit te verlenen aan de delfstofwinning, (b) om verantwoording in het

beheer van de delfstofwinning te articuleren, en (c) om de effecten van de delfstofwinning
kritisch te bevragen. Dit onderzoek wordt onderbouwd door een rijke empirische studie,

gebaseerd op vier maanden veldwerk in Mozambique en Brazilië. Dit leidt tot de volgende

structuur in het proefschrift. Nadat in hoofdstuk 1 (Inleiding) de doelstellingen, de
methodologie en het bereik van deze studie geschetst worden, volgt in hoofdstuk 2
achtergrondinformatie en bespreking van literatuur terzake. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een

omschrijving van een assemblage conceptual framework beoogd, wat leidt tot de

empirisch onderbouwde exploratie van de assemblage van de Zuid-Zuid relatie door

delfstofwinning in de hoofdstukken 4 tot en met 6 – waarna conclusies volgen in

hoofdstuk 7.

Hoofdstuk 2 begint vanuit twee onderling gelieerde doelen: (a) het hoofdstuk

geeft achtergrondinformatie over de constellatie van thema’s en empirische
gebeurtenissen die ten grondslag liggen aan deze studie, en (b) het onderzoekt de

relevante literatuur, die een rol speelt voor en in dit onderzoek. Dit geschiedt langs drie
thematische assen, bewegend van een meer algemeen naar een meer specifiek niveau, als
volgt: het concept Global South en Zuid-Zuid relaties, de betrekkingen tussen Brazilië en

Afrika/Mozambique, en Vale’s delfstofwinning in (en voorbij) Mozambique. Het eerste
deel behandelt de gelaagde conceptuele aard van het concept ‘Global South’ en verklaart

zo, binnen een geografie van ontmoetingen de processen die in de literatuur gewoonlijk
zijn omschreven als ‘Zuid-Zuid samenwerking’. Het tweede deel beschrijft het scheppen

van de verbindingen tussen Brazilië en Afrika, vooral tussen Brazilië en Mozambique, en
bespreekt een aantal centrale historische, geopolitieke en economische drijfveren achter

deze relaties. Het derde deel geeft een inleiding over Vale, met als uitgangspunt de

wereldwijde expansie van het bedrijf, vooral in de richting van Mozambique, te midden

van de industriële groei van de jaren 2000. Steeds zal ik in dit hoofdstuk ook de

prevalerende academische interpretaties van deze thema’s onderzoeken en suggesties
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doen over hoe dit proefschrift tot nieuwe inzichten kan leiden en ontoereikende
opvattingen kan corrigeren.

In hoofdstuk 3 gaat het over het conceptuele kader van dit onderzoek dat

gebaseerd is op de assemblage-benadering. Achtereenvolgens behandel ik wat die
benadering inhoudt, wat zij biedt, wat mijn opvatting ervan is, en wat voor analytisch

kader dit oplevert voor een zorgvuldige omgang met het empirisch materiaal in dit

onderzoek. Derhalve onderzoek ik eerst de conceptuele bronnen en funderingen van
assemblage thinking binnen de sociale wetenschappen, met kritische aandacht voor zijn

theoretisch potentieel maar ook zijn tekortkomingen. Ten tweede introduceer ik het

concept ‘global assemblage’ en leg uit hoe dit concept een aansprekend denkraam biedt

tot een beter verstaan van globale fenomenen en transnationale relaties, ook binnen de
context van de winning van natuurlijke grondstoffen. Ten derde stel ik, voortbouwend op

deze inzichten, mijn eigen conceptualisering voor van een ‘Zuid-zuid (globale)

assemblage’ en richt me daarbij op de ontologische en epistemologische eigenschappen

die deze biedt voor het onderzoek naar Vale’s delfstofwinning in Mozambique. En ten

vierde verantwoord ik mijn operationalisering van de assemblage-analyse, door de

vruchtbare weg te schetsen waarlangs een assemblage-vocabularium ingezet kan worden
om de vorming van de Zuid-Zuid relatie door delfstofwinning te beschrijven.

Hierna volgt een empirische studie vanaf hoofdstuk 4, naar de vraag: hoe wordt

de Zuid-Zuid relatie ingezet om delfstofwinning te legitimeren? Het hoofdstuk behandelt
de manieren waarop het uitvoerende machtskader van Vale en de Mozambicaanse

machtselites de Zuid-Zuid relatie hebben opgetuigd, zowel als een transnationale
verbindingsas, alsook als een betekenis per se, bedoeld om de mijnbouw te legitimeren.
Deze opvatting licht ik toe in drie aspecten ervan. Het eerste is geconcentreerd op het

uitvoerend leiderschap van Vale, en toont – in algemene termen – hoe de mijnbouw in
wezen werd gelegitimeerd door het bedrijf neer te zetten als een drijvende kracht achter
een speciale, van voordeel zijnde Zuid-Zuid relatie tussen Brazilië en Afrika. Het tweede

aspect behandelt vooral de prominente rol die FRELIMO, Mozambique’s regerende partij,

heeft gespeeld. Ik benadruk hoe het legitimeren van de mijnbouwactiviteiten van Vale –
te midden van de veelbelovende vooruitzichten, veroorzaakt door de ontwikkeling van

de Zuid-Zuid relaties – bijdroeg aan de inspanningen van FRELIMO om Mozambique’s
dominante politieke stroming te blijven. Door deze bedrijfs- en politieke machtselites zo
samen te brengen, betreft het derde aspect van mijn argumentatie de relatie tussen
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bedrijf en staat, die is voortgekomen uit het gedeelde belang verdere delfstofwinning als

een legitiem fenomeen te beschouwen. Ik beargumenteer daarin dat dit ‘co-functioneren

van bedrijf en staat’ gekenmerkt is door de ontwikkeling van een capitalism of linkages,
een ‘gekoppeld kapitalisme’ tussen het leiderschap van Vale en de machtselite van
Mozambique.

In hoofdstuk 5 staat de notie ‘verantwoording’ centraal, en wordt de volgende

vraag gesteld: hoe is de Zuid-Zuid relatie samengesteld op het vlak van wie hoe

verantwoordelijkheid draagt in de sturing van de delfstofwinning? Het gaat hierin om de
inbedding van ‘verantwoording’ als factor in het bestuur van de delfstofwinning in

Mozambique, door te bekijken hoe die wordt gearticuleerd in termen van Zuid-Zuid

gerelateerde betekenissen, interacties en bewegingen. Ik analyseer deze articulatie zowel
in structurele als in procesmatige termen, en reflecteer op resp. de normatieve

formulering van het concept ‘verantwoording’ en op de praktische effecten ervan. Dit doe

ik in drie onderdelen. ‘Verantwoording’ vanuit een structureel, normatief standpunt
beschouwend, gaat het in het eerste deel over de mate waarin de expansie van Vale in
Mozambique vergezeld ging van het normatieve vermogen van de Braziliaanse staat om

parameters van het concept ‘verantwoording’ toe te schrijven naar de werkwijzen van

zijn industrie overzee; de articulatie van ‘verantwoording’ op de breuklijnen van door de

staat geleide initiatieven tot samenwerking in de ontwikkeling en private belangen; en de
verschijningsvorm van Vale’s opvatting van ‘verantwoording’ als een hybride vorm die

zuidelijke kwaliteiten verbindt aan Westers-georiënteerde standaarden voor omgang

tussen bedrijven. In het tweede deel verschuift de aandacht naar het uitvoeringsniveau
en wordt gekeken naar praktische, lokale uitkomsten van initiatieven op het vlak van

verantwoording nemen. Meer specifiek door de gepastheid te bevragen van wat ik
beschouw als ‘Brazilië’s tropische technologieën’ in de context van de programma’s van

Vale ten aanzien van verplaatsing en zorg voor het levensonderhoud van

gemeenschappen. Ten slotte wordt in het derde deel aandacht besteed aan de

wisselwerking tussen structuur en proces, door de rollen van en het handelen tussen

Braziliaanse en Mozambicaanse professionals in het management en de uitvoering van
projecten op het vlak van verantwoording voor het voetlicht te brengen. Op deze wijze
accentueer

ik

hoe

praktische

uitkomsten

(proces),

voortkomend

uit

de

operationalisering en het mogelijk maken van ‘verantwoording nemen’, geleid hebben tot
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de creatie van structurele bevoegdheden en competenties (structuur) die relevant bleken
voor de sturingsmechanismen in de mijnbouwsector van Mozambique, in bredere zin.

Hoofdstuk 6 gaat over de dynamiek van de betwisting van Vale’s delfstofwinning,

en dit wordt behandeld zowel in haar transnationale functioneren, als binnen de Zuid-

Zuid configuratie. De centrale vraag luidt: Hoe wordt de Zuid-Zuid relatie opnieuw
geassembleerd in de poging de delfstofwinning te contesteren? In dit licht besteed ik
speciale aandacht aan de activistische verbindingen tussen Mozambicaanse en

Braziliaanse civil society-groepen binnen de AV, de International Articulation of those
Affected by Vale, een wereldwijd netwerk opgezet om Vale en zijn activiteiten kritisch te

bevragen. Ik veronderstel dat de Zuid-Zuid relatie is geherformuleerd en van een nieuwe
betekenis voorzien door een samen optreden ‘van onderaf’, om een hele reeks klachten

en uitsluitingen, toegerekend aan Vale’s mijnbouwactiveiten in Mozambique - en elders -

, aan de kaak te stellen. Deze stelling wordt langs drie kanalen toegelicht. Ten eerste kijk
ik naar de politieke mogelijkheden die bijgedragen hebben aan de ontwikkeling van AV,

en hoe die geleid hebben tot het smeden van en betekenis geven aan nieuwe Zuid-Zuid
verbanden tussen burgers, de civil society, in Mozambique en Brazilië. Ten tweede zet ik
uiteen hoe hulpbronnen werden gemobiliseerd en strategieën ontwikkeld door deze

groepen om transnationale activiteiten te kunnen uitvoeren en de wijze van
internationalisering van Vale te kunnen bestrijden. Ten derde bespreek ik in welke mate

veranderende politieke en economische omstandigheden in Brazilië en Mozambique in

het nabije verleden de kritische dimensie van deze nieuwe Zuid-Zuid (en transnationale)
relaties hebben beïnvloed.

Hoofdstuk 7 vormt de conclusie van dit proefschrift. Het begint met een

samenvatting van de belangrijkste argumenten en bevindingen. Vervolgens, en dit is van

belang, zet ik uiteen hoe mijn empirisch onderzoek, stoelend op een assemblage-based

benadering, het begrip van de Zuid-Zuid relaties bevordert. Ik beschouw de Zuid-Zuid
connectie als een heterogeen en relatie-gebonden fenomeen, dat een reeks van sociale,

materiële en symbolische elementen omvat, en dat voortdurend in beweging en
verandering is. Ik stel dat zo’n perspectief andere studies kan verrijken, omdat het oog

heeft voor transnationale doorstroming en betrekkingen door het gehele Global South.
Het verklaart hoe de Zuid-Zuid relatie zich op vele niveaus voordoet en wel via

verstrengelingen die door publiek-private, lokaal-globale, en officiële-informele
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dichotomieën heen snijden. Ten slotte geef ik, me wel bewust van mogelijke lacunes in

dit onderzoek, in dit hoofdstuk enige indicatie van en wegen voor toekomstig onderzoek.
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